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PREFACE 
The initial plan called for analysis of the Church and state 
question in Guatemala from the Revolution of 1871 to the death of 
president Barrios in 1885. The abundant documentary material for 
the period made the plan impractical. Secondly. research made it 
clear that the Liberal victors of 1871 had resolved the issue by 
the time of the drafting of the Constitution in 1879.. Therefore. 
the bulk of the research project covers the period frcn 1871 to 
1879 and the remaining years of the Barrios administration are 
treated in summary fashion. 
The research project was made possible through the Smith-
Hundt Student Exchange Grant, Which the author received from 1959-
1960. The research activities were further facilitated with the 
Ihelp of many Guatemalans, who went beyond the call of ordinary 
courtesy in lending a helping hand. Special thanks are due to 
Lic. Joaquin pardo, director of the Archivo del Gobierno de Guate-
mala and Archbishop Mariano Rosell y Arellano, Whose kindly permis-
sion made it possible to spend six months in the Archivo de la 
Curia. Neither can the author neglect to thank other Guatemalan 
citizens, Who without restriction permitted the consultation of 
their private collections.. Much of the following story could not 
have been written had these collections remained closed. Request 
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for anonymity does not permit public recognition of their kind 
consideration. Very special thanks are in order for Dr. Paul S. 
Lietz, whose original suggestion of the topic and constant en-
couraganent have played no small role in furthering the project. 
Last, but not least, the author is greatly indebted to his wife, 
who in spite of her many domestic obligations, contributed im-
measurably to the project with many hours of typing and critical 
comments. 
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A free Church within a free state has been the ideal at one 
time or another of practically all the Hispanic American republics 
The struggle to achieve this goal has left deep and lasting wounds, 
which have begun to heal only in the twentieth century, and the 
present modus vivendi in Church and state relations in Hispanic 
America has failed to answer the question whether the Church en-
joys a true juridical independence. Since practically all Hispani 
America republics are governed by constitutional principles formu-
lated in the nineteenth century, the answer to the question must b 
in the neg ati ve. '!'he Church's demand for juridical independence 
has been a frequent cause for her confliots with the state in the 
past century. '!'he modus vivendi of the present century has done 
much to ease the conflict, and it may be hoped that the practical 
experience gained through the modus vivendi will aid the solution 
of the juridical question. 
Guatemala in undergoing all the vicissitudes of Church and 
state relations in Latin America has, with the exception of Mexico, 
undoubtedly witnessed the severest conflicts. It will be the pur-
pose of this work to analyze the nature of this conflict during the 
period of 1871 to approximately 1885. 
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So far little scholarly research has been done on the problem. 
Mary Holleran's Church !W1 State !!l Guatemala (1949), a ahort but 
siqnifioant oontribution, treats the Church and state relationship 
during the national period, but her broad scope has permitted 
spaoe for only one chapter on the Liberal period from 1871 to 1885. 
Bolleran maintains that the relationship of Church and state during 
the national period was a legacy of the colonial patronato real, 
and the real issue is whether the Vatioan should have extended the 
eatronato real to the new republic. 'l'hus the iasues of Church and 
state relations during the national period were essentially the 
same as those of the colonial period "with only the names and the 
men chang-ing ... l '!'his writer finda 'the explanation unsatisfactory t Y 
because (a' it fails to consider the essence of the Liberal theory 
of government and (b) the etronato !!.!! played only a secondary 
role in the Liberal concept of government. In short it is safe to 
assume that the Liberal concept of government would have evoked a 
oonflict with the Church even if there had been no patronato !!!l. 
J. Lloyd Mecham in his Church .. !W1 State !n ..,LA .... t ..... i;;;.;;:;.n America 
(1934), recognizing the influence of the R!tronato real in Church 
and state relations in Latin America during the national period, 
views the conflict as an attempt by the civil authority to curb the 
traditional political power of the Church. '.l'he severity of the 
conflict, he concludes, depended greatly on the degree of 
lMary P. Holleran, Church !!!!! State .!n. Guatemala (New York, 
1949), p. 41. 
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compromising- spirit on both sides. Unfortunately, Meehan' s work 
with a scanty five pages on the Liberal reforms from 1871 to 1885 
is too broad in scope to be of any real value to the present study. 
Apart from the st.udies of Holleran and Mecham, no scholarly study v 
in English has been made of the problem in Guatemala. 
Even less scholarly are the publicat.ions in Spanish. The oj 
contributions have been mainly the result of biographical accounts 
, 
of President. Barrios, such as Jesus B. Carranza, AlCi\UlC!s Datos 2-
Referancias 2ara 1& Biggraf!! del Iseaaerito ;J'l!sto Rufino .. Barrios, 
Reformadgl!' de Guatsala X. Caudi,lAq 2. 1. Union !!. Centro America 
(2nd ed., 1930), Victor Miguel Diu, aarrios ante !!. Posteridad 
(1935) and C~imiro D. Rubio, BiOSlraf:ia del Genu!! Justo Rufino 
, , 
Barrios, Refomador 2. GuatsaAa, Recopilacion !is;t.orica x. Docu-
mentada (1935). These three highly partisan accounts express the 
typical Liberal view that the Liberal refoX'lll of the 1870' s was in-
dispensable to destroy the power of the Church in every nonreli- v' 
gious sphere so that the country .could progress materially. 
Lorenzo Montufar popularized thi' view in his seven volume work 
entitled Res!n~ listOriea 9a Centro Am8rica (1878). The thesis 
also has bean accepted by the Protestant missionary biographer of 
President Barrios, Paul Burgess, i!!sto Rufino Barrios (1926). The 
Horth American Burgess on the Guatemalan Reformador is the more 
2J • Lloyd Mecham, Church and State in Latin America (Chapel 
~ll, North carolina, 1934), ;502-508:-
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moderate appraisal of Barrios than the three Guatemalan bi09'ra-
phers. The Liberal view received additional support in Mariano 
Zeceiia' s La Revolucian S!!. ill! x. Sus Caudillos (3rd ed., 1957), a 
positivist account, Which sees President Barrios t victory over the 
political power of the Church as the beqinninq of the realization 
of the Positivist ideal. 
Among' Conservat.ives, the studies of the Church and state 
issue are practically nonexistent. The leading Consenati ve wri tel 
was Padre Rafael pEtru. Bis Itt. Companta S!!. JesUIf. en ColU!'l!Ria X. 
CentrR _rica despYes S!.!!! Re,taurcism (1896-98), primarily con-
cerned with the Jesuits, charges the Liberals of the 1870's with 
intent to destroy the Church. This theme was adopted by Carlos 
Wyld Ospina in his !! Autocrat;a Ens!yo ppl!tico-Socia& (1929). 
The present work is not an apology for the traditional 
Liberal or Conservative. Appreciations of the Liberal fear of an 
all powerful Church does not thereby deny that there was a basis 
for the Conservative fear of the destruction of the Church wi thin 
the Liberal state. Bad the Liberal ideology been drawn to its 
ultimate 109'ical conclusion, the very existence of the Church 
would have been seriously threatened. Conceding that the Liberals 
were sincere When they denied that their intention was to destroy 
the Church, the writer hopes to show in the following pages that 
the Liberal ideology intended to restrict the Church to the purely 
religious sphere and not. to destroy it. Partisan writers in 
Guatemala, up until now, have failed either to appreciate the 
5 
Liberal intention or to consider seriously if the Liberal ideoloqy 
was practical in a country that was almost completely Catholic. 
'l'he present 'WOrk is based primarily on the archival deposits 
in Guatemala City. The governmental archives are rich in leqi8la-
tive and presidential enactments, memorias of governmental minis-
tries and diplomatic correspondence. The archives of the Church, 
located in the residence of the arChbishop, yielded a significant 
contribution, for much of its material has been overlooked by 
previous writers ~ The discovery of Salle thirty volumes of cor-
respondence between ecclesiastical and state officials, and be-
tween religious superiol:S and their subjects has permitted insight 
into the Church and state question hithert.o not touched. The let-
ters written by pastors to theiJ: religious superior are most help-
ful to understand the effects of the Liberal program on the local 
level, and correspondence between civil and religious authorities 
reveals significant points of conflict. that are usually not men-
tioned in public enactment.s. In addit.ion, in i:he Biblioteca Ra-
cional there is the valuable collection of some fifty newspapers 
containing excellent expressions of Liberal ideologies. 'lbe few 
Conservative newspapers were either published shortly before the 
!heral victory of 1871 or aft.er the death of President Barrios in 
Both Liberal and Conservative journals show extreme partisan 
Unfortunately, the administrat.ion of President Barrios, 
le proclaiming freedom of the press, restricted it in pract.ice. 
is undoubtedly explains the absence of Conservative publications. 
6 
Y.Qe ssme holds true for publications known as h01as sueltas of 
which the Biblioteca Nacional and governmental archives have excel .. 
lent collections, especially for the earlier years of the Liberal 
administration. 'l'he few Conservative hojas sueltas that were 
found were usually located in private arChives. The small number 
of conservative publications suggests weak opposition or laCk of 
freedom of the press. '!'he broad vistas Which the archival collec-
tions have opened to the present writer are easily discernible 1n 
the study that follows. 
'the inauguration of Church and state relations in the nation-
al period showed no radical departure from the colonial tradition. 
The Declaration of Independence fran Spain on the 15th of Septem-
ber, 1821, gave the customary official recognition to the Catholic 
Church.] Symbolic of the smooth transition from a colony to na-
tion is the fact that the captain general of the :Kingdan of 
Guatemala, Gabino de Gak., continued on as the provisional gov-
ernor of the provinces of Central America until a new government 
could be established.4 Within four months the Central American 
provinces on January 5, 1822; approved their annexation to the 
Mexican empire of Agustin de Iturbide... By this act the Central 
American provinces accepted the religious guarantee included in the 
] , 
Jose Mata Gavidia, tr;taaiJ!es de Histori. Patria Centro-
a:aricana (Guatemala, 195~ p. Yb. ""The entire DeclaratIon of 
I epeftdence is cited in this work. See also Manuel Pineda de 
Mont, ad., Reaoptlacion ~!!!. &!y!s ~ guatemala a (Guatemala, 
1872), III, ~4§. 
4Mata Gavidia, pp. 309-310. 
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Plan de Iquala. Union with Mexico was short-lived due to opposi-
.........--
tion to annexation in the Central American provinces and the quick 
collapse of the Iturbide regime in March of 1823. Subsequently, 
Central America saw fit to announce its second Declaration of Inde-
pendence: this time fram Mexico. Again the declaration recognized 
catholicism as the only religion of the United provinces. 5 
Although the two declarations of independence indicate harmo-
nious relations between the Church and state, the Liberals in 1824 
were able to enact laws removing the impediment of illegitimacy to v 
obtain public offices. restricting the publication of pastoral let-
ters, requiring civil confirmation in the appointment of curates, 
and abolishing the clerical privilege of importlng goods free of 
duties. 6 Shortly thereafter on November 22, 1824, the United Pro-
vinces proclaimed their first constitution, which modeled after the 
United States constitution, established the Federal Republic of 
Central America. 7 Article 11 declared Catholicism to be the offi-
cial religion of the republic, but at the same time the constitu-
tion guaranteed religious toleration.8 
5 Mecham, pp. 362-363. See Also Pineda de Mont, ed., p. 250. 
6lbid., p. 363: Pineda de Mont, ed., pp. 250-251. Already in 
September of 1823, the national assembly had reduced considerably 
the number of religious fiestas for the sake of the material and 
moral welfare of the country. ~., pp. 274-275, 280. 
7 ' , Antonio Batres Jauregui" 81 Dr.!fartano Gal:~ez X. !.!l £..poee, 
2nd ed. (Guatemala, 1957), pp. 6'5-". 
8 Mecham, pp. 363-364. Toleration did not include the public 
practice of non-Catholic beliefs as is evidenced by two laws passed 
by the state of Guatemala and the federal assembly in 1824 and 
1825. Pineda de Mont, ed., p. 251. 
8 
on February 6, 1825, the constitutional congress was instal lee 
~hich elected Mariano G'lvez, a Liberal, as president of the con-
, 
gress and Manuel Jose Arce, a moderate Liberal, as president of thE 
federation. The early years of the federation saw the Liberals in 
control who in 1826 enacted several anti-clerical laws. Tithes 
were reduced by one-half, natural children (whether of laymen, 
priests or religious) were given inheritance rights, superiors of 
religious orders were forbidden to promise obedience to their re-
spective generals in Spain and twenty-three years was established 
as the minimum age for entry into any convent. 9 The Liberal as-
cendancy was short-lived, since by 1827, the Conservatives were 
once more in control. President Aree, Who had become disenchanted 
with the Liberal measures, gradually assumed the leadership of the 
Conservatives called the Servi1es. Accordinq to Mecham, the presi-
dent was "Sincerely desirous of abolishing factionalim and estab-
lishing peace and harmony, [and] he saw in the Liberal anticlerical 
program disruptive factors which had to be curbed. ulO 
The brief Liberal ascendancy was followed by a similarly short 
Servile domination, namely 1827-1828. The Servile reaction undid 
the earlier Liberal acts by re-enstating reliqious control of 
9 Mecham, p. 364. For the law on the age of religious vows, 
see Pineda de MOnt., ed., pp. 251-252. The assembly also passed 
laws in 1825 to aid public instruction. '!'hese laws did not abolish 
private instruction, but they did require indirect government regu-
lation of private instruction. Ibid., pp. 12-13. 
10 Mecham, p. 368. 
v 
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education, banning Liberal expressions and repealing the Liberal 
11 laws against religious communities. Throughout this period 
neither the Liberals nor the Serviles were able to resolve the 
religious issue that plagued all of the newly independent Hispanic I 
American Republics. This was the question of whether the new re-
publics would enjoy the ecclesiastical patronage, which the Spanish 
crown still claimed. Since the Vatican throughout the l820's re-
frained to recognize the independence of the new republics because 
of fear of Spain, the issue obviously could not be resolved at the 
time. l2 
The brief Conservative domination of approximately two years 
was followed by a second Liberal victory, which was assured on 
April 13, 1829, when the Liberal Francisco Morazan of Honduras cap-
tured Guatemala City. President Arce, who went into exile, was 
replaced by Jose Francisco Barrundia, who although president of the 
federation, was in reality a puppet of Marazan. 13 Morazan assumed 
11 !2..!&!.., p. 369. 
12The question o~ the ecclesiastical patronage resulted in a 
religious schism in the state of Bl Salvador where the state con-
gress attempted to erect a new bishopric. For this story see 
Santiago Malaina, S. J. I' Historia de la Breccion de 1a Diooesis £!!. 
~ Salvador (San Salvador, C. A. ,1944), pp. 12-15.-
13 , Mecham, p. 369. For a biographical account of Jose 
Francisco Barrundia, see David Vela, Barrundia ante el BSp!jo de su 
'riempo (Guatemala, 1956). R.amOn A. Salazar consIdered' BarrundIi' en 
of ~e leading students of the French encyclopedists in Guatemala. 
Ramon A. Salazar, Historia del Desenvo1vimiento Intelectua1 de 
fluatemala, 2nd ed. (Guatemala, 1951), Ill, 311. Miguel GarcIa 
~~anados, The victor of the Liberal Revolution of 1871, considered 
~arrundia a man of "good faith," whose ideals were entirely 
10 
the presidency of the federation in May of 1832. 
The initial act of the new Liberal regime under President 
Barrundia was the e~ulsion of Archbishop Ramon Prancisco Casaus 
y Torres t a Spanish-born Dominican friar, on the grounds that he 
14 
was plotting against the government. At the same time (July 11, 
1829) the president banished the Pranciscan, Dominican and Recol-
lect friars whom he accused of plotting against the civil authori-
ties. lS The expulsion decree emphasized the fact that this action 
was in no way an attack on religion and the faithful were assured 
that the government would request the pope to send an auxiliary 
bishop_ It was observed that the pope had already made such con-
cessions in Peru and Columbia. 16 A total number of 289 religious 
were expelled by these decrees. 17 The decrees were issued without 
congressional authorization. Later President Barrundia reported to 
'the congress of the federation that authorization for his acts was 
not sought as it was necessary to maintain the utmost secrecy in 
the execution of the decrees. 1S No reason for secrecy was given. 
impractical for Guatemala of the 1830' s. Miguel Garcia Granados, 
morias del !eneral Miguel Garcia Granados, 2nd ed. (Guatemala, 
1952), IV:-T4 • 
14 Mecham, p. 370. lSIbid. 
16V 1a 195 196 17Mech __ , 370 e , pp. - •  p. • 
18 , Ibid., p. 371. Lorenzo Montufar claimed that as early as 
1y 9, 1829, the congress of the federation had given General 
orazan general fapulties to proceed against the religious. He 
dded that the expulsion decree was very similar to the one issued 
y Charles III against the Jesuits in 1767. Lorenzo MOntufer, 
esena Historica de Centro America (Guatemala, 1878), It 155-156. 
or a detal ed ac-- r a ' • 
11 
The congress gave a vote of confidence to the president, and went 
on to decree the abolition of monastic orders and nationalization 
of their property. The movable goods of the monasteries were to be 
sold at public auction with the exception of gold and silver de-
corations, which were to pass to the public treasury to be coined, 
and religious vessels which were to be delivered to the poor 
parishes. Lands of the monasteries were to be rented out with the 
income used to finance public education. The monastery libraries 
were to be used in the formation of a public library.19 On Septem-
ber 7, 1829, the federal conqress passed another law prohibiting 
American religious affairs see Mary W. Williams, "The Ecclesiasti-
cal Policy of Francisco Moranzan and the other Central American 
Liberals," Hispanic American mstorical Review, III (1920), 119-143 
For a ConservatIve view of the expulsions see Manuel Montufar, 
Memorias p~a la Historia de la Revolucian de §entro America, (San 
Salvador, E Salvador, 190GT,IV, '19-32, 2nd e • 
19vela, pp. 197-198. Lorenzo Montu2ar states that the decree 
suppressing the monastie institutions was passed by the assembly of 
Guatemala and later in September of 1829 it was approved by the 
congress of the federation. L. Montufar, Ii p. 157. Montufar giVBll 
a list of religious property that was sold between 1831 and 1837 
along with the price obtained for the property and who bought it. 
He noted that many of the purchasers of the property were clergymen 
and Conservatives. Ibid •• pp. 241-246. For the decrees on suppres-
sion of monastic instItutions and the expropriation of the proper-
ties see Pineda de Mont, ed., pp. 252-257. The decrees made two 
significant exceptions. The Bethlehemite hospitallera, a religious 
society founded in Guatemala, was not suppressed because of its 
humanitarian services. Neither were any of the female religious 
communities suppressed but the nuns were prohibited in the future 
from taking solemn vows. Pinally members of the suppressed reli-
gious communities could request secularization if they desired to 
remain in the country. Thoae who refused secularization were 
promised by the government a yearly lifetime pension of 150 pesos 
to be paid from the expropriated religious temporalities. ~., 
pp. 253-255. 
12 
the entry into the federation of members of any religious order. 
On JUne 13, 1830, Congress gave its official confirmation to the 
expulsion of Archbishop Casaus accusing htm of opposing independ~ 
enca, inciting rebellion and accepting a subsidy from the Spanish-
king. 20 The last accusation concerned the archbishop's acceptance 
of a pension from the Spanish government wben he went into exile in 
Havana, CUba. In the meantime, the cathedral chapter appointed J)r. 
Diego Batres vicar of the archdiocese and shortly thereafter Pope 
Gregory XVI named him the legal administrator of the archdiocese. 
Between 1831-1833 congress abolished Church tithes; prohibited the 
promulgation of papal bulls, proclaimed reliqious toleration, 
recognized Catholicism as the official religion and insisted on the 
right of ecclesiastical patronage. In 1834 legislation was passed 
stating- that no authority may force a professed nun to remain in 
her convent. Subsequently, a decree in 1836 established civil j 
~arriage, and in 1837 civil divorce was permitted. 2l 
2°Mecham, p. 371. 
2lMalaina, p. 11. Among the reasons given for religious 
toleration was that liberty of cults would remove a great obstacle 
to immigration. Vela, p. 261. The provision for religious liberty 
~as incorporated into the federal constitution in 1835, but it 
never received the official sanction of the states of the federa-
tion. L. Montufar, II, 170 and 173. The federal congress in-
aisted that liberty of cults would provide for more fervent prac-
tice of religion and do away with superstitious practices, guaran-
tee individual rights, terminate revolutionary agitations, aid 
immigration and further progress in keeping with the modern world. 
Pineda de Mont, ad., p. 260. In regard to the civil p!se for 
apostolic pronouncements the federal congress held that this was a 
p~er natural to the state and necessary for the security of public 
tranquility.. !2!4., p. 276. Although the diezmo or Church tithe 
13 
Since the above decrees were issued by the federal government, 
the execution of the religious reform program by the state authori-
ties left much to be desired. As early as 1832, Nicaragua because 
of growing dissatisfaction with the central government withdrew its 
financial support fran the federal government. In 1833 El SalvadoJ; 
Honduras and costa Rica followed a s~ilar course of action. Thus 
by 1833, Guatemala was the only state that remained faithful to the 
federal union. 22 In reality all the states were pushing through 
their CMl Liberal religious reform program during the 1830' s. Par 
instance, Costa Rica reduced the number of religious and political 
holidays and abolished Church thithes. Honduras even went as far 
a. to legalize marriages of secular priests. 23 The greatest ad-
vance in Liberal reform was made in Guatemala where both federal J 
and state authorities were under the domination of the Liberals. 
This was especially evident when Francisco Moranzan succeeded Jose 
H. Barrundia as president of the federation in May of 1832, and 
was abolished, congress levied a tax on land owners and the ejidos 
in order to reimburse the ChurCh for the lo.s of revenue suffered 
by the abolition of the diezmo. Ibid., p. 294. 
22 Hata Gavidia, p. 338. The formal declaration of independ-
ence of the various states from the Central American federation 
came at a later date: Nicaragua, Honduras and Costa Rica 1838, El 
Salvador 1841, and Guatemala 1847. J. Daniel Contreras, Breve 
listoria ~ Guatemala (Guatemala, 1951), p. 103. 
23Me_'Lo. am, 3 i f li i ~1 pp. 72-373. For a br e resume of re 9 aus 




when Mariano Galvez assumed the governorship of the state of 
Guatemala in 1831. 24 
Mariano Gcllvez, whom Mecham considered the valentin GOmez 
Farias of Guatemala, revamped public education in accordance with 
Liberal goals. Two years before he became governor, the assembly 
of Guatemala enacted a series of orders providing for the support 
of public instruction. In December of 1829, the assembly ordered 
that certain clerical stipends, and the episcopal cuarta be given 
to the University of San Carlos to support chairs. 25 The assembly 
also ordered that the traditional assessment known as the cuarta 
~ colegio should again be levied on the clergy to support the 
Colegio de Tridentino, which the assembly claimed suffered a seri-
ous decline due to lack of funds. 26 The order of the assembly in 
24 " , Although both Morazan and aalvez were Liberals, Galvez 
showed himself hostile to the presence of the federal government 
in Guatemala. This caused Morai\zan to move the federal capital to 
San Salvador in 1833. The issue of a federal district continued 
to plague the Mor~zan administration and the issue was never suc-
cessfully resolved'" 
25 , Coleccion de los Decretos ~ de los ordenes mas Interesantes 
m!!. ObtUbieron la saiicl'6n, EmI tIdos --e2r la Lej Islatura 2.!!. Estado 
~ Guatemala (Guatemala, 1830), p. 27. The episcopal cu~rta was 
the traditIonal offering of the clergy to their archbishop. This 
was now claimed by the state since the archbishop was in exile. 
The cuarta ~ colegio was an assessment placed on the clergy to 
finance the Colegio de Tridentino. 
26 , ~., pp. 27-28 and Recoeilacion 9!. .ill Leyes ~ 
Guatemala, III (1872), 275-280. AccordIng to the assembly the 
collection of this cuarta had fallen into disuse for some 
time. 
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regard to the pious funds of the banished religious communities 
and parishes provided that these funds be destined for the support 
of priests in carrying out their religious functions. These 
priests were no longer allowed to collect the customary derechos 
or stole fees associated with the administration of the sacraments 
or burial. They were, however, permitted to accept voluntary con-
tributions fram the faithful. 27 In turning its attention to the 
property of the banished religious communities, the assembly ruled 
that certain buildings or monasteries be converted into primary 
schools and supported by the income from the property of suppressecl 
religious associations. 28 The books in the suppressed monasteries 
were ordered to be placed in the university library as well as 
globes and instruments of instruction. Valuable paintings and 
sculpture were to be delivered to La Sociedad de Amantes de la 
patria. 29 The assembly further decreed that a certain part of the 
building of the suppressed monastery of Santo Domingo be given to 
the University of San Carlos and La Sociedad de Amantes de la 
Patria. 30 Certain parts of the suppressed monastery of San 
Prancisco were ordered to be converted into a house of correction, 
which was to be supported by the income from the property of the 
27 , Colecoion de los Decretos ~ de los Ordenes mas Interesantes 
9!!.E! Obtubieron laSaii'Cr6n, EmitldosPor l'a Lejisla;t,Ura S!!. Estado 
~ Guatemala, p. 28 .. 
28Ibid., pp. 42-45. 
30Ibid., pp. 45-46. 
29!pid., p. 44. 
31 banished Franciscans. 
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Galvez initiated educational reforms immediately after taking' 
office as governor of Guatemala on August a8, 1831. His first 
educational decree dated September 30, 1831, provided for the es-
tablishment of a normal school to be directed by the Sociedad 
EcOnOmica. The purpose of the school was the training of teachers 
in pedagogical methods, including the Lancastrian system. 32 On 
December 11, Galvez decreed the establishment of a female primary 
school in Guatemala City for the t.eaching of reading, writirvJ, 
arithmetic and vocational arts. It was also recommended that the 
Lancastrian system be employed as a method of instruction. 33 The 
IIOst comprehensive educational reform was the decree of March 1, 
1832, entitled "Bases para el Arreglo General de la InstrucciOn 
P1lb1ica. " This was a complete revamping of the educational system 
from the primary school to the university. Article 1 of the 
"8ases" declared. that the only objective of education was the per-
fection of man as a natural and social being. 34 Articles 9 and 10 
provided that all public instruction must be uniform, supported by 
31Ibid., pp. 46-41. 
32 , 
, .Jauregui, pp. 82-83. '!'he basic educational decrees of 
Galvez are cited completely in this book. For the educational de-
crees of G&1vez, see also pineda de Mont, ad., pp. 17-25 and 31-32 
33 , Jauregui, p. 84. 'l'hrough the Lancastrian system the govern 
ment hoped to relieve the problem of shortage of teachers. 
34Ibid., p. 85. Por the decree of March 1, 1832, see also 




the state, and gratuitous. Article 11 made it clear that Arti-
cles 9 and 10 did not apply to private education which must remain 
"absolutely free" except in so far as it may be necessary for the 
state to see that general regulations of education be observed by 
private institutions to safeguard the public welfare. 35 Title XV 
(Articles 17-26) divided education into three divisions: primary, 
secondary, and professional or university. The curriculum on all 
three levels included the customary liberal arts offerings but at 
the same time there was a heavy emphasis on the practical sciences 
such aa medicine, aqriculture and geology. On the primary and 
secondary level courses in religion and Church history were re-
tained as were the chairs in philosophy, theology and canon law on 
the university level. 36 The lIBases" called for centralized con-
trol of education through the establishment of an Academy of Stud-
ies in the capital which was under government supervision and in-
cluded secondary and professional education. It suppressed the 
old University of San Carlos and the lawyers guild, which was 
known as the Colegio de Abogados. 37 The Academy was the only in-
stitution authorized to confer bachelor or professional degrees. 
35 , . 8 Jauregu1, pp. 7-88. 
36Ibid., pp. 88-91. In addition the educational refor.ms cal-
led for the establishment of Sunday Schools for adults, who because 
of their work could not attend during the week. Pineda de Mont, 
ed. t pp. 39-40. 
37Jauregui, p. 92. The Colegio de Abogados, a colonial in-
stitution, had the definitive voice in admitting candidates to the 
legal profeasion. 
" i_ .. __ --------------------------------------------------------, 
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Pr~isions were made to continue the Colegios de Tridentino and de 
xnfantes as seminaries and the establishment of col!9'ios in the 
departments when circumstances favored it. While these insti tu-
tions were permitted to offer a limited number of secondary 
courses, the rig-ht to confer degrees still remained with the Aca-
demy' of Studies. 38 On the primary level the "Bases" still per-
mitted a considerable amount of control by the local municipali-
ties, jefes pOl!ticos and curates. The departmental co15ios were 
placed under the immediate dependence on the Academy of Studies in 
the capital. The seminaries were penni tted to remain under 
ecclesiastical authority, but the approval of the civil g-overnment 
was required in carryinq out their academic functions. Pinally 
the Academy of Studies in the capital was declared to be the cen-
tral establishment of instruction directly under the authority of 
the government. 39 'the Academy was looked upon as the rig-ht arm of 
the government in advisinq and carrying- out educational reforms. 40 
The entire educational system was to be financed by local and statE 
governments and by endowments. 41 In addition certain property of 
suppressed relig-ious communities was designated for educational 
purposes. For instance, part of the monastery of San Prancisco was 
38~., pp. 94-95. 
39Ibid., pp. 96-97. The Academy of Studies comprised three 
section~men with major deg-rees such as doctor or master in (1) thE 
physical sciences, (2) ecclesiastical, moral and political science. 
and (3) fine arts. 
40Ibid., pp. 98-101. 41!2!a., pp. 101-104. 
;t __ -----------------------------------------------------, 
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given temporarily to the Academy of Studies" '!'he same held true 
for the libraries of the suppressed religious and exiled archbishop 
and all useful instruments of instruction which belonged to the 
42 8Uppressed monasteries. In the section on methods of instruction 
much emphasis was placed on uniformity of instruction, especially 
in the use of textbooks approved by the Academy of Studies" '!'he 
uniformity was further stressed when it was required that all 
teaching must b~ done in Spanish with the exception of certain 
professional studies such as theology, canon law and medicine where 
Latin was still considered indispensable. '!'he intent of this pro-
vision was well stated in Article 10 which urged the immediate 
eradication of indigenous tongues. 43 In spite of the stress on 
centralization and uniformity, the "Bases" called for the continu-
ance of the old colonial system of "oppesi tion It in the selection 
of candidates for chairs in the Academy of Studies. 44 Since 
42 id Ib ., pp. 105-110. 
43~., pp. 110-111. According to Hector HUmberto Samayoa 
the stress on uniformity of education had its roots in pedagogical 
principles of the French Revolution and came to Hispanic America 
via the Spanish Constitution of 1812. Hector Bumberto Samayoa 
Guevara, La Bns~anza de la ,istoria en Guatemala (Guatemala, 
1953), p.:20. AddItional ev dence of Prench Influence in education 
is the decree of September 15, 1832, whiCh listed a considerable 
number of French textboOks to be used in public instruction. 
Recopilac!on de la Leyes de Guatemala, III (1812), 98-99. Later in 
August of 1833;' another educatIonal reform was enacted. In the 
sections relative to primary sChools in Indian communities the in-
tent of primary education was to make all Indians ladinos. ~., 
PP. 33-38. 
44Jauregui, p. 112. "Opposition ll required applicants for a 




"opposition" was baaed on merit, the state presumably would have 
little or no voice in the seleation of capable profes.ors. The 
state in order to sttmulate the education of its subjects offered 
incentives to both students and teachers such as exemption from 
military service and awards for academic achievements. No longer 
did the state permit corporal punishment for academic failures, 
instead a student who failed in required examinations was subject 
to expulsion fram the institution.45 As a final inducement for 
professional education no aspirant to the priesthood, medicine or 
jurisprudence could engage in these careers without the profes-
sional deqree. For an ecclesiast.ical career Article 126 made it 
mandatory that the aspirant to the priesthood earn the licentiate 
either in theology or canon law before ordination and if this were 
~possible, to receive it within three years after the canferring 
of holy orders. 46 Al though the "Baaes" makes frequent references 
to the role that the ecclesiastical authorities are expected to 
play in the administration of the educat.ional syst.em on all levels, 
the state assumed more control than in the past in educat.ing it.a 
cit.izens. UndoUbt.edly, the Galvez administration sincerely in-
tended to tmprove professional training by asserting the right of 
selection of aspirants to professional careers. Whether or not the 
committee of faculty members. During the Liberal reform of the 
1870's this was abolished in favor of state intervention in the 
selection of university professors. 
45~., pp. 113-115, 116-122. 46Ibid., p. 122. 
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president and his reformers realized it, governmental selection of 
.-n to an ecclesiastical career could eventually terminate in the 
formation of a national clerqy that could seriously undermine the 
independence of the Church. 
Had Galvez, restricted his reforming zeal solely to the field 
of education, his administration might have been of longer dura-
tion. Shortly after the promulgation of the educational reforms, v 
however, laws were enacted which secularized cemeteries, reduced 
the number of religious holidays, allowed nuns to leave their con-
vent and take baCk their dowries, declared marriage a civil con-
tract and called for absolute divorce. 47 Along with these innova-
tions, Gchvez introduced the Code of Livingston in 1837. The code 
compiled by Edward Livingston in 1821 for the Prench and United 
States inhabitants in Louisiana, provided for trial by jury, 
habeas porpu~, public trials, punishments commensurate with the 
crime and safeguarding a person·s innocence. 48 The provision of 
trial by jury was considered radical in Conservative circles. The 
code was never enforced and was officially suspended in March of 
1838 with the exception of the sections which dealt with the law 
47 Mecham, p. 372.. For the laws permitting nuns to leave the 
convent and calling for periodic visits of nuns' convents by civil 
officials to see that the laws are properly enforced and for the 
laws on civil marriaqe and divorce, see Pineda de Mont, ed., 
pp. 260-261 and 300-309. 
48Jaurequi, p. 129. The Code of Livingston was actually a 




of habeas corpus. There is no doubt that the Code of Livingston 
and many of the other innovations of Galvez were premature for 
Guatemala of the l830·s. These innovations, especially the intro-
duction of civil marriage, which was ridiculed as the "Ley del 
Perro, II did much to undermine the Gcllvez regime. Furthermore, fac 
tions developed in the Liberal ranks, one of which was led by 
8arrundia, Who worked for the overthrCM of Galvez. Pinal1y the 
federal government, nCM in 81 Salvador, under the Liberal Marazan 
did little or nothing to aid the tottering government in 
Guatemala. SO 
In June of 18~7, Rafael Carrera, a Conservative caudillo, led J 
a revolt in the eastern part of Guatemala. Aided by the growing 
discontent against the Galvez administration, Carrera was able to 
seize control and establish a Conservative administration which 
continued until 1871. Belated efforts of Prancisco Morazan in 
1840 to overthrow Carrera proved unsuccessful. 51 .Miguel Garc!a 
49~.f p. 130. 
50pedro Tobar Cruz, 1QI. IJgntMese, (Guatemala, 1958), pp. 71-
101. 
51 , i Garc~a Granados, rv, 498-515 and Tobar Cruz, p. 49. Dur ng 
the uprising of Carrera, Los Altos in western Guatemala declared 
itself independent. The separatist movement was immediately 
crushed by Carrera after his victory in 1838. Ibid., p. 472. Ac-
cording to Liberal interpretations one of the most fmportant fac-
tors in the defeat of the Liberals was a cholera epidemic in 1838. 
According to Liberal writers the clergy were spreading the rumor 
among the ignorant populace that the sickness was due to poison in 
drinking water placed there by the Liberals. Pedro Tobar Cruz 




Granados, a contemporary to the events, described Carrera as an 
illiterate, who possessed natural talent and aptitude for learn-
ing. 52 yet in spite of all the deficiencies that may have existed 
in his background and character, he had a talent for leadership. 
Educated Conservatives and Liberals Who had acquiesced in Carrera'. 
usurpation of power may have hoped to use him as a front in pushing 
through their respective policies. What they failed to recognize 
was that they had a born leader on their hands whose authority, 
ruthless at times, permitted no opposition. Although Carrera 
failed to extend civil liberty, he restored political stability, 
Which had been lacking ever since Guatemala achieved her independ-
ence. 
By 1839, Rafael Carrera secured his victory and began a Con-
servative reaction. His initial demands, presented to the federal 
congress, called for the impeaChment of Mariano Galvez, abolition 
of taxes imposed by Gill vaz, permission for the people to nominate 
curates as judges, cancellation of sales of land made by Galvez to 
in the government of Galvez, he cites the public addresses of the 
leading clergymen of the day in which they warned the faithful not 
to participate in the uprising of Carrera. Tobar Cruz, pp. 147-
154. 
52 ~4., p. 471. A less favorable description of Carrera ap-
peared Iii'El Amigo de Guatemala, which called him a barbarian in-
tent upon destroying-everything decent. 81 Amigo de Guatemala 
(Guatemala), August 30, 1838. '!'he term ttcachurecos If connotatIng 
barbarism was applied to the followers of Carrera. The term is 
atill used in Guatemala today meaning backwardness. In spite of 
this Guc!a Granados claimed that the cachurecos conducted them-
selves pro~rly when they triumphantly entered the capitAl in 




foreigners, recognition of Rafael carrera as general-in-chief of 
the division of reform, recognition of both state and federal con-
stitutions, complete abolition of the Code of Livingston and all 
53 laws that attack public morality. Furthermore, in May of 1839, 
padre Bernardo Pinol, future archbishop of Guatemala during the 
Liberal period of the l870's, in an address to the assembly of 
Guatemala called for the re-establishment of peace, justice and 
respect for religion. He pointed to the need of religious princi-
ples to secure true peace and justice. With an obvious reference 
to the Liberals of the 1830·s he asked the legislators to end the 
disorder, anarchy and multitude of unjust and tyrannical laws. 
'l'his, he insisted, must be done by deeds and not by "beautiful 
words and pompous offerings of liberty, equality and property ... 54 
The Conservative reaction lost no time in repealing Liberal J 
legislation. On June 21" 1839" a decree was enacted which de-
clared null and void the act of 1830, which confirmed the expulsicm 
of Archbishop RamOn Francisco Casaus. The same decree requested 
that a communication be sent to the exile prelate in Havana invit-
ing him to return to his diocese. 55 On the same day the assembly 
53Victor Miguel D!az, ARgnte, ~ Re,gh§s (Guatemala, 1924), 
pp. 58-60. 
54Sermon ~ e1 1ll.!. .. 29 !!!. ~ de 1839 .!!l la AcSion ~ Graci __ , 
Eor 1a Solemne In~talacion de 1a As~1ea ConstItuxente del Estado ~ Guatemala, dljo en 1a Santa:Igleiia Catedral, e1 PresbItero 
Bernardo P£ho1 (Guati$al., 1839), pp. 9-11. --
5S , L. Montufar, III, 373. Shortly before this action the new 




ordered the re-establishment of the religious societies suppressed 
by the decree of July 28, 1829. Article 3 of the legislative act 
made it clear that the government still retained a voice in the es-
tablishment of other religious societies. 56 The following Octo-
ber 3 the assembly abolished the decree of December 6, 1829. which 
ordered that the churches of the suppressed religious societies be 
converted into parish churches. 57 In effect this meant that the 
re-established religious communities would regain their churches. 
In December of 1839, the assembly ordered the reintroduction of 
the diezmo, and declared Catholicism to be the official religion 
of the state, but simultaneously permitted toleration of other 
cults. 58 In 1840, the assembly abolished the Liberal law which 
formal recognition of what already was an accomplished fact. 1bi~ 
p. 309. Archbishop Casaus, because of his advanced age, never re-
turned to his Guatemalan diocese. He remained in Havana adminis-
tering its diocese until his death in 1845, at which time Padre 
Prancisco de Paula Garc!a Pelaez became the new archbishop of 
Guatemala, a position that he held until his death in 1867. 
Halaina, p. 17. For a short biographical Sketch of ArChbishop 
Francisco de Paula Garc!a Pelaez, see Francisco Fernandez Hall, 
"Historiadores de Guatemala posteriores a la Independencia Nacional 
El Doctor don Francisco de Paulo Garc!a Palaez." Anales de la 
Soci~dad de oegsraf!a ~Historia, XV (March, 1939), 264~78. 
. , 
56 Pineda de Mont, ed., pp. 261-262. 
57 Ibid., p. 262. In a decree dated November 7, 1840, the as-
semhly-ordered that the capital from endowed chaplaincies may no 
longer be divided as the previous Liberal laws required but the in-
came must go to the person who is entrusted with the obligations of 
the chaplaincy. Ibid., pp. 333-334. Many of these chaplaincies 
had been originally entrusted to members of religious societies. 
58 
~., pp. 262, 297. 
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.ade marriage a civil contract and permitted its dissolution. 59 
At the same time the ecclesiastical fuero was re-established. 60 
The following year the assembly allowed the ecclesiastical author-
ity to use its faculties of imposing spiritual penalties on those 
who read "impious, immoral and obscene tt books. 61 The assembly per-
mitted the reintroduction of religious holidays which had been 
abolished in the 1830' s. 62 One of the most significant acts of the 
conservative dominated assembly was the passage of the decree of 
July 4, 1843, which permitted the return of the .:resuits who had 
been absent from Guatemala ever since the expulsion decree of 
Charles III in 1767. 63 But two years later on May 8, 1845, the 
assembly reversed itself by revoking ·~e decree. Tbe assembly 
noted that the decree of 1843 did not bear in mind the actual 
status of the Society of Jesus or the evil the society had caused 
in countries such as France, Belgium and Switzerland. It stated 
that the readmission of the society was unacceptable because of the 
still existing pragmatic sanction of Charles III and the papal 
brief of Pope Clement XIV which suppre.ssed the society. The 
60 Ibid., pp. 273, 286. 
61Ibid• Civil judges were required to enforce the articles 
pertairiing to the reading of prohibited books. Ibid., pp. 281-285. 
62Ibid., pp. 270w271. Por the list of religious holidays, see 
Ibid.,-pp7 281-285. 
63 Ibid., p. 270. 
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asseaably argued that. it had no knowledge of a papal disposit.ion 
pe~itting the re-establishment of the society in Guatemala. 
Finally the assembly observed that since the Jesuits aspire to 
absolute domination of governments, it would be imprudent to per-
64 
mit their re-establishment. As a token of conciliation the as-
sembly promised compensation for expenses incurred to several 
Jesuits ~lO had entered Guatemala after the legislative act of 
1843. 65 The statute of 1845 was in turn undone by a presidential 
decree on June 7, 1851, whiCh permitted the re-establishment of 
the Jesuits. 66 The president's decree was approved by the as-
sembly the foll~inq November 5. 67 There were two significant 
factors that brought about the re-establisbment of the Jesuits. 
One was the influential role of Archbiehop Francisco de Paulo 
Garc!a Pelaez, who favored the return of the Jesuits to aid the 
work of education, and secondly President Carrera at this time was 
engaged in drawing up the Concordat of 1852. 68 The Conservative 
64 Ibid., p. 271. The action of the assembly might be de-
scribed as a case of ignorance being bliss since it was conven-
iently forgotten that Pope pius VII in 1814 had authorized the re-
establishment of the Society of Jesus. 
65Ibid • 'l'he few Jesuits had taken up their residence in the 
port. of Santo Tomas on the Caribbean side. 
66~., p. 272. 67~. 
68Santiago Halaina, La c~aft;(a de Jesus en 81 Salvador, C. A. 
1864 a 1872 (San Salvador; ESalvador, ·1938) :-p:-S. The presi--
dential decree stated that the re-entry of the Jesuits had been 
requested by lay and religious leaders to aid the work of the 
Church and t.he teaching of youth. Acuerdos y Decretes del 
I"""" 
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regime also provided concessions to religious foundations by giving 
them financial aid in their works of charity and education. 69 
Similarly the government granted permission in 1864 to the Society 
of St. Vincent de Paul to open a cOlegio mayor for the education 
of the diocesan clergy.70 
The years 1851 and 1852 marked the climax in CeMenting rela-
tionships between the Church and state under President Carrera. 
The new constitution fo~ulated in 1851 granted conceasions to the 
Church similar to the ones she enjoyed during colonial times. 
Article 5, which concerned the election of the president, granted 
the metropolitan archbishop the right to participate in the elec-
tion of a president along with the members of the assembly, judges 
of the court of justice and members of the council of state. 7l 
Among the powers of the presidency there was listed the ecclesias-
tical patronage with the additional statement that this will be 
Gobierno Civil de los Anos de 1848-1879, Archivo de la CUria 
(Guatemala City), vol. XXII. (The Archivo will be cited herein-
after as AC.) 
69Pineda de Mont, ed., p. 273. on December 5, 1839, the as-
sembly in its "J)eclarcion de los Derechos del Estado y sus 
Habitantes" guaranteed the right of an individual to bequeath his 
property to religious foundations without the fear of expropria-
tion. ~., p. 233. 
70Ibid., p. 289. 
7lGaceta de GUat~ala (Guatemala), OctOber 25, 1851, p. 1. 
On June 25, 1852, Pre~dent Carrera gave certain members of the 
clergy the right to elect representatives to the assembly to 
represent the interests of the clergy. Acuerdos y Decretos del 
Gobierno Civil de lqs Anos 1850-1869, AC, vol. XXIII. 
aJF~ ____ --__ --------------, 
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done ~ ~cord&nce with the desires of the Holy 8ee. 72 As members 
of the influential council of state, which was the advisory body 
of the president, there were listed the archbishop, bishops who 
haPf8D to reside in the capital, governors of the archdiocese and 
president of the ecclesiastical cabildo. 75 The following year, 
1852, the ties between the Carrera regime and the Holy See were 
further strengthened with the signing of a concordat. Catholicism 
waa made the official religion. Public instruction must adhere to 
catholic doctrine and the clergy were placed in charge of teaching 
the ecclesiastical sciences. The Church must be allowed free com-
aunication with the Holy See and have right of ecclesiastical cen-
sure over publications harmful to religion. The state was given 
the responsibility of collecting tithes, ecclesiastical patronage 
and jurisdiction over clergymen in civil matters. The jurisdic-
tion was limited in cases of second and final instances where the 
concordat required that at least two clergymen must form part of 
the tribunal. The Church's right to acquire property was recog-
nized and all persons who had purchased expropriated ecclesias-
tical property were allowed to retain the property with the under-
standing that such exproporiations will not be repeated. Existing 
religious associations must be recognized by the state along with 







the right of establishing others. 74 The concordat also contained 
an oath which the religious leaders in Guatemala were supposed to 
take in stating their allegiance to the civil authorities. The 
oath read as followsc ttl swear and promise to God on the Bible to 
obey and be faithful to the Government established by the Con8titu~ 
tion of the Republic of Guatemala; at the same time 1 promise not 
to meddle personally or by medium of advice in any project which 
can be contrary to national independence or to public ttanquil-
ity.u75 ~ne Concordat of 1852 served a$ the basic guide for 
Church and state relations until it. abrogation during the Liberal 
upheaval in the 1870's. 
The Conservative reaction repealed many Liberal innovations ~ 
in the field of education. As early as November of 1840, the uni-
versity was reorganized according to the colonial system of Chairs, 
as was stipulated in the original university charter. 76 Thi. did 
away with the Galvez reform Which made the university a part of thE 
Academy of Studies. The final abolition of the Galvez university 
reforms came in the decree of 1855 ~ich reinstated the old 
74Jose aoar!guea Cerna, Pacta. con ~aises Buropeos ~ Asiatico. 
(Guatemala, 1944), II1~ 250-255. The concordat was drawn up by 
Cardinal Jacobo Antonelli and Fernando Lorenzana, the representa-
tive of Guatemala. 
75Ibid • f p. 254. Lorenzo Hontufar argued that the concea-
aions t'Ot.he Church made the Church an important instrument in 
keepinq President Carrera in power. L. Montufar, III, 381. 
76 Pineda de MOnt, ed., pp. 179-194. 
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colonial constitution of 1686. 77 
The Conservative refor.ms gave increasing importance to the 
Church in the field of education. Por instance, a decree of 1846 
provided for inspection of courses in Latin and philosophy in 
QUezal tenango by the local curate or by another person appointed 
by the local corr!9idor. The intent of the inspection was the 
prevention of corruption of the students through the teaching of 
erroneous doctrines. 7S The most significant role granted to the 
Church was in the area of eletnentary education. According to the 
Ley de PavOn dated September 16, 1852, the local curate, along witb 
the municipal authorities, received an tmportant administrative 
voice in the elementary schools within the parish confines. In 
addition the elementary curriculum placed heavy emphasis on the 
teaching and practice of religion. 79 
, 
The Ley de Pavon was a reac-
tion to the Liberal policy of centralizing control of education 
and secularizing the curriculum. 
The Conservative religious policy did muCh to foster harmony 
between civil and religious leaders. Periodic pronouncements of 
77Ibid., pp. 203-211. With the reinstatement of the old uni-
versity constitution came the re-est&b1ishment of the Colegio de 
Abogados. ~., p. 216. 
7aIbid., pp. 202-203. A similar religious influence can be 
detected"Iii the decree of 1846, Which guaranteed freedom of the 
press. Among the restrictions of freedom of the press was the 
prohibition of antireligious attacks. Ibid., pp. 241-246. 




religioUS leaders show little or no criticism of the policy of 
president Carrera. Padre Basilio Zecena in &t address in 1851 
commemorating the thirtieth anniversary of independence stressed 
twO basic principles to avoid future revolution$. One was the 
need for changes in keeping with modern times and the other was 
the recognition of religious principles in governing the nation. BO 
The orator gave no indication that he considered the Carrera ad-
ministration deficient in meeting the changing times, but he did 
make it clear that there was a greater need for educational expan-
sion, which if accamplished# would render great merit to the 
Carrera administration. Bl Archbishop Francisco de Paula Garc!a 
Pelaez, who earlier had misgivings about Carrera's rise to power, 
was more positive in his commendation of the Carrera regime. In 
an address in IB56 commemorating the thirty-fifth anniversary of 
independence he argued for a strong alliance between Church and 
state. He noted that this alliance has existed since independence 
even though the Liberals had attempted to break it. Fortunately, 
the archbishop observed, this trend was reversed with the victory 
of the Conservative forces under President Carrera. At the same 
time the archbishop did not view the alliance as a theocracy but 
merely saw it as the recognition of religious principles in 
BO i' i 1 . 9r.a2 on Pronunc ada en a Santa I91es).. Catedral en e1. XXX 
fiV,!rsarlo £!!. !!. Indeir,&W1a22!. .!.l §£. Prasb to J?. BasIIIo-





fostering t.he welfare of the state and society. 82 One of the most 
significant addresses was the one delivered by Padre JU~ Jose de 
Aycinena Y piftol. The address delivered on January 1, 1864, does 
not reveal the feelings of the orator toward the Carrera regtme, 
but it is significant for its condemnation of the doctrine of 
sovereignty as popularized by the French Revolution. The address 
has an added significance since it became one of the basic issues 
in the conflict between the Church and state in the 1870 IS.. The 
prelate, in referring to the republic, omitted calling it a sover-
eign republic. He justified the omission by observing that the 
word has taken on the meaning of "omnipotence" in the assemblies 
of the people. The archbishop opposed such an idea, since it 
meant that the assemblies were subject to no l~, not even divine 
law, the precepts of the Bible or the supreme authority of the 
Church established by Christ. He added that "The error of popular 
absolute sovereignty proclaimed by the disturbers of social order 
has been without any restriction the prtmordial cause of the disas 
trous revolutions which have taken place in Catholic countries in 
order to convert them into atheists or at least into schismatics as 
a preparation for practical atheism."83 There is no evidence that 
82 Discurso Pronunciado al 15 de SetJ.embre de 1856 XXXV 
Anivarsario de ia I d ' uatemala, pprerYrmo. 
rzqbis10 de Esta San a ,It a r!i .. , ...... ranci.co de Paula Gracia 
Pelaez Guatemala, 1856 " p. 7-8. 
83 , i '1 i Sgrmon Pred cado en ~ 1- 1.. Me1;ropo1 t~, S!. Guatemala, 
!!!. S!!.!. .L:..... 5!!. Enaro S!. 1864 !:!! !!. Funcion 5!!. Ace on S!. Gracias, 
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padre pinol included the Carrera regtme in his attacks on the 
doctrine of absolute sovereignty.84 Yet within seven years, while 
Padre Pinol was archbishop, the ChurCh became engaged in a life 
and death struggle Tllith the state over this very issue.. One can 
easily suspect that there were a considerable number of Liberals 
whO were familiar with the ideas propounded by the priest, ideas 
that were not easily forgotten when the Liberals assumed control 
in 1871. 
The Carrera domination of political life assured harmonious 
relations between the Church and state. As long as he was presi-
dent, there appeared few opportunities to reintroduce Liberal re-
forms. The only opportunity the Liberals had was in 1848 follow-
ing the resignation of President Carrera, who apparently felt that 
there was sufficient stability in the republic to warrant his 
.tepping aside. Within six months after the resignation on 
August 16 three Liberal presidents held the executive reins; 
namely, Juan· Antonio Mart!nez, Bernardo Escobar and Mariano 
~ celebra con aaistancia de las Autoridades J!!?£ El Ilsmo. Sr .. 
Arcediano, ~. ,e. JY.M JQse de Ay::cii'iena :L fInol, iiirqyes .9.i. -
Avcin~a, Obl.s129 ~..,Trajanopolis, Caballero ~ !.!. Real ~ 12!!,-
t_inQUl.da Orden Espanola S!2. Carlos III !.:S£.. !!,E.. etc. lGuatemala, 
1864), pp. 3-4. 
84 The reader must not gain the impression that the civil au-
thorities were subservient to the Church. The fact remains that 
~he Carrera regime could and did oppose the will of the religious 
leaders as happened when the government refused to return property ~o the metropolitan cathedral, which the religious authorities 
~9Ued belonged to the cathedral. JUan Jose de Aycinena, ~ostracion ~ Derecho ~ Propiedad ~ ~ 1A Plazuela I11amada 
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paredes. 85 The political turmoil and the fact that the assembly 
on October 13 issued a decree prohibiting the return of Rafael 
carrera caused his supporters to work for 11is return to the presi-
dency. 86 Thus on June 5, 1849, the assembly under the presidency 
of Mariano Paredes reversed the decree of exile on the grounds 
that it vlolated constitutional guarantees, and that circumstances 
and need for tranquility demanded it. 87 Rafael Carrera returned 
fram his brief exile in Mexico in July of 1849 and the following 
month he again became president.8S His return made him even more 
powerful than he had been prior to his resignation as is evidenced 
by the fact that in 1854 he was declared "Jefe Supremo y Presidente 
89 Vitalicio de Guatemala." His powers were further extended the 
following year by means of constitutional amendments. 90 The "per-
petual" presidency lasted until his death in 1865, during which 
"~ Sagrario" -.riene ~ Santa Iglesia Metropolitan, £!!. G~atemala 
(Guatemala, 1865). This pamphlet can be located 1n Acuerdos y 
Decretos del Gobierno Civil de los Anos de 1850 a 1869, AC, 
vol. XXIII. 
85Casimiro D. Rubio, Bioqraf!a del Jenera1 JUsto Rufino 
~arrios Reformador £!!.Guatemala (Guatemala, 1935), p. 10. 
86Acuerdos y Decretos del Gobierno Civil de los Aaos de 1848-
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time no opposition seriously threatened his tenure. After the 
election of another Conservative in 1865, Vicente Cerna, the 
Liberals renewed their efforts to regain political control. 
CHAPTER II 
THE POLITICAL REVOLt1rION OF 1811 
Again there was the sound of revolutionary uprisings in the 
distant mountains. To the post-independence Guatemalan, uprisings 
were common occurrences. The saCk of a village in the isolated 
mountains ordinarily caused little concern for the man living in 
the capital. The raid on a pueblo might merit mention in the of-
ficial Gaceta S!. Guat~la with the assurance that the government 
was using all the means at its disposal to insure tranquility in 
the republic. l The only novel aspect of the uprisings in the lat-
ter part of the 1860· s was that they occurred in the western part 
of Guatemala known as the Occidente. Aside from the independence 
movement of the Los Altos region with its center at Quezaltenango 
in the late 1830's, there were few, if any, serious revolutions in 
the area. The Oriente, in eastern Guatemala, had always been the 
center of rebellions. It had been a scene of bloodshed during the 
colonial era: it was here that the early Spaniards encountered 
stubborn opposition. Perhaps greater unrest in the Oriente may be 
attributed to its warlike Indian element, which was more bellicose 
than the pacific Indians of the Occident.e. Another is the large 




mestizO element of the Oriente as compared to the hiqh peroentaqe 
of pure blooded Indians in the western reqions. Warlike Indiana 
coupled with the mestizo element became most useful tools in fur-
thering the personal ambitions of the local caudillos. Further-
more, poor economic conditions, a high rate of illit~raoy cmd 
r f. .., :,' 
religious fanaticism prevailed in the Oriente;'; A' rumor was <suf-
" 
ficient to start a frenzy" Pedro Tobar Cruz has made an interest-
ing study of the psycholoqieal, sociological, and economic factors 0 
which have made the Oriente a hotbed for revolutionary movements" 
Be characterizes the Oriente as a drama of a people in gallant, 
sometimes barbaric, revolt with the eternal hope that one day their 
efforts will be crowned with suceess. 2 
It was the Oriente that defeated the Liberal reform proqram 
of Gchvez and it was the same Oriente that opposed the Liberal qt:N-
ernment after 1871. The Liberals of the l870's, forgetting that 
the Oriente had fouqht for and against reliqion, viewed opposition 
in the region as clerically inspired. Justo Rufino Barrios, 
leader of the Liberals of 1870·s, never understood the nature of 
the opposition in the Oriente. This was probably because he was 
from the Ocoidente. 
The peaceful separation from Spain in 1821 offered no prece-
dent for the bloody subsequent revolts. 3 The independence revolt 
was essentially political.. Although the periodic tumults in the 
2 3 
TObar Cruz, p. 163 Garc!a Granados, I, 21. 
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oriente and Occidente showed political ambitions, they simultane-
ously carried the seeds of a social and intellectual revolt. The 
initial Liberal victory was the defeat of a monarchial institu-
tion. The second victory was over the Church, which the Liberals 
of the nineteenth century considered the greatest obstacle in 
achieving a modern state. Herein lies the true nature of the re-
volt of 1871. The Liberals of the l870's completed, in a more 
radical fashion, the unsuccessful Liberal program of the 1830's. 
One of the early leaders of the intermittent uprisings in the 
Occidente was Colonel Serapio Cruz. The caudillo had run the cam- v 
plate political gamut fram ultra-Conservative to ultra-Liberal. 
In 1854 he actively supported the resolution which proclaimed the 
ultra-Conservative Rafael Carrera president in eerpetuum, but by 
1869, he was leading a movement of libration against the Conserva-
tive President Vicente Cerna. 4 Cruz had gained invaluable experi-
ence in guerrilla warfare in the uprisings of 1848 in the Oriente, 
Which stood him in good stead in his later revolutionary activi-
ties in the western part of the republic. 5 The civil authorities 
of Buehuetenanqo and Totonicapan found it most difficult to cope 
with the guerrilla tactics of Cruz in the mountainous reqion. 6 
4 Acuerdos y Decretos del Gibierno Civil de los Anos de 1848 a 
1879, AC, vol. XXII, doc. October 21, 1854. 
5 Ibid., doc. December 14, 1848. 
6 Gaceta ~ Guatemala, May 12, 1869, p. 2. 
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Whenever the mountains did not afford sanctuary, Cruz relied on 
the hospitality of the state of Chiapas in Mexico. President Cerm 
requested the governor of Chiapas to prevent the use of the state 
as a place of refuge for Cruz and his followers. 7 The continued 
raids across the border indicate that the Mexican governor ignored 
the request. Cruz caused further unrest by promising the Indians 
more common lands and cheap liquor. 8 The concern that Cruz and 
his followers aroused can best be understood through the reports 
in the Bolet!n ~ Noticias. One issue, dated May 7, 1869, re-
ported that Cruz had attacked Nebaj, Chiantla, Huehuetenango and 
Memestenango. It estimated that his followers consisted of five 
hundred Indians and a few Ladinos. It was thought that only one 
hundred of these were armed with guns, 80me with machetes and 
knives, and the rest without arms. It was reported that Cruz per-
suaded the ignorant Indians that he was a representative of Rafael 
Carrera. The government assured its citizens that a force was 
being sent to quell the uprisings. The report lamented that the 
uprising had no other purpose than to satisfy personal ambitions, 
and start a war between castes. 9 
Cruz stepped up his activities in preparation for a push ta-
wards the capital. In December of 1869, he made another attack on 
7~., June 7, 1869, p. 1. 
9aolet!n de Noticias (Guatemala), May 7, 1869, p. 1. 
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auehuetenango, where he was defeated by government forces under 
, 
the command of the Aquilino Gomez Calonge. Even in defeat, Cruz 
inflicted heavy damages on the inhabitants of Huehuetenango, as 
, 
shown by the report that Gomez Calonge sent to his government. He 
wrote that unspeakable cruelty had been inflicteq on the people of 
the city by the so-called libertadores. Huehuetenango is a scene 
of ashes. More than ninety houses were destroyed by fire. Re-
specting neither rich nor poor, the attackers even killed women 
and servants. Many inhabitants fled to the mountains, where they 
had to live like beggars. lO 
While the pillage in Huehuetenango took a serious toll of 
lives and property, the Cruz forces lost some of their key fig-
ures. Among the dead were RamOn Cruz, son of Serapio Cruz, and 
£Variato Cano, both leaders of the rebellious factions. It also 
was reported that Justo Rufino Barrios had been seriously wounded 
in the military engagement. ll Barrios earlier had conducted a 
number of independent raids on various Guatemalan towns along the 
Mexican border. At this time he and Serapio Cruz were attempting 
to unify their actions. Another notorious caudillo among the in-
surrectionists was Vicente M$ndez Cruz, who apparently was a neph-
ew of Serapio Cruz. Reports in the official bulletins indicate 
that the Cruz family was the core and inspiration for these 




initial western raids. 
Aside from keeping the Occidente in general turmoil and weak-
ening the prestige of the Cerna government, the objectives of the 
periodic raids were somewhat obscure. A common objective appears 
to have been the destruction of the liquor distilleries. 12 The 
rebels considered them monopolistic enterprises, since the govern-
ment prohibited the distillation of liquor to all persons who did 
not have a franchise to produce alcoholic beverages. The govern-
ment argued that the right to distill liquor must be limited in 
order to reduce drunkenness, a perennial problem in Guatemala, 
especially among the Indian population. 13 The other objectives 
of Cruz and his followers were never clearly defined. President 
Cerna, in an address to the assembly on November 25, 1869, ob-
served that the insurgent factions had proclaimed no political 
principles: were merely seeking a change favorable to their in-
dividual interests. He assured the assembly that the government 
would do everything within its power to end the destruction of 
lives and property in the Occidente. 14 
12!2!S., November 30, 1869, p. 2. 
13Acuerdos y Decretos del Gobierno Civil de los Aaos de 1848 
a 1879, AC, vol. XXII, doc. January 20, 1849. 
14Acuerdos y Decretos del Gobierno Civil de los Aaos de 1850 




occasionally, the insurgents issued statements of objectives, 
but these probably never attracted the attention of President 
Cerna. Barrios issued one suCh statement in a letter dated May 15 
1869, and addressed to the first alcalde of San Rafael Pie de la 
cuesta. He wrote It • • • my mission is not to rob, not to assas-
inate, and not to avenge personal grievances, on the contrary, my 
desires are to liberate my country from the slavery in which it 
is found, to offer guarantees to my fellow citizens and to end 
monopolies in order that the poor people can live with some com-
fort." lS Barrios significantly omitted any mention of religious 
reforms, a characteristic of later proclamations by the insurrec-
tionists. Could it have been that Barrios and his supporters did 
not consider the religious issue of any significance at this early 
period? This seems highly doubtful because the religious reform 
program became the central plank of their program after their 
victory in JUne of 1871. Mariano Zecena, the Positivist historian 
of Guatemala in the latter part of the nineteenth century, ob-
served that the Revolution of 1871 in its initial staqes was 
solely a political revolution: that is, the removal of the Conser-
vative administration. The initial strategy of the insurqents was 
to subordinate the religious objective to the political in order 
to qain wider support among the people and discontented Conserva-
tives. Any reliqious reform that tended to curtail the role of 




the Church, as was the case after 1871 would have aroused clerical 
opposition. The rebels fully realized the consequences of such 
opposition, and the success of their program could not be assured 
unless they were strongly entrenched in power.16 Such certainly 
~as not the situation .prior to June of 1871. 
The defeat of Serapio Cruz at Huehuetenango did not deter him 
from seeking the defeat of President Cerna. While Barrios sought 
refuge in Chiapas after the defeat at Huehuetenango, Cruz made 
plans for a more audacious maneuver with the capital as his imme-
diate goal. On January 22, 1870, he led a force of four hundred 
men to Palencia, some twenty kilometers distant from the capital. 
The strategy was for a surprise attack but the Cerna government 
was quickly informed of the move. The government forces of four 
hundred men under the command of General Antonio Solares quickly 
routed the Cruz forces and killed Serapio Cruz. 17 
l6Mariano Zecena, ~ Revolucien ~ 1871 ~~ Caudillos, 3rd 
ed. (Guatemala, 1857), pp. 50-53. 
l7Liberal writers cite the death of Serapio Cruz as a typical 
example, of Conservative barbarism. These writers claim that Cruz 
was beheaded and his head placed on a stick and carried in a 
triumphal march in the capitol. The report ap~ars to have its 
origin with the Liberal historian, Lorenzo Montufar. Miguel Angel 
Garc!a, Diccionario Historico Enciclop$dico de la RepUplica de El 
Salvador (San Salvador, El Salvador, 1935),' V, '368-372. The pUb-
11cations of the day make no mention about the decapitation. 
Gaceta 22. Guatemal~, January 28, 1870, pp. 3-4 and l:!!. Spana ~Guatemala), January 24, 1870, p. 1. On the other hand, Hubert 
Howe Bancroft commends President Cerna for his magnanimity .. which 
he claims was greatly due to the moderating influence of Silas A. 
Hudson, the North American minister. Hubert Howe Bancroft, Hi8-
~ory' 2!. Central America (San Francisco, 1890) I 111, 419. -
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'!'he Cerna government gained confidence from this victory. 
Nevertheless, the uprising in Palencia had fateful consequences 
for the Conservative regime. Evidence appeared that Garc!a 
Granados and two other members of the representative assembly were 
involved in the conspiracy of Serapio Cruz. In addition, the 
Cerna government accused two army generals of aiding the rebels. 1S 
On May 18, 1870, President Cerna decreed their expulsion from the 
republic. Bach was required to leave a bond with a solemn promise 
that they would not disturb the peace of the country directly or 
indirectly. and that they would not return to the republic without 
the permission of the government. 'lbe bond of Garc!a Granados was 
set at 10,000 pesos with the added instruction that he would not 
be allowed to live in anyone of the Central American republics. 19 
The open clash between the Liberal forces in the representa-
tive assembly and the Cerna administration had already come to a 
head a year before the defeat of Cruz in Palencia. On January 17, 
1869, Cerna had been re-elected as president by the representative 
assembly. Garc!a Granados and the Liberals demanded that the elec-
tion be taken to the people. The Liberal candidate J. Victor 
Zavala, a veteran of the campaigns against the filibustering 
l8R.amOn A. Salazar, rz:,iemPO Viejo Recuerd08 de !!!. Juventud; 
2nd ed. (Guatemala, 1957), p. 160. Salazar was a personal friend 
of Barrios and a prominent Liberal historian in the latter part of 
the nineteenth century in Guatemala. 




William Walker, had obtained twenty-one votes as against the 
thirty-one votes of President cerna. 20 General Zavala was a 
moderate Liberal and no doubt Garc!a Granados,a moderate himself, 
and his Liberal colleagues hoped that a victory by Zavala would 
enable them to inaugurate a Liberal era. t'heir demands to have a 
popUlar election went unheeded, since Zavala accepted his defeat 
as final, the Liberals thought that there could be no serious 
change of policy on the part of the Conservative administration 
until President Cerna's term expired on December 31, 1872. Appar-
ently, the Liberals had no intention of waiting out this period. 
Of greater fmportance was the fact that as long as the election 
of a president remained in the hands of a Conservative assembly, 
the Liberals believed that victory never could be assured. While 
many of the moderate Liberals, perhaps including Garc!a Granados 
himself, may have questioned the reason for revolutionary action, 
President Cerna aroused the Liberals to a more radical course of 
conduct by his expulsion decree against Garc!a Granados and some 
of his colleagues. What started out in 1867 as sporadic caudillo 
uprisings in western Guatemala now became a unified campaign under 
the capable direction of the Liberal emigre. 
Garc!a Granados was experienced in military affairs. He had 
fought in the ar.my of Jose Arce against the Salvadorians and later 
against Francisco Marazan. He expressed affection for the military 
20Ibid., January 22, 1869, pp. 1-2. 
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life in his memoirs. His favorite hero was JUlius cae.ar. 2l A 
basic theme in hi. memoirs is the critical analy.is of the mili-
, 
tary errors of his commanding officers, especially those of Jose 
Area. Such criticisms could well have merited the wrath of his 
commanding officers, but fortunately, he did not publish his 
memoirs until about fifty years after the battles had taken place. 
The portrait that Garcla Granados presents of his father in 
his memo.irs shOW's him to be no revolutionary model for his son. 
According to Garcia Granados, his father had migrated from Spain 
to Guatemala shortly before 1792. Throughout his life he re-
mained loyal to Spain, refusinq to swear allegiance to the new 
republic of the United Provinces of Central America. 22 The con-
.ervatism of the father had little influence on the son who, at 
an early age, familiarized himself with the French Enlightened 
thinker.. In his memoirs he wrote that he secretly read Voltaire, 
Rousseau and Holbach. He added that it was not strange to find 
that the young men of his day I influenced by Liberal ideas, became 
more or less .. volteriano .... 23 
Travels in foreign countries must also have done much to .hapE 
the mind of the future Liberal leader. In December of 1823 he 
started his trip to the United States to continue his education anQ 
2lGarc!a Granados, I, 55. 22 Ibid., p. 21. 




learn English. He attended schools in New York and Philadelphia. 
In the latter city he came under the tutorship of a man called 
Lafitte, whom. he called a freethinker. Di.satisfied with the edu-
cational offerings in the United States, he heeded the advice of 
his brother, and sailed for England in November of 1824. His 
English tutor was an Anglican clergyman. Although Garcia Granados 
was a Catholic, he apparently never discussed religious matters, 
if one may judge by his silence on the subject. 24 
Back in Guatemala by 1827, Gucla Granados with his older 
brother were involved in a political and military movement against 
,. 
Francisco Morazan. In 1829 both were accused of engaging in 
traitorous activities against the Morazan governmen~Garc!a 
Granados was acquitted;. but hi. brother was exiled to Mexico, 
where Guc!a Granados joined him in 1830. While in Mexico;. Gare!a 
Granados witnessed the inauguaration of Liberal refo~s under 
Valent!n Gomez rar! .. in 1833. His reaction to the Mexican 
Liberal program is not clear from his writings. Be favored the 
centralization of ~er that took plaoe in Mexico under the Con-
servative reaction in 1834, and contrasted it to the decentraliza-
tion of ~er in the United Provinces of Central ~eriea. Be 
noted that the decentralization of power in Central America was 
responsible for the frequent conflicts between the central and 





.tate governments.. He remained in .Mexioo until 1837", when he 
decided to return to his native land to reside there ~rmanently. 
'there is no evidence that Garc!a Granados became involved in 
any opposition movement against the Conservative reg-inles after 
1839,' except the already mentioned opposition to the ~erna admin-
istration in the late 1860's. This led to his political exile, 
which brought him to the United States. Here with the aid of 
I'r8Ocisoo Andreu, a countryman and political refugee, Guc!a 
Granados made arrangements for the purchase of military supplies. 
!bey bought two hundred Remington rifles and fifteen W J.nchester 
I'ifles. In addition, they bought two hundred uniforms. twelve 
avords for the officers, one howitzer and other supplies for a 
ailitary expedition. '!'his equipnent was sent to a trulltworthy 
peraon in San JUan Bautista in the Mexioan atate of 'l'a'basco, and 
Garc!a Granados journied to Mexico City to obtain the necessary 
tolerance from President Benito Juarez and Sebastian Lerdo de 
'.jada for the projeoted invasion of Guatemala fram the state of 
Chiapas.26 It is not known what assuranoe Garcia Gran&dos re-
ceived but Juarez did not interfere with the invasion Plans .. 
Claro!a Granados continued his journey to Comitan in the state of 
Chiapas, where he set up his temporary headquarters. Before 
-
25Ib ' d --!-., III, 309. 
26 Rubio, p. 81. See also Salazar, 'l'i!mR9 ViejO Re2J.1erdg8 de !!! i,uventud, pp. 160-161. 
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carrying his plan into operation, Gare!a Granados had to be as-
sured at least of the passive support of Governor Dominguez of 
Chiapas. He urged the governor to grant. clemency to the Guat.e-
malan emigres in his stat.e and reminded htm that. since there was 
a democrat.ic government in Mexico, it was of vital importance t.hat 
a similar goverrunent. be installed in Guatemala to strengthen the 
bOnds of union between the two nations. 27 The suocessful purchase 
of North American arms and the assured noninterference of the 
Mexican authorities were two tmport.ant factors in the eventual 
success of the Revolution of 1871, as the Cerna administration 
well. realized. As early as November of 1870, President Cerna, in 
his address to t.he assembly, alerted the assembly to the potential 
threat to public order by the unfriendly acta of the authorities 
of Chiapas who had permitted hostile attacks on the Guatemalan 
27Ibid., p. 83. See also Manuel Valladares, "Apuntamientos 
sobre et General Rufino Barrios y au Gobierna, II La Reforma Social, 
XXVII (December 1923), 299. The North American mInIst.er, Silas A. 
Hudson, in a letter to Hamilton Fish accused the Mexican authori-
ties in Chiapas of showing a favorable attitude to Garc!a 
Granados and his followers, Which he claimed numbered five hundred. 
He write that liThe Mexican state of Chiapas has allowed Guate-
malian laic] insurgents again and again since my residence here# 
and in many ways, has given evidence of a most implacable enmity 
toward this government, as personally constituted. II As further 
evidence he reported that the foreign ministry of Guat.emala has 
frequently called the attention of the Mexican government to these 
unfriendly acts. He added that he has advised the United States 
legation in Mexico to bring the matter before the Mexioan federal 
authorities for favorable consideration. Legacion en Washingt.on 
de 1870 a 1880, Archivo General del Gobierno (Guat.emala City), 
doc. 899-6-3, 4433,- 93389. (The Archivo will be cit.ed hereinafter 
as AGG.) 
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border settlements. He noted that this presented a serious threat 
to the friendly relations existing between the two republics. On 
repeated occasions, he continued, he had sent formal protests to 
the authorities of Chiapas requesting an end to the acts of aggres-
sion against the border towns. Since the protests went unheeded, 
the president informed his congress that he had brought the matter 
to the attention of the Mexican federal authorities so that they 
might exhort the state officials to CheCk the activities of the 
political refugees and maintain good relations between the two 
rePUblics. 28 There was no reply to Cernafs request, in fact ~e 
revolutionaries continued their activities in Chiapas without any 
noticeable molestation. At the same time, Cerna must have remem-
be red with regret that a few years earlier he had offered his 
country' s co-operation to President Juarez and Governor PantaleOn 
Dom1nquez of Chiapas to suppress Porfiristas and Indian upris-
ings. 29 
President Cerna was fully aware of the m.ilitary advantage that 
the revolutionaries enjoyed with the Remington and Winchester 
rifles. This becomes very clear in the correspondence from the 
Guatemalan ministry of foreign affairs to its minister, Jos' Mar!a 
Vela, in Washington, D. C. In a letter dated April 16, 1871, the 
28Acuerdos y Decretos, del Gdbierno Civil de los AnOs de 1870 
a 1885, AC, vol. XXIV, doc. November 25, 1870. 
29 ' Richard B. McCornack, .. "Juarez and Latin America, 1867-1872, It 
Revista ~Historia ~ ~eriaa, No. 46 (December 1958), 326-327. 
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urgency of purchasing Remington. was clearly stated. The letter 
further stated that a similar request had bean made the previous 
December. Jos' Mar!a Vela replied that the original request 
could not be fulfilled because the United States army was buying 
all of these modern weapons that were availBble. 30 A second let-
ter, dated a month later indicates that the foreign minister of 
Guatemala forwarded five thousand pesos for the pIlrchase of two 
hundred Remingtons. There ia no indication that the weapons were 
ever sent. 31 If they were, they must not have arrived in time for 
president Cerna to use in hi. final battles against the revolution-
aries, which took place the following :tune. 
3°:t.eqaeion en Washington de 1867 a 1812, AGO, doc. B99-6-3, 
4432. 93388. The inability of President Cerna to purchase modern 
weapons in the United States raises the question of whether or not 
certain United States interests f.vored the revolutionists of 
Garc!a Granados. There can be little doubt about ~. ai:t:.ii:u4a of 
the North American minister, Silas A. Hudson, who favoretJ. the Cerm 
qovernment. In fact, this may have bean one reason Why Barrios re 
quested his dismissal shortly after 1871. Perhaps certain United 
States interests viewed the defeat of the Cerna government as an J 
opportunity to dislodge British commercial interests in Guatemala. 
For instance, in 1869 Beford C. T. Pim, a British naval officer, 
announced the contract for the construction of an interoceanic 
railroad. aacat! de ouat!!ala, November 8, 1869, p. 1. The pro-ject never materiarrzed due to the revolution in 1871. It was 
later taken up by the Barrios government but financed with North 
American capital. In addition, President Cerna had borrowed 
heavily from England shortly before his defeat. J. Fred Rippy, 
Brit:!sh Investments in ?:t1j america, 1822,-1849 (Minneapolis, 
Minnesota, 1959), p.10. or adal€ional Information on British 
commercial interests in Guatemala, see Robert A_ Naylor, "British 
Role in Central America Prior to the Clayton-8Ulwer Treaty of 
1850," H!8!, XL (Augu$t 1960), 361-382. 
. 31t..eqacien en Washington de 1867 a 1812, AGO, doc. B99-6-3, 
4432, 93388. 
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With the unofficial support of the Juarez reqime and North 
American arms Garc1a Granados enjoyed a decided advantage over v 
his Conservative opponent. But he also needed a veteran experi-
enced in guerrilla warfare, and no one was more qualified than 
Justo Rufino Barrios who had been carrying on sporadic raids 
across the Mexican border since 1867. 
Barrios knew the Occidente well, for it was here where he was 
born and raised. Unfortunately, Barrios did not write his memoirs 
as did his co-worker, Gracia Granados. The details of his life 
before the 1811 revolution remain obscure. 32 Little or nothing is 
known about his views of government, Church and state relations, 
political economy or the origin of his Liberalism. 
Barrios was born in the village of San Lorenzo, a few miles 
north of San Maroos, on July 19, 1835. Hi. parents, don Ignacio 
Barrios and dona Josefa AUyOn, descendents of Spanish families, 
were well-to-do, holding' large ranch lands devoted mainly to the 
raising of horses and cattle. Barrios was the fourth child in a 
family of seven. His early education was obtained from the 
sacristan in San Lorenzo, who was in charge of the church due to 
32An attempt has been made to write a biography of Barrios 
prior to his becoming president. J. Luis Garc1a A., Don Rufino 
(Guatemala, 1959). This is an historical Dovel and with it goes 
the almost impossible task of separating' fact from fiction. The 
author used a number of primary documents, but these are in the 
main g'overnmenta1 sources which have little or no dire~t relation-
ship to the early life of Justo Rufino Barrios. The novel is 




the absence of a resident pastor. His education consisted of 
little more than learning by rote the catechism of Padre Ripalda, 
whiCh appears to have been the most cammon education of the day 
for the people in outlying rural areas. The mother of Barrios 
hoped her son would become a priest. With this in mind, plans 
were made to send him to San Marcos to receive a more formal type 
of education. 33 Here he studied under Leandro Rodan, whom he ad-
mired greatly and whose friends were amply rewarded when Barrios 
became president. His main course of studies consisted of read-
ing, writing and arithmetic. According to Casimiro Rubio, Barrios 
left San Marcos to study under the Jesuits in Quezaltenango. 34 
33paul Burgess, Justo ~fino Barrios (Philadelphia, 1926), 
p. 26. Mr. Burgess was a missionary in Guatemala shortly after 
the era of Barrios and much of his information in the biography 
is based on interviews with the contemporaries of the Guatemalan 
president. 
34RUbio, p. 19. Apparently Rubio obtained this information 
from Burgess, whose work he cited frequently. Burgess mentions 
that Barrios attended the Jesuit sChool in Quezaltenango, citing 
his authority as Miguel Llaven, a contemporary of Barrios. He 
added that when the Liberals took over the Jesuit sChool in 1871, 
they burned all the official records of the sChool and thus there 
is no record of Barrios' matriculation in that institution. 
Burgess, p. 32. J. Fred Rippy expresses the view that "all of the 
schools he [Barrios] attended were schools of the Church, for the 
most part under the control of the Jesuits." J. Fred Rippy, 
"Justo Rufino Barrios," HisEanic American Essays, ed. A. Curtis 
Wilgus (Chapel Hill, North Carolina, 1942), p. 285. All 
of these views lack documentation. The Jesuits originally 
expelled from Hispanic America under Charles III did not re-
enter Guatemala until 1851. Pineda de Mont, ed. p. 272. 
In the beginning the Jesuits confined their activities to 
the direction of the archdiocesan seminary, La Asunci9n de 
Nuestra Senora. Acuerdos y Decretos del Gobierno Civil de los AnOI 
de 1850 a 1869, AC, vol. XXIII, doc. Oc't:ober I, 1851. Considering 
the fact that their personnel must have been ltmited in the early 
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Apart fram the study of Latin in Quezaltenango little is known of 
his academic life there. During the years 1857 to 1859 he com-
pleted his studies for the Badhil1er !n Pilosof!~. These studies 
probably were made in the Escuela de Cristo in Guatemala city.35 
Neither Latin nor philosophy aroused his interest. While attend-
ing the University of San Carlo., he showed preference for either 
law or engineering. Although his university studies were termi-
nated abruptly in 1861, he managed to obtain a diploma qualifying 
him as a notary public. There is same evidence that his intention 
to complete his legal studies was not realized because of an af-
fair with a young lady, a member of one of the capital's leading 
families. 36 This may also account for his quiCk departure for San 
years, the present writer finds it difficult to accept the fact 
that they were operating a school in Queza1tenango prior to la57. 
'!'he Jesuits did open a school in Quezaltenango, but this was not 
until April of 1869. Luis xavier Espana, S. J., Discurso Pro-
nunciado en la l;nauguracism del Col!Slio de !!!l Jose de Oueii'rtenanCl 0 (Guatemala, 1869). There remains the remote posstbility that one 
or more Jesuits may have come to Quezaltemango prior to 1857 to 
engage in parish activities and that one of these may have been the 
tutor of Barrios. Nevertheless, there is no evidence that Barrios 
had any direct contact with the Jesuits prior to the capture of 
Queza1tenango by his forces in the spring of 1871. 
35 f Burgess, p. 32. Victor Miguel Dl.az does not mention the 
Escuela de Cristo, but states that Barrios attended a private 
school conducted by Jose Antonio Salazar. Victor Miguel D!U, 
Barrios ante ~ Posteri~ad (Guatemala, 1935), p. 24. 
36Burgess, p. 53. The affairs of the future'president ap-
proached not.oriety. Rippy states that eight of his natural chil-
dren grew up to ahare some of the honors of t.heir father. Rippy, 
"Justo Rufino Barrioa," p. 283. Barrios provided well for his 
illeg'itimate o.ffsprinql his eldest natural son, Venana io, had gone 
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Marcos, where he took up the practice of notary public. 
While at the university he came under the influence of such 
, , , , 
men as Antonio LOpez Colon, Padre Angel Maria Arroyo, Pedro 
valenzuela and Padre Manuel P. Velez, under whom he studied law. 
Manuel J. Dardon, chief justice of the supreme court while Barrios 
was president, served on his examining board. Hot too much is 
known about these men with the exception of Padre Arroyo, who 
represented the Liberal faction of the clergy and became a very 
intimate friend of Barrios. 37 
to study in Paris and on his return to Guatemala he merited a high 
position in the army. Another, Antonio, had the honor of being 
the first Guatemalan to attend the United States military academy 
at West Point. Barrios did not make his natural children bene-
ficiaries in his last will. Rippy, ".:JUsto Rufino Barrios," 
pp. 280-281. Nevertheless, he provided well for them while he was 
alive. In a letter dated December 9, 1884, Barrios wrote to 
Antonio at West Point, ". • • I am working here, and you already 
know that you have no other inheritance than your career for ac-
quiring a good name and providing for your future. Jr Information 
in a letter from JUsto Rufino Barrios to Antonio Barrios, in the 
private collection of Justo Rufino Barrios, son of Antonio 
Barrios, in Guatemala City, December 9, 1884. For additional in-
formation see letters from Justo Rufino Barrios to Antonio 
Barrios, in the private collection of JUsto Rufino Barrios in 
Guatemala City, October 10, 1883, and November 2, 1884. 
37Enriqqe Guzman, Diario tnttmo (Managua, Nicaragua, 1912), 
p. 32. Guzman knew BarrIos and many of his friends since he spent 
some time in Guatemala toward the end of the Barrios administra-
tion. In regard to Padre Arroyo he commented that he had heard 
it said that the priest Jr ••• has no moral sense, that he is an 
habitual drunkard, impudent, envious, extremely vain, and one of 
the most abject panderers of Barrios. II Guzman wrote that Padre 
Arroyo in an interview admitted that he had illegitimate children, 
some of whom, Guzman claimed t were the offspring of incestuous 
relations between the priest and his sister. Guzman cited in 
Migqel Anqel Garcia, Diccionario Historico Encicloe!4ico de la 
'- oa de El salvador ( San Salvador, Ei Salvador, 1943')'7 VI, 
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Barrios was an average student but did well in Latin and 
mathematics. There is no evidence for accepting the view of his 
close friend, General Andres Tellez, that Barrios was a shining 
. 38 
example of scholarship. More realistic is the judgment of a 
contemporary of Barrios. 
Barrios was not learned. It is said that in his youth 
he distinguished himself in the classes of mathematics and 
that he learned. with some perfection Latin, but by the time 
of the revolution [1871], he had forgotten everything. He 
had some general ideas. 8e was not an atheist, as many sup-
pose. He had a prodigious memory, above all for faces. His 
expression was not easy. 8e was very proud and greatly 
pleased with himself so that he did not venture to make him-
self ridiculous with a badly spoken phrase. He spOke his own 
language with some imperfections and archaisms commonly heard 
in the place where he was born. He was a friend of a good 
table. He did not e~9OY alcohol nor is it known that he ever 
was seen inebriated. 
Whatever Barrios may have lacked intellectually, he made up 
for it in tremendous energy and act.ion. His impet.uosity, however, 
makes understanding him extremely difficult. Such quest.ions as 
motives and consequences of actions appear to have elicited little 
consideration. Burges8 Characterized him well when he called him 
"volcanic ... 40 His "volcanic" personality makes the analysis of 
his motives difficult. His motives as the future Ltberal leader 
38 Rubio, p. 19. 
39El Pr29reso Nacional, Guatemala, April 1, 1896, p. 2. 
40 . Rippy thinks that many of Barrios' actions were based on 
"resentments of a personal nature" and that he most likely carried 
within him the inveterate antmosity of the g~e.ino against the 




~ere probably determined more by his advisers than by a well 
thought out philosophy. The greatest achievement of Barrios was 
his ability to carry out successfully the program advocated by 
the Liberal school. In this respect both Mariano G&l.vez in the 
1830's and Guc!a Granados, more capable in many respects, failed. 
On his return to San Marcos in 1861, his father, in recogni-
tion of achievements at the university, qave him part of the family 
estate known as Bl Malacate. Thus besides servinq as a notary 
public, he also became a gentleman farmer. The plantation at this 
time lay in the state of Chiapas, and it was considered part of 
Mexican territory until the boundary treaty of 1882 with Mexico, 
When it became part of Guatemala.4l 
El Malacate afforded Barrios a substantial income. In the 
early years it was important as a cattle ranch but later on Barrios 
experimented successfully with the planting of coffee, a crop that 
did remarkably well in the area, in fact, the entire district 
ranks as one of the most productive centers of coffee in all of 
Central America. 42 B1 Malacate also after 1867 served as a favor-
ite rendezvous for Barrios and the revolutionaries, and in 1870 it 
41 ~ 
-x. Y. z., HHl1tli .£QD. Ki1ico 1.1. zan. <;omR![gnd'sif entrl l2i. ~iOS Ch,ixov...:£, Sst! Isabel!.!. S!!. GuatemAla ~ !2. S!!. Mej co 
Guatemala, 1889 , pp. 5-9. 
42The possession of 21 Malaoate indicates that Barrios was 
financially well-to-do prior to his entry into the political arena. 
Por him the presidency was no necessity in order to enrich himaelf. 
Later on the executive office brought him additional wealth but 
this is III traditional occurrence among Guatemalan presidents. 
Rippy, "JUsto Rufino Barrios," pp. 283-284. 
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became the meeting place between Barrios and Garc!a Granados. 
With Guc!a Granados' participation in the revolution, the 
revolutionaries gained an additional advantaqe. The early phase 
of the revolution was marked by what many Guatemalans may have 
thought to be plundering raids intent upon the dest.ruct.ion of the 
whiskey distilleries. Thus in the eyes of the more responsible 
citizens the activities of Cruz and Barrios must have been viewed 
as bandit raids rather than attempts at social and economic re-
form. William '1'. Brigham must have expressed the sentiments of 
many Guatemalans when he described Serapio Cruz as ... .. • a typi-
cal brigand, who for some time ,raged a guerilla war fran his moun-
tain ret.reat.s, capturing the distilleries of !9P!£diente (then a 
government monopoly), and destroying what he could not carry 
away ... 43 Garc!a Granados however, with his arist.ocratic back-
ground, appealed to the aristocracy whose support was essential 
to defeat the Cerna government. He also had the intellectual 
capacity to give the revolutionary movement. a raison d1etre, a 
factor that cannot be overestimated in the Liberal victory.. In 
short, Guc!a Granados possessed the qualit.ies that ~is wanting in 
Serapio Cruz and Barrios. Burgess described the role of Garc!a 
Granados and Barrios well when he wrote, 
4'willi_ '1'. Brigham, Guatemala the Xand of the 2tietzal 
(N'ew York, 1887), p. 289. BrIgHam visIte Guat8mii"i S ortly be-
fore the death of Barrios in 1885. 
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The combination was a qood one. Granados broug'ht to the 
partnership his culture, his brains, his ripe experience as a 
politician, money and arms and prestiqe in the Caplt~ City, 
where many ties of blood and friendship assured him a large 
following. Barrios contributed his intimate knowledge of the 
territory Where the first fighting would have to be done, his 
experience as a guerrilla fiqhter, his prestiqe in western 
Guatemala and above all, his personal magnetism and daring 
well calculated to B.ecure sOldifis to use the arms which 
Granados had brought with him. It 
After Garc!a Granados assumed command of the insurgent forces, 
the focal point of rebellion shifted from the southern part of ../ 
, 
Chiapas to the northern town of Comitan. In the beginninq there 
were certain difficulties between Garcla Granados and the governor 
of Chiapas. According to Andres Tellez, a member of the revolu-
tionary force, the difficulties were resolved when Garcla Granados 
made the necessary "gifts" so as to have complete freedom in his 
activities. 45 
On March 28, 1871, a revolutionary army of probably some 
seventy men crossed the border. 46 Like many Hispanic American 
44 45 Burgess, pp. 69-70. Ibid., p. 71. 
46The number of men in the invading force is open to ques-
tion. Seventy appears reasonable in light of preparations made 
and it also is the number qiven by Victor Miguel n!az, who cited 
an official bulletin as evidence. Diu, Barrios ante .a 
Posteridad, p. 53. Burgess placed the number at twenty-eight and 
cIted ~es Tellez as his evidence. Burgess, p. 72. The number 
twenty-eight corresponds closely to that given by Miguel C. 
Alvarado, who listed the participants by name. Miguel C. Alvarado, 
Pro-Patria (NUm!ro Tres Justo Rufino Barrios) (OUesaltenango, 
Guatemala, 1~2"5l, pp. 7-10. Rubio, wilo probably obtained his in-
formation from Burgess, placed the figure at twenty-eight. Rubio, 
p. 84. Jews E. Carranza stated there were twenty-nine men but 
added there were "other patriots. Sf Jesus E. Carranza, 81 General 
Justo Rufino Barrigs, 3rd ad. (Guatemala, 1956), pp. 84-85. 
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revolutions, t.he invading force looked very unimpressive, but. t.he 
rugged terrain and surprise attacks were important factors in 
their initial success. Alt.hough insignificant, these victories 
were import.ant in enlisting new recruits, most. of Whom. probably 
were more interest.ed in the political rewards 'that. the new regime 
might offer 'than in fighting for the revolutionary ideals, which 
up to this time had not been officially proclaimed. 47 'rhe first 
contact. with the government forces toOk place in April at Tacana, 
in the department of San Marcos, near the Mexican border. 'l'he 
revolutionaries were outnumbered five to one, but. their strat.egic 
location and modern weapons enabled them t.o achieve victory. 4a 
'l"he spoils of the victory consist.ed mainly in robbing the liquor 
supply and funds of a near-by distillery. Shortly afterwards, 
more guns were brought across the Mexican border and recruiting 
activities increased. 
A lit.t.le more than a month after the initial invasion, the 
first proclamation was issued by Garc!a Granados settinq forth the 
objectives of the revolution. 'rhe proclamation, dated Maya, 
called for an end to the present dictatorial and t.yrannical form 
of government.. 'l'he eJOY'ernment. must faithfully execute laws and 
never consider it.self superior t.o the law. 'l'he Constitut.ive Act. 
of laSl, which created t.he perpetual dictat.orship of Carrera was 
47 Burgoss, p. 75. 
4a Rubio, p. a6. 
J 
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to be repealed. It called for a freely elected national assembly 
rather than one eons isting of subordinate employees of the gov-
ernment. It also demanded a free press, army reforms, tax re- J 
forms, wider extension of public education in keeping with na-
tional needs and the abolition of monopolies in the liquor 
industry, which were hostile t.o aqricultural and commercial 
interests. Insisting that this was his basic reform program, 
Garcia Granados claimed that any other Object.ives attributed to 
him were false. He statech hI repeat that 'lIrY ideas are well 
known and that I am an enemy of utopias and dangerous experi-
ments.,,49 It. is significant that no reference was made to any 
religious reform. Nor is there evidence that any Church leader 
interpretated the proclamation as the beginning of an antireli-
gious movement.. However, the absence of a clerical react.ion may 
have been due to the fact that Church leaders were unaware of the 
proclamation. niu, a bi09rapl£er of Barrios, stated that. the pro-
clamation was originally printed in San Salvador, El Salvador, and 
shortly thereafter it was seoret.ly reprinted in Guatemala Cit.y to 
be distributed among the inhabitants. 50 In fact the document was 
not. officially published until eleven days aft.er the occupation of 
49Garc!a Granados cited in Burgess, p. 77. 
50n!az, Barrie! ante !!. Poateridad, pp. 50-51. 
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the capital by the revolutionary forces. 5l The fact remains that 
outside of demanding the removal of the (!erna government the pro-
clamation called for no radical reform. Its moderate tone could, 
and apparently did, gain the support of both clerical and lay in-
terests. 
After the capture of San Marcos, the rebels pushed along the 
coastal region, taking the important city of Retalhuleu on May 14. 
Control of the city assured them possession of the rich coastal 
area and enhanced the prestige of the insurgents. Prom the 
coastal region, they moved north into the department of Quiche, 
where, on May 28, after initial setbacks, they won the battle of 
Laguna Seca, near the town of Chich.. Again the army of "libera-
tion, It as it called itself, was outnumbered. Although the revolu-
tionary ranks had swollen to three hundred strong, they faced a 
government force of nine hundred men under the command of Colonel 
Aquilino Calonge, and it. was the spirit.ed cavalry charge of 
Barrios that saved the day. 52 It was during this battle that. 
Barrios was repoted to have worn a red "Garibaldi II shirt. 53 
SlBolet.!n Oficial (Guatemala), July 11, 1871, p. 1. 
52 Ibid., p. 79. 
53carranza, p. 86. Ciriaco F. Alonzo, an eyewitness to the 
"liberation" campaign in 1871, also re,.POrted that he saw Barrios 
dressed in a red shirt. J. Lizardo Diu 0., A2Wlfamientos 
Kistoricos (Quezaltenango, Guatemala, 1932), p. 1 • 
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Whether he wore the red shirt to distinguish himself as the leaaer 
of his forces or as a symbol of the revolutionary ideas remains 
unclear. Barrios left no writings which show an awareness of the 
ideals or achievements of the Italian unification leader. 
The victory at Laguna Seca seriously imperiled the position 
of the capital, since the "liberating" army pushed forward and 
took Antigua, a city only thirty miles from the capital. At this 
point, Barrios believed it advisable to retreat, since he did not 
consider his forces adequately ol.'9'anised to meet the full impact 
of the government forces in the batt.le for the oapital. In their 
retreat they passed. through the town of patzic!a, where on June 5 
they halted to sign the Acta de Patzic!a. Little different than 
the proclamation of May 8, the brief document called for an end of 
the Cerna dictatorship, proclaimed Garc!a Granados provisional 
president. and called for a constituent assembly to draw up a new 
constitut.ion. 54 Sixty-seven revolutionaries signed the proclama-
tion. It received limited publicity outside of the revolutionary 
ranks prior to June 30, and President Cerna was kept completely 
ignorant of the act. 55 
The newspaper ~ SemMa, the only one to continu.e publication 
in the capital at the time, made no mention of the revolutionary 
54Adrian Vidaurre, !!!. Constitucio1'\ ~ Guat_,la (Guatemala, 
1935), p. 41. 
1_ 55.1!!, Levolucioo ~ 1871, §!!!. Prome,as l!:..!!. Modo S!. Cgmplirlas 
lUU"t-OCMftAl "1894). 1). 4. 
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activities during the latter part of May and early part of June. 
From May 28 to June 19, the last day of its publication, there was 
no mention of the dangerous threat to the Cerna government. It 
carried articles that attacked extreme Liberalism and defended the 
Cerna administration as being properly liberal in keeping with the 
circumstances of the republic. Perhaps the reference to extreme 
Liberalism was a vague reminder to its readers of the Liberalism 
associated with the followers of Garc!a Granados. -On the other 
hand, it was not unusual for the Conservative press to offer 
periodic reminders about the dangers of Liberalism. ~le silence 
may be better explained by the fact that the government probably 
feared excessive alarm in the capital should the real danger of 
the revolutionary forces become known. It may well be that the 
Cerna administration was ignorant of the demands of the revolu-
tionists. According to Zecena, the program of the revolutionists 
was much more attractive than the Conservatism of President 
Cerna. 56 The traitorous activities within the ranks of the Cerna 
administration may lend further proof to the contention that the 
Conservatives were ill prepared to meet the challenge of the 
revolutionists. 57 But here, as in all revolutions, individual 
motives are open to question. 
56 Zecena, p. 60. 
57valladares, p. 300. 
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After the declaration of the Acta de patzic!a, Barrios and 
Garc!a Granados withdrew their forces to Quezaltenango, where 
they set up their first provisional administration. Here Garc!a 
Granados appointed his first jefe polltico of Totonicapan, who 
served as the political boss of the department directly responsi-
ble to the president. The new office replaced that of correqidor, 
which dated back to the colonial period. Undoubtedly, Garcia 
Granados borrowed the institution from the Juarez regtme in 
Mexico. 58 The system was greatly perfected by Barrios as'presi-
dent and like Porfirio D!az of Mexico, he utilized the jefes 
eoliticos to consolidate his power. 
On June 10 and 11 the provisional government issued its first 
decrees. These provided for the making of Champerico a marittme 
port with customs offices in Retalhuleu, a concession to western 
interests in Guatemala, which clatmed that the centralism of the 
Conservatives neglected interests outside of the capital. Provi-
sions were also made for governmental non-interference in the grow-
ing of tobacco which had been restricted by the Conservative 
administration. Finally, there was to be free importation of 
comiteco, a rum manufactured in Comitan, Mexico, by PantaleOn 
Dominguez, a close friend of Garcia Granados. 59 The decrees were 
obviously atmed at pleasing the inhabitants of Quezaltenango and 
gaining the full support of the western inhabitants in bringing thE 
58 Rubio, p. 100. 59Ibid • 
I v 
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revolution to a successful conclusion. 
Shortly after taking possession of Quezaltenango, the provi-
sional government faced its first major military engagement with 
the Cerna forces. Previously, the task of containing the revolu-
tion was left mainly in the hands of the officers of Cerna, but 
the rebel control of the second most important c1 ty pranpted Cerna 
to take personal command of his forces. On the field of Tierra 
Blanca near TotonicapM., Cerna .suffered a major defeat on June 23. 
Again the revolutionists were outnumbered six to one, and this 
fact prompted casimiro Rubio. to remark that. the battle h. • • with 
all certainty can be compared to the armed. encounter which immor-
talized the hero of Thermopylae. n60 
The defeat at Tierra Blanca forced Cerna to retreat and pre-
pare for the defense of the capital. Barrios pursued the retreat-
ing forces, and prevented adequate defense preparation. He had 
the additional fortune of receivinq aid from Guatemalan political 
refugees who had fled to E1 Salvador, especially Mariano Villa-
1 ' , lobos, General Gregor 0 Solares, and Jose Marloa Samayoa, who had 
aided in the setting up of a Liberal regime on April 15, 1871, in 
that republic under Santiago GonzaIez. These men, with a small 
force, invaded Guatemala from E1 Salvador and joined forces with 
60Ibid., p. 112. The question of Barrios' ability as a 
~litary general is open to serious dispute. In his audacity he 
~y have had few equals, but audacity more often than not can lead 
~o rashness, and his subsequent death in 1885 in the battle of 
!Chalchuapa may serve, as proof of this. Salazar, p. 169. 
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Barrios in the battle of San Lucas a short distance from the 
capital. Although the army of "liberationtJ with its recent suc-
cesses had increased its forces to about 2,400, it was still out-
numbered by the Cerna forces which had 4,000 men. 61 Poasession of 
higher ground greatly aided the victory of Barrios, and faced with 
defeat, President Cerna realized that it was useless to carry on 
the struggle. 62 '!'he ba.ttle of San Lucas took place on .:rune 29 and 
the following day the capital fell without resistance. According 
to Andres i'ellez, an officer in the Barrios....oarc:{a Granados army, 
the triumphal entry of the "liberators" into the capital was most 
orderly and they were received with great enthusiasm by the in-
habitants. 63 
One of the first &ets of Garc!. Granados, the prc:wisional 
president, was to assure Arebbishop Paol that he would enjoy all 
religious guarantees and that the "liberation" DlOY'ement was not 
anticlerical. In fact the proviSional president requested and 
obtained the privilege of having a. "'Ie Dawn" service celebrated 
-
6lcarranza, p. 89. 
62After the defeat at San Lucas, President Cema sought 
political exile in Bl Salvador. Bstanislao Sandoval, a close 
friend of the defeated president, reported that he had to offer 
money to Cerna in order to finance the escape since the president 
was leaving without a sil}qle red cent in his pocket. Alfredo 
Quinones, !necdotas §tstOricas ~ Caudillo ~ignista General 
Justo Rufinp BarrIos RefoaMOX' S!!. GuatSltUiIa, 3rd ea. (Guatemala, 
1921), p. 15. vIcente Cerna X'eturnea to the Guatemalan capital 
after Barrios became president in 1873, but there is no evidence 
that he ever was molested by his former enemy. 
63 Rubio, p. 123. 
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in the cathedral as a thanksgiving for his victory. 64 There is 
no reason to question the intentions of the provisional president 
at this time. Before the rebels entered the capital, both Garcia 
Granados and Barrios insisted on the services of a chaplain in 
their army. While the provisional government was $t.21t.ioned in 
QUezaltenango, Padre Trinidad Gutierrez, chaplain of the Beaterio 
de Belen, was nominated by Garcia Granados and Barrios as chaplain 
of the army. Although the priest accompanied the army on its 
march to the capital, he refused to celebrate Masa, since he 
claimed that. the vicar provincial of Quezaltenango, Padre Manuel 
GonzUez, did not have the faculties to make such an appointment. 
'l"he correspondence of Padre Gutierrez to the Curia over this mat-
ter does not. indicate that any drastic measures were taken by the 
revolutionary leaders to force ~liance with their demands. The 
vicar provincial of Quezaltenango defended his actions by stating 
that a similar last minute appointment had be~ made shortly before 
the battle of Tierra Blanca, and that the spirt tual needs of the 
soldlers demanded it.65 
Pw:thermore, there is hardly any indication that the revolu-
tionaries seriously molested the local pastors on their march from 
the Mexican border to the capital. 'lb.e only reported incident of 
molestation was made by Padre Manuel Grageda, pastor of Nebaj. In 
his letter of October 20, 1871, to his religious superior in the 
64 Ibid., p. 126. 
-
65AC, tono 1871, docs. 343 and 344. 
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capital, he reported that on the night of March 12, 1871, Barrios 
and his men entered his sleeping quarters and took him prisoner. 
Be was taJ!::en outside of the town where he was robbed and his life 
was threatened. Be further stated that he heard Barrios remark 
that he wanted to make this an example to the rest of the clergy. 
'!'he incident was denied by the followers of Barrios, Vicente Cruz, 
Jose .Mar!a Barrios, Juan Viteri, Ignacio Cruz, and Pelipe Cruz. 
'!'hese witnesses accused the priest of leading a most immoral life 
and, as such, his complaint could not merit belief.66 Apart from 
this reported incident, there is no f'urt.her indicat.ion of any 
violence committed against the clergy or the Catholic religion 
prior to the victoxy on June 30, 1811. 
OUtside of destroying distillery monopolies, removing tracte 
restrictions and calling for a democratic government, no radical 
measures had been introduced by the new gO'Ternment. 'lhus far, the 
revolution was basically political offering little or no indica-
tion of reform in other areas of Guatemalan life. On. the surface, 
at least, it appeared that once lII.O%'e the Church and the state 
could and would work in harmonious cooperation. But in the light 
of sUbsequent events, the political revolution was only the lull 
before the stom. The 'true revolution was yet to come. 
66Ibid., doc. 557. 
A RELIGIOUS REVOLUTION IN 'l'BE MAIaNG 
The first official acts of the provisional government after 
the occupation of the capital on JUne 30, 1871, showed no sweeping 
reform tendency. Guc:!a Granados, as head of the government, was 
inclined toward a moderate evolutionary reform. He had already 
assured his countrymen that he was "an enemy of utopias and dan-
gerous experiments." His Memo£ias. completed shortly before his 
death in 1877, show htm critical of the Liberal administrations of 
Prancisco Marazan and Mariano G~vez during the 1830(s. He as-
serted that these men sought quickly to radically transform a 
baCkward state into a modern one by means of decrees and a con-
stitution. "But this transformation, II he claimed, uia the work of 
education, of time and of long practice of institutions, which are 
desired. HI Although in fundamental agreement with the religiOUS 
refoms of Mariano G&lvez, he concluded that the Liberal program 
of the 1830's was doomed because of its direct attack on the 
clergy. The power of the clergy among religiously fanatic and 
ignorant people is very great. and according to Guc!a Granados 
lauc!a Granados, II, 286-287. 
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could be weakened qradually only through education. 2 '1'hua hi. de-
sire for moderation partially explains the reluctance that Garcia 
Granados showed in meeting the radical demands of the extremists 
wi thin his ranks .. 
One of the first official acta of Garc!a Granados was the 
diplomatic recognition of the Liberal regime of 'l'0IllU Guardia of 
Costa Rica on JUly 5.3 The recognition is significant, since it 
shows the new government'. wil1inqness to recognize a Liberal 
reqime with which the Conservatives had severed relations. 
Another departure from Conservative policy was the decree of 
July 7 proclaiming' absolute freedom of the pres.. The decree 
repealed the law of April 30, 1852, passed under the influence of 
Francisco PavcSn .. Which allowed acc1eaiastiaal and civil censorship. 
'!'he provisional government. placed restrictions on the freedom of 
the press by prohibiting a:ttacks on the private lives of t.he citi-
zens and insisting that all articles must be signed. Publications 
carrying' W\signed articles, including those of a harmless nature, 
WOUld be accused of libel. 4o Preedom of the press iJlDediat.ely 
2 Ibid., IV, 428. 
II 
, 3'essmillQ;9a ~ lAf. H!X!! Etdtidu ~ e1 G~bi!ml ~ ~ratico de la Rer;bIrc~e Guat!m@!a, gesae-er-3e JUn o~187l (Guat.Eiiia!i,'~81r, I, 3-4. At the time of the re'C'O'gn£tlon;- . 
Lorenzo Montufar, a Liberal political exile from Guatemala under 
the Conservatives, served in the cabinet of President Guardia. 
~ter when the Guardia aClministration swung more to the right and 
fo1elaomed Conservative exiles· from Guatemala, MontUfar returned to 
~uatemala to hold important posts under the presidency of Barrios. 




opened the way for the publican of many broadsides authored by 
Liberals and Conservatives. 'lb.e authors conveniently concealed 
their identity with colorful pen names. Neither were private 
lives of citizens always respected. If the number of broadsides 
still remaining in private and public collections is representa-
tive of the original number published, the conclusion must be that 
the Liberals were more productive than the Conservatives. '!'he ac-
cusation of one Conservative broadside# however, that the new gov-
ernment restricted Conservative publications mB¥ also aCQount for 
a smaller number of broadsides from Conservative pens. Although 
extremist demands are evident on both sides, the broadsides are 
significant in that they point to a religious revolution in the 
making, as the following' examples show. 
A broadside, dated July 3 and signed "A Guatemalan, II att:.a.cked 
the wealth and power of the clergy_ 'l'hese, he insisted, must be 
replaced by priests Who professed voluntary poverty and were 
zealous for the welfare of the people. '!he archbishop was specif-
ically cited as one of the clergy who had failed in fulfilling the 
precepts of poverty as demanded in Scriptures. 5 
5 "Ciudadanos Libertadores, It JUly 3, 1871, cOleccift de IIoj as 
Sueltas 1871-1873# Arranged by Gilberto Valenzuela (B 10teca 
Nacional, Guatemala City), tomo 6. ("lbe oollection will be cited 
hereinafter as CBS.) The broadsides are arranged in a chronolo-
gical order without pagination. Practically all of the broadsides J 
are anticlerical and offer excellent examples of anticlerical writ-
ings during the early years of the new qovemment. Later the num-
ber of broadsides drops off considerably, probably due to the 
increased number of newspapers. many of which served 8S a media fOI: 
anticlerical writings. 
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Dr. Mariano ospina bacfll:D.e the leading ~iter for Conservative 
interests. In a broadside of July 11, 1871, he expressed concern 
over the threat to religious liberty. Although not concerned with 
absolute religious freedom, Dr. Ospina pointed out the danger to 
religious liberty if the clergy and religious places of worship 
can be insulted and profaned by H. • .. freethinkers who do not 
want priests nor religious communities." He feared that Catholic 
parents might lose theiX' right of educating their children if the 
teache.rs whom the parents had selected were removed. '!'his possi-
bility, he thought, could lead to a state's propagating ideas 
favoX'able to one inteX'ested group. He concluded that Catholics 
must enjoy the same rights as the -freethinkers'· who desired their 
children to study Proudhon, Mazzini or Felix Pyat.6 
Dr. Ospina was immediately answered by "Yo, It who favored 
religious freedom but did not consider it always applicable in the 
field of education. According to "Yo, It qood schools and teachers 
produce good citizens and since thJ.s is an indispensable means for 
obtaining the general welfare of the st.ate, the state cannot close 
its eyes to the field of education. The writer defined free edu-
cation as teaching useful, productive, patriotic and progressive 
subjects.. Any educational progX'am contrary to these objectives, 
"Yo" contended, could never secure true liberty for the people. 
6QHuestras Aspiraciones, It July 11, 1871, CBS. Dr. Ospina 
oriqinally signed himself blfosotros" but later -rifentified himself. 
He had held tmportant educational posts under President Cerna. 
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Be oonoluded that many parents were incompetent to judge the edu-
cational needs of their children and that ..... finally it must 
not be forgotten by one who desires truly the liberty and glory of 
his country that the children are the property of the Republio and 
their fomation today is for the welfare of the fatherland ... 7 
Dr. Ospina on .July 27 wrote a lengthy rebuttal to the posi-
tion of "Yo." He argued that the stat.e must respeot all religious 
beliefs, but he admit.ted that the state had t.he right t.o restrict. 
certain reliqious praotioes. For instance, minority sects, such 
as Protest.ant.s in Guat.emala,. could expeot reliqious toleraticm. but 
not reliqious freedom. '!'his meant accordinq to Dr. Ospina, that 
prot.estants oould practice their beliefs but not in pUblio, where-
as Catholics, who enjoyed religious freedom,. could practice their 
beliefs publioly. Be claimed that this distinction had been 
recognized in previous Guatemalan const.itutions, which declared 
Catholicism the official religion of the state but guaranteed that 
other religious seots would not be molested. The writer held that 
the qreater reliqious freedom Catholios enjoyed in Guatemala could 
be just.ified by the principle of the will of the majorit.y. 'lhe 
doctor, however, advocated neither absolute reliqious freedom nor 
complete separation of Church and state. 'l'hese would make the 
Catholic Church in Guatemala too powerful and thereby run counter 
7 "Yo, It n .. d., CBS. Felix Pyat (lalO-laS9) was a Prench 
journalist, whose radical ideas on democracy brought him into 
frequent conflict with the political authorities. 
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to Liberal objectives. Dr .. Ospina defended the Concordat of 1852, 
since it permitted state intervention in certain eoclesiastical 
matters, and therefore it was possible to curb the power of the 
Church. '-'he writer warned the Liberals that absolute religious 
freedom and the demand for greater Protestant tmmigration could 
mean only a more powerful Church, since the Church with its 
greater freedom thrives on opposition. In the concluding part Dr. 
Ospina directed his attention to ·Yo·s" position on education. 
He conceded the right of education to the state, but he insisted 
that parents retain the right to send their children to the 
school of their choice. 'the issue then was whether the people 
had the right to determine the educational program or was that 
right reserved to four or six elected officials, who were usually 
the heads of a party and interested in propagating their own 
ideologies. For Dr. Ospina, the basic issue was whether the 
right to educate was that of the father of a family or the minis-
ter of education. '1'0 accept the state as the sole authority in 
education was the reincarnation of "divine right" rule. Neither 
could Dr. Ospina accept the proposition that children are the 
property of the state, for if this were true, the citizen would 
enjoy no more right than the slaves of African kings. 8 
Other broadsides could be cited to show the public airing of 
controversial issues. Often the publioations degenerated into 
attacks on personalities and as a result, ideological differences 
a_La Disau.ion." Julv 27. 1871. CBS. 
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were overloOked. For instance, a broadside published in defense 
of Dr. Ospina pleaded for a discussion of ideas, not personali-
ties. According to the broadside, the plea went unheeded and Dr. 
capina was threated with exile, even with death. The broadsides 
lamented the fact that freedom of the press was not assured as 
promised by the provisional government. Rather freedom of the 
press was a means of insulting persons, especially those who had 
rendered meritorious services to the count.ry as was the case with 
Dr. ospina who had held the university Chair of political economy 
and constitutional law. 9 
The increasing number of anticlerical broadsides \/as one fac-
tor that on July 24 prompted twenty-four clergymen in the capital 
to petition the archbishop for permisaion to publish a Catholic 
newspaper to be lalmm as lOletfu Bcoo. S!. 1& Arcm,igi,ogesis. 'l'he 
clergymen thought that the newspaper could offer religious instruc-
tion to the faithful and serve as an official news agency for the 
archdiocese. In addition, they hoped that the newspaper could 
". • • contradict, censure and refute the invectives which are 
daily hurled against Catholicism and in this way guard against the 
evils which threaten the country with the diffusion of antireli-
gious and tmmoral ideas. MlO There is no evidence how the arCh-
9 - , 
"Los Senores Ospina~ at n. d.,~. See also Rafael Perez, 
S. J., La com2aiiia de Jesus en ColuiilbTa ~ Centro-America despu,ea 
~ RestiU~acIon (VaITadolId,-spain, 1898), part 3, 168. 
10 AC, tome 1871, doc. 375. 
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bishop reacted to the plan. In fact, there is no evidence that 
any Catholic newspaper was ever published during the presidencies 
of Garcia Granados and Barrios. Perhaps the archbishop feared 
that a Catholic publication refuting anticlerical publications 
would result in more attaCks on the Church. The periodic pas-
torals are the only known media of publication by which religious 
leaders defended the interests of the Church. 
In spite of the demands of certain writers of broadsides, 
Garcia Granados followed a course of moderation. The provisional 
president made no attempt to intervene in religious instruction 
and permitted clergymen to serve as members of the Council of Edu-
cation. He appointed chaplains for each regiment in the army.ll 
He requested the archbishop to ee1ebrate the solemn offiee of the 
dead on July 29 for all the men who had died in the bat.tle of San 
Lucas. According to the request, both the provisional president 
and his officials hoped to be in attendance. The archbishop 
agreed. 12 The provisional president also offered liberal amnesties 
to all political prisoners. 
Garcia Granados believed that the greatest need for reform 
lay in the field of education as a preparation step for other 
Liberal measures. Here again he urged moderation citing the re-
forms that England had accomplished through a moderate evolution-
ary program. 13 Neither did the provisional president favor radical 
11Rubio, p. 130. 
13Rubio, p. 131. 
12 AC, tame 1871, doc. 371. 
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social equality. His decree of August 2 went no further than to 
abolish courteous titles of civil; military and ecclesiastical 
officials. This was nothing new, since a decree of 1823 had prac-
tically done the same thing only to be abolished in 1844. 14 His 
moderation even permitted the re-enactment of Conservative meas-
ures passed under the Carrera reqime, .s happened on August 11 
when he declared that the law of August 19, 1851, was again in 
full effect. 1S The law provided for the inviolability of the mem.-
bers of the assembly, which according to Garc!a Granados had been 
violated. by ex-President Cerna when he exiled a number of repre-
sentatives in 1870. The provisional president had been one of the 
exiled members. 
Ironically, the decrees Which did not further moderation were 
the ones the provisional president issued for reasons of adminis-
trative efficiency. One such decree was that of July 24, which 
divided the country into four military districts. West, Center, 
South and East, to facilitate enforcement of executive orders. 16 
Another one concerned modifications of freedom of the press. 
Under the earlier decree violations of freedom of the press, such 
as unsigned articles, were to be tried before a judicial tribunal. 
The new decree gave sole jurisdiction in these matters to the local 
14Recopi1acion~!!! Leyes, I (1874), 7. 
lS~., p. 8. 16 !B!S.., p. 6. 
r 
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jef~ R2l!tico. 17 Since neither commanders of military districts 
nor iefes pgl!ticos were always moderates, the policy of modera-
tion was not always effectively realized on the local level. 
During the early days of the provisional government. Barrios Vi 
did not assume any position in the central government. Casimiro 
Rubio claims that Garc!a Granados wanted him to serve as the 
minister of war in order to reorganize the national army. Barrios 
retused, stating that he wished to return to his ranch in 
Malaaatan to rest and develop hi. ranch Which had been neglected 
during the revolutionary years. 18 Barrios delayed his stay in the 
capital, probably because he was engaged in financially reimburs-
ing his soldiers for their services during the revolution. In 
addition, he may have felt that his services might be needed to 
suppress a Conservative rebellion developing in the East. Since 
Barrios had refused the position of minister of war, Garc!a 
Granados offered him the position of the military commander of the 
West, also known as Los Altos, with his headquarters in 
Quezalten&ngo near his ranch. Barrios accepted, and took up his 
new duties in the later part: of July. 
Before leaving the capital, Barrios arranged to have a print-
ing press sent to Quezaltenango. The press made possible the pub-
lication of !! Malacate under the editorship of Andres 'lellez, an ~' 
intimate friend of Barrios. !! Malaeate became a propaganda sheet 
~--------------
17 Ibid., p. 9. 18 Rubio, p. 129. 
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for Frenoh Revolutionary and Mexican Liberal ideas. 19 '!'he Frenoh I 
Revolutionary ideologies had had a strong and enduring influence 
in Guatemala since the days of the Enlightenment. Of greater 
significance at this time was the growing bond of friendship for, 
and conscious imitation of, Juarez' Liberal regime in Mexico. As 
early as July 8, 1871, Luis Batres, in a letter to the Mexican 
minister of foreign relations, encouraged the renewal of diplomatic 
relations, between the two neighboring republics having "identical 
institutions. H20 In reply the Mexican minister of foreign rela-
tions, Gregario Mariscal, expressed the great pleasure of the 
Mexican Republic at seeing the successful termination of the 
Liberal revolution in the neighboring republic. 21 Batres was 
optimistic When he spoke of "identical institutions," since as of 
July 1871, these institutions were far from being realized in 
Guatemala. 
Broadsides in Quezaltenango like those in the capital spread J 
the virus of anticlericalism. Especially significant were the 
attacks of Il.. KlJ.MG. upon the Jesuits, who had a sohool and 
parish in Quezaltenango. The Jesuits appealed to the municipal 
authorities to end the anticlerical attacks. The council complied 
with the request on August 12. Instead of considering the Jesuit 
complaints, the council discussed the legality of the re-
19 Ibid., p. 132. , 
20Bolet!n Oficia~, November 18, 1871, p. 2. 
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establishment of the Society of Jesus in Guatemala in 1851. 22 The 
council concluded that the presidential decree re-establishing the 
society was never approved by the national assembly.23 The coun-
cil then went on to consider other reasons why the Jesuits can no 
longer be tolerated in Quezaltenango. According to the council 
the Jesuits during their twenty years of residence in Guatemala 
had made no educational contributions, but had enriched themselves 
through wills and theft. The council accused the society of tak-
ing much of their money out of the country and importing articles 
free of duty, which they frequently sold. Additional wealth was 
acquired through taxing the faithful and having their penitents 
work on the Jesuit coffee plantations. Furthermore the tradi-
tional monopoly of the Jesuits over the consciences of mothers and 
their influence over ex-President Cerna were well known. Por 
these reasons the council urged the civil and military authorities 
22Rubio , p. 132. Since the early issues of El Malacate are 
missing in the newspaper collection of the Biblioteca NacIonal, 
there is no way of knowing the exact basis of the early attaaks 
against the Jesuits by this paper. This writer can only judge the 
anticlericaliam of the paper by articles that appeared after the 
expUlsion of Jesuits from Quezaltenango. For instance, Carlos 
Gregorio Orellana argued that the expulsion of the Jesuits was not 
an attaCk on religion but was necessary for the sake of progress 
and education. He added that the expulsion of the retrogressive 
Jesuits enabled a state to defend its s.acred rights of liberty and 
become a model of the educated world. £1 Malacate (San Marcos, 
Guatemala), November 7 f 1871, pp. 2-3. The paper called itself 
independent and dedicated "to tell the most pure truth to the en-
tire world." 
23 Burgess, p. 90. 
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to send all the Jesuits in the department to the capital.. In addi ~ 
tion the council insisted on its right to supervise schools in its 
jurisdiction and urged the provisional government to secularize 
education in accordance with the ideals of the nineteenth cen-
24 tury. 
The action of the council was not approved by the people of 
the city. Padre Perez, a Jesuit Who was among the group expelled 
from the republic in September of 1871. accused Barrios of using 
"brute force" to have the council issue the order.. He further 
affirmed that similar tactics were employed to have other muni-
cipal councils in the area approve the expulsion of the Jesuits 
from Los Altos. 25 Approximately nine days after the Quezaltenanqo 
action, the city council of 'lotonicapan pronounced its satisfac-
tion over the expulsion. stating that it considered the Jesuits 
pernicious, as they were in all Catholic countries Where they had 
set foot. 26 Totonicapan sent special conqratulations to JUsto 
Rufino Barrios for his effective intervention executing the order. 
Since the expulsion decree applied only to the Los Altos 
region, the municipality of Tononicapan was quick to observe that 
this was only the initial step in the reform movement. Article 
24Ibid •• pp. 90-92. See also Rubio. pp. 133-134. 
25p'rez, pp. 170-171. 
26Jesus E. Carranza,.Y!l PuebJ.o..9§.lQJ Al1;QI (Totonicapcm. 
Guatemala, 1897), p. 146. 
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two of the Totonicapan act sounded a prophetic note when it stated 
that the expulsion of the Jesuits from Los Altos was only the 
beginning of the reform. '!'he council recommended that a copy of 
the act be sent to Guc.!a Granados so that he may take the neees-
sary steps to expel the Jesuits from all parts of the republic. 27 
Again evidence is lacking to explain what mot.ives the twenty-
three signers of the act had in urging the expulsion of the 
Jesuits. The anti-Jes11it feeling in the council is even more 
difficult. to explain when it is recalled that in Los Altos the 
Jesuits administered no other institutions except a parish and 
sChool in Quezaltenango. Tbe fact that. a number of city councils 
quiCkly followed the example of Quezaltenango might possibly indi-
cate that this was an organized campaign against the Jesuit.s. 
There is no evidence for this nor can it be clearly determined 
What role Barrios or other jefes politicos played in the municipal 
actions. Since there is no record of any popular support for 
these actions, one cannot conclude that the councils acted because 
of public pressure. One thing i. clear. Local political leaders 
showed the provisional government by word and deed where the new 
reform must begin. 
'!'he Jesuits were notified of the act of expulsion at 9 P. M. 
on August 12, the same day the city council had passed the act. 
27 ~., pp. 146-147. 
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The expulsion act was delivered to Padre RamOn M. Posada, the 
Jesuit Superior, ordering him and his men to leave the city by 
3 A. M. and go to the capital. The superior requested that Padre 
Rufino Castillo should be excused from making the trip because of 
i1lne.s. Barrios refused to grant the request, but allowed the 
priest to remain at a near-by parish until he regained his 
hea1th.28 The manner of carrying out the expulsion was reminis-
cent of the expulsion of the Jesuits under Charles III. Quick 
action and secrecy were considered necessary to forest.all any 
opposition from local inhabitants who miqht oppose the expulsion 
of the Jesuits from their midst. Influential persons had en-
rolled their sons at the Jesuit school, and the departure of the 
Jesuits two years after their arrival in the city would again make 
it necessary to send their sons to the capital for an education • 
... The reaction of Archbishop Pinol to the expulsion was not 
long in coming. The first report that the archbishop received 
came from Sister Mar!a de 1a Encarnacion, Superioress of the Con-
gregation of the Be1emitas. aer letter of August 14 (the day 
after the expulsion of the Jesuits from OUezaltenango), informed 
the bishop that the expulsion of the Jesuits meant that much of 
the spiritual work in the area remained undone, and requested per-
mission for her congregation to continue the work of the Jesuits. 
She also asked for a chaplain, a position that had been held by a 
28 , Perez, pp. 171-172. 
r 
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Jesuit. In conclusion she expressed fear &bout the status of her 
own congregation because of certain rumors, but added that due to 
the shortness of time she could make no further explanation. The 
archbishop replied on August 19. He granted the desired faculties 
and appointed a new chaplain, but he did not sta.te if a protest 
was made to the civil authorities. 29 Two days later the vicar 
provincial of Quesaltenango, Padre Manuel Gonzalez, complained to 
the archbishop that the lack of priests was making it impossible 
to fulfill the spiritual needs of his people. He noted that the 
inventory of the possessions of the Jesuit Church of San Nicola. 
indicated that none of its possessions had been removed. He re-
fused to take part in the inventori.s of the personal possessions 
of the Jesuits, which was carried out by the city authorities. 30 
The first reaction of the archbishop was to notify the pre-
visional president about the increasing anti-Jesuit propaganda in 
the capital. He stated that he was fully aware that the political 
authorities could do nothing if the propagandists keep their opin-
ions to themselves, but propaganda in the press and public meet-
ings was a serious threat to public and religious peace. He 
requested an immediate end to the anti-Jesuit propaganda and hoped 
that the expulsion of the Jesuits from Los Altos would not be re-
peated in the capital. 31 Garcia Granados did not reply. The 
29 AC, tome 1871, doc. 426. 30 Ibid., doc. 431. 
3lIbiq., doc. 427. 
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archbishop in a letter of December 1, 1871, written While he was 
in exile in Leon, Nicaragua, commented on the silence of the pro-
visional president. He Observed that Garc!a Granados did not 
reply officially but merely offered vague excuses, which approved 
the Jesuit expulsion from Quezaltenango and made no guarantees that 
similar acts would not be repeated in other parts of the republic. 
The expulsion of the Society of Jesus from Guatemala in September 
of 1871, according to the archbishop, was the only reply of the 
qoye~t to his protests. 32 
~e retioence of the government in the matter was also at-
tacked in a broadside of August 19, signed by "M. C. D 'lb.e writer 
desired to know if the political authorities of Quezaltenanqo 
acted on their own authority or were instructed to do so by the 
central government. 'l'he explanation was of utmost importance, 
since for him the Jesuits were responsible for introducing a truly 
modernized system of education in the republic, which he claimed 
had influenced cmanqes in the liberal arts and physical soience 
curriculum on all levels of education inoluding the university. 
He charged that. the expulsion oonstit.ut.ed a violation of the right 
of freedom and individual quarantees, an accusation that the 
present regime hurled aqainst the fallen Conservative qovernment!3 
32 ! M. A. Garc a, II, 428. See also Perez, p. 177. 




'!'he opponents of the Jesuits rushed to defend the government 
by accusing them of being involved in crimes during therevolu-
tionary movement, especially the massacre of revolutionists in 
palencia.. '!'he char<Je was challenged by an anonymous writer, PA. 
z. ," Who pointed out that the Jesuits actually ministered to the 
wounded revolutionists. 'lhus the charges of the opponents, he 
elaimed, could not be. substantiated, but this was nothing new 
since all the countries, which had expelled the Jesuits hitherto-
fore, had done so without substantiating their accusations. on 
the other hand, in the countries where true liberty reigned, such 
as England and the United States, the society had not. suffered 
molestation. 34 '!'he charges and oounter-charges continued, even 
citing the case of a Jesuit priest in France Who was accused of 
having illicit relations with womon, Whom he killed afterwUds. 35 
As usual, all writers concealed their identity. 
'l'he attacks of the broadsides undoubtedly pranpted the gov-
ernment to issue an official bulletin explaining its position over 
the expulsion of the Jesuits from Quezaltenango. 'l'he bulletin de-
fended the actions of the political authorities of Quezaltenango, 
34·A los Sres. Redactores de la 'Verdad,'" August 11, 1871, 
~. La Verdad was a Conservative newspaper in El Salvador which 
bltterlY attacked the Guatemalan Liberals .. 
35"Contestacion a 1a Carta dirijida a los Sres. Redactores 
de 1a 'Verdad,'" August 20, 1871, £!!§.. 
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stating that the inhabitants of the municipality had to take radi-
cal action against the Society of Jesus in order to preserve public 
tranquility and prevent greater future evils.. 'lbe government in-
sisted that the expulsion was not an attack on religion, to state 
otherwise was a malicious cal'WllllY. The government warned the 
reactionaries that the only true constitution in existence was the 
Act of pataic!a of JUne 3, 1871, by which " ..... the prOVisional 
president has the necessary power to reform all the abuses of the 
past,administration and duly car~ out the principles proclatmed 
in the manifesto of May 8 of the present year, that is to say, he 
was invested with a true dictatorship which will cease the day 
that the country will see the fulfillment of that pr09'r_ ... 36 As 
a final admonition, the bulletin stated that the government, in 
fulfilling its duties of providing peace, order and liberty, would 
not tolerate the attacks of the so-called "defenders of religion.37 
Although the government justified a temporary dictatorship, it did 
not demand a radical reform for the problema facing the &aminis-
tration.. It is clear that Garc!a Granados desired to continue his 
policy of moderation but in doing so, he was causing a widening 
rift in the Liberal ranks. Aa a result, the radical Liberals 
loOked more and more to Barrios for leadership in a thorough re-
form. As late as 1874, Lorenzo MontUfar wrote, the Liberals 





needed Barrios to achieve unity of ideas and action. 38 
Garc!a Granados did not underestimate the influential role 
that Barrios played in the Liberal group. On August 24, 1871, 
, 
Francisco J. de San Roman, the Jesuit Superior, wrote a letter to 
the provisional president demanding a clarification of the be-
havior of Barrios in Quezaltenango. The superior made it clear 
that since the Jesuits had been legally admitted into the republic. 
their recent expulsion and privation of property could best be 
considered illegal, inhumane, and an insult to religious authoritY4 
Be considered it ingratitude to the very men who had rendered many 
meritorious servioes to the country, especially since the govern-
ment had acted without any judicial authority and in a most arbi-
tX'ary fashion. 39 Garc!a Granados replied that he owed his posi-
tion to the men in Quezaltenango, and thus he could not oPPQse 
th 40 em. 
The Jesuits, expelled from Los Altos, immediately received 
offers of help frOll the Pranciscans and leadinq families of the 
capital. Even Henry S. Hudson, the North American minister, 
offered. his protection on the grounds that Pres ident Grant had 
sent instructions to protect persecuted persons. 41 Some of the 
prominent ladies of the capital demanded an interview with Garc!a 
OranadofJ, but they were dismissed. with the reply that women had no 
38 ~ M. A. Garc~a, V%, 7. 
40 Ibid., p. 184. 4lIbid., p. 178. 
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voice in po1itics. 42 Agitation in favor of the Jesuits was also 
taken up by many prominent men of the capital, Who, Padre Perez 
claimed, numbered 6,500, and represented the true feeling of the 
people about the Jesuits.43 On August 28, some of these men cal-
led for a meeting in the assembly hall of the university to dis-
cuss the attacks made against the Jesuits by the junta 2atriotica 
in the capital. 44 While the meeting was in session; the junta 
patriotica barred the exits so that the men could not leave. 
After their release, they took their caBplainta to the provis ional 
president who refused to discuss the matt.er. Next they at.tempted 
to publish their complaint.s, but t.his was st.opped by Garc!'a 
Granados. 45 In Villanueva and Amat it lan ; both t<7#nS only a few 
miles distant from the capit.a1, signatures were taken up for a 
peti tion to keep the Jesui t8 in the country. This action also was 
stopped by the arrest of the persons in charge of the petition. 
In spite of this, and the hostile action of the various :iuntas 
Ratrioticas, four hundred thousand signatures were collected in 
.... 
42Xbtd., p. 185. 43 lpid., p. 186. 
"'lhe j,ta patriOtica was a Liberal club in favor of radical 
and speedy re orm. A nUiQ\)er of these clubs were founded during 
the early days of the Liberal period of which the most prominent 
were those in the capital and Amat.itl-'n. 'l'he clubs were an imita-
tion of the ones founded during the independence movement.. 'l'he 
juntas of 1871 were anticlerical and the one in the capital p1awed 
an important role in the e~18ion of t..1-te archbishop. Padre Perez 
claimed that the clubs were daninated by Freemasons. Ibid., 
p. 18S. 
45 Ibid., pp. 187-188. 
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favor of protesting the expulsion of the Jesuits. These figures 
were not published until years afterwards. 46 The growing agita-
tion over the Jesuit question becmme quickly enmeshed in the Con-
servative uprisings in the Oriente. This led to the expulsion of 
the Jesuits from the entire republic, but first attention must be 
focused on Barrios in Quezaltenango. 
Shortly after the expulsion of the Jesuits from Quezaltenango. 
Mother EncarnaciOn, SUperiores. of the Belemitas, addressed a let-
ter to the archbishop on August. 22, 1871, in which she ment.ioned 
a threat to her religious conmaU\ity by the local civil authori-
ties. 47 She wrote that Don Francisco Aparicio, the first alcalde 
of Queza!tenango, came to the convent on the orders of General 
Barrios, and demanded tha.t the nuns must leave their religious 
46Xbid., p. 188. 'l'he figure four hundred thousand appears 
too hlqilTor a country with a population slightly over the one 
million mark.. 
47The Belemitas, also called Bethlemitas, were founded in 
Guatemala in 1653 by Pedro de San Jose Bethencourt. Oriqinally it 
was a religious order of brothers engaged in teaching and hospital 
~ork. In 1668 a female counterpart was established to care for 
I~-:c::.~n patients. Due to lack. of vooations, the male order died out 
in 1838, at whioh time it. became exclusively a nun's order. After 
1838, under the leadership of Mother ~oarnacion. the order concen-
trated on teaching. Mother Encarnacion also inauqurated a series 
of reforms which caused a split in the order. The reform group 
under Mother EncarnaciOn went t:o Queaaltenang'o Where they estab-
lished a school for girls, while the group opposed to the reforms 
!remained in the convent of Belen in the capital, and devoted them-
~elves to teaching girls. For fu;rther infol."11latiCh"1. on the 
~eletlitas, see Alej8l)dro Ortiz LOpez, B.istoria So!. .!!. Religion 
tethlemita. I (Bogota, Columhia# 1955). 
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house# going either as a group to the capital or individually to 
private hames. The order further stated that the convent was open 
to the public and that it would be converted into a school for 
girls. In the light of these circumstances, the superioress de-
cided to leave with her nuns. In the meantime, the citizens of 
Quezaltenango heard about the order# and since it caused consid-
erable alarm, the civil authorities reversed themselves.. But the 
reversal was only temporary. The nun considered the revolution 
an attack upon religion, becoming convinced that it was impossible 
to carry on her work. Thus she requested the prelate to allow her 
community to leave the country so that they could continue their 
work in a more friendly atmosphere. Her desire was to go to Qu~O, 
Ecuador. She concluded that the situation was grave and the 
tempest was about to break.. 48 The archbishop' s reply, dated 
August 28, approved Mother Encarnacion's decision to leave 
Quezaltenango. since he deemed it i1l\possible for them to continue 
their religious life and work under such trying circumstances. He 
expressed displeasure over the advice of the vicar general of 
Ouezaltenango, who suggested that the nuns relax their rules of 
the cloistered life. In the meantime, he urged the nuns to enter 
into trustworthy private homes until the formal order of expulsion 
would be carried out, and then bring all the members of the com-
munity to the capital. 49 On September 8, the superioress 
48 AC, tomo 1871, doc. 442. 49lbid• 
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info~ed the prelate that the order of expulsion would be carried 
out the followinq Monday, and that her community would leave on 
foot so as not to attract public attention. She requested the 
prelate to prepare a house for their arrival so that they might 
continue their religious life and. work. 50 'the letter was imme-
diately followed by another in Which she bitterly complained about 
the behavior of General Darrios. 'the general had left the city 
leaving orders that the nuns must abandon the convent before his 
return. Mother Encarnacion insiated on a formal order of expul-
sion, but this was never given. Instead a group of men arrived 
wi th threats and ordered the nuna to leave the convent. Acoord-
ingly, Mother Encarnacion decided to abandon the convent, she 
asked the convent chaplain to acoompany the nuns to the capital. 
The chaplain, before complying with her request, went to see the 
local Commandant, Rumaldo Pacheco. The commandant refused to ap-
prove the nun's plan, since she feared a reaction from the people. 
Pacheco also thouqht that Barrios would not approve of the nuns' 
goinq to the capital. CUriously enouqh, this same commandant 
initially gave his approval to the departure, and. had even pro-
mised to guard the nuns on their trip, but the approval did not 
designate the hour of departure. Again Kother EnearnaciOn asked 
the archbishop to qive her fuxther instruotions", 51 'l'he archbis-
hop's response counseled her not to come to the capital at this 
5°Il;>id. 511bid., doc. 470. 
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time, since he considered such action imprudent. Be advised that 
when pacheco offered the promised protection, and Barrios returned, 
then she should foxmulate her plan of action and submit it to the 
vicar provincial of Queza1tenango. 52 In her letter of Septem-
ber 14, she informed the prelate that she and her community still 
had not left the city, as proposed in her previous correspondence 
of September 8, because Pacheco did not permit it. Ac..'Cording to 
ltIother Encarnacion, the commandant feared that the departure of 
the nuns would raise a storm of protest among the townspeople. and 
would be followed by bloodshed. In the meantime, sbe decided to 
await a written order which would make the expulsion definitive. 53 
At. this point, the correspondence between Mother EncarnaciOn and 
the archb;.shop terminated. 'lhe status of the BelemittlS in 
Quezaltenango remained in doubt until February of 1873, when the 
expulsion order of Barrios was finally carried out. One reason 
for the delar was that Barrios was commissioned by aArc!a Granados 
to proceed to the oriente to quell the Conservative uprising, 
which reached alarming proportions in the beginning of September 
of 1871. One can only speculate as to What were the true motives 
of Barrios and his subordinates in follOW'ing a vacillating policy 
in regard to the expulsion of the Belemitas from Quezaltenango. 
According- to Mother EncarnaciOn. it was the fear of possible local 
uprisin9s that such an expulsion would ~gender.54 Barrios. 
".-.-
53roid., doc. 442. 




however, may have seen certain advantaqes in using' dilatory 
tactics to cause unrest in the convent. The unrest then could 
serve as public justification for his order of expulsion. The 
strategy was actually employed by Barrios on a number of' sUbse-
quent occasiona, when he issued decrees aqainst other reliqious 
orders. '!'he strategy would not be fully effected in the present 
~-
case in view of his departure for the oriente. 
The events in Quezaltenanqo were paralleled by anticlerical 
acts in other parts of the republic. Only a number of these acts 
need be cited to show that strained relations developed between 
local civil and religious leaders. 
Requests for removal of pastors made by local political offi- v 
cials were not infrequent. Por insta.nce, in a letter of July 27, 
1871, the minister of qovernment and justice infor.med the arch-
bishop of a request made to the ministry by a jefe 29l£tico, de-
mandinq the removal of padre Recinos, pastor of Joeotan. for 
arousinq animosity between the peoples of Jocotan and Camotan. Be 
accused the pastor of spreadinq rumors that the people of Jocotan 
intended maltreatment of the people of camotan. Sinee both of 
these towns were near the Honduran bo~der, the j ~fe ~tico 
of the abortive efforts to expel the Belemitas from Quezaltenanqo 
is in accordance with documents in the archives of the curia. 'rhe 
documents, as does Ortiz LOpez, show that the civil authorities 
employed the same procedure in the unsuccessful expulsion of the 
~~l~tas as they had used in the successful expulsion of the 
l'IeSu1tS. 
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feared that intriguing persons could taken advantage of the situ-
ation to fome.t."t trouble, and thereby cause governmental expendi-
tures in surpressing public disorder. 55 The archbishop answered 
that the necessary seeps would be eaken in the ease. 56 Al though 
requests for the removal of pastors were not uncommon during Con-
servative regimes, they increased sUbstantially under the Liberals 
after 1871. A brief revie\<t of those .found in the archives of the 
curia indicates that the Gara!a Granados and Barrios administra-
tions surpassed their predecessors in cases of this type. Pro-
quently, the exact reason for the removal was not seated, as 
happened in the case of Padre Recinos. . He was accused of causing 
unrest among- the people, but the unrest or hard feelings were 
never adequately explained. 
The case of Padre Raymundo Fourcado. pastor of Mazetenango. 
was a more revealing example of the conflict bC-i:;ween local reli-
gious and civil authorities. On July 31, he complained to the 
archbishop that the jefe Pgl!tico of his department had resericted 
his right of preaching and private converstion, which he found 
difficult to comprehend in lig-ht of the absolute liberty the 
Liberal authorities had declared. In a lengthy letter, the pastor 
analyzed the problem that the Church faced in nineteenth century 
Liberalism. He felt that the basic issue was the separation of 
Church and state. Separation, as explained by the pastor, meant 
55AC, tomo 1871, doc. 379. 56Ibid • 
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the supremacy of the Church in religious matters and flowed from 
Christ.' s co.nnand, "Render to Caesar the things t.hat ar~ Caesar's 
and to God the things that are God' s. " To think that. Christ com-
manded His apostles to preach only that Which was pleasing to 
political authorities, or to preach according to the whims of each 
generation or political group, was utterly ridiculous. God has 
rights not only over the individual but also over the social man. 
God is the very life of the statet to deny this can result only in 
the greatest. misfortune. The Church does not. preac..1t complete sub-
mission to the st.at.e. The priest warned that if the ninet.eenth 
century 1s bent upon dest.roying these ideas , it will fail just as 
Nero failed to dest.roy Cbrist.ianity. Hext. the pastor explained 
the origin of his differences with the jefe eglltico. Be thought. 
it stemmed from a burial sermon be gave for a soldier of Cerna·s 
army. According to the pastor, a loeal woman, who led an immoral 
life and whom the pastor had reprimanded, reported that the sermon 
contained traitorous remarks. Padre Pourcado denied it, stating 
that since the sermon was delivered prior to the Liberal victory, 
it was his duty to preach obedience to lawful superiors. Further-
more, he criticized the Liberal demand of unrestricted liberty and 
other ideas which he considered utopian and lackinq in morality 
and justice. CriticiZing t.be jefe J2Ol:ltigo. Wh011l he considered an 
irreliqiouB and uneducated man, he stated that the official had 
not even attended the local PTe Deum~ service whiCh was offered in 
honor of the recent Liberal victory. Be asserted that the officia 
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harbored criminals whom he would not permit to be brought. to 
justice. Be thought that the unorthodox behavior of the jefe 
R91!tico was mainly due to the advice and instigation of Joaqu!n 
Barrios, prObably a relative of Justo Rufino Barrios. The offi-
cial had gone among the poor people of the town, urging them to 
serve as witnesses against the past.or. Padre Fourcado considered 
it curious that the jefe P91:Ctico continuously insisted on wearing 
a red shirt, even on the most solemn ocoasions. 'l'he priest 
thought that the official liked the color because it undoubt.adly 
expressed his sentiments Which weX'e of the same color. In addi-
tion to wearing the red shirt, the jefe pgl:Ctico insisted on carry 
ing a machete at. all t.imes. 'l'he pastor concluded that. the provi-
EJiona! government would do vell to castigate the official and his 
admirers, especially ordering htm to use his madhete only for 
cut.ting superfluous branches on t.rees. 57 Exposition of this cue 
apparently had little effect on the political authorities. By the 
end of December of 1871, the archbishop was infomed that the 
priest had been expelled fran. his parish. In the note that the 
archbishop addressed to the minister of government and justice, 
General Barrios was held responsible for the expulsion. Further-
more, the general was accused of mistreating the priest by strik-
ing and ~risonlnq him prior to the expulsion. 58 
57 
*Bid., doc. 388. 
58 Ibid •• doc. 708. See also ibid., tame 1872, docs. 607 and 
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Whereas the letter of Padre Fourcado pointed to ideological 
, 
differences between the Church and state, the report of. Padre Jose 
otaftez questioned the qualifications of an appointed official. 
padre otanez, Who had a parish in the department of Peten, in-
formed the archbishop that a new je&e e91:Ctic2 had. been appointed 
for the department. As was the custom, inauguaration ceremonies 
were held for the new appointee, including' a Mass and "'re Deum .... 
As the festivities of the day wore on, the new jefe pgl:Ctic9 be-
came inebriated, and under the influence of alcohol,. be shot three 
men and wounded a woman. This violence caused serious unrest 
among the inhabitants, and to avoid the outbreak of an unsurrec-
tion, the priest requested the alcalde to imprison the jefe 
291!tico. In the meantime, word was awaited from the central qov-
eX'l'l.11lent as to what measures should be taken against the o£fi-
cia1.59 The pastor had placed himself in the precarious position 
of being responsible for the ~isonment of his political 
superior. There were no serious repercussions from the case, but 
the report of Padre Otaftez demonstrates that the differences be-
tween a civil official and a pastor were not always ideological. 
After 1871, letters of pastors criticizinq local political 
610, tomo 1873. doc. 837 and !it. M&.lacate, Feburary 3, 1872, pp. 3-
4 and February Sf 1872, pp. 1-3. 21 Malacate called Padre Paur-
elido an idiot and a bandit because he attacked Barrios. It de-
fended t.he action of Barrios on the grounds that the priest. was 
preachinq sedition. 
59AC• tome 1871, doc. 422. 
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officials increased substantially. It is not always clear whether 
this resulted from the enforcement of Liberal measures or from the 
unbecoming behavior of local political officials, as was the case 
with Padre otaliez. 
'l'he increasing number of anticlerical broadsides, which 
directed their attaCks mainly at the Jesuits and o~ler religious 
orders, further strained relations between ~lurch and civil offi- v 
ciala during 1871. A broadside written by Ines Ramirez on 
AUgust 28, 1871, demanded the expulsion of the Jesuits from 
GUatemala because the Society of Jesus " ••• consisted of hypo-
critical, egotistical, proud and fanatical members who were intent 
upon tmpeding progress and keeping the entire world ignorant. n60 
Other writers saw the entire Church as an impediment to nine-
teenth century progress. Marco Aurelio Soto, intimate friend of 
Barrios and interim president in 1876, edited!! Centro Americana, 
a mouthpiece for C~'tral American union. In an article dated 
December 2, 1871, he analyzed the true meaning of unity. Consid-
ering first false unities, such as the unity established by the 
, 
Roman Elnpire and later the Catholic Church, he asserted that the 
Protestant Reformation, which terminated the false universal unity 
of the Church, was a "magnificent movement of the spirit which re-
turned to man his conscience and right to think .. " He saw in the 
Protestant Reformation tile beginnL,g of individualism and 
60Ilconcuidade-.nos, II August 28, 1872, CBS. 
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diversi ty, Which opposed the arbitrary will of one man, ". • • who 
in hie high office, where ignorance and prejudice have placed him, 
necessarily loses reason, raves, oppos~s progress and converts 
himself into an idol, which desires homage due only to the 
divinity. U Unity, Soto continued, must provide ample roan for i:he 
individual to develop his faculties so as to perfect himself. 
SXmilarly, a nation uses diverse elements in achieving strong 
unity. Pointing to the United states as a model, he added that 
It&ly, Germany and Spain were in the process of achieving this 
unity. In fact, he did not consider it utopian to envision a 
confederation of Europe in the future. All this, he concluded, 
could be achieved if mankind worked with a spirit of diversity of 
races, laws, customs and religions, essential to the development 
of manls faculties. 61 The views of Soto rejected religious au-
thority founded on orthodoxy and unity of beliefs. Be saw the 
true strength of a unified nation in the diversity of its compon-
ants. 
The broadsides brought periodic complaints from Church offi-
cials.. On November 9, the ecclesiastical Curia requested the ,j 
civil authorities to stop the circulation of publications which 
contained attacks on Catholic doctrines and morality.62 In spite 
61E1 ~.e.ntro-Americ:~ (Guatemala), Decembf'T. 2, IS71, p. 1. 
62 AC, tomo 1871, doc. 595. 
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of clerical complaints, chs tempo of the attacks increased as the 
radical Liberals played a more influential role in the Garcia 
Granados government. 63 
with the Jesuits concentrated in the capital, Garc!a Granadc~ 
faced the most crucial test of his policy of moderation. Demands 
for and against their expulsion were daily increasing in 1oten-
't 64 sJ. y. '!'he junta patriQ,tica of the capital was one of the most 
vociferous groups in urging the provisional govermnent to take 
measures against the Jesuits similar to ones inaugurated by Barrios 
in Quezaltenango. In a circular dated August 26, 1871. and signed 
, , 
by Jose Barberena, Marco A. Soto. Ramon Rosa and .Manuel Ubico, the 
junta assured all the religious superiors of convent.s that the de-
mand for the expulsion of the Jesuits should not and cannot be 
interpreted as a threat t.o the existence of ot.her religious con-
gregations in the Republic. The junt.a did not intend their expul-
sion, and would be the first. to oppose such action, if attempted, 
since the other religious communities, through the cultivation of 
moral principles, cooperated in the work of civilizing the 
63sant.iago Malaina, S. J., La ComEaiiia de Jesus en El 
Salvador, C. A. desde 1864 a 1872; p. 54. 'Pa!re Malaina attri-
butes much -of-the ant.iclericalism of this period t.o the work of 
the Masons. On the other hand a biographer of Barrios points out 
that Freemasonry was not officially established in Guatemala until 
some years after 1871. Carranza, El General Justo Rufino Barrios, 
p. 30. The Guatemalan Freemasons, in 1871, probably were asso-
ciated ·wi·th the M....oxican Masonic lodges. 
~. 6. 64La RevoluciOn ~ m.!, ~ Promes3.S ~ ~ Modo ~ CUmplirlas,I 
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65 people. The junta insisted that the wealth of tIle Jesuits was a 
serious threat to political stability. Not only did they foment 
political disorder but in so doing they were ". • • perverting 
the intelligence of youth I depressing the national clergy and 
the regulars, whose evangelical mission is charity and peace: and 
misleading through fanaticism the weaker and innocent elements of 
society, whom the Jesuits make believe that religion and the 
Jesuits mean the same thing_" It was for the sake of religion 
that the junta demanded the expulsion of the Jesuits. "the worst 
enemies of Christianity, II a fact that had been recognized in all 
civilized countries, even by Pope Clement XXV himself. Therefore, 
the religious superiors were asked to help in pacifying the 
agitatee minds of the people, whom, the junta claimed. the Jesuits 
had stirred up in order to prevent their expulsion. 66 
Circulars were also printed requesting the pUblic to offer 
expressions of gratitude to the provisional president for his 
rel ;.gioo8 policy. This was an indirect. endorsement of the anti-
Jesuit policy of Barrios. Mother Adelaida, prioress of the 
Carmelites. quickly voiced her disapproval in a letter to Garc!a 
Granados stating that she could not feel grateful ". • _ because 
the Jesuits are members of the Church as I am, and when one member 
65 "Circular de 1a Junta Patriotica a loa conventos 




is cut off the body, the rest resent it also ..... u 67 No other 
le·t.ters appeared which would shaw ·that other religious groups ex-
pressed views stmilar to those of Mother Adelaida. 
Agitations of a similar nature toOk place in other nearby 
cities. While the junt,a atriotica in the capital agitated 
against the presence of the Jesuits, the junta Eatriotic~ of 
Antigua took up the cry against the Capuchins. '!'.he main agitator 
in this junta appears to have been Manuel Lemus, who according to 
Padre Perez, had been educated by the Jesuits, but on his sojourn 
in paris had lost his religion. The opposition of the people in 
Antigua frustrated his plans. The junta even sought the aid of 
Garc!a Granados, but facing a serious crisis in the capital, he 
apparently had no desire to arouse additional antmosity.68 Not-
withstanding, two attempts were made to expel the Capuchins before 
November 4, 1871. Both efforts were thwarted, however, by armed 
intervention of the people of Antigua. 69 
The dilemma confronting Garc!a Granados assumed menacing pro-
portions. If the Jesuits were illegal in Los Altos, what then was 
their status in the capital? He had already committed himself to 
the approval of the act of Barrios in this matter. The continued 
presence of the Jesuits in the capital fed the fires of agitation 
iboth among friends and enemies. Finally, the reports of the 
67Cited in Perez, p. 190. 68perez, p. 191. 
69 , Garcl.a, V, 425. 
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increasing rebellious activities in the oriente threatened the 
stability of his regime. In fact, there was a growing threat of 
an invasion of the city by the rebels. Padre Perez asserts that 
an invasion might have been attempted, except for the poor leader-
ship among. the rebels and their fear that an invasion at this time 
might bring personal harm to the Jesuits. 70 In light of the 
threatening situation Garcia Granados finally resolved upon the 
secret expulsion of the Jesuits. Before carrying out his resolu-
tion, he called for an interview with some of the leading citizens 
of the capital, including one or two of the members of the 
ecclesiastical curia. It was during the interview that he an-
nounced publicly his intentions concerning the Jesuits. Imme-
diately, Doctor Francisco A. Espinosa, a member of the curia, and 
Enrique Palacios voiced their disapproval on the grounds that it 
would be an act of injustice and an attack on individual guaran-
tees. '!'he reported answer of the president to these men was 
.. 
• • • that he had not called them to discuss, but to listen, to 
see and be quiet. 1171 
'!'he Jesuits already had a premonition of what was coming. 
Shortly before the order of expUlsion of September 3, the Jesuit 
superior, Padre Francisco San RomcIn, wrote to the provisional 
70 , Perez, pp. 194-195. 
7lL& RevoluciOn de 1871, Sus Prgmesas ~ el Modo de 
CumPlirI'is, p. 7. See also perez, pp. 19a-195. -
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president of El Salvador, Santiaqo GonzcUez, seeking his permis-
sion to enter El Salvador should his society be expelled from 
Guatemala. He received a favorable reply.72 However, on Septem-
ber 7, the Salvadorean constituent assembly, not ]moving that the 
actual expulsion of the Jesuits had already taken place in 
Guatemala, voted against the action of the provisional president, 
a fact that was unknown to the Jesuits until they attempted to 
enter El Salvador a f~ days later. 73 , Although Gonzalez was a 
Liberal and his usurpation of power in April of 1871, had actu-
ally been aided by Guatemalan Liberals, he faced a situation 
similar to that of Guc!a Granados in Guatemala. Padre Malaina, 
an authority on Church history in El Salvador, considered him 
favorable to the Salvadorean Church but too weak in the face of 
the Liberal radical opposition. 74 
Garc!a Granados still faced the more vexing problem of en-
forcing his resolution of expulsion. To avoid further outbursts, 
he decided to carry out the expulsion as secretly as possible 'J 
without issuing a formal decree. On Sunday, September 3, 1871, 
72Maliana, ~ CompaiH.a ~ Jesus en !!. Salvador, p. 59. 
73Ibid., p. 65. Padre Malaina cites the complete letter of 
the constItuent assembly in which they refused permission for the 
Jesuits to enter El Salvador. No specific reasons for the refusal 
were given. 
74 Ibid •• pp. 67-73. 
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Manuel Cano Madrazo, commandant of the department, brought the 
following letter to the Jesuit superior: 
By the disposition of the Minister of War, I have the 
honor of directing an invitation to you that tomorrow morn-
ing at four o'clock sharp you, all Jesuit priests, novices 
and lay brothers in the Colegio de Tridentino will make the 
necessary preparations to go to the port of San Jose and 
embark on the ship scheduled to leave for Panama on the 
fifth of the present month. The Minister of War has asked 
me to inform you through the disposition of the Provisional 
President and I wish you and all the Jesuits a very pleasant 
journey. 75 
The presidential order contained no explicit reasons for the ex-
pulsion. In ordering the expulsion Garc!a Granados made a signi-
ficant concession to the radical Liberals. 
, 
Receiving the letter, Padre San Roman requested additional 
time to make necessary preparations for the trip. He claimed 
that the North American minister had interceded in the society's 
behalf, obtaining a concession from Garc!a Granados that the 
75Cited in Perez, p. 197. The present writer has chosen to 
follow the account of the expulsion of the Jesuits as given by 
Padre Perez, since he was among the number expelled. However, a 
slightly different version is given by Casimiro Rubio, a bio-
grapher of Barrios. Rubio holds Barrios, who perhaps was in the 
city when the order was given, responsible for the expulsion. Ac-
cording to Rubio, Garc!a Granados demanded a full explanation from 
Barrios concerning the expulsion of the Jesuits from the country. 
His reply was that not only had he ordered it because of the popu-
lar insistence of the people of Los Altos, but also because it was 
the will of the people of the entire republic. His action appar-
ently exasperated the provisional president, who supposedly an-
swered Barrios, "Pine, you have involved us in this difficulty and 
you will know best how to get us out of it. I wash my hands of 
this affair." To which Barrios is supposed to have replied, flI 
shall then see what should be done." Cited in Rubio, p. 138. Un-
doubtedly, Barr.ios I action in Quezal tenango forced the hand of 
Garc!a Granados against the Jesuits in the capital. Nevertheless, 
the final expulsion of the Society of Jesus must remain the 
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Jesuits would have three additional days in the country. Garcia 
Granados denied granting such a concession. 76 Padre San Roman 
also objected to the destination of Panama, a place he regarded 
as unfriendly because the Colombian government had recently en-
acted anticlerical legislation Which was especially severe con-
cerning the Jesuits. 77 
At 4 A. M. on September 4, the seventy-two Jesuits left the 
capital enroute to the port of San Jose. 78 The majority of them 
were Spanish, Irish, Italian and other nationalities of South 
America. 79 On arrival at the port, the captain of the North 
American ship, Salvador, informed them that he considered the 
Jesuits prisoners, and as such, his instructions were to refuse 
their entry. The technicality was removed when one of the Jesuits 
asked permission to enter the ship. 80 On board the ship, besides 
responsibility of the provisional president. The letter, as 
cited by Padre Perez, bears this out, since it mentions specifi-
cally that the order came from the provisional president. 
76Ibid., pp. 197-200. 77Ibid• 
78 , Ibid., pp. 624-626. Padre Perez lists all the Jesuits 
expelle<r:-'l'he seventy-two included the eleven Jesuits who had 
originally been expelled fram Quezaltenango. In addition to the 
seventy-two, there were four Jesuits in the port town of Living-
ston on the Caribbean side. These sought refuge in British 
Honduras. There is no evidence that the spirit of nationalism 
influenced the expulsion of the Jesuits. 
79carranaa, !! Gener~ ~8to Rufino Barrios, p. 18. 
80 , perez, pp. 205-206. 
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the seventy-two Jesuits, there were eX-President Cerna and 
Ambrosio de la Vega, a merchant Who had aided in soliciting si911a-
tures in the Santa Rosa area against Liberal decrees. 
, 
Padre Perez 
did not indicate the destination of either man. Another passenger 
was Delfino Sanchez Who, according to Padre Perez, was going to 
the United States to buy arms to aid Barrios in an independence 
movement in Los Altos. 81 It is hiqhly doubtful, however, that 
Barrios wanted independence for Los Altos at this time. Burgess 
and Rubio insist that Barrios made additional purchases of mili-
tary supplies because he feared that the rupture between the 
radicals and moderates had weakened the Liberal front. 82 
On the day before the scheduled departure, September 5, 
Archbishop Pinol sent the Jesuits his expressions of grief. He 
thanked them for the good work they had done for the Guatemalan 
church and people, espeoially teaching.83 Probably the letter of 
8lperez, p. 210. 
82Rubio, p. 139 and Burgess, p. 96. Delfino Sanchez re-
turned from his trip to the United States in December of 1871 with 
one thousand Remington. and one machine gun. In addition he also 
had purchased two printing presses, one for the capital and the 
other for Los Altos. .n Centro Americano, Guatemala, December 22, 
1871, p. 3. 
83 , Perez, p. 207. After leaving Guatemala, the Jesuits were 
refused admittance in El Salvador and Honduras. i'bey temporarily 
settled in Nicaragua, but were forced to leave because of the 
growing tide of Liberalism. They finally received peJ:mission to 
enter Costa Rica, where earlier the permission to enter had been 
denied beeause of the influential role of Lorenzo Montufar in 
Costa Rican politics. In fact 81: the time of the Jesui1: expulsion 
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the archbishop was not made public. A few weeks later, when the 
provisional government sought a public statement from the prelate 
to justify the expulsion of the Jesuits, the archbishop refused. 
His refusal led directly to his expulsion, as will be noted in the 
following chapter. 
, 
On September 5, GarC1a Granados offered a public explanation 
for the expulsion. He held the Jesuits, whose views he termed 
incompatible with liberty, responsible for the growinginsurrec-
tion in the Oriente. Their status in the country had been 
illegal because the representative assembly of 1851 which approved 
their re-entry acted under pressure from the dictator Rafael 
Cavrera. He accused the reactionaries of making propaganda as-
serting that the Liberals attacked religion, and intended to fol-
low the expulsion of the Jesuits with that of the other religious 
orders, and even the expulsion of the archibishop. The Jesuits, 
Garcia Granados charged, furthered these rumors by not denying 
them and by not leaving the country voluntarily. He further 
stated that the expulsion was not carried out in a violent manner. 
The Jesuits were given several days' notice of their expulsion so 
that they could prepare themselves for the trip, along with pro-
viding them with the means for the journey to the port of San Jose 
from Guatemala, Montufar hoped that the Jesuits would not be 
tolerated in any of the Central American Republics. Rafael 
Montufar, Comprobaciones Historicas el Doctor Lorenzo Montufar ~ 
~ Partido Jesuitico (Guatemala, 1899), p. 93. His hopes were 
realized shortly before 1885, when Costa Rica, under a Liberal ad-
ministration, declared the Jesuit Society illeqal in the reDublic. 
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and paying their passage to Panama.. Insisting that the official 
position of the government was not inimical to the Church, he re-
marked. "You knOW' well that I am not accustomed to lie. I assure 
. 
you that neither do I shelter nor have I Sheltered the least idea 
of attacking Religion or any of its ministers. But you will also 
understand that I have not only the right but the duty to preserve 
public tranquility ... 84 Obviously, the assertion that the Jesuits 
had sufficient time for preparations was untrue. Nor did Garcla 
Granados keep his promise not to molest other religious communi-
ties and the archbishop. A few days after this statement, he 
found it necessary to expel the archbishop for reasons of public 
tranquility. Finally, according to Padre p~rez, the Jesuits re-
ceived no compensation from the government for the passage to 
Panama. 85 
On September 6, Barrios received orders from Garcla Granados 
to suppress the insurrection in the Oriente.. In his reply to the 
orders Barrios e~ressed his full support of the provisional 
president's expulsion of the Jesuits, and stated his reasons why 
it was necessary to take up arms against the people of Santa Rosa, 
the center of the rebellion in the Oriente. He assured his fol-
lowers that his commission to put down the rebellion was to save 
his fellow citizens from the clutChes of tyranny. In analyzing 
84ucompatriotas,1I September 5, 1871, CBS. 
85 , Perez, p. 200. 
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the origins of the uprising he noted. 
Generosity and perhaps excessive indulgence, a conse-
quence of Liberal principles which we use, have aided the 
enemies of the fatherland, because they have believed us 
weak on seeing that we do not mark out victory with scenes 
of horror and extermination as they would have done. Some 
ambitious men, who do not. stop at any means to gain their 
ends, today desire to make religion a pretext for shedding 
blood, causing grief and desolation to innumerable families, 
planting implacable hatreds, and destroying for always the 
future of our fatherland. 1'bey have taken for their pretext 
the expulsion of the Society of Jesus and these very men 
[Jesuits] have divided and plotted brothers against brothers .• 
In pla~e of the true reliqion, these men have only eqoei~, 
and since they have been expelled from almost all of the 
Catholic world, which more than once they have stained with 
blood, they desire at every cost to remain in Guatemala to 
do to us What they have done in various countries of Spanish 
America. Men who have no fatherland (they say it), can be 
nothing JDOre than noxious, because men who have no fatherland 
lack the highest honor of humanity; men who have no family 
and who say they have renounced the benefits of society, 
should be excluded from our soil, because thos.e ~!mo zaay 
kill us value nothing, not even the grief of hundreds of 
families. Rather than ministers of God they should be called 
the bearers of discord. '!'he true priest of the religion of 
the crucified always "lill tell us I LOVE ONE ANarHERJ but 
these tell us I HA'l'E THE OllIE 'l'HA'1' DRP HOT UJV'i!, US, ABD DO 
NO'l' STOP AT ANY MEANS OF SAVING US. 
In the concluding part of the address Barrios warned the people 
that the Liberals will not be deceived by "false prophets .. If He 
reiterated that the goverrunent had no intention of att.acking 
religion, on the contrary, it insisted on "holy morality" as a 
norm of conduct. Accusing a few ambitious men of instigating the 
revolt, he insisted that he would seek vengeance on fl ••• those 
who have instigated the people and have converted them into an 
86Cited in Carranza, !!general Barrios, pp. 18-19. 
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instrument for extermination and tyranny ... 87 The Jesuits, who 
were on their way to exile at the time the proclamation was made, 
were probably unaware of the accusation. Nei ther is there any 
evidence that the Jesuits attempted to refute the Charges at a 
later date. 
Although neither Garcia Granados nor Barrios substantiated 
the charges against the Jasui ts, the Liberal press accepted. them 
as true. The press accused the Jesuits of fomenting rebellions in 
the Oriente but it held them responsible for revolutionary acts in 
the country until the middle of 1873, When the rebellious factions 
were finally defeated. 88 To view this struggle between the state 
and the Church solely in the light of Jesuit intrigue is to over-
look some of the issues, which eventually terminated the resi.dency 
of the Society of Jesus in Guatemala. Barrios in his proclamation 
charged that the Jesuits were men without a country, that is, men 
without a national allegiance. Their only allegiance was to the 
pope. Barrios found it difficult to understand how the Jesuits, 
without a national loyalty, could consider themselves good citi-
zens of a state. Obedience to the pope or a religious superior in 
Rome meant an inevitable clash with the Liberal concept of 
87 Cited in ibid., pp. 19-20. For the proclamation of Barrios 
see also Burgess, pp. 98-100. 
8Bvictor Miguel n!az, Barrios ante la Posteridad (Guatemala, 
1935), p. 166. --
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sovereignty, where the will of the people had little or no limita-
tion. The issue that. Barrios raised at this time became an ~r­
tant consideration in Liberal circles when the status of other 
religious communities was questioned. 
Furthermore, Barrios' views found little favor with clergy-
men who found in religion dogmas as well as morality. In his 
proclamation Barrios spoke of "holy morality" as a norm of conduct 
for the people. Later clarifying his statement, he observed. "I 
shall not involve ~self in discussing which religion or sect is 
better or worse, more true or less false, but I positively believe 
that without religion no society is possible and I accept that in 
which I was born, because it is a religion of consolation. Some 
speak to the intellect, I prefer to speak to the heart and as to 
the next life I expect a better world ... 89 Barrios obviously had 
little sympathy for religious dogmas. His religion, in the opin-
ion of one Guatemalan writer, was essentially the love of mankind, 
having much in camnon with the religious views of August comte. 90 
The religious notions of Barrios and other Liberals have not 
received much attention in scholarly studies of Church and state 
relations in Guatemala. Many Holleran, for example, showed little 
-
89Cited in Rubio, p. 136. 
9°Arturo Valdes Oliva, El Hombre (Antigua, Guatemala, 1935) I 
p. 68. Marco A. Soto, an intImate friend and adviser of Barrios, 
expressed similar religious views. El Centro Americano, Decem-
ber 15, 1871, p. 1. 
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awareness of these notions and instead saw the conflict between 
the Church and state in terms of the patronato £!!!.91Given the 
premise of the Liberal concept of religion and the perfectibility 
of man, the conflict was inevitable with or without the patronato 
real. Barrios' proclamation in Quezaltenango was not just cam-
----
paign oratory. The new role of religion already was being outlin~ 
in the educational reforms initiated in 1872 in Quezaltenango. 
By July 23, 1872, the Bolet1n Oficial commended the educa-
tional reforms introduced in Quezaltenango under the auspices of 
Barrios. The comments specifically concerned the Colegio Depart-
, 
mental de Quezaltenango under the directorship of Anselmo Valdes. 
Formerly the property of the Jesuits, the cOleqio offered a new 
curriculum for secondary students which included Spanish grammar, 
geography, world and national history, arithmetic, morality, 
urbanity, lineal drawing, physics, French, English, practical 
telegraphy, Latin, Greek, rhetoric, poetry, philosophy, bookkeep-
ing, and practical arithmetic. 92 Observing that the curriculum 
was planned for courses of "positive utility in every day life," 
9~olleran, Church .!!!!S. State .in. Guatemala, p. 41. 
92 According to a report from the National Institute of 
Quezaltenango, the course in morality included the learning 
of love and respect for reason, the physical world and 
humanity: voluntary practice of the virtues, justice and 
honesty and the cultivation of the finer things in life that 
contribute to the progress of mankind. Urbanity called for 
the teaching of personal cleanliness, good conversational hab-
its, courtesy, and politeness. The principles stressed in these 
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the Bolet!n justified the omission of a course in religion with 
the statement that although religion is the foundation of all edu-
cation it was not included It ••• because it is presumed that it 
already has been studied in the elementary school and the home • 
• • • ,,93 Apart from the lack of religious instruction, the new 
curriculum differed little from the previous curriculum drawn up 
by the Jesuits. Por instance, traditional courses such as Latin, 
Greek and philosophy were still included in the program of studies. 
In addition, the Jesuits had modernized their curriculum by offer-
ing more science courses, which probably differed little from 
those offered in the new curriculum. In fact, the official 
Bolet.!n could point to only two significant innovations, namely 
no course in religion and the practical aspects of certain courses. 
'!'he radically Liberal newspaper, !! Crewsculo contended that Latin 
and other stUdies alien to secondary instruction should be dropped 
al together. According to this paper, instruction should be based 
on the sciences 
• • • most adaptable to the furtherance of national indus-
triesa such as mathematics, physics, chemistry, botany, 
meteorology, agriculture, horticulture, veterinary, geolovY' 
metallurgy, minerology, history of mining, astronomy, varl.OUS 
forms of drawing, arithmetic, commerce and bookkeeping, and 
everything that is related with civil, military and minerolo-
gical engineering. in addition foreign languages, especially 
two courses were "Liberty, Equality and Fraternity." Memoria de 
*Hs Trabajos del Instituto Nacional de ggezalt!nango durante e1 ~ Escoiar de lS80 (Guatemala, lSSl), pp. 63-64. 
93Bolet!n Oficial, July 23, 1872, p. 6. 
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English, French and German. "94 
, 
'l'he recommendations of n. crepusculo probably were premature in 
1872, but they were prophetic in that they became the core of the 
educational reforms that Marco A. Soto and Lorenzo Montufar subse-
quently introduced. 
Efforts were also made to expand primary education. Accord- v-
ing to Carranza, General Barrios made special efforts to erect 
primary schools devoted exclusively to the education of the in-
95 , digenous classes. Night sChools were established in Totonicapan 
so that workers would become conscious of their rights. 96 The 
Guatemalan Liberals were fully aware that a government by the 
people was impossible without a widespread system of popular edu-
cation, which would be obligatory from the ages of six to six-
97 teen. 
The suppression of the Jesuits eliminated a competing educa-
tional system. Simultaneously, Jesuit property could be used to 
tmplement the educational reforms. As stated, the municipality of 
Quezaltenango had expropriated the Jesuit Coleqio. Although some 
94El crepUsculo (Guatemala), JUne 8, 1872, p. 1. 
95carranza, El General Justo Rufino Barrios, p. 20. Carranza 
considered this the fIrst venture of its type in Guatemala. He 
obviously neglected to see the work done in education prior to 
1871. 
96carranza, !!a Pueblo S!. .!2!. Altos, p. 147. 
97 , !! CreJ!!sculo, November 28,1871, p. 1. 
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Liberal authors assert that the Jesuits owned extensive haciendas, 
the fact that they had been in the republic only about twenty 
years before their expulsion in 1871, suggests caution in accept-
ing the Liberal contentions. 98 It can be noted that when Garc!a 
Granados ordered the expulsion of the Jesuits in September of 
1871, he issued no instructions for the disposition of their 
property. Barrios, acting as interim president, issued the first 
instructions concerning Jesuit property in a decree of May 24, 
1872. It stated that the expulsion of the Jesuits was an accom-
pI ished fact, their property was to be nat ionalized and disposed 
of by means of public auctions. The income was to be employed 
for the public good, the present needs of the public treasury and 
to compensate the government for expenses incurred in paying the 
passage of the expelled Jesuits. The hacienda of Las Nubes was 
the only specifically mentioned Jesuit property.99 The decree 
does indicate that the Jesuits had additional holdings. Besides 
Las Nubes, Padre Perez reported the existence of a small finca 
98 ! For example, see D az, Barrios ante ~ Posterid~, p. 111. 
99Recopilacion de las Leves, I (1874), 89-90. See also 
Bolet!n Oflclal, December 6, 1871, p. 1. The hacienda of Las 
Nubes originally belonged to the Church of La Merced in the 
capital. Ever since the colonial period, this property belonged 
to the Mercedarian Fathers, but by the middle of the nineteenth 
century, the order was almost extinct in GuateJqala. With the 
return of the Jesuits in 1851, Archbishop Garc!a Pelaez placed 
them in charge of the Mercedarian property. He also placed them 
in charge of the diocesan seminary called Semanario 'lridentino. 
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near the capital devoted to the cultivation of coffee. After 
selling the hacienda of Santa Apolonia because it was impossible 
, 
to administer, the finca of San Jose near the city of Quezal-
tenango was purchased. '!'he incane from these {ipcas was to be 
used in educating Jesuit seminarians and for the maintenance of 
religion in general. 100 Whether the government used all of this 
property for the public welfare, such as establishinq schools, is 
difficult to ascertain. 'l'here are strong indications that some 
of the Jesuit property later passed to private hands with little 
or no reimbursement to the public treasury .101 Whatever was the 
fate of their nationalized property, the Jesuits were not expelled 
because of their property holdings. 'l'his undoubtedly is one rea-
son Why the amount of Jesuit property remained a mute point in the 
proclamation of Guc!a Granados and General Barrios. 
To his dismay, Guc!a Granados realized that the expulsion 
of the Jesuits had not reduced unrest in the country, especially 
in the Oriente. On September 13, he reiterated his declaration 
that the friends of the fallen administration were inciting the 
people to revolt by spreading rumors that his reqim.e was 
100perez, p. 102. 
l°lyalladares, pp. 303-304. '!'he position of Mr. Valladares 
is supported by Enrique GUzmcU,., who was well acquainted with 
Barrios and his ministers. In his Diario tnt!-m2, he specifically 
mentions Martin Barrundia as being the recIpIent of part of the 
convent of ConcepciOn; Francisco Lainfiesta, the Escuela de 
Cristo, and Delfino Sanchez, the convent of Santa Clara. 'l'hese 
men all served in various ministerial positions under Barrios. 
Guzman, p. 147. 
v 
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determined to attack the religious beliefs of the people. Direct-
ing his remarks specifically at the discontent in Santa Rosa, he 
assured the people of that department that his administration haa 
no intention of attacking their religion but rather was determined 
f d 't 102 to de en 3. .. The assurances produced no confidence in the 
Liberal regime among the Santa Rosans.. A few days later, Barrios 
was placed in full Charge of suppressing the Santa Rosa insurrec-
tion headed by Manuel Solares. On September 23 and 24, General 
Barrios won the decisive battle of Cerro-Gordo. It was not a 
decisive victory over the rebels, for rebellions continued until 
1873. Nevertheless, the reactionaries had suffered a setback, 
Which gradually led to the pacification of the oriente .. 
Garcia Granados had paid a great price in pacifying the 
Oriente, for be had sacrificed his policy of moderation for one 
of radicalism. Be could say truthfully that until he expelled 
the Jesuits, he had been most tolerant and, God willing, he de-
sired to continue his rule of moderation. lOl As subsequent events 
proved, his intentions were doomed to failure.. By expelling the 
Jesuits, he antagonized the Church, and began his first retreat to 
the radical camp of Barrios.. 'rhe general from Los Altos was now 
in command, and the religious revolution had. begun. 
l02"santarosenos," September 13, 1871, ~. 
103 Rubio, p. 146. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RADICALISM ASSUMES CONTROL 
The expulsion of the Society of Jesus not only aroused fears 
about the status of other religious communities but it also 
violated the Concordat of 1852. In the concordat, the civil gov-
ernment guaranteed the preservation of all religious communities 
already established in the republic and noninterference with 
those to be established in the future. The government also pro-
mised to respect the canonical laws governing religious houses as 
well as their religious constitutions. l It should be recalled 
that President Mariano Paredes and his assembly had approved the 
establishment of the Jesuits in 1851. 2 
A broadside the junta eatriotica of Amatitlan issued on 
September 20, 1871, led the archbishop to protest. In it the 
junta lamented the unnecessary bloodshed in suppressing the 
Oriente rebellion. The broadside asserted that among those re-
sponsible for the bloodshed were the religious fanatics who 
created the impression that the present regime was attacking 
, lJose Rodr:Cguez Cerna, ed., pactos, ~ Paises Eu,roeeos l':. 
Asiaticos (Guatemala, 1944), III, 254. 
2La Revolucion de 1871, ~ Pranesas X. ~ Modo ~ £H.nY?lirlas, 
p. 7. - -
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religion, Garc!a Granados and Archbishop pillol. Garc!a Granados 
was considered too lenient in suppressing the rebellious factions 
while Pi~ol did nothing to calm the disturbed minds of his 
flock. 3 
As noted, on August 16,1871, the archbishop had protested the 
expulsion of the Jesuits from Quezaltenango and the increasing v' 
tempo of propaganda against those then residing in the capital. 4 
The prelate received no official answer from the chief executive 
other than a promise that he would not attack the religious be-
liefs of the people. 5 When Garc:!a Granados ordered the expulsion 
of the Jesuits from the republic in September of 1871, the arch-
bishop considered the action of the government a violation of its 
promise and the real cause for the insurrection in the oriente. 6 
Furthermore, the archbishop reported that in confidential conver-
sations, Garc:!a Granados sought the publication of a pastoral let-
ter urging the faithful to avoid all acts of violence. 7 This the 
3 ULa Junta Patriotica de Amatitlan, a Loa Pueblos de la 
RepUblica," September 20, 1871, ~. 
4Circular del ArZObiSET de Guatemala, A1 Clero ~ a Todos Los 
Fieles S!. !! ArWdi6ce,si,Ef San Salvador, ErSalvador, -1872), -
pp. 4-5. 'l'he c cular contains the complete set of documents 
relative to the expulsion of ArChbishop Piftol. The documents were 
prepared for publication by the archbishop during his temporary 
exile in Leon, Nicaragua, to inform the Guatemalan Catholics as 
to the true reasons for his expulsion. 
5Ibid., pp. 1-2. 6Ibid• 
7Ibid • 
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archbishop refused to do. 8 When the junta eatriotica of 
Amatitlan learned of the confidential conversations, it held the 
arChbishop responsible for the Oriente rebellion, since he failed 
to issue the desired pastoral. 9 Defending himself, in a letter of 
October 2, addressed to the minister of government, justice and 
ecclesiastical affairs, the archbishop observed that although he 
had issued pastorals on for.mer occasions calling for obedience 
and tranquility, he did not o)nsider the present revolt an analo-
gous case, since the government bore full responsibility for the 
hostile acts of its citizens. Be expressed fear that a pastoral 
letter under ,present circumstances would cause him to lose his 
impartiality as a pastor, and would place him in a position of 
contradictinq his note of August 16 to the government in which he 
protested the expulsion of the Jesuits from Quezaltenango and the 
propaganda against them. 10 Bis ultimate request was that he also 
be entitled to employ the same privilege of freedom of the press 
as the juntas pgtriotieas had. ll 
Francisco Alburez, acting minister of government, justice and 
ecclesiastical affairs, infor.med the prelate that his ministry had 
sent a note to the press responsible for the publication of the 
broadside Which accused the archbishop of being respons ible for 
the bloodshed in the Oriente. 
8Ibid• 
10Ibid., pp. 7-8. 
According to the minister, the 
9Ibid., pp. 2-3. 
llIbid _. 
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directors of the press were reminded " ••• that as a result of 
the state of sieqe which is in effect in the city, no publication 
should be printed without previous knowledge of the qovernment ... 12 
The minister, however, was insincere, for in a letter of October 
12, he supported the accusations of the junta eatriot.ica of 
Amatitlan. For the minister, refusal to issue a pastroal could be 
considered only as ft .... an unjustifiable omission, Which can 
only be interpreted as the result of an exalted spirit of parti-
~anship, ~ forgetfulness of holy priestly dut.ies and as indiffer-
ence to the citizenry, even includin9 the vict.ims of Fraijanes and 
santa Rosa. "13 Furthermore; the minist.er reminded t.he prelate 
that he fully demonstrat.ed his partiality by refusing to writ.e the 
pastoral which could have calmed. the minds of his faithful, es-
pecia;ly in removing the false rumors that the expulsion of the 
Jesuits was an attack on the religious senttments of the citi-
zens.
14 
The letter of Archbishop Pmol, written on October 17, re-
futed the accusations of Francisco Alburez. Reiteratinq his 
position, Pinal stated that. the attack on the Jesuits was one on 
religion. and to approve such action would make him an accomplice 
in the act. It was for this reason, t.he prelate continued, that 
he protest.ed their expulsion. He made it clear that he did not 
12 Ibid., p. 9. l3Ibid• 
14 Ibid., p. 10. 
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consider the Jesuits and the Catholic religion identical just as 
no one may identify the government with its ministers. But just 
as an attaCk on a civil official has an effect on the government, 
so has an attack on a. clergyman an effect on religion. He re-
minded the minister that the question was not whether religion 
can exist with or without the Jesuits, but whether the Church will 
suffer if its ministera are attacked. 1S Be believed his defense 
of the Jesuits was in accordance with the dictates of his con-
science and in the best interests for religion, which was above 
all human interests. Adding that he had the complete approval of 
his cabildo, he requested that. his letter be publiShed.16 '1'he re-
quest for publication was refused by the government, as it had 
been refused on earlier occasions, on the grounds that such pub-
lications were prOhibited during a state of siege. 17 
In the evening of October 17, the government ordered the 
expulsion of the archbishop.. 'rhe expulsion decree, dated Octo-
ber 17, essentially reiterated the accusations of the junta 
eatriOtica of Amatitlan and Francisco Alburez. 'rhe prelate was 
accused of complicity in the revolution of the Oriente and open 
hostility to the civil government. His refusal to issue the 
pastoral letter was given as a specific example of aiding the 
rebel cause. In addition, the decree stated that the archbishop 
l5Ibid., p. 12. 
17Ibid., p. 3. 
16 Ibid., p. 13. 
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had directed to the government II. • • threatening communications 
for frivolous motives and with the sole purpose of provoking a 
rupture, which would serve as a pretext for continuing the civil 
war ... 
18 The final accusation in the decree concerned the arch-
bishop' s refusal to remove pastors who were aiding insurrections, 
appoint. new pastors for vacant parishes or curbe the abuses of 
the clergy, in spite of the complaints of the people against 
these men. 19 This final accusation was not substantiat.ed in the 
expulsion decree. Evidence available in the archives of the 
curia does not. indicate widespread desertion of parishes by pas-
tors due to differences with political authorities. As mentioned, 
there was a complaint about Padre Recinos'causing unrest between 
the towns of Jocot.an and Camotan. Although the archbishop assure(! 
the government that he would remedy the situation, he apparently 
did not immediately remove the pastor. Tbe only new case that 
arose before the expulsion of t.he archbishop was that of Padre 
l8Reco~laciOn de las Layes, I (1874), 25. Garcia Granados 
reiterated e accusations on October 19. when he granted a gen-
eral amnesty to all those involved in the insurrection of the 
Oriente. Ibid., pp. 23-24. In an official bulletin issued 
shortly after the expulsion of the two ecclesiastical dignitaries, 
the state went to great lengths in emphasizing the utmost neces-
sity of the closest. harmony between Church and state in a Cat.holic 
country such as Guat.emala. The Church authorities were reminded 
that ecclesiast.ical personnel could expect special prot.ection from 
the stat.e if they furthered public order and fulfilled the pre-
cepts laid down in the Gospels. "Alcance al Bolet.in OficiaI," 





sabino Gonzales, Who informed the ecclesiastical government that 
he had to leave the Oriente and seek refuge in Qeotepeque, 
Honduras, because he feared implication in the revolutionary 
movements .. 20 The priest' s action was approved in a note from t.he 
ecclesiastical government dated Oct.ober 15, 1871. 21 These two 
cases certainly do not indicate a widespread desertion of parish 
posts in the Orient.e, unless one assumes that. the vast majority of 
the vacancies were never reported t.o t.he ecclesiastical authori-
ties. Requests for pastoral resignations multiplied as the 
Liberal reforms increased. Padre Manuel Estupinian, who requested 
a change of parishes due to t.he increased persecution of the 
Church, is only the first of many pastors who sought similar con-
cessions after the expulsion of the arChbishop.22 But even here, 
one can discover evidence Where pastors heeded the desires of the 
political authorities to use their influence in easing the dis-
turbed minds of the inhabitants of the oriente. 23 
On the· very day that the archbishop was expelled, the govern- \l 
ment ordered the expulsion of Auxiliary Bishop Mariano ortiz 
urruela.. Like the archbishop, he was accused. of fomenting unrest 
in the republic. 24 The expulsion decree called for his exile to 
20 AC, tome 1871, doc. 484. 
21Ibid• The already cited difficulties between Padre Fourcado 
and Genera! Barrios took place in the Occidente. 
22 23 Ibid., doc. 561. Ibid., doc. 565. 
-2~ecopilaciOn ~ .!!!. Leyes, I (1874), 26. 
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panama. The auxiliary bishop, however, fled to El Salvador. 
EVentually, Liberals in Guatemala and El Salvador demanded his 
expulsion from the latter, accusing htm of aiding the enemies of 
the Liberal regime in Guatemala. 2S Se left El Salvador for 
Nicaragua on June 24, 1872. 
During the early months of Liberal rule, the archbishop made 
no mention of the Concordat of 1852, in which the civil government 
recognized the legality of the Jesuit residency in the republic. 
Although silent in the matter, the archbishop certainly realized 
that the expulsion of the Jesuits was a violation of the con-
cordat. Had he consented to issue a pastoral calling for pacifi·· 
cation, he could have been accused of indirectly approving the 
expulsion of the Jesuits and thereby approving the violation of 
the concordat. Such an act would have had immediate repercussions 
in the Vatican. Thus the binding force of the concordat may well 
have been the true reason why the prelate refused to sUbmit to 
the wishes of the civil government. Pope Pius IX fully approved 
the conduct of the archbishop in his letter of January 4, 1872. 26 
Although ecclesiastical officials probably wanted to restrict the 
controversy to Guatemala and avoid repercussions in Vetican 
circles, the expulsion of the archbishop and the issue of Church 
tithes, which arose in December, 1871, made it impossible. 
25Halaina, ldl £ompM~1 S&!. Jem .In n §.W~, C. A., 
pp. 119-120. 
26 , Perez, pp. 228-229. 
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with the exile of the archbishop, Padre Francisco Espinoso 
took over the duties as apostolic administrator. His initial act 
of requesting prayers and Masses for the exiled archbishop through. 
out the diocese must have raised unfriendly suspicions in govern-
mental circles. 27 The apostolic administrator, however, also 
showed signa of supporting the government's attempts at pacifying 
disturbed areas. On December 27, 1871, he fully approved the gov-
ernment·s request that a CapuChin friar be sent to the town of 
xenacoj to calm the people disturbed by recent rebellions. 28 
Meanwhile, the civil authorities continued their work of re-
form.. On November 6, 1871, changes were inaugurated concerni~g \ 
the election of the rector, vice-rector and board of counselors of 
the university. Although previously, only those holding the 
doctorate could participate in the election, the electorate was 
expanded to include all licentiates in the repub1ic. 29 The reform 
apparently involved men of a more Liberal persuasion to partici-
pate in the election of high university officials. The university 
reform was quickly followed by a decree prohibiting burials within 'I 
cities for reasons of public hea1th.30 As a concession to the 
Church, the government permitted the burial of metropolitan pre-
lates and members of religious orders of both sexes within 
27 AC, tome 1871, doc. 562. 28Ibid., doc. 587. 
29Recopilacion .9.2. .!!?4 l®'es, I (1874), 37. 
30 Ibid., pp. 39-40. 
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cities. 31 There is no indication that the ecclesiastical super-
iors disapproved of the measure. 
Even in Quezaltenango, where Barrios after his victory at 
Cerro Gordo, resumed his duties as military commander, tensions 
between civil and religious leaders seemed to be lessening. HOw-
ever, the question of the Bethlemitas, whom Barrios had attempted 
to remove from their convent before his departure for the Oriente, 
was unresolved. During his absence, several leading ladies of the 
city decided that Barrios might be deterred from his plans if he 
were aware of the work done by the nuns in education. With the 
approval of Mother EncarnaciOn, an examination of the students 
was arranged with Barrios in attendance. The general, on accept-
ing the invitation, reportedly observed that he would not expel 
the nuns if the students answered well. 32 Aooording to the mother 
superior, the students gave an excellent account of thetnselves f 
she was certain that their perfor.mance favorably ~ressed Barrios. 
She added that Barrios If. • • spoke very honorably about the sehoo] 
of the Bethlemitas, offered us his devoted protection, and placed 
himself and the entire republic at our service. In those moments 
he did not appear as a cruel persecutor of the Chureh of God, but 
a man inspired by God. «33 Further evidence of his Changed opinion 
appeared in a letter of October 5, written by Padre Trinidad 
3lIbid• 32 , Ortiz LOpez, p. 285. 
33Cited in ibid., p. 286. 
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GUtierrez to Archbishop Pinole According to Padre Gutierrez, 
Barrios had no intention of removing the nuns from their convent 
at this time, and he promised that should he deem such action 
necessary in the future, the nuns would be advised sufficiently 
ahead of time so that they could make the necessary prepara-
tions. 34 Probably, BarJe'ios' conciliatory behavior resulted more 
from his memory of the protests arising from his initial attempt 
of ejection than his conviction that the educational work of the 
congregation was indispensable. 
In spite of Barrios' chanqed attitude, Mother EncarnaciOn 
had doubts about her stay in Quezal tenanqo. The doubts apparently 
were caused by the expulsion of the two prelates in October and 
the continued publication of anticlerical literature.35 It may 
have been at this time, or shortly thereafter, that Mother 
Encarnacion considered it advisable to draw up a formal. note of 
protest, which she intended to present to Barrios should he seek 
their eviction from the convent. The lengthy protest made it cle 
that the members of the congregation had no intention of forget-
ting their religious duties. 36 All twenty-four members of the 
congregation signed the protest. 37 Actually, the nuns had two 
34 AC, tomo 1871, doc. 544. 
3SFor examples, see "Ciudadano Jeneral J. Rufino Barrios," 
October 22, 1871, CBS. 
-
360rtiz LOpez, pp. 287-289. 
37 Ibid., pp. 289-290. 
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full years of grace before any further action was taken against 
them in Quezaltenango. 
After the expulsion of the Jesuits from Quezaltenango, the 
focal point of the reliqious cont.roversy shifted to the capital. 
FollOW'ing the exile of the archbishop, there was relative tran-
quility in the capit.al for a period of a little over two months. 
'!'he ephemeral peace was abruptly terminated with the abolition of v 
the ecclesiastical tithe. On December 11, 1871, Francisco 
Alburez, in charge of ecclesiastical affairs, gave the apostolic 
administrator the first inkling about the intentions of the civil 
government over tithes. Be informed Padre Espinosa that the gov-
ernment has encountered great difficulty in collecting the tithe, 
which amounted to a ten per cent tax of an individual's income. 
The civil authorit.ies were thus contemplat.ing a change in the 
tithe system which would be more equitable, simultaneously pro-
tect the rights of the Church, and do justice to the people who 
are complaining about the heavy burden of tithes. 38 Accordinq to 
the minister, the average annual income from tithes was approxi-
mately 20,000 pesos. Under the new arranqem.ent, the government 
promised to pay the same amount plus another 4,000 pesos, as 
38 AC, tame 1871, doc. 704. Indians were, according to cus-
tom, exempt from paying tithes. For detailed instructions on the 
collection of tithes, see Manuel Arevalo, ed., Nueva Xnst.ruccion, 
Z xetodo de Cobrar, X. Recaudar los Diezmos de la I9;le81a en este 
Arzobispado de Guatemala (Guatemala," 1815), pp:-1-7. -
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stipulated in article five of the Concordat of 1852. The annual 
amount of 24,000 pesos would be paid at the rate of 2,000 pesos 
per month. In addition, the minister assured the apostolic ad-
ministrator that the 24,000 pesos would be completely separated 
from all other funds of the public treasury and that it could be 
used for no other purpose. The minister indicated that a special 
law would be emitted placing a duty of one-half per cent on im-
ports and exports. Xf the duty di4 not net 24,000 pesos, the gOV-
ernment promised to make up the difference. The Church, assured 
of a definite annual amount, would not be subject to the periodic 
economic fluctuations. It was hoped that the apostolic adminis-
trator and his Cabildo would quickly approve the arrangement so as 
to unburden the people. The approval also would remove all debts 
resulting from tithes except those guaranteed by formal contract. 
Finally, the ecclesiastical authorities were assured that the 
civil government would present the arrangement to the Holy See 
for approval. 39 
The apostolic administrator tmmediately informed the minister 
that the ecclesiastical cabildo was considering the government 
proposal and would need eiqht days to answer it. Alburez, in his 
letter of December 13, thought that three days was sufficient for 
consideration, since the government desired to inaugurate the pro-




Padre Espinosa yielded to the wishes of the minister and by 
December 15, the study of the ecclesiastical cabildo was com-
pleted. 4l In its lengthy report, the cabildo regretted the short-
nesS of time for making the study. Its first, and most serious 
objection. was that the government·s proposal could not be ac-
cepted without prior approval from the Holy See. The report also 
expressed dissatisfaction with the proposed payment of 20,000 
pesos, which was considered insufficient to meet the present or 
future expenses of the Church. The cabildo argued that the lack 
of funds had led and would necessitate clergymen to seek outside 
employment to make a livelihood. The fixed amount also would not 
permit the Church to partake of the economic prosperity of the 
country should this take place in the future. The cabildo re-
minded the minister that it was not the owner of the tithe but the 
administrator of the income, which was employed to sustain not 
only" ••• the episcopal dignity and public worship in the Cathe-
dral but also the seminary, in part the Hospital and even the poor 
Parishes of the entire Archbishopric, which sometimes request and 
are given some help in such a fashion that only a small part is 
distributed among the beneficiaries in compensation for their serv-
ices as is well known to the Government according to the financial 
statements in the archive.,,42 Even if 20,000 pesos were sufficient 
for present needs, the cabildo felt that this would not hold true 
4lIbid • 
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ten or twenty years hence when the Church might need double or 
three times as much. The cabildo noted that the tithe system 
provided for increased revenue during prosperous times, but this 
was not included in the government proposal. 43 The cabildo oal-
culated that a one-half per cent tax on imports and exports would 
never net 20,000 pesos, for according to present figures on im-
ports and exports, the amount was approximately 17,500 pesos. 
The government would have to make up both the deficit and the addi 
tional 4,000 pesos stipulated in the concordat. Such a condition, 
the cabildo contended, would not assure an independent revenue as 
the Church enjoyed under the tithe arrangement. The cabildo pro-
posed raising the tax to three-fourths per cent to assure an 
independent source of income, and that the additional 4,000 pesos 
be considered as credit against the public treasury.44 Approving 
the cancellation of the debts arising from tithes, the cabildo 
sought government assurance that persons contracted to collect 
tithes would be satisfied according to terms of their contract 
ending with the year of 1871.45 The report of the cabildo con-
cluded with the remark: II • • • that before all the proposals 
should be submitted to the Holy See for its approval: that the 
proposed amount of twenty thousand is acceptable w1thout prejudioe 
to the four thousand pesos already promised: [and) that the said 
43 Ib1d _. "Ibid. 
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income may be truly independent, the tax :must be sufficient and 
this can be done by increasing the tax from one-half per cent to 
three-fourths per cent. • .. . 
Thus two fundamental questions faced the civil administra-
tion. Would it be willing to consent to the authority of the 
vatican in this matter? and would it be willing to guarantee the 
economic independence of the Church? The answers to these two 
questions are of utmost importance since they provide the framework 
in which all relations between Church and state were conducted 
during the Liberal era. 
Marco Aurelio Soto, who again took charge of the ministry of 
ecclesiastical affairs, did not consider the approval of the 
Vatican an obstacle to the government's proposal, since similar 
approvals had been obtained by various European states on any num-
ber of occasions. 47 The minister did not cite any specific case 
where such papal approval had been given. In the same letter, 
dated December 18, Soto pointed out that the government considered 
the one-half per cent tax sufficient as a substitution for the 
tithe. 48 For the minister, it was of greater ~rtance to heed 
the will of the people who were clamoring against the unjust taxa-
tion than to be concerned about the formality of Obtaining ap-





per cent tax. Insisting that the proposal must be carried out 
jJnmE!diately for the sake of peace and order in the country, he 
assured Padre Espinosa that the government would seek the approval 
of the Holy See at its first opportunity.49 The minister was con-
vinced that the Holy Seels approval was a foregone conclusion in 
the face of the will of the people. 
supporting the decision of his cabildo in a letter of Decem-
ber 19, the apostolic administrator indicated his willingness to 
go to Rome immediately to Obtain the Holy Seels approval for the 
government proposal. 50 A letter on the following day from the 
ministry of ecclesiastical affairs ruled out the possibility of a 
trip to Rome by Padre Espinosa. At the same time, he was informed 
that the government intended to suspend the tithe due to public 
51 pressure. The suspension would go into effect on January 1, 
1872, and in the meanwhile, a special convention would be signed 
with the Holy See to bring about the abolition of tithes. 52 The 
minister still felt that the approval of the Holy See was solely 
an anticipated formality.53 The correspondence of the minister 
makes it clt:1sr. that the government was not interested in negotiat-
ing the matter with the Holy See, but rather sought the approval 
of the metropolitan Church for a preestablished policy. 
The formal decree suspending the tithes was issued on Decem-
ber 22, According to the decree, the government claimed that 
49Ibid _. 50Ibid• 51Ibid• 52~. 53Ibid• 
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tithes worked an injustice on certain classes of society and were 
difficult to collect. It also noted that although the ecclesi-
astical cabildo had approved the suspension, it could not give 
complete consent, since the suspension was in violation of article 
five of the Concordat of 1852.54 The government promised that a 
definite arrangement would be effected with the Holy See. In the 
meanwhile, the state would give the Church 24,000 pesos annually 
as a substitute for the suspended tithe. All debts accruing from 
tithes, not part of a formal contract, were to be canceled as of 
January 1.55 
In a note of December 28, the ecclesiastical cabildo reiter-
ated its former position that it would not accept the suspension 
without approval from Rome. 56 On January 5, 1872, the cabildo 
directed a note to the Holy See seeking advice in the matter. 57 
'rhe reply from Rome, dated Hay 5, authorized the cabildo to ac-
cept the atUlual government subsidy while the Holy See was neqoti-
58 
ating the matter with the Guatemalan government. In a note of 
July 26, the cabildo indicated that negotiations over the tithe 
still had not been satisfactorily concluded. 59 A few weeks later, 
on August 19, the cabildo informed the minister of ecclesiastical 
54Recopilacion ~~ Leyes, I (1874), 70-71. 
55Ibid., p. 71. 
56AC , tomo 1871, doc. 704. 57~. 
58Ibid• 59!bid. See also tome 1872, doc. 424. 
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affairs that the Holy See had authorized it to undertake negotia-
tions with the government. 60 In the meanwhile, the government 
paid the ChurCh 2,000 pesos monthly.61 Since no new settlement 
was reached with the Church, this arrangement continued throughout 
the Garcia Granados and Barrios administrations. 
The government subs idy to the Church was not favorably re-
ceived in radical Liberal quarters. !! Malacat~, approving the 
abolition of tithes, regretted that the state agreed to give the 
Church 20,000 pesos annually (excluding the 4,000 pesos as stipu-
lated in the Concordat of 1852). Regarding the clergy as already 
too rich, the paper cont.ended that it would be better for the 
government to pay its debts to it.s employees, who according to re-
port.s, were not being paid punct.ually.62 Once again the demands 
of El Halac!te show dissatisfaction with Garcia Granados' 
religious policy. The chief executive continued to demonstrate 
publicly his good intentions toward his religion when he attended 
60Xbid., tome 1871, doc. 704. The conduct of the cabi1do in 
the question of the tit.he was heartily endorsed by Archbishop 
Pinole Ibid., t.omo 1872, doc. 73. That Rome was not adverse to 
accepting a government subsidy in place of the tithe is well borne 
out by article five of the Concordat of 1862 between the Vatican 
and E1 Salvador. Santiago Ricardo Vi1anova, Ammtamientos de 
aistpri~ Patria Eclesiastica (San Salvador, E1 Salvador, 1911), 
p. 164. 
61 AC, tomo 1871, doc.. 704. 
62E1 Ma1acat.e, January 15, 1872, p. 4. 
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HasS with his officials on January 1. 1872, to offer gratitude for 
the blessings received during the past year and invoke God's pro-
tection for the coming year.63 
The Liberals, like their Conservative predecessors, realized 
that any effective action demanded unanimity among the Central 
American republics. The initial attempt at unanimity was the 
Arbizu-Samayoa Treaty of January 4, 1872, between Guatemala and 
El Salvador. The treaty provided for agreement on the Jesuits, 
Who were still permJ.tted on Salvadorean soil. According to 
article twelve of the treaty" both governments agreed to prohibit 
entrance into their republics t.o the Society of Jesus, which was 
regarded as harmful to the best interests of their nations. 64 Ac-
cording to Padre Ha1aina, the Church historian of E1 Salvador, the 
treaty was published in the Bolet!n Oficial of El Salvador omit ... 
ting article twelve. Padre Malaina asserts that President 
Santiago Gor1zcllez of El Salvador omitted the article because he 
feared an unpopular reaction. 65 However, the article quickly be-
came public knowledge in El Salvador when the entire treaty was 
published in the Gaceta de G;gatema,l,a a few days after being 
signed. 66 Thus in accordance with the article, the government, 
63 AC, tomo 1871, doc. 707. 
64Malaina, !!! s:s>me8h!a a JesUs .!!l n. Salvador, £.. A., p. 76. 
65Ibid• 
66lbid• With the publication of the treaty in Guatemala, the 
Auxiliary Bishop of El Salvador, Luis cUcamo y Rodr!guez, and a 
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the following June, ordered the expulsion of Padres Jose Telesforo 
paul and Roberto Maria del Pozo and Brothers Eladio Rojas and 
Francisco Aragon, the only four Jesuits in El Salvador. 67 As evi-
dence of the unpopularity of the treaty, Padre Malaina notes that 
Garcia Granados on his official visit to El Salvador on Janu-
ary 15, 1872, was coldly received by the people. 68 
The desire for Liberal conformity throughout the Central 
American republics was reiterated in the Congress of Union called 
the following month in La Union, El Salvador. Although called by 
, , 
Jose Mar18 Medina, the Conservative President of Honduros, it 
promptly surrendered to the Liberal delegates from Guatemala and 
El Salvador. 69 Ostensibly called for reconstructing the Central 
number of his faithful immediately protested against the treaty to 
President Gonzalez. The president's letter, dated February 15, 
stated that the ratification or rejection of the treaty lay in the 
hands of the constituent assembly and that he would heed its 
wishes. Ibid., pp. 82-837 "Nos Tamas Miguel y Saldana •.• , 
Obispo de San Salvador," March 2, 1872, £!!§.. The treaty was 
passed by the assembly on March 7 and ratified by President 
Gonzalez on the same day. Thus the Jesuits were expelled from El 
Salvador not by a decree of the government, but by the ratifica-
tion of a treaty between Guatemala and El Salvador. The reasons 
for expUlsion were not officially stated until the following June. 
The reasons bear a striking resemblance to those given in Guatemalc 
the previous year. Malaina,!!!. campania ~ Jesus ~ !!. Salvador, £. ~., pp. 111-114. 
67 , Perez, p. 626. 
68 " Malaina, !!!. Compaiha ~ Jesus .!!1 !l Salvador, C. A., Padre 
Malaina thinks that the main purpose of Garc!a Granados' trip was 
to urge President Gonzalez to pass other reform measures similar 
to the ones in Guatemala. Ibid. 
69Ibid ., p. 77. 
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American federation, the conference concerned itself prtmarily 
~ith measures directed against the various Conservative and Jesuit 
exiles who still were afforded refuge in three of the five repub-
lics. For instance, article nine of the Pact of Union, signed on 
February 17, made it possible for anyone of the united republics 
to demand the expulsion of an individual, after certain judicial 
procedures, from another republic in the union. 70 Article six-
teen provided that if any association established in one of the 
republics was considered prejudicial to the interests of the 
union, anyone of the republics could seek the collective action 
of three republics to prohibit its establiShment. 7l Although the 
Pact of union aChieved no positive results, it demonstrates an 
attempt at Liberal conformity in the proposed union. 
On December 11, 1871, Garcia Granados issued a decree calling 
for the convocation of a constituent assembly on March 10, 1872, 
to draw up a constitution, as had been promised in the Acta ~ 
patzic!a. 72 In another decree of t~e same date, he prOhibited the 
regular clergy from serving as deputies in the assembly, but al-
lowed the secular clergy to serve, providing they did not represent 
70lbia• 
71 , Ibid .. pp. 77-78. See also El cre~SCUlo, March 30, 1872, 
p. 1, April 6, 1872, p. 2 and April-r3, 1~2, pp. 1-2. 
72aecopilacia! ~ .!!!. Laxes, I (1874), 53-60. 
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the electoral districts in Which their parishes were 10cated. 73 
The installation of the constituent assembly took place under 
Barrios, Who served as interim president. He gave the inaugura-
tion ceremony a religious tone by requesting a "'Ie Deum," the 
ringing of the church bells in the capital and the presence of the 
apostolic administrator and his c8bildo. The ecclesiastical au-
74 thorities complied with the civil request. The assembly con-
vened on March 10, but little was accomplished. 7S Increasing 
rebellious activities in the Oriente, restrictions on the freedom 
of press and the declaration of a state of siege, served as 
obstacles to the assembly in its de1iberations. 76 
After eight months of sessions, !! Malacate disgustedly re-
ported, its main order of business had been the acceptance of 
resignations of deputies, and the issuance of decrees calling for 
elections-to fill vacancies. 77 Salvador Mart!nez Flores, editor 
of the p~r, reported that although a constitutional project was 
presented. it was voted down in its entirety. Be attributed its 
73Ib "d 60 69 
-2::...--. pp. - • 74 AC, tomo 1872, doc. 142. 
75"Nosotros, Los Representant.es de la RepUblica de Guatemala 
••• , It March 10, 1872, £!!§.. '.rhe AGG has no record of the pro-
ceedings of the constituent assembly. A very limited amount of 
information is obtainable through a few scattered comments in the 
contemporary press. 
761.a Revolucion de 1871, SUiiPrPm!sas " al Modo de 9:!JnRlirIi's, p. 14. - - -_. "'- - - -
77El Malacate, October 29, 1872, pp. 1-2. 
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failure to the deputies who, lacKing parliamentary experience, re-
fused to take an independent position. 78 In the same issue of El 
-, 
Mal ac ate , Julian de Leon and J. Dolores Andrade discussed the 
shortcomings of the constitutional project. The writers found it 
inadequate because. laCking the true principles of the Revolution 
of 1871, it relied too much on the retrogressive principles of the 
past. 79 The writers claimed there was no provision for the 
absolute separation of Church and state 7 the senate would have 
been an aristocratic body, the chief executive, with his council 
of state, would have been a monarchial institution and there were 
too many limitations on the right to vote. As representatives of 
the Los Altos, the writers feared that the constitution would have 
centralized power in the capital at the expense of local inter-
ests. 80 
Later on, the Liberal newspaper, .!l CreWI£UlQ, voiced its 
opposition to the fact that clergymen were serving as deputies in 
the assembly. The publication pointed out that s 
If, aocording to Churoh discipline. a priest is not per-
mitted to marry, therefore he cannot be the father of a 
family, and this means that he does not have the right of 
78Ibid• 79xgid., pp. 2-3. 
80Ibid• The newspaper also carried a series of articles 
urging the constituent assembly to make the Indians equal in their 
rights to the other citizens of the republic. Ibid., June 12, 
1872, pp. 2-3. In a later issue Salvador Martinez Plores reminded 
his readers that only the Revolution of 1871 could restore the 
Indians to their natural good state which they enjoyed prior to 
~IdexpMif~aiionl~~2 th~Dco~~istadores and later the Conservatives. 
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having a fatherland because his attention as father or 
citizen would distract h~ from the exercise of his sacer-
dotal ministry. with so much greater reason he should not 
be permitted to discharge so ~portant and weighty an 
office as legislator, whose principal duty should be to 
sustain the supremacy of the civil power, which is the 
representative of the people. Similarly, while the Catholic 
Church does not desist from its pretensions of supremacy, 
the people should be protected against everything that can 
threaten their liberties by not permitting any clerical 
interference in civil affairs.. It is not enough that an 
ecclesiastic may take an oath which is required of other 
civil, military, and judicial employees, because it is well 
known in disagreements between the civil power and the 
Church, the ecclesiastic is obligated to support the latter 
and for this he takes advantage of the re81rvatio mentalis I 
which makes any oath taken null and void. 
A little more light is thrown on the proceedings of the con-
stituent assembly by the BoletlA Oficial. In its September 19 
issue, the periodical reported that a constitutional project had 
been presented to the assembly but was rejected in its ent.irety 
by a vote of 34 to 16.82 No report was given as to the nature of 
the const.itutional project or the probable debates that took place 
before the rejection. The bulletin merely reported that an exposi. 
tion of the apostolic administrator was read, which concerned the 
relations of the Church and st.ate as outlined in the constitu-
tional project. 83 On December 19, 1872, the bulletin, in another 
report, stated that a new commission had been formed to draw up 
another constitution. Apparently, the second constit.ution was 
81El CrepW.culo, November 27, 1872, p. 1. 
82Bo1et!n Oficia1, September 19, 1872, pp. 1-2. 
83Ibid• 
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completed in the early part of December, since in its session of 
December 4 one of the delegates, RamOn Murga, offered amendments 
to the proposed constitution. He moved that the article pro-
hibiting entail should be eliminat.ed. No reasons were given for 
84 his demand. He also request.ed that the oath for the executive 
office should read, til swear to observe the constitut.ion and the 
laws of the Guatemalan people, to maintain national independence 
and the integrity of the territory_naS Since the Boletln Oficial 
does not give the original readinq of the oath, it is impossible 
to determine the reasons for the change requested by Murga. 
Perhaps it was similar to the dispute that arose in the con-
stituent assembly of 1879 When officials taking pUblic office were 
required not to swear but to promise to uphold their duties. 
Murga also objected to the extensive powers grant.ed the chief 
execut.ive.86 He argued against granting the president power to 
dissolve the assembly, nominate maqistrates and have his counse-
lors participate in the deliberations of the assembly.87 Although 
the objections of Murga indicate a strong' centralisation of power 
in the executi'/e branch, the constitution writers had made no 
serious departure from other Hispanic American constitutions, such 
as the Argentine Constitution of 1853, and the Mexican constitution 





of 1857. Murga further voiced opposicion to the constitutional 
provision which gave the state the power " ••• to create, refor.m 
and abolish every class of corporations and juridic persons. ,,88 
ThiS provision, and the centralization of power, presented serious 
threat to the Church as an independent corporation. 
Besides the objections of Murga to the proposed conscitution, 
the apostolic administrator also opposed those parts of it which 
involved Church and state relations. His exposition was read to 
the assembly, which apparently took no positive action on his 
recommendations t except promising to give them proper consider-
ation. 89 Fortunately, two oopies of the apostolic administrator's 
exposition remain whiCh aid in reconstructing the position of the 
Church reqardinq the constitutional projects of 1872. 'l'he posi-
tion of the apostolic administrator compares favorably with that 
of Hurqa .. 
In his first exposition of September 7, 1872, Padre Espinosa 
discussed the independent roles of the Church and state. In 
directing his remarks at the first constitutional project, he 
88Ibid• 'l'he fear of a pqwerful executive was not shared by 
a contemporary writer, Augusttn GOmez Carrillo, who saw the need 
for a powerful executive to counteract the ever present danqer of 
political instability. He looked to the senate as the custodian 
of tradition, which he feared might easily be threatened by radi-
cal innovations originating in the lower house. Augustin GOmez 
Carrillo, Observaciones sabre Al~OS Puntos de Dereoho Consti-
tuciQnal (Guatemala, 1872), pp. 3- 6. --
89Bolet!n Oficia1, December 19, 1872, p. 2. 
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pointed out that although religion is an absolute necessity for 
the creation of a morally good society, the Church must retain its 
independent role. He reminded the assembly members that the 
Church must be free to nominate its ministers, to have free com-
munication between religious authorities and the faithful, and to 
watch over religious instruction so as to safeguard purity of 
doctrine. 90 Padre Espinosa found certain of these rights violated 
in the proposed constitution, for the chief executive had the 
power to confirm or reject nominations made by the ecclesiastical 
authority. 91 Padre Espinosa considered this power too extensive, 
since it went beyond the limits set by the COncordat of 1852 which 
empowered the president only to nominate candidates from a list 
presented by the local ordinary.92 He expressed serious doubt 
whether the Church in Guatemala could ever consent to such con-
cessions, .ince the civil power had failed to uphold certain 
articles of the concordat when it decreed the suppression of 
tithes and the disbanding of male religious orders. 93 Further-
more, Padre Espinosa expressed concern over the government-. de-
mand of the pase of papal bulls. He admitted that at various 
90nExposicion de Seijor Gobernador del Arzobispado y del 
Venerable Cabildo Eclesiastico de esta Santa Iglesia Metropolitana 
a la ABatablea constituyente de la RepUblica," September 7, 1872, 
CBS .. 
-
9lroid• 92Ibid • 
- -
93Ibid• The decrees for disbandulg male religious orders 
had taken place in the spring of 1872. 
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times in the past the Church had extended the privilege to certain 
governments, but only in the sense of tOleration. The unre-
stricted use of the civil ease, he felt, would place the diocesan 
prelate in a h ••• worse position than the least of the citizens, 
who according to article thirty-eight are assured the right of 
publishing and printing their opinions without sUbmitting to previ. 
94 ous censorship." Padre Espinosa concluded the exposition with 
a plea not for special privileges for the Church but for independ-
ent action in its sphere so that it may fulfill its divine mis-
sion, rights, duties and ft ••• efficaciously influence the true 
progress of the Nation through the preservation and tmprovement 
of the moral order.,,95 
On November 30, 1872, Padre Espinosa and his ecclesiastical 
cabildo sent a second exposition to the constituent assembly re-
questing certain changes in the second constitutional project. 
The ecclesiastical authorities opposed the constitutional provi-
sion which granted unrestricted rights of teaching, learning and 
freedom of the press. They objected to the provision on the 
grounds that such rights would encourage publication of anti-
Catholic writings harmful to the vast majority of the citizenry 
who were Catholics. The Church leaders considered this a viola-
tion of one's conscience, which they argued was "superior to the 
94Ibid• 95Ibid• 
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power of sovereigns. It 96 Furthermore, they obj ected to the con-
stitutional provisions prohibiting entail, which they considered 
a threat to ecclesiastical property. They pointed out that this 
property It ••• had been acquired through the most legitimate 
titles known to jurisprudence: such as voluntary donations for 
divine worShip, suffrage for souls and Charity for the needy. 
'!'here are orphans I helpless old people, [and] poor children who 
live in hospitals, charitable institutions and sChools which would 
be non-existent if there were no pious foundations.,,97 '!'hese in-
stitutions. the clergymen argued, are not useless, but through the 
administration of the Church provide for the pUblic welfare. 98 
'!'he clergyman concluded that the prohibition of entail could not 
only destroy Church sponsored welfare work but the Catholic cult 
itself. Finally, attention was directed to the constitutional 
provision providing for the "creation, reformation or extinction 
of every type of corporation or juridic person, modification of 
their statutes or ordinances, regulation of the use of property, 
regardless of origin and disposing of it whenever public utility 
demands it.,,99 The Church leaders found the provision unaccept-
able, since it could mean non-recognition of canon law, a prospect 
96"segunda ExposiciOn del Senor Gobernador del Arzobispado y 
del Venerable Cahildo Eclesiastico de esta Santa Iglesia Metro-
politana a 1a Asamblea Constituyente de la RepUblica, II Novem-
ber 30, 1871, CBS. 
-




that Padre Espinosa and his cabildo hoped was not the intent of 
the proposed constitution or the constituent assembly. 100 Al-
though both constitutional projects were voted down, the views of 
the religious leaders were given a public hearing. It was only a 
matter of a few years before these issues were reopened. 
Before diSbanding, the constituent assembly on January 8, 
1873, voted a reimbursement of 70,000 pesos and 50,000 pesos to 
Barrios and Garcia Granados respectively tI. • • for the expenses 
that they incurred and for the considerable damages and prejudices 
that both suffered as a result of the Revo1ution. u101 
With the opening of the year 1872, periodicals renewed their 
anticlerical barbs against religious congregatians. 102 On Janu-
ary 15, 1872, El Ma1acate attacked the Congregation of St. Philip 
-
Neri, accusing Padre Vicente Gatica, superior of the congregation, 
of exploiting the renters on the congregation's plantation called 
Incienso. The article carried no signature except "Some enemies 
of abuses."103 
100Ibid _. 
lOlE1 Crewscu10, January 18, 1873, p. 1. 
102 Even though the Society of Jesus had been suppressed, 
periodicals continued to carry articles justifying the govern-
ment's conduct in the suppresaion. For examples, see El 
Crepgscu10, May 18, 1872, p. 1, Memorandum diri~ido a Ii Santa 
Sede (Guatemala, 1873), pp. 1-5, and AGO, AI wilco; OCtober 10, 
1878, doc. 4710. -
103!! Ma1acate, January 15, 1872, p. 3. 
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At the same time, there were reneweel rebellions in the 
oriente and in the area of the capital. On February 1, the ad-
ministration of Garcia Granados declared these areas in a state 
of siege. Both El Salvador and Honduras were accused of harboring 
reactionary Guatemalan refugees who were responsible for fomenting 
disturbances in Guatema1a. 104 Six days later, the decree for a 
state of siege was followed by a restriction of freedom of the 
press in the two areas. 105 ..Il ,rgpUlcuJ,g quickly sanctioned the 
action of the government observing that restrictions on the press 
would help secure public order, which was threatened by the 
enemies of Liberalism. 106 Similarly on April 4" the government 
decreed that UEvery person who in speeches, sermons or any public 
act incites his listeners to rebellion against constituted au-
thorities or carries on subversive acts, against public order, 
will be exiled from the territory of the Republic •••• »107 
Restrictions on the press did not prevent certain Liberal 
publications from attacking clergymen and Conservatives. Begin-
ninS with February 17, 1872, n Halacate, in a series of articles 
written by Andres ~11es, called for religious freedom. The 
publication argued that if the government were to acoept an 
l04Recopilacion ~~ Leyes, I (1874), 80. 
105 Ibid., p. 81. 
l06n creWsO'.110, February 10, 1872, p. 1. 
l07Reoopi1aoiOn ~~ Leyes, I (1874), 84. 
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official religion, it would mean the acceptance of a belief that 
lacks evident demonstration. lOS The publication saw in religious 
liberty many advantages, such as promoting innigration, dispelling 
the religious fanaticism of the people inculated by the clergy, 
advancing the progress of the count.ry, purifying the Catholic be-
liefs of the people, and bringing about the ideal of separation of 
Church and state. Religious freedom, the writer concluded, would 
make clergymen sLmple citizens without special distinctions, and 
the government would do well to imitate the United States, Mexico, 
Peru and Chile.109 
In its issue of March 2, !! Malacate shifted its campaign to 
an attack on religious property. It considered all such property 
unproductive since it did not further the commercial, industrial 
and agricultural developments of the state. l10 Andres Tellez, the 
author of the article, reminded his readers that although reli-
gious property should be disentailed, he did not: advocate the 
abolition of the convents or monasteries, since these were deeply 
rooted in the Nfanatlcal beliefs" of the people. Rather, di.en-
tailed religious property should be returned to t.he people, for 
religious groups had aCC!UlDUlated the property through the sweat. 
and ignorance of the peoPle. lll 'l'he writer was fully aware that 
lOSEl Malacate, February 17, 1872, p. 2. 
l09Ibid., pp. 2-3. 
110Ibid., March 2, 1872, p_ 2. lllIbid. 
I""'" 
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the consequence of such a demand could indirectly end the reli-
gioUS communities. Suggesting a state subsidy for members of 
religious communities to provide for their livelihood, he con-
sidered such a solution practioal. Mexico had adopted similar 
measures in her Constitution of 1857.. Tellez asserted that this 
had accounted for Mexico's great advances in recent years in the 
areas of education, public administration, publio welfare and 
general wealth of the nation. All this was done with the funds 
and property of the religious communities. l12 
On March S, !l H!l:acate reverted to discussing religious 
liberty. It criticized the independence proclamation of 1821, 
since it made Catholicism an official religion. 113 The writer 
once more attacked religious orders, as is seen in the following 
paragraph: 
In fact, during fifty years who have been the owners 
of the nation? the friars, nuns and ,,"esuits. 'rhe hypocri-
tical friars are preoccupied with maintaining ignorance, 
even among themselves: their anibition does not rest nor 
does it pendt knowledqe of the source of their income, 
which is continuously being stored up in their treasures 
through the sweat of the people; through their religious 
rites, they mainly intend to maintain discord among the 
people, misunderstanding between married persons, dis-
obedience in the families, demoralization in the militia, 
laziness and drunkenness in everybody. '!'he friars live 
only to eat and damned be the time for them when perchance 
they think of some good work .114-
In a similar fashion the writer attaCked the fanatical preaching 
112Ibid• 
l14Ibid• 
113 Ibid., March 8, 1872, p. 1. 
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of the religious orders, noting that the Jesuits were teaching 
calvinism, Lutheranism and Mohammedanism in their universities in 
the united states. ll5 According to the writer, Catholicism and 
despotism have been two powex'ful forces in keeping people in 
abject subjugation and "stupid savagery '" If He asserted that these 
errors will no longer be possible in the new era of science. l16 
concluding in a more moderate tone, he claimed his intention was 
to encourage Guatemalans to p~otest the abuses of religious com-
munities end. the secular clergy, and thus end the ''brutal domina-
tion" of Catholicism. 117 
The anticlerical attacks of El Malacate, !!!. Guaea and ~ 
Gerundo ~ediately brought a condemnation from the apostolic 
administrator. In an edict dated March 25, 1872, Padre Espinosa 
declared all Catholics excommunicated who read the March 8 issue 
of n Malacate. In regard to the other two publications, he 
merely urged abstention. He found all publications guilty of 
theological errors and sacrileges Which could cause great harm to 
the faithful meagerly educated in their religion. Singling out 
£1, MalacatE!; Padre Espinosa censured the publication on the grounds 
that 
• • • under the title of religious liberty, it not only 
touches upon erroneous and inaccurate matters but also 
calum!nates with impudence the Society of Jesus [and) 
l15Ibid., p. 2. l16Ibid • 
l17Ibid., p. 3. 
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paints a most odious picture of religious orders of both 
sexes, approved and justly praised by the Church, and even 
pretends tmpiously to give preference to Protestantism over 
the Catholic Church and this with appreciations so false 
and inaccurate that it could cause grief and scandal among 
moderately educated Protestants, who as all know manifestl today a decided tendency to return to the Catholic fold. l 8 
!! Malacate immediately challenged the edict of the apostolic 
administrator in its April 11 issue by publishing a satirical 
parody on the edict. The earlier anticlerical charges were 
rei tarated 7 Archbishop Pinal, the Jewi ts, and t.he clergy in gen-
eral were accused of mixing politics and keeping the republic in 
constant turmoil. Concluding that these men were the successors 
of the devils .rather than the apostles, the parody warned the 
people not to be misled by clerical intrigue.119 A final ~. of 
praise was offered to the Prote.1:ant clergymen, wom the paper 
found "a thousand times more virtuous" than the Catholic clergy, 
and who would. not return to the Catholic fold unless the Church 
rids itself of its abuses. 120 The anticlerical attaCk continued 
in the following issue. The Jesuits and Archbishop piliol, now in 
Nicaragua, were accused of conspiring to overthrow the Liberal 
regimes of El Salvador and Guatemala. In addition, Padre Espinosa 
l18AC, tome 1872, doc. 166. The penali,ty of e::communication 
was extended on April 18 to include ~aricion del Apostol 
Scy\tiaqo; ~ Guasa, ~ Gerundio, an pastoraI"'P'opular A los 
fieles ?l~ratas. '.L"Ile-condemnation was made for the same reasons 
as stated 1n the edict of March 25. AC, tomo 1872, doc. 166. 
119Bl HAAacate, April 11, 1872, p. 2. 
l20lbid• 
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was accused of using his edict to incite a civil war. 121 The 
climax of the anticlerical campaign came in the issue of April 23, 
when !! Malacate warned Guatemalan catholics that their priests 
were like ". • • horrible serpents 'Whose poison develops a gan-
grene fulminating in your lacerated heart: u122 Shortly after this 
anticlerical attack, Andr(~S Tellez urged 'tt'le editor of !! Mala<=ate 
to leave the question of the clergy rest until further notice. 123 
Tellez gave no reasons for his advice, but it was followed, for 
after May 22, the date of the letter, there was a noticeable re-
duction in anticlerical articles .. 
Immediately after the publication of the edict of Padre 
Espinosa, the pastors informed the apostolic administrator that 
they had complied with his wish that the edict should be read 
from the pulpit during- Holy Week or Easter Sunday. The single 
exception was Padre Manuel GonzaUez, vicar provincial of Quezal-
tenango, who in his letter of April 10, informed Padre Espinosa 
that he was unable to read the edict to his faithful because he 
121xgid., April 15, 1872, p. 3. 
122Ibig., April 23, 1872, p. 2.. Por additional anticlerical 
writings in !iMalacat~ see the issues of May 9, 1872, pp. 2-3 and 
May 16, 1872, p. 4. '!'he May 16 issue carried an anticlerical 
article taken from the Mexican Liberal publication, n Siglo XIX. 
123 , , This letter of Andres Tellez was found by the present 
writer inserted in the issue of El .Malacate dated .May 20, 1872, 
in the Biblioteca Nacional in Guatemala City. The letter was 
addressed to Pedro (no last name given). '!'he editor of the pub-
lication at this date was Salvador Mart!nez Flores. It may well 
be that the letter of Tellez was left by mistake in this collec-
tion. 
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did not receive it until the afternoon of Easter Sunday. He fur-
ther reported that on Easter Sunday he was ordered to appear 
before General Barrios, who already had a copy of the edict. The 
late reception of the edict and the alarming situation in Quezal-
tenango prevented Padre Gonza1ez from publishing the edict until 
the Sunday after Easter. He added that he would willingly accept 
punishment if his action Should merit it. 124 In his reply, Padre 
Espinosa showed displeasure at the hesitation of Gonzalez, point-
ing out that his disobedience could cause grave scandal. All a 
consequence; he ordered Padre Gonzalez to resign his position and 
appear in the capital at once. 125 
ppAre GonzaIez was not the only one who found the circum-
stances alarming. The pastor of Totonicapan was ordered by his 
jefe pgl:!tico, Bruno Zapata, not to publish the edicts of 
March 25 and April 18 "under the pain of being considered a dis-
turber of public order." At the same ttae Zapata ordered all 
copies of the edicts brought to his office. l26 The curate of 
Mazatenango expressed similar fears over political opposition to 
the edicts in his May 3rd letter. 127 Answering the curate of 
Mazatenango, padre Andras Oran:t:es, secretary of the curia., stated 
that both edicts must be published, the apostolic administrator was 
acting according to the norms laid down by the Council of Trent. 
l24AC, tomo 1872, doc. 166. 
125xgid. 126Ibid• 127Ibid• 
-
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Furthermore, Padre Orantes poj.nted out that since the second edict. 
was published with the full approval of the civil authorities, if 
the jefe politico interfered with the publicat.ion of the edicts, 
the curate must report. the matter tmmediately to the apostolic 
administrator. l2S Similar complaints came from the vicar pro-
vincial of. Suchitepequez and Padre Adolfo Perez, pastor of 
129 / Retalhuleu. According to the priests, J • .Mar:r.a Bari11as, jete 
E9l1tico of the department of Suchitepequez, informed them that 
the order prohibiting the circulation of the edicts c~ from 
General Barrios, and disobedience to the order would result in the 
accusation of "disturbers of public order" as defined in the de-
crees of January 27 and April 4. 130 
Padre Espinosa tmmediately informed the minister of govern-
ment that circulation of his edicts was being prohibited by the 
jefes R$!l!ticos. who, he claimed, threatened the local pastors if 
they carried out the order of their religious superior. Adding 
that defending the rights of the Church against impious and anti-
religious publications was his duty, be accused the minister of 
consciously authorizing the publication of antireligious tracts. 
Re hoped that the minister would take the proper measures to 
eliminate such difficulties in the future. l3l The Minister, 
Francisco Alburez, in his reply of May 21, denied that his office 
had given any o.ders to local authorities to prevent the 
128lbid• l29Ibid• l30Ibid• l3lIbid• 
-
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publication of the edicts Which, the minister stated, had received 
his approval for publication. As a demonstration of good will, 
the minister noted that he had removed the jefe~ pgl!ticos who had 
interfered with the circulation of the edicts, and that he would 
take the proper action should similar cases arise in the fu-
ture. l32 Alburez did not name the jefes PQl!ticos whom he had 
removed. 'l'he action of the minister did not meet the approval of 
padre Adolfo Perez, who held General Barrios responsible for issu-
ing the order against the edicts. In his letter of May 23 to 
Padre Orantes, he spoke highly of the jefe pgl!tico of 
Suchitepequez, stating' that he was innocent in the Whole affair 
and willin9 to defend the rights of the Church. l33 As proof, he 
cited the letter of April 29 that Barrios had directed to the 
jefe 1221!tioo. in which he ordered them not to allow the circula· .. 
tion or publication of the pastoral edict of April 18 condemning 
certain antireligious publications. The order further stated that 
all clergymen of the department Who publish or circulate the edict 
would be considered "disturbers of public order."l34 Padre Perez, 
in a letter of May 30, informed Padre Orantes that the edict had 
been read in his vicariate. Be further stated that the jefe 
l32Ibid l33Ibid -..-.. ~.
l34Ibid• and tome 9, docs. 672 and 678. A$ early as April 4 
Barrios pUblicly proclatmed his opposition to the pastoral edict 
condemning El Malacate and La Guasa and ada! teed that he helped 
to subsidizeRl iiilacate" "comandante General de Occidente a Los 
Pueblos de laRepdblica," April 4, 1872, £!,[. 
I"'" 
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.egl!tico was informed of the approval of the edict by Alburez 
before its reading. Again defending the jefe pgl!sico,the pastor 
observed that he had complied with the instructions of Alburez, 
and even undertook measures to prevent any public scandal that 
might occur while or after the edict was read. 135 Whether all the 
jefes pol!tico~ complied with the instructions of the central gov-
ernment cannot be ascertained from the available documents. They 
reveal, however, that the greatest opposition to the circulation 
of the pastoral edicts came from the Occidente, where Barrios 
exercised military and political control. The independent action 
of Barrios in the matter was prObably aided by the administrative 
anarchy during the early days of the Liberal administration and 
the gathering war clouds between Guatemala and Honduras in 1872. 
At the same time the incident provides further evidence for the 
growing tensions between the politics of Barrios and Guc!a 
Granados. 
Several political authorities felt that publication of the 
edicts provided clergymen an opportunity to meddle in politics. 
Ci ting the conduct of Padre Pourcado as a case in point, the minis .. 
ter of government warned that clerical meddling threatened public 
order. He urged the apostolic administrator to ~se ecclesi-
astical penalties on Padre Fourcado so that the civil government 
could carry out the civil prosecution. He warned that if this 
135 AC, tomo 1872, doc. 166. 
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were not done, the provisional government might have to impose 
drastic and extreme measures on the priest. He added that the 
chief executive had found it necessary to issue a circular warning 
clergymen to remain aloof from political discusaions. 136 Padre 
Espinosa replied that he viewed clerical interference in politics 
with grave concern, and admitted that same of his priests may have 
became involved in politics in their excessive zeal to defend the 
rights of the Church. The case of Padre Fourcado, he noted, was 
already in the hands of the ecclesiastical tribunal. Espinosa 
suggested that perha,ps a more effective means of repressing public 
disorders would be for the civil government to aid in combating 
the errors and attacks against religion. 137 
Espinosa fully realized that his edicts and the cooperation 
of the civil authorities, if such would be forthcaming~ were not 
sufficient in combating the antireligious publications. He urged 
his priests not only to continue instructing the faithful against 
the religious errors of the day, but also to inaugurate a series 
of catechism classes, as had already been done in the cathedral 
church of Sagrario. In his instructions to the clergy, he stressed 
the need for charity and the avoidance If. • • of everything which 
might be of purely political nature and which in no way affects 
religion and the eternal salvation of souls •••• "138 
l36Ibid., doc. 174. 
-
l37Ibid• 
-138~., doc. 224. 
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Unfortunately. he did not elaborate on what he considered purely 
religious matters. There is no reason to believe that clarifica-
tion of the matter would have been mutually acceptable. 
Along with the issue of antireligious publications, two 
other religious questions emerged during the early mon~~s of 1872. 
One was the periodic agitation by local political authorities to 
have certain pastors removed from their parishes t the other was 
elimination of the parish tax known as derecho. Archbishop Piiiol 
had already experienced the agitation for the removal of pastors 
before his expulsion. In his letter of December 21. 1871, from 
Leon. Nicaragua, he expressed concern over this matter and coun-
seled the apostolic administrator to concede to the wishes of the 
political authorities in order to avoid greater evils. l39 Arch-
bishop Ptnol added that demands for removal of pastors coming from 
civil officials were not as vexing as those coming from clergymen, 
"who desire to take advantage of the unfortunate circwnstances in 
which the ecclesiastical authority finds itself in order to satis-
fy their unjust aspirations • .,140 
The last observation of the archbishop pointed to the possi-
bility of a clerical schism. In fact, he feared a repetition of 
the clerical schism that developed in Guatemala in 1829 and the 
following years under similar circumstances. l4l The threat of a 





schism became more serious after his expulsion, When the civil au-
thorities requested Rome to declare the archdiocese vacant. l42 
pope Pius IX, however, emphatically rejected the request. l43 
, 
padre Sabino Gonzalez, vicar provincial of Escuintla, also not.ed 
the possibility of schism in a letter of April 16, 1873. 144 But. 
the schism, highly feared in the initial stages of the Liberal 
administration, never materialized, offering evidence of the 
clergymen's loyality to their ecclesiastical authorities. 
In their letters, civil officials were frequently vague in 
stating their reasons for requesting the removal of pastors. 
Pastors, however, frequently the victims in the removals, were 
more outspoken in stating the reasons, whic:h generally were 
thought to be political in nature. A case in point is Padre 
Manuel Leal, past.or of La Merced, in Antigua. He reported that 
his parishioners petitioned his removal on t.he grounds of irregu-
larity of conduct. The pastor observed that t...~e petition contained 
no specific accusation and too few signatures to be represent.ative 
of the five thousand souls under his care. The past.or was ready to 
defend his good conduct, adding that the accusation probably 
stemmed from sermons he gave, which certain persons called politi-
cal. Be further stated t.hat if this were the real reason for 
142Ibid • l43Ibid• 
-
l44Ibid., tome 8, doc. 890. See also tome 8, doc. 892. 
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seeking his remova!, then the signers of the pet.ition did not know 
the meaning of the ,.,ord upolitical. n Padre Leal reported that 
other accusations included his arbitrary action in not permitting 
other priests to preach in his parish, dismiSSing the church music 
director, charging excessive burial fees and refusing to say Mass 
in the oratory of San Sebastian. In defending himself, Padre Leal 
noted that fifteen priests had been invited to preach in his 
parish. 'rhis accusation, he claimed, came from the jete pol,{ticq, 
whom he considered badly informed. He justified the dismissal of 
t.he music di.G;ctor for the sake of good order in the church. In 
regard to G..'"tcessive burial feas, he saw no reason for cOl1.\Plaints, 
since ecclesiastical authorities set the fees, not the pastors. 
Furthermore, his cemetery accounts, he argued, show that persons 
unable to pay were given free burials. He admitted that there 
were times when he did not say Mass in the Oratory of San 
Sebastian, but this was because he had four parishes under his 
care. The lett.er of tlle pastor made it claar that he considered 
the jefe J2,91,{j:icq responsible for the accusat.ion. 145 Another ex-
ample of requested pastoral changes is the letter Barrios directed 
to the apostolic administrator on MarCh 8, in which he not only 
requested. the removal of four past.ors but also designated the new 
pastors for the parishes. His list of appointees included Padres 
145Ibid• t 9 d 627 
._' omo "OC. .. 
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, "l' , I. Diego Arevalo for Nahuala, Jose Mar a Gonzalez for Totonicapan, 
Jose Marla Figueroa for Santa Catarina and Felix 01acan for 
MaZatenango. According to Barrios, the removals were required to 
maintain public order Nld the welfare of the peoPle. l46 The reply 
of the ecclesiastical government on MarCh 9 noted that the parish-
ioners of Santa Catarina and Nahuala had requested ~le present 
incumbents whose appointments had been made with the approval of 
the civil authorities. In regard to the parish of Mazatenango, 
the pastorate was provisionally served by t."Wo pastors, Gince the 
difference between the civil and ecclesiastical government over 
the case of Padre Fourcacio still remained unsettled. Nevertheless 
Padre Espinosa assured Barrios that the necessary change would be 
made here. The requested appointment of Padre Jose Marla Gonzalez 
for 'l'otonicapan, however, caused the ecclesiastica.l government 
difficulty because Padre Espinosa knew of no priest by that 
name .. 147 Padre Espinosa shOW'ed evidence of his good intentions 
in the appointment of Padre J(ngel Mar!a Arroyo, a very close 
friend of General Barrios, as pastor and vicar provincial of 
Quezaltenango. According to Padre Espinosa, the appointment was 
made to further the welfare of the people and conserve good 
relations with the civil government .. 148 
146Ibid., tomo 1872, doe. 141. 147lbid• 
148Ibid., doc. 299.. Padre Arroyo had served ts a chaplain in 
Barrios' revolutionary army of 1871. J. Lizardo Dl.az 0., p. 13. 
For other cases of pastoral removals in the Occidente, see AC, 
168 
'l'he question of the parochial taxes for church support, known 
as derechos, was another source of conflict bet\'1een pastors and 
civil authorities.. Padre Manuel Zelaya reported on March 20 that 
the Indians in his parish of Patzttn were agitating for a reduction 
in church taxes. He added that General Barrios, in ordering the 
Indians not to pay the customary taxes, acted without ecceliasti-
cal approval. Padre Zelaya felt that the general's order could 
lead to a reduction of the pastoral income in other areas, Which 
were indispensable f.or the support of the pastorate. l49 A similar 
tomo IX, doc. 710 and tQll.O 1872, docs.. 563, 58.1, and 682. The 
frequent requests for pastoral removals in the Occidente caused 
much concern to the apostolic administrat.or, who claimed that the 
demands were made without the necessary ecclesiastical investiga-
tions and that th$ uprecedented number of removals could cause 
unrest among the Indians. Ibid., tomo 1872, doc .. 563. Barrios 
insisted that the removals were indispensable to the welfare of 
the· Church and state, since certain clergymen were guilty of un-
becoming conduct, an accusation on Which he did not elaborate. 
~., tame 1872, doc. 581. The apostolic administrator assured 
the general that the conduct of the clergy would be closely ob-
served and for the present it would be well for Barrios to see 
that the clergymen would be properly respected and not deprived 
of their means for livelihood. Ibid .. , tomo 1872, doc. 581. Some 
of the documents show pastors seeking different parish assignments 
for reasons of physical violence suffered at the hands of local 
political authorities. Ibid., tomo 1872, docs. 431, 450, and 
458. -
l49AC , tome 1872, doc. 162. El Malacate gave its Whole-
hearted support to the reduction oJrrevenue in the parish of 
Patzun. It commended the je8e pg1.£tico on his adherence to the orders of Barrios and advise that €he best way to eliminate to 
the abuses associated with the collection of church taxes would 
be to subsidize the parish priests. 81 Malacate, April 15, 1872, 
-p. 4 .. 
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complaint, dated April 10, came from the pastor of San Francisco 
el Alto who held Gene~l Barrios responsible for ordering the 
Indians not to pay the customary taxes. The priest considered his 
plight desperate. 1SO In both cases the pastors wrote that the 
Indians began the agitation, this was followed by an order of 
General Barrios not to pay the taxes. The I etters suggested that 
the Indians were instigated to start agitating for the reduction, 
but the pastors did not single out any individual as being respon-
sible for the agitation. Again the demands appear more concen-
trated in the area under the jurisdiction of Barrios than else-
Where. Padre Paniqua, pastor of Solola, did not consider this 
coincidental when, in his letter of March 10, he held Barrios 
directly responsible for ordering the reduction of parish 
revenue. lSI At the same time, the apostolic administrator sought 
information from the central government to determine Whether it 
had ordered Barrios to issue suCh orders. Francisco Alburez, 
speaking for the civil administration, replied on March 21 that 
the central government had directed no such orders to Barrios, 
since the government did not wish to offend the ecclesiastical 
government in such a manner. 152 The reply of Alburez again 
points to Barrios' independent action in Church affairs. 
While Barrios favored a reduction in parish taxes, he was 
-
ISOAC, tomo 1872, doc. 200. 
15lIbid., doc. 142. 1S2Ibid _. 
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alSO ready to solicit contributions from pastors to prosecute 
rebellious factions in his area. The ecclesiastical authorities 
did not permit the pastors to make the contributions, conveniently 
observing that the suppression of rebellions could result in blood· 
shed. 153 Barrios, like many of his Liberal contemporaries in 
Mexico, undoubtedly saw in Church resources a partial solution to 
the financial ills of his government. 
Reduction of parish revenue and solicited contributions from 
pastors caused concern in ecclesiastical circles about the status 
of other Church property. As early as Pebruary 1, the ecclesiasti-
cal cabildo drew up a confidential memorandum. designed to protect 
the property of the Church should it be threatened by laws disen-
tailing corporate holdings. The cabildo proposed that title to 
all property of the cathedral, such as the parish fund, alms, 
chaplaincies, endowments, and schools, should be transferred to 
the names of two or three highly trustworthy men. It further ad-
vised selling immediately the houses that were in dire need of 
repairs. The income from the sale of the property should be con-
verted into private accounts. The same action should be followed 
in regard to good houses that would not be sold. Finally, all 
extra incan\~, not needed for current urgent necessities, should be 
153Ibid., doc. 250. The reductions in parish revenues and 
solicited contributions caused a number of pastor to submit their 
resignations. Ibid., doc. 486, and tome 1873, doc. 256. One jefe 
pol!tico argued that parish revenue does not belong to the pastor 
but to the people of the parish. Ibid., tome 1872, doc. 437. 
-
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J.'n a European bank. 154 placed Padre Espinosa endorsed the pro-
posals on February 5~155 While the cabildo and Padre Espinosa 
insisted on absolute s.ecrecy in these transactions. knowledge of 
these plans quickly reaChed the civil authorities. 
Although disentailment of Church property was not enacted 
until August 27, 1875, the transactions of the cabildo indicate 
the concer.n of the religious leaders over Church pro~rty during 
the early weeks of 1872. Th.eir concern was probably enhanced when 
padr.e Carlos Antonio Gandara repo~ed to them on FobruaL-Y 29 1 
that he had given the cen·!:ral commission of consolidation certain 
documents relative to his parish church in the capital and the one 
in Antigua. 156 with the dissolution of all male religious orders 
during the summer of 1872 and the subsequent confiscation of their 
cammlnity properties, fears of confiscation increased. For in-
stance on June 15, 1872, a few days after the disbanding of the 
male religious communities, Gabriel Santa Cruz, administrator of 
income in the convent of Santa Catarina in the capital, advised 
the apostolic administrator that the female religious communities 
were also in serious danger of being deprived of their property. 
lie sUggested that the property title be transferred to a private 
individual: thus the convent would be following the policy that 
154Ibid., tome 1872, doc. 78. 




the ecclesiastical cabildo had secretly inaugurated at an earlier 
date. l57 In a note of June 17, the ecclesiastical authorities 
approved the arrangement, which made the mother superioress of 
lS8 the convent the leqa1 owner of the property. Similar threats 
to Church property came from the department of Jutiapa, where the 
jef~ pol!tico demanded the accounts of parish funds in his juris-
diction. 159 There is no evidence to Show that he intended to 
confiscate the funds. Confiscation of Church property was carried 
, . , 
out in the parish of San Auqustl.n l.n Tecey, where Padre Andres 
orantes reported on July 16 that a group of soldiers had driven 
him from his rectory and converted it into a barracks. In fact, 
according to the pastor, the rectory had become something worse 
than a barracks, for the invading force included women. Under the 
circumstances, the pastor found it impossible to remain in his 
parish. 160 c.t'he curia advised the pastor not t.o return to his 
parish as long as the soldiers insisted on occupying his resi-
dence. l61 
There were relatively few cases .involving reduction of parish 
revenue and confiscation of Church property during the first years 
of the Liberal administration. '!'heir increase with the passing 
months raised questions in ecclesiastical circles about the status 
l57Ibid., doc. 340. 
l59Ibid., doc. 371. 
l6llbid• 
l58Ibid• 
160Ibid., doc. 400. 
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of Church property in general. If an attack on Church property 
became widespread, it could seriously impair her economic inde-
pendence.. Al though the Guatemalan Church never enj eyed complete 
economic independence in the past, her independence frOl!l state 
aid was more essential to her when the civil regime showed itself 
hostile to her interests. Without economic independence, the 
Church felt handicapped in the face of the growing tide of anti-
clericalism and antireligious reforms. 162 
Besides the growing politico-religious tensions in the 
Occidente, Grac!a Granados faced a Conservative administration in 
Honduras. According to the chief executive; President Jose Marfa 
Medina of Honduras (1863-1872) permitted his ~lntry to become an 
asylum for Guatemalan conservatives.163 Voicing similar com-
plaints; the Liberal regime in El Salvador todk the initial step 
in opening hostilities with Honduras. This in turn served as the 
occasion for Guatemala to issue on May 8, 1872, a declaration of 
war in accordance with the Treaty of Alliance and Friendship that. 
had been signed by the two republics in January of 1872. 164 The 
1620ne Liberal editor viewed the wealth of the Church as one 
of the ~reatest obstacles in establishing republican institutions. 
n CreJ2U:sculo, June 8, 1872, pp. 1-2. 
16lEl Centrp .Americana, December 22, 1871, pp .. 1-2. See also 
Bancroft, p. 427. Mirco A. Soto, editor of El Centro Americana 
was undoubtedly a partisan observer of the event.s Iii 'HondUras .. 
Not only was he a native of the country but with the aid of Barrios 
he became president of Honduras in 1876. 
164 , Recopi1acion ~~ ~es, I (1881), 466-470. 
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declaration of war by Garc!a Granados stressed the danger of the 
conservative regime of President Medina to the Liberal institu-
tions in Guatemala and El Salvador. He accused the Honduran 
president of aiding Conservative insurgents in Guatemala and El 
Salvador. The war declaration also pronounced General Barrios 
president pro tent while Garc!a Granados led the Guatemalan forces 
into Honduras. l6S Since it was an executive decree, the con-
stituent assembly, which was still in session at the time, did not 
have the power to approve or disapprove the declaration of war or 
the selection of Barrios as provisional executive. l66 On taking 
charge of the army, Garcia Granados assured his citizens once 
more that the war was a true defense of Liberal institutions. 167 
Accompanied by Victor Zavala, the Minister of War, Garc!a 
Granados, with the aid of El Salvador, achieved a quick victory 
over the Honduran forces. Medina was replaced by a Liberal regime 
under the presidency of Celio Arias. 168 
J.)uring the brief absence of Garc!a Granados in lIonduras, 
165Recopilacion ~ las ~es, I (1874), 87-88. 
166La R~oluciOn de 1871, !l!!. Promesas ~ el !!242 ~ 
Cumplirlii, pp" 20-2r.-
167E1 CrseHsou10, May II, 1872, p. 3. 
l68Medina had originally secured the Honduran presidency in 
1863 with the aid of the Conservative Rafael Carrera of Guatemala. 
Through an ironic turn of events Barrios, in 1876, supported 




Barrios, as provisional president, quiCkly decreed new Liberal 
reforms. His speedy action against the male religious communities 
must have surprised many Guatemalans. 
, 
Garcl.a Granados had assured 
his subjects repeatedly that his administration had no intention 
of attacking the Church or its members, that it was disposed 
" • • • to protect in a special manner tht3 Clergy and religious 
communities, convinced that there is no liberty, no justice, no 
possible progress, if the divine Spirit does not direct the under-
taking and preside over the people through Holy Religion ... 169 
BarriOS also occasionally showed himself favorably disposed to-
wards rEligion as is evidenced by his attendance of religious 
services on Holy Thursday and Good Friday in the year 1872. 170 
Similarly, he attended religious sen '"ices when he was inaugurated 
as president in 1813. However, his biographer, Paul Burgess, 
states # "These are occas ions When the most unconventional conform 
to conver..tion, and on this occasion Barrios seems to have been 
perfectly proper ~~d well behaved. pl71 Furthermore, B~rios 
showed himself conciliatory tcward the Dominicans shortly after 
assuming the duties of provisional president in May of 1812. Ac-
cording to the presidential order of May 22, Padre Jose 
Casamitjana, prior ()f the Dominican monastery, told Barrios that 
169p • Hernande? de Leon, HI Libro de las Efemerides, 
....................... . Guatemala, 1925, III, 297. 
170?~J.·d., I, ~27. 171 120 
.IoU. Burgess, p. • 
". .. 
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it was no longer possible for his order to continue administering 
its hacienda in palencia, which had been given to the order in 
1848 by President Carrera, because of the hostility of the in-
habitants of Palencia and the inability of the order to manage the 
estate. He considered it best to place the hacienda in charge 
either of a private person or of the government. 172 Accepting the 
suggestion of the prior, Barrios ordered the government to indem-
nify the Dominicans for the property.173 
The conciliatory acts of Barrios in rp.ligious matters prob-
ably aroused little confidence in religious circles. His role in 
the expulsion of the Jesuits and the abortive attempt to disband 
the Bethlemi.tas in Quezaltenanqo waa not easily forgotten. Pur-
ther suspicions were probably aroused when Barrios ordered JUan P. 
Salas to make a statistical report on secular and reliqious 
clergymen. The report completed in March of 1872 gave the number 
172QAcuerdo sobre Recuperaeion de 1a Hacienda de Palencia," 
May 22, 1872, ~. 
l13Ibid• The letter of Padre Jos~ Casamitjana, written on 
May 27, shows that the prior was not in complete aqreement with 
the presidential order. The prior noted that the hacienda had 
been received from President Carrera on the condition that anni-
versary Masses would be celebrated as stipulated in the oriqinal 
will of the donors. The presidential order contended that it was 
held only as usufruct. The prior argued that the property cannot 
be sold because of the spiritual charges related to the property, 
which must be fulfilled by the Dominicans as legitimate owners. 
'!'he prior did admit that some of the less productive parts of the 
property had been sold and other areas had been rented but this 
was done with the authorization of the past regime, which had the 
obligation of fulfilling the will of the donors of the hacienda. 




of clergymen as 118 .. 174 The figure seems entirely too low when 
compared with a similar report the ecclesiastical curia had pre-
pared following the disbanding of religious orders.. Although un-
dated, the ecclesiastical report probably was drmm up in the 
latter part of 1872 or at the beginning of 1873.. It enumerated 
139 secular clergymen and 41 regular clergy.l75 The lower figure 
could have worked to Barrios' disadvantage in the sense that any 
further disbanding or expulsion of the regular clergy would result 
in an inadequate number of priests. The report also disclosed 
that Barrios gave the order in March of 1872; before he entered 
the e::l:Gcutive office. The timing of the report appears to be 
part of Barrios t plan to disband or expel male religious orders .. 
1'hroug'h the report he would be able to determine Whet.her the re-
maining clergymen would be sufficient for the republic's spiritUal 
needs .. 
On May 24, Barrios issued a decree officially recognizing 
the expulsion of the Jesuits, prohibiting their return and na-
tionalizing their property.176 'l'hree days later,. he decreed the 
disso1ut.ion of the Congregation of St. Philip Neri. Their prop-
erty was declared nationalized, with the exception of religious 
174 .:' . D.&.8Z, Barrl.os ante .!!. Poste:ridad, pp. 138-140. 
175 AC, tomo 1873, doc. 93. The forty-one regulars were 
members of religious orders who did not leave the republic ,ihen 
their congregations were disbanded but remained as secular clergy. 
176 . i' ( ) Recopl.l,ac 011 ~ las Leyea, I 1874, 89-90 .. 
r -~---------------------------------------------------------------, 
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objects, which were to be delivered to the apostolic adminis-
trator •
177 Acoording to the decree, the congregation had only 
one or t\,10 members and this, the chief executive felt, did not 
canply with the congregation' s constitution. Nor did the congre-
gation use its property for the public welfare, an "indispensable 
condition for the continuation of corporation and communities, 
which O\.,e their existence to the law and Which the same law ought 
n 178 to dissolve when they no longer are useful •• • • 
'!'he protest of Padre Espinosa to the two decrees was inlne-
diate. In a brief note, dated May 31, he stated his formal opposi. 
tion.. A longer protest on June 3 complained that the original 
note had received no official re.sponse. 179 He also expressed dis-
satisfaction that the civil government had sought no previous 
consultation with the ecclesiastical authorities in regard to 
issuing the two decrees, a conduct that he found not in keeping 
witll the attitude of the minister of government, who in his note 
of May 2S, promised to maintain the most cordial relations between 
civil and ecclesiastical authorities. In view of such expressions, 
Padre Espinosa hoped that the two decrees would be suspended, and 
then discussed with the ecclesiastioal authorities. laO In stating 
his opposition more speoifically, Padre Espinosa observed that the 
177 i l78~id. Ib d., p. 91. .I..JJ 
-
179AC , tome 1872, doc. 287. 180Ibid• 
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constitution of the congregation made no stipulation as to the 
required number of members for its existence. He added that the 
congregation had three members, not one or two as the decree 
stated. Even if there were only one member, Padre Espinosa ob-
served, the congregation would not be abolished because of the 
papal directive of September 11, 1868. It provided that Padre 
vicente Gatica, superior of the congregation, was to continue as 
the head of the congregation and to consult the local ordinary in 
all matters of interest.18l According to Padre Espinosa, the 
papal directive made it clear that the local ordinary must be 
consulted before any changes in the status of the conqreqation 
are undertaken. Padre Espinosa was convinced that the congrega-
tion' fulfilled the purpose of its founder and the needs of the 
faithful, especially in the administration of the Escuela de 
cristo. l82 Neither-had the civil authority, Padre Espinosa con-
tinued, the right to nationalize the qoods of the congregation, 
which he evaluated at $25,000. Destined for certain spiritual 
ends, the goods could be reclaimed automatically for the respec-
tive families if these ends were not attained. The lands of the 
hacienda of Incienso were a donation of a private person in t.he 
sense of usufruct. According to the ",il1 of the donor, if the 
congregation were dissolved, its lands must pass to the Beaterio 







that both decrees were in direct violation of artiole 21 of the 
concordat of laS2. l84 Regarding the Jesuit hacienda of Las NUbes, 
the apostolic administrator pointed out that the property belonged 
to the church of La Merced, t.o be used for the support of the cult 
in that church. '1'0 nationalize the property, Padre Espinosa 
stated, is equivalent to olosing t.he churoh of La Meroed. laS Al-
though he st.ressed legal aspects of ecclesiastioal property, he 
left no doubt as to what was the real issue in the decrees.. Por 
him, the basic issue was the government t s right of disbanding 
religious orders. He reminded the civil authorities that reli-
gious communit.ies do not. owe their existence to t.he temporal au-
thority alone,Which being incapable of creating them, cannot. dis-
band them. He adnu:t:ted that. religious communities were 
established under the protective ar.m of the state, but their 
existence is due only to the supreme authority of the Church. l86 
In the meanwhile, Barrios continued his reform program by 
declaring, on May 29, that matriculation in the Colegio de 
Aboqados, the lawyers' quild, was no longer a prerequisite for the 
IB4Xbid • 
-
lBSIbid• In addition to the hacienda, Las Rubes, the Jesuits 
had two O't.h"er haciendas, Pamplona and San Ignacio. The latter was 
sold for the S'l"Im of 12,000 pesos by the government on Scptamber 2:' 
1872, to La Sociedad Economica for the ,P':lrpose of erecting an 
agricultural school. La. Sociedad Econom!ca (Guatemala). octo-
ber 10, 1872, p. 2. - , , 
186Ibid• 
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practice of law. He considered the Coleqio de Abogados a monopoly 
incompatible with the spirit of democracy and progress. IS7 
similarly, at a later date, other professional organizations, 
considered not in keeping with the groving tendency of central-
ized authority under the Liberal administration, lost their inde-
pendent status. Among these were the Consulado de Camercio, La 
sociedad EconOmica de Amigos del Pats, Protomedicato and the J 
Claustro de Doctores de la UniverSidad. lS8 Their fate was similar 
to that whiCh befell the religious male communities in lS72. 
Fully aware that his decree would arouse opposition, Barrios in a 
decree of Hay 29. guaranteeing freedom of the press, warned that 
the press must not become a medium for inciting opposition to the 
laws, disobedience to civil authorities "or to disturb in any man-
ner public order ... 189 The decree provided trial by jury for those 'I 
accused of violating the freedom of the press. 190 
lS7aecopi1acien de ~s, I (lS74), 93. The Co1egio de 
Aboqados was :eurt.her we~ yo the decree of Garc!a Granados on 
December 13, 1872, which qranted all lawyers the right to vote for 
officers in the guild even if the lawyer had not matriculated in 
the guild. Ibid., p. 134. 
18S! ' M. A. Garc a, V. 312-313. Ramon Salazar viewed the 
Colegio de Abogados as a medieval institution whose Chief objec-
tive was to monopolize the legal profession. Por similar reasons 
he criticized the qremies and the Sooiedad BeonOmJ.ca, which sup-
POrted the srrre!;0s. RamOn A. Salazar, fa to!!. ~51 ~!envo1-
vimientR lnte ectual S!!. Guat.emala, II, 19 ana: 2 • 
lS9Recopi,laCi9a S!!.l!!. Layes, I (1874), 95. 




'!'he climax of Barrios f reform measures came in the decree of 
JUne 7, 1872, Which disbanded all male religious communities in 
GUatemala. '!'he ministers of Garc!a Granados Who served with 
Barrios during the interim presidency refused to sanction the de-
cree. 191 Only .Marco A. Sot.o, who was provisionally in charge of 
the ministry of foreign relations, public instruction and ecclesi-
astical affairs, signed the decree with Barrios. 192 Barrios knew 
that his time was limited since the actual fighting with Honduras 
had terminated as early as May 18. 193 Guc!a Granados delayed his 
~ 
return to the capit,01, perhaps because of the unsettled political 
conditions in Honduras. He did not. assume the provisional presi-
dency until .:rune 10, three days after Barrios had issued his de-
cree. 194 
In addition to disbanding the male religious communities, the 
decree declared the property of the cOllIIllmities nationalized, to v 
be used for the furtherance of free public instruction. It per-
mitted the religious members either to leave the country or remain 
in the repUblio to enjoy all the rights of citizenship, suffering 
19l"Barrios EnoU'gado del Poder Interinamento," Revista de la 
Ayadsia de Georg-raftl .!. Historia, V~II (April 1946), 18. Jose-
V1ctor Zavala, SeC%et~ ol War, res1qned in protest to Barrios' 
decrees. ~ RevoluciOn ~ 1871, !y.!. Promesas, ~ .2! Modo 9.!. 
Cump1irlas, p. 25. 
192Ibid • 193 AC, tomo 1872, doc. 281. 
194aecopilacion 9.!.~ ~es, I (1874), 102. 
~ .. 
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no other limitations than those that are proper to the secular 
clergy. The religious desiring to leave the country were promised 
compensation for their journey. Those Who desired to remain were 
considered secularized and were not to wear their distinotive 
religious garb. The decree required that the churches of the 
religious communities be converted into parishes supported by the 
government, their libraries to be handed over to the university. 
Similarly, a monthly pension of twenty-five pesos for the dura-
tion of one year was promised to the religious who were not 
ordained priests or, because of old age or siCkness, were unable 
to ex~rcise their ministry.l95 Barrios justified his action by 
observing that religious communities no longer were "the deposi-
tories of wisdom nor an efficacious element in improving cus-
t ,,196 oms. He argued that religious communities opposed the re-
forms of modern civilization ~ich denounce theocracy in the name 
of liberty of progress and qf popular sovereignty.M197 According 
to Barrios, religious communities were an economic liability, op-
posed to the democratic principles proclaimed by the Revolution of 
1871.198 Immediately after issuing the decree, Barrios in a public 
address to his subjects, observed that his action against the 
religious was not radical, since a similar ccurse of action had 
195Xbid., pp. 101-102. 
197Ibid• 
-





been followed in other advanced nations. He argued that republi-
can principles cannot tolerate the "civil death of an individual" 
in a monastery. Rather these principles must reform the institu-
tions in order to effect the felicity of our fatherland. 199 As a 
£inal warning, he threatened to use force if any of the religious 
or their friends attempted to incite the people against the de-
200 cree. His action received the inmediate approval of !! 
crepuscu10 I which argued that the government had done nothing more 
than what Pope Clement XIV had done. 201 
Padre Espinosa wrote his third protest note to Barrios on 
June 8. He remarked that his earlier protests over Barrios' ac-
tion against the Jesuits and the Congregation of St. Philip Neri 
had received no reply. other than disbanding all male religious 
communities. '!'his he found surprising in view of the repeated 
expressions of civil authorities to respect the Church and her 
institutions. Above all, the apostolic administrator rejected the 
statement of Barrios thct:. Guatemala was merely following the ex-
ample of advanced nations, "when it is undeniable that the Church 
199hJ.Rufino Barrios, Teniente General del Ejercito y 
Encargado de la Presidencia del Gobierno Provisorio de la 
RepUblica," June 7, 1872, CBS. 
-
200Ibid• 
201.81 crepg,culo, June 15, 1872, p. 2. The junta I?!triotica 
of the capital also voiced approval of Barrios t action, stating 
that the secular clergy, not enclosed in monastery walls, was more 




enjOYS greater liberty and consideration in those nations where 
trUe civilization haa made greater progress. n20a He insisted that 
it was his duty in calscience to protest the decrees and make it 
known publicly that the Church does not accept principles which 
_an the ruin of its cherished institutions and the disreqard of 
all of its riqhts. 203 On the very day that Padre Espinosa wrote 
hiS third protest, Soto sent htm Official communication explaining 
that "reasons of social, political and economic convenience have 
impelled the provisional Government to declare the disbanding of 
Religious Communities and the nationalization of their property • 
• • • .. 204 Finding these reasons unacceptable, Padre Espinosa con-
tinued to protest the action of the civil authorities.20S 
The suppression of religious cODlDUnities was wholeheartedly 
supported by the Liberal newspaper, !! Ma!acat!!. Its editor, 
Salvador Martinez Flores, argued that since the civil government 
originally consented to permit. the existence of religious canmuni-
ties within the republic, it is only logical that the state has 
the right to withdraw the permission. According to the editor, to 
attribut.e such faculties to the ecclesiastical authorities, as the 
202 AC, tomo 1872, doc. 287. 
203Ibid• Padre Espinosa also sent a copy of his protest to 
the suffraqan bishops in Central America, all of whom supported 




apostolic administrator and his oabildo are clatming, is sophistry 
that can at best be oonsidered ludicrous. 206 The continued exist-
ence of religious communities was direct violation of the objec-
tives of the state which were equality and justice. In fact, he 
concluded, the Church with its "acquired rights" had become an 
"empire within an empire, It threatening the entire independence of 
the state. 207 In short, the editor saw a very l~ited role for 
the Church in a nation governed by the principle of sovereignty. 
Herein lies one of the basic reasons why the clash between ChurCh 
and state was inevitable after the Revolution of 1871. 
Having issued the decrees, Barrios and Soto still faoed the 
task of enforcing them. The initial step was to take an inventory 
of all the property in the hands of the religious to determine 
what possessions they should retain for the maintenance of the 
cult, and what was subject to nationalization. The inventory, 
made by civil officials, was witnessed by the ecclesiastical au-
thorities who kept a strict account of the expropriated goods. 
Por instance, the inventory of the Escuela de Cristo, conducted by 
the Congreqation of St. Philip Heri, was made on June 11. All 
property directly related to religious services in the Church was 
to remain in its possession, but the hacienda of Incienso was to 
206El !!*acate, June 27, 1872, pp. 1-3. 
207E1 CreESsculo, June 19, 1812, p. 1. 
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The civil inventory served as the occasion 
for padre Gatica, superi?r of the Congregation of St. Philip Neri, 
to issue his formal protest. Dated JUne 9, it not only denied the 
state the right to suppress religious communities but rejected the 
claim that the congregation no longer was fulfilling its objective 
due to inadequate membership. The superior rested his argument on. 
the papal directive of September 4, 1868, 'Which ordered the con-
gregation to continue its work, even though the membership was 
below the required number. 209 Bence, no approval could be given 
to the nationalization of Incienso since the will of the donor 
stated that should the Congregation of St. Philip Neri be sup-
pressed, the property automatically must pass to the Beaterio de 
santa Rosa. Although forced to leave the monastery, Padre Gatica 
made it clear that members of his congregation would not accept 
secularization, but would continue to keep vows even while living 
outside the monastic walls. 210 
The civil invent.ory of Franciscan property was carried out on 
June 11, the same day u that of the Conqregation of St. Philip 
Neri. The total membership of t.he order was given as twenty-
208 AC, tome 1872, doc. 287. 
209Ibid• Padre Gatica stated that the congregation had three 
members and not one or ~o as Barrios had indicated in his decree 
of suppression. 'l'he superior reported that he anticipated increas-




nine. 2ll A formal protest, drawn up by the Franciscan superior, 
padre Mariano Guadalupe Valenzuela, was dated June 13. Padre 
Mariano denied the government·s accusation that his order was 
guilty of scandalous conduct. He added that should any member be 
guilty of such conduct, the order would take tmmediate steps to 
expel him. He noted that the civil government offered no concrete 
case for the existence of such a scandal. 212 The superior gave 
firm assurances that no attempt would be made to stir up the 
people against the religious policy of the government, and that 
the order would cooperate fully with the decree of suppression. 
As proof for this, Padre Mariano, writing the protest after the 
disbanding of the order had taken place, observed that the decree 
of suppression was brought to the monastery on June a at 4 P. M., 
allowing three days for departure. Another direct! ve on June 10, 
ordered that the departure fram the monastery must be completed 
by the following day. The friars were to leave peacefully so as 
to avoid the need for a fully armed guard which might attract 
public attention. Complyinq, the superior had the Pranciscans 
leave two at a time, allCMinq a sufficient. interval of time before 
the next two departed, so as to avoid any public attention. As 
further proof of Obedience to the civil order, Padre Mariano noted 
2l1Ibid.. The number twenty-nine can be broken down as 




[that he did not insist on a formal protest when the expulsion was 
~arried out. 2l3 In his conclusion, he rejected the right of the 
state to suppress religious communities, insisted that the 
Franciscans would continue their religious life in monasteries 
outside of Guatemala, except those who laCked financial means to 
~o so.2l4 His letter of protest and the inventory made no refer-
ence to property that the order held besides the Church of San 
Francisco in the capital and the adjoining monastery. 
The Dominicans experienced similar difficulties. Their de-
parture was so hasty that the religious superior was unable to 
make his formal protest before leaving. 2lS In fact, the official 
protest was not drawn up until August 2, 1872, in California, 
where the Dominicans sought refuge. 216 The membership of the 
Dominican Order consisted of seven priests, one corista, and one 
lay brother. According to the protest, the civil authorities 
~sed force to carry out the expulsion. The Dominican prior in-
sisted that the order could not accept the thinking of the politi-
cal authorities that modern civilization and economic progress 
cannot tolerate the existence of religious communities. He argued 
that not only was the decree of suppression a violation of the 
Concordat of l8S2, but a violation of natural and sacred law, 




2l6Ibid • The official protest was not sent to Guatemala 
~ntil August 7, 1873, at which time Padre Jose Casamitjana was in 
Rome to explain the expulsion of the order to the pope. 
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~hich was recognized by practically all the citizens of the re-
publiC. 2l7 Apart from the hacienda in Palencia, the church, and 
adjoining monastery, the protest and inventory referred to no 
other property owned by the order. 
In spite of religious opposition to Barrios' decrees, the dis-
banding of the Congregation of St. Philip Neri, Franciscans and 
Dominicans was carried out in a peaceful manner. This was not the 
case of the Capuchins residing in Antigua. The first report of 
their expulsion was made in a letter dated JUne 11, and written by 
padre Francisco Martlnez, a secular priest who was an eyewitness. 
According to Martinez, an armed force of 200 men entered Antigua 
at 5 P.M. on June 7, the very day the order of suppression was 
issued. At 8 P.M., the CapuChins were given the order to leave 
within one hour. They were then conducted by soldiers armed with 
bayonets to the Palacio de Corregidor, where they spent the night. 
The original plan of the authorities was to send the CapuChins to 
Chiapas, but due to the intercession of Padre Martlnez, it was 
decided to permit them to go to the port of Champerico to board a 
ship, avoiding the arduous journey to Chiapas. Before leaving 
Antigua, the Capuchins received a donation of about 570 pesos.2l8 
2l7Ibid• 
2l8Ibid• According to the report of £1 Noticioso the request 
for change of destination was made by the spanISh vIce-consul in 
order that the Capuchins could take a ship for California. !! 




According to Padre Sigismundo de Mataso, the congregation consisted 
of twelve priests and various coristas and lay brothers. Their 
property included two churches in Antigua, Belen and Be at as , and 
219 the monastery. Padre Ignacio de Cambrils, a member of the 
capuchins at the time of their expulsion, reported that because of 
the popularity of the Capuchins in Antigua, many inhabitants ac-
companied them to Champerico to aid them in their hardships.220 
The Liberal newspaper, !l Cre:eUsculo, in its report of 
June 12, observed that the expulsion of the Capuchins, which was 
necessitated by their preaching against civil authorities, was 
orderly. The newspaper questioned the loyality of the friars when 
it reported that the majority of the Capuchins was of Spanish J 
origin. In citing M. Mcisar, a Colombian, who was instrumental 
in disbanding religious orders in Colombia, !! cree;Usculo stated 
that religious institutions were prejudicial to the interests of a 
republica 
• • • since they were founded on the principle of passive 
obedience to civil authorities; had antisocial Vc::MS, which 
the civil government has a duty to oppose; surrounded 
themselves with privileges incompatible with democracy and 
2l9AC , tomo 1872, doc. 287. The exact number Capuchins was 
given by El Noticioso as thirty-nine, which generally appears to 
be the accepted figure. !! Noticioso, JUne 11, 1872, p. 2. 
220El .arcial (Guatemala), January 28, 1944, p. 3. '!'he work 
of Padre:fgnacio de Cambrils, entitled CronicOn de la Mision de 
P.P. Caeuchinos en Centro America 0 Fundacl6n ~ irQ2iSacl6n de-la 
BerafCca ReltiI6n CaRucbiria .!!l la AiierI<;a Centrel, ~as not avariable 
to the present writer. Fortunately, Cesar Branas ~ El Jbrarcial 
wrote a summary of the work, which oriqinally had beenp lished 
in Barcelona, Spain, in 1888. According to the summary, the 
I"""'" 
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established themselves in the republic as an antagonistic 
power, exercising religious coercion or knowingly fostering 
fanaticism among the barbarian populace with idolatrous 
practices in order to use it in elections and thus hinder 
all moral progress of the country.221 
Although the newspaper regarded religious institutions as danger-
ous to state sovereignty, the question of Capuchin property re-
lIlained a mute point. This omission and the silence of other 
reporters on this matter indicat~s that the Capuchin holdings were 
inconsequential. The order apparently did not accumulate much 
property during its brief residency of twenty years in Guatemala. 
!! crepUsculo made no reference to the violence that accom-
panied the expulsion of the Capuchins. That it occurred is evi-
dent from the report of U. Irunqaray, the military official in 
charge of executing the decree. In his report of July 24, he 
noted that he and his 150 men did everything possible to avoid 
violence in fulfilling their duties, even obtaining the promise of 
the Capuchins that they would submit peacefully to the decree. 
Since the required inventory had to be taken before the expulsion 
order could be executed, the stay of the Capuchins was prolonged 
a few hours. Irungaray attributed the opposition of the inhabit-
ants to their ignorance and fanaticism. on June 8th, when he 
membership of the order was forty. In his concluding remarks, 
Branas notes that the Capuchin monastery of Belen was originally 
intended to serve as a railroad station but later, in 1877, was 
converted into a s~ill and a place for manufacturing c~etas. 
For the complete series, see ~., January 24-29, p. 3. 




escorted the Capuchins from Antigua, he observed that he never had 
.een as large group of people, as that accompaning the Capuchins 
to minister to them. In order to transport the Capuchins to 
Champerico, the military officer requested the inhabitants to pro-
~ide the necessary number of carriages, but they refused. 222 The 
officer finally did get six carriages and three oxcarts for his 
needs. On leaving the city, the people shouted and attacked his 
soldiers, resulting in the injury of some of the people and 
soldiers. He finally arrived at Champerico on June 16, after a 
number of changed marching orders, apparently to avoid further out-
bursts of opposition along the way. On the 18th, the Capuchins 
~ere placed aboard the ship, Sacramento, enroute to California. 223 
'l'he report of Irungaray is further substantiated by an article in 
~ Noticioso, which also spoke of a large gathering of people, the 
~ajority of which was women. According to this newspaper, the 
violence resulted in two deaths and three wounded. 224 Similar 
references to violences were made by the Advertizer of San 
222 Ibid., July 24, 1872, p. 2. 
223lbU. One of the reasons Why the Capuchins chose Cali-fornia as eir place of refuge may have been that a number of the 
Central American regimes showed themselves inimical to their pre-
sence. Such definitely was the case in Costa Rica, Where the 
Guatemalan Lorenzo Montufar was still exerting his influence in 
political circles. Montufar argued that Costa Rica could not admit 
the expelled religious orders from Guatemala, since these orders 
~ad a long history of fomenting religious persecution, political 
tupheavals and attacking the principles of sovereignty. Rafael 
iMOntufar, pp. 60-61. 
224El Noticioso, June 11, 1872, p. 2. Padre Pacifico Montroi~ 
~ -~-----------------------------------------------------------, 
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Francisco, where the Capuchins and Dominicans sought refuge. The 
Advertizer accused Barrios of giving his soldiers the order to 
-
shoot any member of the religious orders who should attempt to es-
cape. The number of casual ties in the uprising in Antigua was 
given as four people killed and five mortally wounded. Sarcasti-
cally, the Advertizer concluded that Mall this was done under the 
ardent sun of the tropics and under the sacred call of the glori-
ous nineteenth century.tl22S 
After the departure of the Capuchins. there still was fear 
that an insurreotion might break out in Antigua. Thus MUnos 
Guatemalteoos Cristianos" issued a broadside on July 12 admonish-
ing the people of Antigua to remain calm. No longer would the 
people be plagued with the "fanatical" preaching of the Capuchins, 
but now they could enjoy the opportunity of hearing the preaching 
of Ittrue Christianity" by the national clergy. According to the 
broadside. those responsible for the expulsion decree were not 
heretics, as some people maintained, but men devoted to the wel-
fare of the people. 226 
It was during the execution of the deorees that Garc!a 
Granados returned from Honduras to reassume the presidential 
a member of the expelled Capuchins, reported that three to four 
persons were killed during the departure of the Capuchins. M. A. 
Garo!a, V. 451. 
225Cited in !! Creesculp" August 28, 1872, p. 1. 




office on June 10. Regarding the Barrios decrees as an accom-
plished fact, he apparently did not find it prudent to interfere 
with the work of the general of Los Altos. 'l'he chief executive 
never expressed displeasure with the deerees. Shortly afterwards, 
hOWever, Garcla Granados, in his memoirs, was highly critical of 
the earlier anticlerical decrees of Francisco Morazan. Although 
he apparently agreed with the general tone of religious reforms 
under Morazana. he criticized him for employing force and for ex-
pelling certain religious cammunities. 227 'l'he criticism could 
well have been leveled against Barrios. 
Barrios had issued nine decrees in one month, practically all 
of' them were intended to further the Liberal religious reforms. 228 '/ 
1'he nature and speed. of the reforms brought the inevitable reac-
tion, but to this Barrios answered, "I expect nothing from the 
present, I do not have the vanity of expecting to work for the 
present day. ttme is my best friend. in it I trust and to it I 
227Garc!a Granados, II, 279. 
228In all of these religious reforms there is no documentary 
evidence to show that Barrios was officially excommunicated by the 
Church. 'l'he only reference to an official excommunication is the 
one made by John W. Boddam-whetham. an Enq lish traveler in 
Guatemala from October 1875 to October 1876. Boddam-Whetbam gave 
no date for the excommunication but noted that it was issued by 
Bishop Mariano Urruela. This raises the question of Why would 
Urruela, an auxiliary bishop, issue a formal excommunication when 
Archbishop Pinal was still recognized by the Holy See as the 
legitimate religious authority of Guatemala. John W. Boddam-
Whetham, Across Central America (London, 1877), p. 38. 
I""" 
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submit myself ••• time is our judge ... 229 Barrios was right in 
the sense that he haa fared well in the hands of the majority of 
the Guatemalan historians. Calling Barrios a moderate in his 
study of 1935, Arturo· Valdes Oliva observed that his program was 
int.ended "to stinulate the arts, industry, oommeroe, banking, 
agriculture and any activity that would raise the level of the 
people and mark them with a stamp of di&tinction.·230 Valdes 
Oliva added that Barrios' religious refol:mS antedated the Mexioan 
religious reforms of the 1920's by seventy years. 23l Similar 
judgmenta, although usually more restrained, were made by the 
biographers of Barrios, namely, Jesus Carranza, Victor Miguel 
Diu and Casimiro Rubio. Mariano Zecena, the Positivist historian, 
critioized Barrios for his arbitrary actions but praised him for 
his religious policy. Zecena favored the disbanding of religious 
communities, sinoe through their vows, religious members "abdicate 
their human rights and oonvert themselves into a machine at the 
.. This, he ooncluded, was noth-• • servioe of a religious idea. • 
ing more than moral auiclde.232 The writer also found other 
reasons Why Barrios had to disband religious associations. Pirst, 
229cited in Adolfo Perez Menendez, JUsto Rufino Barrios, au 
Obra Reformadora 2: sus Ideal,@s S!!. Union cijitro:-liirioana (Antigua, 
Guatemala, 1937), p:-G. 
230yaldes Oliva, pp. 67 and a8. 
23lIbid., p. 70. 





be noted that religious associations were reactionary centers in-
tent upon the destruction of the Liberal reform program. Secondly I 
since much of their capital or property was not properly invested 
or utilized, it contributed nothing to the material welfare of the 
people. 233 Zecefla, however, apparently was unaware that property 
was not a prime consideration in the dissolution of the Prancis-
cans, Dominicans and Capuchins. Like many other historians of 
this period, he failed to grasp the conflict between spiritual and 
temporal power over the question of sovereignty. The question of 
sovereignty wa.. not overlooked by the editors of n. CrepWsaulo. 
In the words of the publication I "One cannot obey two masters .. 
No one can consent to an authority outside the nation. '!'his has 
been a difficulty for Catholic people; namely, that the Pope has 
interfered with their governments. ,,234 '.fhe position of !! 
Crewsculo recognized no other sovereignty than that of the state. 
Neither did the publication consider it necessary to ltmit 
sovereignty.. The failure to limit sovereignty resulted not only 
in the inevitable clash between the Church and the state but in 
conflicts between the state and nonreligious associations. 
As a final consideration, the disbanding of religious orders 
immediately resulted in a shortage of clergy_ According to the 
233 Ibid., p. 86. 
234El crepYsculo, September 21, 1872, p. 1. 
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reports of the religious orders, the total number of religious at 
the time of suppression was ninety~.nine.235 In addition, there 
were 139 secular priests in the republic. Of ninety-nine reli-
giouS, forty-one remained as seculars, leaving 180 priests after 
the suppression. Their numbers were insufficient to serve a 
population of approximately a million and a half, ninety per cent 
of which was Catholic. Furthermore, the scarcity of clergy greatl' 
weakened the Church in its subsequent struggle with the Liberal 
regime of Barrios. 
Although the initial Liberal measures were mainly concerned 
with suppression and abolition, they did lay the groundwork for a 
more positive program later on. In the meanwhile Barrios returned 
to Quezaltenango while Garc!a Granados faced the task of imple-
menting his decrees. Again the chief executive was in the ironic 
situation of approving and executing decrees which were not of his 
making, and probably alien to his aspirations. 
235This number does not include the lay brothers. For in-
stance, the total membership of the Capuchin order at the time of 
the expUlsion was thirty-nine, of which twelve were priests. The 
religious Who desired to remain in the country usually did so for 
reasons of health or to continue their work among the people. 
Secularization was granted to them by the apostolic administrator 
provided they followed their religious rule as much as was possi-
ble under existing circumstances. AC, tomo 1872, doc. 287. 
-CHAPTER V 
BARRIOS ASSUMES '!'HE PRESIDENCY 
Garcia Granados gave no cause for alarm to the followers of 
Barrios when on June 12, 1872, two days after resuming power, he 
decreed that the monasteries of the Franciscans, Recollects, 
Dominicans and Bethlemitas of Antigua should be converted into 
primary schools. He further declared that education in these 
schools should be free and devoted to the teaching of reading, 
writing, arithmetic, grammar, religion, "moral urbanity," geogra-
phy and history.l Although the decree provided for religious in-
struction, Padre Felipe Marroquin; pastor of Los Remedios, com-
plained six months later that religious instruction was neglected 
in the school of San Francisco. 2 He contended that this neglect 
was especially dangerous in an epoch .. in which Masonic rationalism 
makes so many efforts to do lMay with the Religion of the Curci-
fied. ,,3 Since the pastor concerned himself with the school of San 
~ecopilaci9n ~ ~ LeY!S, I (1874), 106-107. The course 
entitled "moral urbanity" was not defined and probably meant 
nothing more than the study of ethics and common courtesy. 
2"Observaciones acerca de la Escuela de San Francisco," 
January 17, 1873, £!!§.. 




Francisco, there is no way of knowing how widespread the lack of 
religious instruction was at this early date. Probably, religious 
instruction on the elementary and secondary levels continued to 
bold its pre-lS7l position at least until the Liberal educational 
program became more widely enforced. 
With the proposed introduction of Catecismo Politico Const~­
tucional de ~ RepSelica Mexicana by Nicholas Pizarro as a text-
book, additional opposition arose from clergymen. The degree to 
Which the cateChism was actually used is debatable; since Padre 
Antonio Mar!a Lanuza of Joyabaj is the only pastor on record mak-
ing mention of suCh a textboOk. 4 The fact that the catechism was 
reprinted in Guatemala in 1872 from an earlier Mexican edition of 
1861, however, indicated that its introduction on the primary 
level was intended to be widespread. Padre Lanuza did not hold 
the central government responsible, but rather the local jefe 
pgl!tico, who wanted to secularize the local schools completely. 5 
Lanuza • s position was approved by Padre Espinosa, who on August 8, 
1872, requested the chief executive to forbid local political au-
thorities from issuing orders that had not been approved by the 
central government. 6 The real opposition to the catechism centered 
4AC, tomo 1872, docs. 437 and 490. According to Padre Lanuza, 
the cateohism was to replace the standard religious texts of 
Padres Rosales and Ripalda. 
5 Ibid., doc. 437. 
6 ~.i doc. 455. 
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on H:.s content. In the introduction of the 1872 reprint, Jose 
Abal held up the Mexican constitution of 1857 and the l~s of La 
Reforma as Constitutional and legal models for Guatemala. 7 
pizzaro, the author of the catechism, opens the work by discussing 
the rights and duties of man us outlined in the Mexican constitu-
tion of 1857.8 He noted the right to choose one's profession in 
life ". • • and for this reason the law does not recognize perpet-
ual religious vOW's, nor those agreements in which such an irrevo-
cable sacrifice is promiSed_ u9 He did not rule out the taking of 
religious vOW's, but denied the state the right to enforce these 
vaws. lO Raising the question of religious tolerance, Pizarro 
noted the necessity of practicing religion without fear, adding 
that It. • • in respecting the beliefs of others, we are sure that 
our beliefs will be equally respected."ll In discussing the 
fueros of the Church and the army, he stressed the right of the 
people to grant such privileges for meritorious services rendered 
and their right to withdraw them. 12 If these were any exception, 
it was in an area over which the constitution has no jurisdiction, 
such as spiritual affairs, which were in the strict domain of the 
Church. Where the clergy's conduct threatens the general welfare 
7Nicola~ Pizarro, Catecismo Politico constitucional de 1a 
Republica Mejicana (Guatemala, 1872), p. 5. - -
8 9 Ibid., p. 8. ~., p. 13. 
lOIbid., p. 16. 
12~., p. 18. 
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of society or of any citizen, however, the political authority 
must intervene to aboliSh the abuses. 13 Pees enjoyed by the 
Church were also to be curtailed, since the constitution made it 
. "an invariable rule that for any person to enjoy emoluments these 
JIlUst be fixed according to the law.,,14 Pizarro also questioned 
the right of entail and mortmain. He noted the case of Church 
property in Mexico which, through the use of entail, was constant-
ly "withdrawing wealth from the commercial life of the nation. illS 
'!'his, he argued, could eventually lead to the people's complete 
subjugation to the Church. l6 To avoid this situation he justified 
not only the abolition of entail but the nationalization of all 
ecclesiastical property.17 Pizarro concluded his work with a 
discussion on sovereignty. Por him, it was clear that the Church's 
sovereignty was not of this world, since Christ instructed his 
followers "to render to God what is God·s and to render Caesar 
what is Caesar's." Instead of undermining' public order, the write) 
continued, the Church should insist that its clerqymen be g'ood 
citizens, devoted to the furtherance of affairs of public inter-
est. I8 Herein, according' to Pizzaro, was the true accomplishment 
of the La Reforma of .Mexico, namely the restoration of sovereignty 
I3Ibid• 14 Ibid,. 
lSIbid. , p. 32. 16Ibid• , pp. 32-33. 
l7Ibid• , p. 33. l8Ibid• , p. 52. 
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Although the catechism of Pizarro provided little religious 
instruction, it served as a survey of Liberal political philosophy 
Although it was not widely sued as a textbook, the fact that it 
was reprinted in Guatemala demonstrates Mexican Liberal influence' 
in Guatemala during the early years of the 1870' s. 
Garc!a Granados continued educational reforms when on Aug-
ust 14, 1872, he decreed the establishment of a ministry of public ' 
education, and the abolition of the Ley de Pavon of 1852. 20 The 
abolition of the latter secularized education, for pastors were 
prohibited a voice in the direction of public elementary educa-
tion. 2l Nor were there provisions for clerical representation in 
the ministry of public instruction. 
On September 23, Guc!a Granados ordered that soldiers be 
given a two hour instruction period daily in reading, writing, 
arithmetic and geography of Central America. 22 The decree of 
October 9 provided that public funds be set aside so that the 
Sociedad EconOmica could establish a school for the deaf and dumb 
in the capital.23 Nina days later, Guo!a Granados decreed. the 
19Ibid., pp. 52-53. 
20RecoRi1acion .9.!. l!!. Leyes, I (1874), 115-116. 
21 , For a complete statement of the Ley de Pavon see Pineda de 
Mont, ed., pp. 47-52. This law abolished the Liberal education 
laws of Mariano Galvez formulated in the 1830·s. 
22 i ' Recop lacion de las Ley!s, I (1874), 125-126. 
23 --Ibid •• P. 127. 
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establishment of five schools for girls in the abandoned monaster- J 
1es. 24 An official military school, known as the Eecuela 
,olitecnica, was established in the monastery of the Recollects on! 
January 2, 1873. 25 In the provisions for the physical arrangement 
of the monastery, instructions were given for the construction of 
a chapel, indicating that Garcia Granados did not intend removing 
religion completely from publicly supported institutians. 26 
Nevertheless, !!. Musco !!!. !!! Pami1ias, a moderate Liberal pub-
lication, voiced serious concern over the religious unbelief of 
the time. 27 
Lack of data on educational reforms makes it impossible to 
judge the educational progress in the latter half of 1872 and at 
the beginning of 1873. '!'he ministry of development created by 
Garcia Granados did not compile its educational reports until a 
few years later. Nevertheless, Garcia Granados established the 
foundation for public instruction. Although schools had always 
received financial aid from the state in the past, the innovations 
of Garcia Granados gave the state greater control over them. More 
financial support and greater state control became more significan1 
24 Ibid., pp. 127-128. 
25Ibid., p. 135. The first director of the school was Com-
mandant Bernardo Garrido y Aqustino, a native of Spain. 
26 Ibid., p. 152. 
27El Museo de las Familiae (Guatemala), January 12, 1873, 
p.2. - --
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under the administration of Barrios after 1873. 
Despite opposition from Liberal ranks, Garc!a Granados and 
sar~ios were willing to grant special privileges to the Church. 
ror instance, the universal military conscription law issued by 
Barrios as interim president on June 8, 1872, exempted the clergy v 
from military service. 'l'he only othEUSexempted were those who 
paid fifteen pesos for each year exempted. 28 Since Barrios did 
not exempt seminarians unless they paid fifteen pesos. the 
ecclesiastical government on JUne 28, requested that the clerical 
exemption be also applied to them and servants who work for the 
Church. 29 Garcia Granados, on resuming the presidency, heeded the 
request of the ecclesiastical authorities by declaring exempt the 
seminarians of San Vicente de Paul and the scholarship seminarians 
of the Colegio de Infantes. Bow'ever, he refused to exempt the 
.tudents in the colegio de 'J.'ridentino and servants of the Church~ 
According to the chief executive, since the students in the 
Colegio de 'l'ridentino were not enqaqed in the exclusive study of 
ecclesiastical sciences, they could seek exemption only after 
28RecopilapiQa de Aas LaXes, I (1874), 103-105. According 
to the decree, the changes In mIlitary conscription were neces-
sary sO as to remove the burden of military service from the less 
fortunate classes. It is quite obvious that the decree failed in 
this matter since it exempted those ,<-"ho could pay the fee of 
fifteen pesos per year. 
29 AC, tomo 1872, doc. 363. 
30R8CQRilaciOn S!. las Leyes, I (1874), 118. 
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comPletion of their twentieth birthday and their entry into major 
orders. No clerical exemption could be granted to servants be-
cause these were not really members of the clergy, to exempt them 
'AC)uld be an arbitrary application of the law. 31 
In a letter 0·£ July 18, Padre Espinosa reminded the civil au-
thorities that scholarship students in the Colegio de Tridentino 
were engaged in the same studies as all other seminarians. To 
Suggest that they could seek exemption at the age of twenty by 
receiving major orders was not realistic, since canon l~ did not 
permit the reception of major orders until the candidate had 
reached the age of twenty-one. Padre Espinosa reiterated his re-
quest that men not in religious orders but connected with direct 
services to the Church should also be exempted. 32 The reply of 
Marco A. Soto, minister of government and justice, granted 
Espinosa • s request by exempting the sdholarship students in the 
<:olegio de Tridentino, but no mention was made about servants of 
the Church. 33 Although Garc:Ca Granados amended the milituy con-
scription decree on January 11, 1872, the additions did not affect 
clerical exemptions, since they were concerned only with the 
reduction of the maximum age for military service and exemption 
31 Ibid., pp. l17wl18. See also AC, tomo,1872, doc. 396. 
32 AC, tome 1872, doc. 405. 
33!1?.-id., d 440 ac. • 
a sacristan. 
An example of a servant of the Church is 
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fees. 34 Similarly, Barrios in his military conscription regula-
tion in 1873 did not withdraw this clerical privilege, but merely 
increased the maximum age for military service and the exemption 
fee. 35 Neither Garc!a Granados nor Barrios wished to antagonize 
the church by demanding military services from the clergy. 
Another example of conciliation was the request of Garcia 
Granados, on Juna 28, 1872, that the apostolic administrator offer 
a liTe Deum" in commemoration of t.he Liberal victory of 1871. '!'he 
request was promptly honored. 36 Again on September 10, Garc!a 
Granados informed Padre Espinosa that he, in company with his 
ministers, would attend the religious functions in the cathedral 
in honor of national independence. 37 SUch gestures might have 
been the beginning of an era of good feeling between the Church 
and state. Such was not the case because the spirit of concilia-
tionwas present neithar in the struggle between the Church and 
the state on the local level nor in the press. The failure to 
curb these feelings partially explains the inability of Garc!a 
Granados to maintain amicable relations with the ecclesiastical 
officials. For example, a broadside, authored by "Unos Amigos del 
Orden, It claimed that Padre Espinosa was no improvement over his 
34Recopilacion de las Lexes, I (1874), 135-136 and "Observa-
cion a ra Le,Y de ContriiiiC'i6n de Sangre," June 22, 1872, £!!. 
"Contribucion de Sangre" is the term used to designate the exemp-
tion fee. 
35Recopi1acion~!!! Lexes, I (1874),183-184. 




predecessor. He was accused of continuing the conspiratorial ac-
tivities of Archbishop Pifiol. 38 The authors demanded his resigna-
tion so that public peace could be restored. 39 Similar accusa-
tions of conspiracy were made in a broadside of 3Une 26, 1872, 
signed by "Unos Sacerdotes ... 40 '!'he identity of the authors cannot: 
be determined. As proof of clerical conspiracy, the writers cited 
the case of Padre Chanona. Without identifying his nationality, 
HunoS Sacerdotes" reported that the priest, along with other 
Guatemalans, was executed for his part in the civil uprisings in 
Honduras in 1872.41 
!l CreRSsculo also continued its anticlerical and anti-
Catholic articles. On September 2S, 1872, in discussing man and 
the social order, it ignored dogma, insisting that man' s happiness 
lay in hard work and morality protected by good institutions. 
Happiness, brotherhood and political stability could be had out-
side the Church because morality is the same for all regardless of 
one's belief.42 Another article in the same issue, authored by 
38 uLa Conduct a del Senor Espinosa Provisor de la Diocesis de 
Guatemala," n.d., CBS. 
-
39Ibid• 
40 uLa Prensa y e1 Prelado de la Iglesia,· 3une 26, 1872, ~. 
41Ncompana de Honduras, Bo1et!n de Noticias, It August 8, 1872, 




LOrenzo Montufar, attacked the Society of \Jesus. Montufar noted 
that Jesuits, like other religious communities, were not of divine 
origin since there is no mention of them in the New Testament. 43 
Furthermore, he found the Jesuits dangerous because of their blind 
44 obedience and wealth. They were all the more a menace because 
they advocated Molina' s doctrine of tyrannicide and that "civil 
authority over all nations resides essentially in the Pope. ,,45 
Such thinking Montufar could not accept since Christ had stated 
most definitely that the Pope has only spiritual powers and not 
46 temporal powers. He continued his attack an the \Jesuits in the 
October 5 issue in which he discussed tyrannicide. He held them 
responsible for the death of Pope Clement XIV, who had suppressed 
the society.47 Concluding his series of anti~esuit articles on 
October 9, Montufar reminded his readers that although "the \Jesuits 
are the staunchest supporters of theocratic tyranny," in the end 
the oppressed people will rebel aqainst this theocratio institution 
and "annihilate \Jesuitism and theocracy ... 48 'l"he reaction of the 
religious authority was to prohibit the reading of 111 Crem.culo 
under the pain of excammunication.49 The condemnation of Padre 
43Ibid• , p. 2. 44 Ibid _. 45Ibid• 
46Ibid• 47Ibid ", , October 5, 1872, p. 1. 
48Ibi4., October 9, 1872, p. 2. 
49AC , tomo 1872, doc. 564. Actually this edict was a mere 
reiteration of earlier edicts (April 23 and JUly 30, 1872) censor-
ing publications of a similar nature. 
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BSpinosa on September 26 accused the publication of propagating 
-profoundly tmpious doctrines, based on errors against dogma and 
. ,,50 
morall.ty. 
'throughout 1872, reprints of foreign publications devoted to 
the study of Church questions increased. The political catechism 
of pizarro was one example. Of equal significanoe was the French 
pamphlet, SecularizaciOn ~ lA Iglesia, by F. Laurent. The theme 
of this short pamphlet was the justification of the French 
assembly' s expropriation of Church property.. The writer accused 
the Church of not using her endowments for charitable purposes. 
As a result, the Church has qrown wealthy and endangered public 
welfare. Expropriation of eceeliastical property was therefore 
justified, Laurent asserted. 51 He further contended I "Endowments 
exist only in virtue of the law, and the law does not authorize 
them except under the tacit or express condition that they be in 
conformity with the COll'lllOn interest. It ia for the safeguard of 
this interest, that the state may intervene, if it permits their. 
establishment, it is because the state judges them useful and in 
no way endangering the interests of society.at52 Thus for Laurent 
the state's right to expropriate endowments for the sake of publio 
interest waa obvious.. U'1'o doUbt this right of the state is to 
-
50Ibid _. 
511'. Laurent, SecularizaciOn.£l!.!!. Iglesia (Guatemala, 1872), 
P. 8. 
52Ibid• 
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deny the state the faculty of self-preservation, which is the 
first of its duties. tlS3 
Laurent employed the same line of reasoning when he analyzed 
the rights of corporations as opposed to the rights of individ-
uals. According to the writer. an individual had a life inde-
pendent of society and his own rights, which could not be taken 
away.54 Corporations, however, Qare ficticious entities which do 
Dot exist by themselves, but in virtue of the law and neither do 
they exist for themselves but for some social end, which neces-
sarily makes them subject to the will of the legislator: the law 
can undo that which it has made and it is the duty of the legis-
lator to suppress corporations or modify their existence according 
to the needs and conveniences of the nation. nS5 Laurent admitted 
that although the endowments of the medieval Church were indispen-
sable to her mission of charity, they were unnecessary in modern 
times when the state provides for these needs. Today, he argued, 
the Church has becane rich and the clergy has become an independ-
ent body of the state. Purthermore., the Church had withheld her 
wealth from the commercial life of the nation, and thus she is 
responsible for the economic retardation of the nation. 56 Laurent 
regretted that the French Assembly, when discussing Church prop-
erty I hardly touched upon these abuses, but noted that Diderot 
53lb~d.# p. 9. 
55Ibid •• p. 11. 
54Ibid:., p. 10. 




made this the capital point in his Enciclomia. In fact, Laurent 
contended that no state intervention in Church property would have 
been necessary had the Church used her endowments for Charitable 
ends. He also was critical of the Church's policy of charity, 
w.ich he claimed created a population of beggars and vagabonds. 57 
since the Church admitted that. it was the administrator rathe:r 
than the owner of these goods, Laurent consid~ed it the legiti-
mate function of the state to modify the conditions of administra-
tion in the best interests of society.58 He reminded the clergy 
that the invocation of canon law to p:rotect Church property had no 
value in modern society which, due to the religious revolution of 
the 16th century and the revolution of 1789, no longer recognized 
ecclesiastical laws. 59 While the thesis of Laurent left little 
room for an economically independent Church, it did not raise the 
question of what effect this would have on the spiritual independ-
ence of the Church. Neither Guatemalan Liberal writers nor the 
reformers give much attention to this dilemma. The republication 
of Laurent's pamphlet in Guatemala does not imply that the 
Guat.emalan Liberals were Wholly or partially indebted to these 
ideas for their reforms, but it does mean that French Liberal 
ideologies were ~port.ed to educate the people in the evolving 
reform program of the l870·s. 
57!e!S., pp. 15-18. 
59Ibid., p. 25. 
58Ibid., p. 18. 
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The Church had no doubts about her spiritual independence 
should Laurent's ideas become the guide for legislation on endaw-
.ants. In answer to Laurent's pamphlet, "Unos Catalicos II pub1ish-
ed a rebuttal entitled Breves Observaciones .-.s_ob ....r;;;.e .. .2l. Folleto 
Titulado "SecularizaciOn S!!. .!!. Iglesi8;. ... 60 
-
The writers expressed 
no surprise at Laurent's arguments, since his thesis was essen-
tially the same as that delivered to the French assembly on oct.o-
ber 10, 1789, by Bishop 'l'alleyrand" '!'he rebuttal at.tacked the 
thesis that the Church was not the owner of its property but 
merely the administrator, and secondly "tt.;'at since the Church as a 
corporation is no different than any other civil corporation, it. 
is subject. to the civil laws--a fact. that would make it possible 
to expropriate ecclesiastical property if the interests of the na-
tion demanded it. 61 Starting with the concept of sovereignty, 
which was the foundation for Laurent's position, the writers 
argued tllElt cit.izens have lithe right. to form a religiotts societ.y 
as well as a civil societ.y because governments are formed by 
people, not people by the government.. '!'he people t.herefore have 
the right. to endow their religion and give it. inviolabla dominion 
over its endowments.. On forming a civil government, the people 
6,OBrev,es Observaciones sobre e1 Folleto 'l'itulado "Secu1ar-
izacion de !! J$jlesia" (Guatefuala,1972), pp. 1-2. '!'he pamphiet 
was publlihed Sy the order of the ecclesiastical government. '!'he 
pamphlet accused Laurent of being a Freemason and an anticlerical 
and antireligious writer. 




have imposed on it the duty of protecting religion, not of domi-
nating it, of respecting its liberties and rights, not of con-
fiscating or oppressing it ... 62 The authors admitted that the 
state had the power to suppress lay corporations, f1founded for a 
profane or temporal end and employ their property for the proper 
end1 but to deprive an individual or a moral body of its goods 
has never been a state' s prerogative, and much less if it in-
volves the Church, an independent society, which ls not founded 
by the state nor is it subject to civil laws in all that which 
concerns its end as a divine institution. 1,63 If the clergy is 
guilty of abuses in the administration of endowments, the solu-
tion was reform by the Church, not expropriation, the authors 
6,.:'· 
argued. . They further asserted that an attack on Church property 
would eventually threaten the security of individual hOldings. 65 
Their thesis was that the Church is a spiritual society and as 
such, "the law must recognize it and thereby it is within the 
state's power to destroy the Church's right of acquisition because 
. it is absured to admit the existence of the Church and deny it the 
means for its existence ... 66 Denying the Church the right of ac-
quisition is not only unjust, but also contrary to the natural law. 
"which does not allOW' the prescribing of useful institutions and 
62Ibid _., p. 7. 63Ibid • , pp. 7-8. 
64Ib ' d 1. ., p. 8. 65lbid • , pp. 9-10. 
66Ibid., p. 12. 
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JIl\lch less those necessary for the conunon qood.,,67 In the sense 
that the Church does not depend for its existence on human laws 
but on the divine law, the Church can be considered to exist "out-
side the law or above the law, that is, outside the state or above 
the state."68 The Catholic apoloqist insisted that in "rigorous 
justice" human law must be subordinated to divine law. 69 The 
position of "Unos Catolicos" makes it obvious that the central 
issue was the independence of the Church within a civil society_ 
For them, undermining' the economic subsistence of the Church con-
stituted the ultimate destruction of its independence. Substanti-
ation of these fears became clear in another short work written by 
Jose Maria Luis Kora, the Mexican reneqade priest. '!'he work, en-
titled Disertacion sobre Bienos Ecles!asticos, was published 
originally in Mexico with the full blessinqs of Valent!n GOmez' 
Farias, a close associate of Mora during' the Liberal reform period 
of 1833 in Mexico. Reprinted in Guatemala in 1872, it serves as 
additional evidence of the qrowinq influence of Mexican Liberalism 
in Guatemala after 1871. C. Mat!as Romero, later .Meldcan minister 
to Washington, remarked that, in an October, 1872 meeting with 
Barrios, "General Barrios • • • manifested to me that his aspira-
tion was to introduce in Guatemala the reforms which the Liberal 
party had accomplished in Mexico. .,70 • • • 
67lbid 
--
68!!2!S.., p. 13. 
70C• Matias Romero, Refutacion de las Inaul)2aciones hechas a1 
£. Matias Romero .E.2!. ~ Gobierno C1e GUat.emala (Mexico, 1877) p. IT. 
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In light of the subsequent ecclesiastical expropriations, the 
ideas of Mora merit special consideration. He had. few peers in 
analyzing the question of the Church' s right to property. Well 
trained in the sciences of theology and canon law, he employed 
them extensively in investigating the prOblem of ecclesiastical 
holdings. His work is well written and seriously challenged con-
temporary theologians and canonists. Although his presentation 
frequently was too involved for the ordinary layman's comprehen-
sion, his conclusions demonstrated great clarity. 
In his introduction, Mora claimed objectivity, for he in-
tended to attack both religious fanaticism and irreligiosity, whicl 
desires to deprive the clergy of everything and destroy religion. 
According to Mora, although a civilized society cannot exist with-
out religion or morality, a religion cannot be loved if it is con-
tused with superstition, ambition and greed of religious minis-
ters. 7l 'l'he author set a threefold purpose for his writing: 
First, to determine the origin and nature of ecclesiastical goods, 
The Guatemalan admiration for Mexican Liberalism is further at-
tested by an official declaration (dated AuiUst 17, 1872) of nine 
days of mourning for the death of Benito Juarez on July 18, 1872. 
ACt Acuerdos ~ Decretos del Gobierno Civil de los Anos de 1870 a 
1885, vol. XXIV. siiiiilar admiratIon was exPressed bY Guatemafa-
When President Sebastian Lerdo de Tejada ordered the expulsion of 
the Jesuits from Mexico. In an official canmunique the government 
hoped that Nicaragua would follow a similar course of action. El 
GUatemalteco, July 17, 1873, p. 3. --
71J , ! L' . . , b 8i ose Mar a U1S Mora, D1sertac1on so re enes 
ECles!asticos (Guatemala, 1872), p. 5. 
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eecondly, to investigate when authorit.y has the right to regulate 
the acquisition, administration, and investments of the goods, and 
finally, to analyze what authority has the right to determine 
religiouS expenditures and the means of covering them. 72 Be first 
considered the purpose of ecclesiastical ownership of goods used 
to support religious ministers and. religion in general. Mora 
claimed that goods, regardless of their purpose, remain material 
in essence because of Christ's admonition to render Caesar his due 
and because of teachings of the early Church Fathers be considered 
the clerical contention that Church goods, because of their pur-
pose are "spiritualized, ft a.a an absurdity since this would mean 
that Church property H ••• has changed its nature, leaving the 
temporal order and acquiring a new spiritual order •••• ,,73 
Against the Church' s claim that her goods were "spiritual," Mora 
drew the conclusion that the Church is no different in this matter 
than any other civil corporation. 74 
Mora drew an important distinction between the Church as a 
"mystical bodyll and as a "political association. If Under the head-
ing of "mystical body" the Church was the work of Christ and 
eternally independent of temporal power. Under the second heading 
however, the Church was subordinate to temporal authorities. As a 
72 Ibid., p. 6. 73 !pid., pp. 7-9. 
74 Ibiq., p. 10. 
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.. polit.ical association,1\ the Church was no different than any 
other political entity; and all privileges that she had gained in 
her long·history as a "political association" could be modified 
or abolished. The "mystical body" designated the Church as an 
administrator of a purely religious mission, which she carried out 
perfectly in her early history until the time of Constantine. 
'thereafter, the Church entered the stag-e of a "political associa-
tion, II where. she took on a jurisdiction and privileges alien to 
her spiritual mission. Thus, for Mora, the true rights of the 
Church flaw from her position· as a "mystical body, It but her so-
called rights flawing from her role as a "political association" 
are not inalienable. 'l'he latter, privileges acquired with Con-
stantine and thereafter, have nothing to do with Christ's kingdom, 
which is not of this world. 7S 
Having determined the independent posi tian of the Church as 
a "mystical body, It Mora next took up the question whether the 
Church under this designation had the right to possess temporal 
goods, and if she dOes, what would be the nature of these goods, 
and from whom may she demand them. Mora found no difficulty if 
goods were considered as voluntary contributions from the faith-
ful, since, for him, the Church "as a mystical body has the right 
to possess them. 1I76 Such goods were absolutely necessary for the 
sustenance of the clergy and the furtherance of the cult, a 
7S Ibid., pp. 10-11. 76 Ibid., p. 12. 
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practice approved both by Christ and the early Church authorities. 
While the early Christians contributed voluntarily to the ChurCh 
for the welfare of the poor, the contribution, according to Mora, 
was never made in the sense that the Church would administer the 
goods, since to administer implies some sort of business ven-
ture. 77 The weakness of the clerical position was not the right 
to voluntary contribution, but the demand that the state impose 
a contribution for the Church on its subjects. This placed the 
burden of Church support not only on the shoulders of the fa! th-
ful, but also on those who did not subscribe to the Catholic faith. 
Such coercion Mora found contrary to Christ's mission of persua-
sion and the writings of the early Church Fathers such as St. 
Cyprian, St. John Chrysostom and St. Hilary, who stressed the 
obligation of priests to preach the gospel, and not look for 
rewards from the state. According to Mora: 
no temporal authority, by the very fact that it professes 
Catholicism, is under the obligation of forcing its subjects 
to pay for religious expenditures. • • • The ultimate goal 
of a civil government is the maintenance of social order and 
not the protection of this or that religion, since it would 
be absurd to pretend that the Church could not exist except 
in a nation that had such a determined government or that 
there could be no government without such a determined 
religion. 7S 
Although Mora conceded the right of the clergy to be sup-
ported by the faithful, he refused to admit that such support 
could consist of "landed property or livestock • • • since all of 
77Ibid., pp. 13-15 78Ibid., pp. 15-22. 
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theSe carry civil obligations and cannot exist except under this 
11
79 While a minister of the cult may receive the necessities name. 
for his daily needs in the exercise of religious duties, he has no 
natural right to demand more. This, Mora claimed, was in complete 
harmony with the life of the clergy during the apostolic era. 80 
In the sense that the Church enjoyed ownership of property, 
she no longer could be considered as a "mystical body. If As an 
owner of temporal goods, she belonged to the category of "politi-
cal bodies," and thus was subject to temporal authority. Under 
the latter designation the Church enjoyed rights as any citizen or 
political body. "How else, II aSKed Mora, I'could a body or a com-
munity, whose existence is not recognized by laws or authorized by 
81 them, acquire. sell or exchange temporal goods? It For Mora, the 
only answer was that the Church as a property owner must be viewed 
as a "political body." This entailed more than the enjoyment of 
property rights, since it implied that the state recognized the 
creation and rights of such a "political body .. II The conclusion 
that the Church as a property owner was as much under the juris-
diction of the state as any other civil corporation was clear. 82 
Mora did not consider himself in opposition to canon law, for it 
~as essentially civil law, since civil governments have allowed 
79Ibid ., p. 23. 
8lIbid ., p. 25. 
80Ibid • 
-
82Ibl.'d., 25 26 
- pp. - • 
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the Church to exercise it. In this sense, popes and councils have 
regulated the entire discipline of the Church as a "political com-
Jl!Il!lity ... 83 In non-Catholic countries such as the United States, 
England, Prussia, Bolland, Russia and many parts of Germany this 
has not been done because these countries saw the Church only as 
a "mystical body. tt Thus Mora found no contradictlon in admitting 
that ecclesiastical ownership can be regulated by the norms of 
canon law, since the state grants the Church the right to exer-
cise canon law and can r~1'Oke this right When it deans it "con-
84 
venient. h As proof of his arqument that canon law was a part. 
of civil law, he noted th~ papal recognition of the "pase" in the 
concordats throughout the centuries.8S 
Mora next turned his attention to an analysis of the origin 
of Church property. First, he defined property as a "collection 
of values Which constitute the permanent means for satisfying' and 
attending to human needs. lands which produce fruits, capital 
returns from lands, and rents paid by the user of the land." In 
this context, Mora claimed, the Church never was a legal owner of 
property until the time of Constantine. 86 As proof, he pointed 
to Constantine's permitting the Church to inllerit property by 
means of a last will and testament. Since this was a legal title 
83Ibid., p. 30. 84iRid., p. 31. 
85Xbidw , pp. 3l-32.. 86lbid., p. 33. 
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decreed by an emperor, it could also be removed When clerics em-
ployed "intrigue to seduce wid~m and other weak and timid people 
to make them[selves) heirs. • .... 87 'J.'his, he noted, happened in 
the Theodosian Code Which denied the right of inheritance to the 
Church. 88 At the same time, Mora reminded his readers of the 
\ft'itings of St. John Chrysostom, St. Jerome and St. Ambrose, who 
criticized the wealth of the Church as being inimical to her 
8piritual mission. 89 
Since Mora favored voluntary contributions for Church sup-
port, he vigorously opposed the use of tithes. According to the 
writer, the Jews introduced tithes to support the priestly tribe 
of Levi. '!'he practice ceased with the establishment of the 
Christian Church, which was supported by voluntary contributions. 
However, the Council of Macon revived tithing in the sixth cen-
tury.90 SUbsequently confirming the practice, Charlemagne made 
tithing part of his civil oode. Mora noted that in Spain, the 
Christian kings first used voluntary offerings of the faithful to 
finance the wars against the Moors, but lat.er demanded that these 
offerings be obligatory. A similar sit.uation, Mora cont.iriued, 
developed in the Spanish colonies. In addit.ion, -.ceordinq to 
87lbid., p. 34. 88~., pp. 34-35. 
89lbid 35 37 
--, pp. -. 
9°'l'he Council of Macon was called in 585 by the bishops of 
Lyons, Prance, t.o resolve matters of Church discipline. 
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)lOra, parish offerings originally were voluntary but later the 
law' conver-ced them into "forced contributions." From studying the 
origins of tithes Mora became convinced that these compulsory 
offerings were not a divine institution, but OW'ed their beginning 
to civil law. 91 
Mora's criticism waxed stronger when he attacked religious 
chaplaincies and pious funds. 1'hese enabled the Church to amass 
i,mmense wealth which served no useful purpose, and should be re-
turned to the nation to be employed in industrial projects. 92 In-
stead of benefiting the Mexican Church as a whole" clerical wealth 
merely benefits the least useful clerical element, the bishops. 
Thus state intervention in ecclesiastical holdings become inevit-
able. 93 
More odious than the wealth of the upper clergy was that of 
monastic institutions. For Mora, this was ". • • an abysm without 
bottom, where for three hundred years there has been collected an 
immense amount of capital for which no one has been able to give 
a reasonable explanation.,,94 In this respect, he added, religious 
orders of women were worse than those of men. 95 'l'he problem in 
Mexico was mal-distribution of wealth and clergy rather than in-
8Ufficient wealth or clergy, he asserted. 'l'hus he suggest.ed an 
91Ibid• , pp. 38-42. 92Ibid." p. 44. 
93Ib1d• 
I l ' 
p. 46. 94lbid., p. 53. 
95Ibig• , pp. 53-54. 
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increase in the number of bishops but a reduction of their income, 
erection of new parishes with the corresponding increase of pas-
tors, reduction of parish territories, and the complete suppres-
.ion of the "chaplaincies or beneficiaries. II 'l'he wealth of pious 
funds and monastic institutions should be more profitably employed 
in the endowment of bishoprics and 'parishes. No candidate for 
sacred orders should be ordained unless he were destined to serve 
in some parish work. This would assure pastors for the poorer 
parishes and would diminish the superfluous number of clergy in 
'~" , ,j 
the more populoUs,,'areas. The author felt that this arranqement 
would lead to more equitable distribution of Church income while 
eliminating tithing .. 96 
In his discussion of religious organizations, Mora carefully 
distinguished between "moral bodies" and .. associations of indi-
viduals. .. The goods of the former never are the property of the 
individuals, for the ~ral body" possesses property as a trustee 
to fulfill the objectives of public utility. In short a "moral 
body" administrates public property but never owns it. Industrial 
and commercial societies, however, own property. When these 
,societies are dissolved, the property returns to the investor. 
'l'his t.ype of society has nothing in common ,.,i th hospitals, orphan-
ages, schools, confraternities, monastic institutions, ecclesiasti 
cal cabildos and municipalities. 97 Althouqh the Church enjoys a 
96 Ibid., pp. 56-56. 97 Ibid., pp. 59-60. 
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ci~il right over its property, she never owns it as a private 
citizen. As proof, Mora pointed out that although the Church's 
civil right in this matter were restricted, he found no such re-
strictions on the right of acquisition by a private citizen, 
whom, he claimed, had the unlimited right of increasing his hold-
ings: "through new acquisitions, even though this may mean an 
accumulation of too vast a fortune. With moral bodies, the exact 
opposite holds true because their limits to acquisition h5Ve been 
constantly determined: sometimes the amount to which their hold-
ings can be extended had been designated, other times they have 
been declared ineligihle to acquire certain goods, and not a few 
times they have been granted only the right of usufruct .. Q 98 Por 
JIOra, the reason was obvious. "'rhe right of acquisition, which 
an individual has, is natural and anterior to societY1 it corre-
lponds to him as a man and society can dono more than assure it, 
on the other hand, the right of acquisition of a conmrunity is 
purely civil, posterior to society, created by society, and conse-
quently subject to the limitations that society desires to impose 
on it ••• 99 Mora offered additional reasons why cOll'lmlnity property 
required l~itations Whereas individual property remains free of 
restrictions. When an individual dies, his property is divided 
among his heirs. '!'hus the state has no need to limit individual 
holdings. However, because the title to community property is 
-
98 Ibid., pp. 60-61. 99 Ibid., p. 61. 
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... entially interminable, it continues to accumulate wealth, 
t.b#eatening the subsistence of other people. In order to protect 
its citizens, the state has the duty of limiting religious hold-
1n9s without the consent of the clergy .. 100 Mora saw a great ad-
.antaqe in limiting them, especially in the case of land. He 
DOted that the division of land would create more owners, Who 
t,'hrough their incentive would make the land more productive. Mora 
concluded that the Church of neeessity must be limited in its 
right of acquisition, and even batter she must be prohibited from 
acquiring land. lOl 'fbis, he argued, was substantiated by the ac-
tion of Spain and Mexico throughout the colonial and national 
periods. Without seeking ecclesiastical approval, both nations 
did it because they considered the Church a purely "political 
... _..a .. 102 ~y. 
The state must also have a voice in the administration of 
religious property. Mora conceived administration as includinq 
contracts, mutual obligations, and acts over persons and things .. 
All of these, he argued, were purely civil. 103 '!'his, for the 
iter, was a recognised principle already under the Spanish 
regimes of Charles III and Charles rv. 104 Furthermore, history 
as prov-ed conclusively that the administration of Church propeJ:ty 
100Ibid 
. 4· , pp. 61-63. 101Ibid. , pp. 63-64. 
102!e!4. , pp. 65-67. 103Ibid., p. 68. 
lO4~id., p. 69. 
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has never been productive, a case not true for property in private 
105 
hands. 
Having established the principle of state supremacy over the 
Church in the temporal realm, Mora posed his final problem. For 
him, the :lifficulty lay not with the principle, which he consid-
ered obvious, but with the application of the principle. 106 
since the state has the duty to exert her authority ooer the 
Church in this matter, she is bound to arouse the opposition of 
the clerical interests, Who will qreet the action of the state 
with cries of tmpiety, heresy and persecution. Recognizing cleri-
cal power in Catholic countries, Mora reCOlllftended that an intense 
program of propaqanda be initiated to instruct the people concern-
ing the evils of the immense Church wealth. Thus the writer 
advocated that the reforms should be initiated in those areas 
where the Church has amassed most of her wealth. In this way 
clerical protests would have less chance of preventing the state 
from taking over the property. 107 
In treating the question of a last will and testament, Mora 
called for certain restrictions by the state. Althouqh he con-
Ceded the widest freedom possible in the drawing up of a final 
testament, Mora thought that this freedom ceased with the person· s 
death. lOS Like Thomas Jefferson, he saw no reason Why the living 
l05Ibid., p. 71. 
-
l07Ibid., pp. 72-74. 
106Ib1d., pp. 71-72. 




.bould be governed by the dead. Furthermore, Mora pointed out 
that since a last testament is a civil affair, it is subject to 
civil authority. For instance, he noted that civil authorities 
in the past have found it necessary to alter final legacies when 
they proved detrimental to pUblic welfare. Mora made the state 
the final judqe in altering legacies for the sake of public wel-
fare and social demands. 109 
In spite of his conclusions, Mora still insisted on the 
separation of Church and state. For instance, he denied the 
state's right to recognize officially any religion since this 
meant special consideration for a religious group. While the 
Church exercises its authority over its members as ''believers,'' 
the tolerant state gives no special consideration to any religious 
group, since it exercises its authority over its subject as 
·citizens." A state extending its authority beyond this would be 
intolerance, since she would be persecuting her ci tizans for sub-
scribing to religious doctrines not officially recognised by the 
political authorities.110 When Mora took up the issue of the 
state as a protector of the Church, the separation barrier began 
to crack. Although he considered it inadmissible for the state 
to protect a religion if this involved the regulation of a per-
son's interior beliefs, he saw nothing wrong in protection if it 
-
l09Ibid., pp. 75-76. 110 ~., p. 77. 
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_ant. that the st.ate had the power to "grant certain civi.l right.s 
to a body of faithful called the Church, certain distinctions or 
pre_eminence to its ministers and pay the necessary expenses for 
JIClintenance and conservation of religion. tllll He pointed to the 
R!tronato real to suppurt his position.ll2 Mora's approval of a 
.tate subsidy for religion was necessary, since his limitations 
on religious property could seriously hamper the work of the 
Church. In short, it was not Mora's intention t.o destroy the 
Church, but to limit its powerful position in a Catholic country. 
Simultaneously, he apparently was unaware of the possibility tJ."lat 
a Church economically dependent on the state could eventually lose 
its spiritual independence. 
Mora failed to discuss the etronato real, except to use it 
once as an example. Obviously, the patronato real was not essen-
tial to his thesis, in spite of the fact that his friend, GOmez 
Farias, at the time Mora was writing, was negotiating with Rome to 
obtain the patronage. For .Mora, the patronage at best served as 
historical evidence of the seate's supremacy over the Church in 
temporal matters. In his concluding remarks, Mora admitted that 
the line between spiritual. and temporal matt.ers is not always 
elear. His intentions, he insisted, were to out.line the general 
principlsc of Church and st.ate relations. However, the practical 
application of these principles would usually depend on specific 
-





The republication of Mora's thesis in Guatemala dOeS not mean 
that the Guatemalan government was moved to action by this work. 
In fact, several refoJ:'mS, such as the abolitia'l of tithes, had 
already been initiated before its appearance in Guatemala. On the 
other hand, a number of other reforms advocated by Mora were not 
yet realized. in Guatemala, and here the ideas of .Mora could have 
served as a blueprint for the subsequent Liberal reforms. In the 
words of Kora, it was his int.ention to instruct not only "the wise 
but also the people in matters over which, if not by intent, at 
least in fact, there has been much ccnfusion.,,114 Although this 
writer has encoun1tered no specific citation from Mora in the writ-
ings and reforms of the Guatemalan r .. iberal, this does not detract 
from the significant reprint date of MOra's pamphlet in 1972. 
Although the Laurent pamphlet brought an immediate rebuttal 
from the clerical interests, the Mora work apparently was un-
challenged, except. for the periodic letters Padre Espinosa issued 
in which he attacked Liberal doct.rines. For example, on Janu-
ary 1, 1873, a circular entitled "The Church Its Duties and OUr 
R~htsH was issued by the ecclesiastical authorities. Padre 
Andres Orantes, the editor of the circular, observed that it was a 
defense of the Church's independence and "a revelation of the 
fatal tendenoies of the enemies of religion who employed every 




_ans to place the people under the harsh yoke of Caesar in order 
to destroy Christian civilization and liberty and to restore the 
. f th t t .. 115 despotJ.sm o. e s a e. 
More serious than the battle of the press were the grOW'ing 
tensions between the pastors and local political authorities. On 
.1Uly 2, 1872, the ,pastor of Jutiapa reported that the jefe 
E2l!tico of the department had instructed the municipal authori-
ties to take complete charge of selecting teachers and det.ermininq 
their salaries in the municipal schools" The pastor regarded this 
as the first step towards secularization of education. 116 A mar-
ginal note, apparently written. by one of the members of the curia, 
confirmed the pastor' s fears by stating that discussion over the 
matter had already taken place with the civil government, Which 
indicated that the parishes no longer were required to make the 
customary contribution in support of education. 117 'While secular-
ization proved advantageous to the Church because it threw the 
financial burden of support on the state, it had its disadvantage 
in that local pastors lost all control of ,,,hat was being taught. in 
the schools. Padre J. Mej:la, pastor of Mataquescuintla, com-
plained bitterly about the teachings of the local military com-
mandant, whOl'l he accused of making a war on religion by 
-
l15AC, tame 1873, doc. 1. The circular, translated by Padre 
Orantes, vas a reprint of a fifteen page pamphlet published in 
Belgium and authored by a Mr. Labia. 
116AC, tomo 1872, doc. 371. 117Ibid• 
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instrUcting his soldiers and the local people that liberty is more 
desirable than religion. llS The pastor failed to elaborate on the 
latter accusation. Nor did he indicate whether the local sChools 
were propagating these ideas. Even Padre ktgel M. Arroyo, vicar 
provincial of Queaal tenango and intimate friend of Barrios, com-
plained about the conduct of the local political authorities. In 
his letter of October 17, he offered his resignation as vicar 
provincial, a posit.ion he accepted wii:h the recommendation of 
Barrios and held for five months. Although he praised Barrios for 
his support in the trying circumstances, Padre Arroyo complained 
that the other local authorities had spread rutllOrs damaging to his 
character. The rumors, he claimed, became more violent when he 
refused permission to the municipality of Quezaltenango to use one 
of the convents as a storage place for flour and as a prison. 
With the aid of Barrios, he was able to force the municipality to 
stop this abuse of Church property. More verbal attacks came when 
the priest ordered the pUblication of the ecclesiastical decree 
condemning the reading of !y:. Cre2Y!culo. Padre Arroyo again 
praised Barrios and also the townsmen Who defended him. In fact, 
the general threatened to put the Indians in prison if they re-
fused to pay the customary parish fees. Padre Arroyo thought that 
a local teacher, Who was seeking revenqe on a pastor, was respon-
sible for many of the attacks. l19 Because of these difficulties, 
Padre Arroyo's resignation was accepted an October 25, lS72. l20 
-
ll8Ibid., doc. 404. 119Ibid., doc. 609. l20Ibid. 
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The conflict was not always so intense. Par instance, Padre 
Felix Mariscal, director of the Colegio de San Vicente de Paul, 
in his letter of october 22, informed the ecclesiastical authori-
ties that the ministry of education reque~ted information on the 
seminary curriculum, the number of student scholarships and the 
number of students that the seminary could accommodate.. The min-
ister of education said these data were essential in drawing up 
new laws of instruction. l21 In light of subsequent events, this 
was merely the first step in the state's action in taking over the 
Church's educational facilities. Apparently, at the time, this was 
not a cause for concern to Padre Mariscal or Padre Espinosa who 
ordered that the information be given. 122 Padre J. Antonio M. 
Lanuza, pastor of Joyabaj, however, suspected treachery when the 
jefe politico ordered an investigation of church funds so that the 
political authorities would have better knowledge of their 
status. 123 
The demand of closer inspection of church funds may have been 
due to the fact that same of the pastors were not complying fully 
with the decree of December 1871, which abolished tithing. Marco 
A. Soto, minister of government and justice, insisted that the 
abolition of tithing also included the offerings of the first 
fruits, which the pastors of the department of Zacapa still were 
l21~., doc. 623. 





coll~cting.. He insisted that the apostolic administrator should 
instruct his pastors in this matter. Furthermore, Marco A. Soto 
reported that one of t.he pastors in the department was inciting 
the people to revolt through his sermons and conversations by 
telling 'Chem that soon their parishes would no longer have pas-
tors. l24 While the pastors reluctantly consented to the inspec-
tion of churcll funds by the political authorities, ~ley voiced 
strong opposition when these authorities attempted to dictate the 
uses of the funds. For instance, the vicar of SOlola protested 
the use of church funds for the payn\ent of salaries of elementary 
teachers. l25 Undoubtedly, the vicar had serious doubts about the 
Church • s financial support of secularized education. He was fully 
supported by the ecclesiastical curia, which, in a note dated 
January 20, 1873, stated that church funds were for the support of 
religion and could not be diverted to an alien end. l26 A similar 
complaint came from the pastor of Chichicastenango, Padre Jose 
Mariano Herrarte. who opposed the attempt of the jefe 122l!tico of 
Solola (the same one who caused the trouble with the vicar of 
Solola) t:o tax the church funds for teachers' salaries and school 
utilities. 127 Padre Herrarte, in his letter of February 14, 1873, 
124Ibid., d 716 125Ibid d a 4 oc.. ., tamo 8, oc. 3,_ 
- -126Ibid~ Not infrequently local political authorities de-
sired to uae parish funds as loans in order to aid the pacifica-
tion work in the East. For example, see AC, vol. 8, doc. 914. 
127Ibid., tomo 1873, docs. 96 and 128. 
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.tressed, among other things. that he could not justify the taxa-
tion of church funds because he had heard rumors that catechetical 
instrUctions ·..rould be withdrawn fran the school curriculum. He 
admitted ~lat up until the writing of the letter religious 10-
.truction was given, but the teachers seemed to be fearful. l28 
Again Padre Espinosa, in his note of Pebruary 17, reiterated his 
position that church funds were for the preservation of religion. 
not for educational pU1~ses. Perhaps to forestall the lo~al 
political authorities, he consented to Padre Herrarte's request 
of using some of the funds to purchase needed bells and other 
church articles. l29 
The most pessimistic report of the growing tensions between 
jete P,91:!ticos and the pastors came from Padre M. Jacinto 
Barberena. In an undated letter, he described the deplorable 
state of religion in his vicariate.130 He clatmed that tMmoral-
ity was on the increase, and that he had. sought the aid of the 
local political authorities to stem the tide. No assistance has 
been forthcoming from them, and they considered him intolerant 
and interested only in money. Reporting that education had be-
came completely secularized, be stated that the municipalities had 
l28Ibid .. , doc. 128. l29lbid• 
l30lbid., doc. 223. Padre Barberena's letter must have been 
written shortly before April 5, 1873, since the reply to the 
letter from the ecclesiastical government oarries the date of 
April 5. 'lhe priest does not give the name of his parish or 
Vicariate, but it probably was in Escuintla Rince the parishes 
mentioned are near this c1 t • 
~~------------~ 
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taken charge of administering parish funds, Which were now used 
as loans to further non-religious objectives without. a promise of 
repayment. According to Pacire Barberena, the municipalities justi-
fied their conduct by noting that parish funds belong to the 
people. He also pointed to an increasing disrespect for the 
Church. First., due to financial limitations, much parish prop-
erty was in such a bad stat.e that. church buildings were held up 
to public ridicule. Secondly, there was disrespect for priests 
and religious devotions. He cited examples of school children 
being ordered to eat wafers resembling hosts so as to lessen 
respect for the Blessed Sacrament. Clowns in clerical garbs wit.h 
rosaries and holy water sprinklers paraded through the streets. 
All of this, he claimed, was done wit.h the tacit approval of the 
civil authorities. l3l The ecclesiastical authorities in their 
reply of AprilS, 1873, assured Padre Barberena that the matter 
had been taken up with the central government in hopes that an 
order would be issued to the local jefe ao1!tico, demanding an end 
to the abuses. 132 
13lIbid• Another example of misappropriations of church 
funds was reported by Padre Jose R. Alvarado, pastor of Santa 
Catarina de Mita. According to this report, dated JUne 16, 1873, 
the ~efe R21.ltico expropriat.ed parish funds so as to prevent their 
falll.nq into rebel hands. 'l'he jj!fe R9~!·tico claimed that this was 
done in compliance with the orders from tile central qovernment. 





The foregoing incidents are not considered representative of 
the local religious conflicts in the year 1872 and the first half 
of 1873.. '!'he conflict must be viewed in its local setting as it 
existed in Zacapa, Quezaltenango or Escuintla. It i.s highly 
doubtful if the central government was fully aware of either the 
local reliqious conflicts or if it ever approved or directly in-
stigated them. Available documentary evidence supports the con-
clusion that many of the conflicts were of a purely local nature. 
More harmonious relations between the ChurCh and the state 
are evidenced by the apostolic administrator' s fullest cooperation' 
with the central government in March, l872,in founding a primary 
school for both sexes in the parish of San Sebastian in 
Antigua. 133 Good relations were also effected in the parish of 
Izabal, where after the departure of the Jesuits, the parish re-
mained unattended. As a remedy, the central government promised 
to offer the necessary financial remuneration if the apostolic 
administrator would appoint a pastor. Padre Espinosa accepted 
and carried out this prOPosal.134 Padre Sebastian Mej icano also 
133Ibid., doc. 142. 
-
l34Ibid., docs. 218 and 258. A similar state subsidy was 
granted to the pastor of Mataquescuintla since his parishioners 
were no longer required to pay the regular parish duties because 
of their aid in pacifying rebellious regions. The government 
promised to renew the subsidy as long as the pastor would not re-
quire the customary parish contributions. E} Guatgmalteco, 
June 20, 1873, pp. 1-2. See also RecopilaclOn .9!. !!!. Leye.!., I 
(1874), 183 and AC, tomo 1873, doc. 307. 
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.1SO reported, on Hay 26, 1873, a lessening of the religious per-
.eCUtion in his parish. He did report that he had paid a ten 
peso fine in order to appease the municipality of PalUt. On the 
other hand he noted that the Indians continued to pay their parish 
dUties, even though they had been advised and threatened not to do 
80. He did not indicate who was responsible for the threat. l35 
To avoid conflicts, Padre Espinosa admonished his clergy to adhere 
strictly to preaching divine doctrines, and to combat the errors 
of the day.. Be added that if in defending religion. "there are 
committed excesses and abuses to the point of perpetuating murder 
and robbery in the name of God, as has been asserted, I warn and 
order the pastors that, under their strictest responsibility, they 
should combat and wipe out such horrible beginnings, which the 
Church condemns and anathematizes, and at the same time work that 
the greatest concord and true Christian charity reign among their 
respective flocks. ,,136 A similar warning was reiterate.d to all 
the clergy on March 15, 1873, after Padre Espinosa had received 
reports that some priests had touched on political points in their 
Lenten sermons.. Furthermore, he insisted that the pastors must 
sign the circular to verify their approval of the order stated 
therein. 137 
... 
135 AC, tomo 8, doc. 909. 
136 Ibid., tomo 1873, doc. 76. , 




The apparent harmony between the Church and the government in 
certain areas was of an uneasy nature, since it entailed a great 
deal of mutual suspicion. Clergymen constantly feared that more 
drastic reforms were in the making. For instance, Padre Alberto 
Rubio Pilona, the priest in charge of the church of Nuestra 
Senora del Carmen, a chaplaincy belonging to the Third Order of 
st. Francis, recommended the selling of two houses belonging to 
the church because not only were there insufficient funds to make 
the needed repairs but present political circumstances presented a 
threat to Church property. He urged the apostolic administrator 
Ato dispense with the customary formalities, permitting that the 
sale be made privately with all the necessary guarantees. Hl38 Un-
... 
doubtedly. Padre Rubio Pilona suspected that something similar to 
what happened in Mexico might occur in Guatemala if the Liberal 
program was further advanced. His recommendations were similar 
to the decision of the ecclesiastical cabildo regarding cathedral 
property. On the other hand~ the civil authorities suspected that 
the Church might use her powerful influence and property to Ob-
struct the Liberal reform through fomenting revolutions, as will 
be noted subsequently. In such an uneasy atmosphere, little prog-
ress could be made in formulating a policy of peaceful co-
existence between the two entities. 
-
138 




While the Church and state relationships were deteriorating, 
there also was a threat of schism within the Liberal ranks. As 
early as February 10, 1872, !i Malacate reported that enemies of 
the government were endeavoring to plant distrust between Barrios 
and Garcia Granados by spreading the report that the general had 
ambitions to became president. !! Malacate assured its readers 
that it fully supported Garcia Granados as president. 139 By the 
end of 1872, the rumors of a possihle takeover by Barrios must 
have been more threatening, since !i Cre2Hsculo reported that his 
visit to the capital on December 24 gave great support to the 
rumors. The open break between Fernando Cruz, a close friend of 
Barrios, and Garcia Granados caused addi tiona! speculation. n 
cre~sculo, like!i Malacat~, expressed its fullest confidence in 
, d . i 140 GarC1a Grana os as ch1ef execut ve. The reader may recall 
Barrios' importation of Remingtons into the West. Since the real 
threat to the Liberal regime came from the East, the presence of 
the Remingtons in Quezaltenango under the military command of 
Barrios must have aroused more suspicions concerning his inten-
tions. Apparent opposition from within the Liberal ranks and the 
139 !! Mala~, February 10, 1872, pp. 1-2. 
140 , El Creeusculo, December 28, 1872, pp. 1 and 3-4. The fol-
lowing January Garcia Granados faced another unsuccessful con-
spiracy against his administration headed by Vicente Mendez Cruz, 
ief~ politico of Amatitlan and signer of the Acta de Patzicia, and 
M~~e1 Martinez, a member of the Constituent Assembly. ~ Revo1u-
,£.10n ~.!§1!, !Y.!. Prameses :t:. .!.l Modo de CUmplirlas, pp. 29-31. 
~~~--------------------------------------------2-4-l---' 
~eneWed vigor of Conservative opposition may have been the princi-
ple motives of Garcia Granados' submitting his resignation as pro-
~isional president on December 28, 1872. The resignation, which 
was submitted to the constituent assembly, merely stated that the 
provisional president did not want to be an obstacle in working 
for the welfare of his country.141 A special commission of five, 
appointed by the constituent assembly to study the matter, re-
o • 142 jected the res~gnat1on. 
The renewed insurrections in the Oriente again demanded the v 
attention of the central authorities. On Feburary 11, 1873, 
oarc!a Granados placed Barrios in charge of the provisional presi-
dency a second time, and left for the East to calm the situation!43 
During his absence of a little more than one month, Barrios decreed 
additional reforms. On March 12, he abolished the ecclesiastical 
141 , La Revolucion de 1871, Sus Promesas ~ el Modo de CUmplir1~ 
p. 28. The constituen~ASSembly had been In session sInce 
March 10, 1872. While its main objective was to draw up a con-
stitution, it never succeeded in this. Due to the unrest, it had 
great difficulty in maintaining the necessary quorum. In fact, 
from May 25 to August 20 the assembly discontinued meeting due to 
an insufficient quorum. Ibid., p. 27. '!'his remained the problem 
until the election of Barrios as president in May of 1873. The 
fine of fifty pesos levied by the assembly for non-attendance 
failed to improve the attendance record. AGO. Acc'aa de la Acamb1ea 
Constituvente S!!. Ana 1873-6875 (unpublished), pp. 8-45.-
142 , La Revolucion de 1871, Sua Promeaas ~ e1 Modo de 
~pliriiiS, p. 28. Since there --are no available minutes for the 
constituent assembly in 1872, the reasons for the rejection remain 
~own. 
143Recopilacion ~ ~ Le¥es, I (1874), 155. 
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~erJ2 in civil and criminal matters. While the decree reversed 
the one of March 31, 1854, which granted the ecclesiastical fuero, 
it stated specifically that the present decree was in accordance 
with articles 15 and 16 of the Concordat of 1852, which Barrios 
claimed recognized the suppression of the fuero. 144 Although the 
concordat agreed to restrictions of the eoolesiastical fuero, it 
did not conoede outrigat suppression as the general stated in his 
decree. Artiole 15 provided that due to the circumstances of the 
times "the Holy See consents that personal oases of clergymen in 
civil matters be deferred to lay tribunals as well as cases con-
cerning property and temporal rights of the clergy, the Church, 
charities and other ecclesiastical foundations. n145 The article 
further stipulated that tI if the lawsuits are between clergymen, 
the bishops oan intervene as arbitrators for the purpose of recon-
ciling the differenoes or conciliating them, without the previous 
requirement of episcopal arbitration, no civil tribunal may hear 
or process the lawsuits.,,146 In Article 16 the Vatioan conceded 
144 ~., pp. 159-160. In his decree of March 31, 1854, 
President Rafael Carrera granted civil jurisdiotion to the Churoh 
if ecclesiastical personnel were involved. Cases involving lay 
and ecclesiastical personnel or religious foundations not oanoni-
cally instituted come under civil jurisdiction. If ecclesiastioal 
personnel are tried before a oivil court and are given the death 
penalty, the penalty may not be carried out without the approval 
of the president and the bishop. The government reserved the righ 
to use Articles 15 and 16 of the concordat if the public interest 
required it. RecopilaciOn de las LeXes de Guatemala, III (1872), 
273. -~-
145 " Rodr1quez Cerna, p. 253. 146~. 
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jurisdiction to the civil power in "criminal cases of cler91'11l<!n, 
~hich are t~ansgressions of the laws of tile Republic arid foreign 
to religion" but in judgments 
of second and final instances, at least two clergymen, 
appointed by the bishop as judges, will form part of the 
tribunal. TheSG trials will not be public and the sentences, 
which result in capital punishment, causing pain or infamy, 
will not be executed without the approval of the President 
of the Republic and the respective Bishop, whose previous 
approval is required in such cases by canon law. In cases 
of arrest and detention of clergymen, proper consideration 
for their character must be ampi~¥ed, informing the respec-
tive Bishop of the said arrest. 
Although the motives of Barrios for not listing the above restric-
tions are quite obvious, his reasons for claiming adherence to the 
concordat are somewhat Obscure. Guatemalan ecclesiastical au-
thorities refused to adkn~ledge the concordat in regulating 
church-state relations because the suppression of religious orders 
and the abolition of tithes had violated it. Nevertheless, 
Barrios must have seen a definite advantage in retaining the con-
cordat, since it gave the civil ~er an important voice in the 
nomination of high ecclesiastical officials. l48 It was this 
privilege that the government later invoked in nominating members 
to the ecclesiastical government. Barrios, h~ever, considered it 
necessary to abolish the fuero because "clergymen, like all 
citizens, must be subject to the common, civil and penal laws of 
the Republic in temporal matters •••• " He further affirmed that 
147Ibid • 148Ib~., p. 252. 
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thiS principle of equality before the law was recognized in "well 
established countries" and in the Concordat of 1852.149 
Approximately a month after the abolition of the luero, Bar-
rios on March 15, declared the inviolability of liberty of con-
.cience, which provided for the free exercise of all religions 
and the right to erect churches for the public profession of 
religious beliefs. Simultaneously, the government declared that 
the catholic religion retained its official status. "The Govern-
ment does not condede to non-Catholic cults more protection than 
the guarantee of religious liberty, while the Catholic, Apostolic, 
Roman religion retains the same position which it now enjoys under 
the existing laws and the concordat celebrated with the Holy 
S ,,150 ee. This meant, according to Article 1 of the concordat, 
that "the Catholic, Apostolic, Roman religion will continue to be 
the Religion of the Republic of Guatemala and will be preserved 
always with all the rights and prerogatives Which it should enjoy, 
according to the law of God and the disposition of canon law. ,,151 
Barrios' official policy of toleration for non-Catholic sects was 
l49Recopilacion ~ ~ Leyes, I (1874), 159. 
150Ibid., p. 161. One Guatemalan author found it difficult 
to reconcIle the government's retention of Catholicism as an offi-
cial religion with its disbanding of religious communities, expro-
priation of religious property and expulsion of prelates. La 
!evoluciOll .9.!.!§1!, §J:!!. Promesas ~ .!!. ~ ~ Cpmplirlas, p:-33. 
l51aodr{guez Cerna, p. 250. 
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not a significant departure from the previous Conservative poltey " 
~ich, in particular incidents; granted such toleration. l52 He 
~rely restated a toleration policy whiCh was now to have a more 
general application. 
Barrios offered two reasons for ~e need of religious free-
dom. First, it would encourage immigration and secondly, it would v 
make Catholicism a better religion since "experience has demon-
strated that ~e Catholic, Apostolic, Roman religion is practiced 
with great purity in those countries Where on account of religious 
liborty there is competition among the various cults. ,,153 
Religious freedom had long been a popular demand among 
Liberals who, like Barrios, reqarded religious freedom as an aid 
to tmmigration and purification of Catholicism. In spite of this, 
Barrios' decrees of religious freedom and the abolition of the 
ecclesiastical fuero elicited no response in the Liberal press. 
Perhaps Liberal publications i such as !i Malacate or .!!. 
CreP9sculo, considering the decrees too moderate, were awaiting 
more radical measures at a future date. Nor was there any reac-
tion in the clerical ranks. Undoubtedly, Barrios' insistence on 
adhering to Article 1 of the concordat caused the apostolic 
152AC, Acuerdos y. Decretos del gobierno Civil de los Anos de 
1850 a 1869, tomo IiI: The Trea't.'Y"of Friendsii1p andcOiliiierce of 
Aprrl-8 i 1848, between Guatemala and France stated that non-
Catholic Frenchmen residing in Guatemala will not be molested for 
reasons of religion as long as they respect the religion and laws 
of the country. 
153Racopilacion ~!!! Leyes, ! (1874), 160-161. 
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administrator to adopt a cautious attitud~. At any rate, silence 
fram both sectors indicates that the decrees effected no radical 
inIlovations. 
In March of 1873, the Church again became involved in the in-"';, 
surrections in the East. On March 2, the commandant of the Center 
informed the authorities in the capital that he had received a 
proclamation from the rebel forces in the East which definitely 
showed that the clergy was actively participating in the rebel 
movements. According to the proclamation, dated March 2, and 
issued by the "reactionary army, directed by the Holy Fathers," 
the rebels were instructed by the clergy to defend their religion 
and demand the return of ex-President Vicente Cerna so that all 
the Church's rights may be restored. '!'he proclamation was signed 
by the rebel leader, Tomas Melgar. Written in simple language, it 
contained many serious grammatical and spelling errors, Which 
frequently were inconsistent. Even ex-President Cerna' s name was 
misspelled. 154 Since the inhabitants of the capital considered 
the eastern rebel uncouth and illiterate, the proclamation was 
IS4AC , tome 1873, doc. 164. A similar proclamation written 
in worse Spanish and signed by Tomas Melgar appeared in n. 
~atemalteco a month later. El Guatema1teco, April 9, 1873, p. 4. 
ree years later Melgar deserted the rebel cause and joined the 
supporters of Barrios. In a public statement, Melgar praised 
Barrios' generosity tCMards the defeated rebels and added that he 
nOW' desired to work for the progress of Guatemala. '!'he statement 
was written in flawless Spanish. "Tomas Melgar, Primer Comandante 




prObably ""iewed as a representative ''lark of t.11e rebel faction. 
'1'l1is was not the opinion of Padre Espinosa, hOW'ever, when he 
issued his letter of protest to the clergy on MarCh 3, 1873. 
penying all intervention in the insurrection on the part of the 
ecclesiastical government or of any clergymt.m, he reminded the 
clergy that he repeatedly had warned them against intervening in 
any political matter. He added that the alleqed clerical inter-
vention in the rebellion was entirely false, and that the accusa-
tion could seriously endanger. the rights of the Churdl. lSS Padre 
Espinosa informed the civil authorities about the publication of 
his protest.. The government, hOllfeVer, made no effort to refute 
the accusation of clerical intervention in the Eastern insurrec-
tions. lS6 
Hardly had the apostolic administrator refuted the accusation 
of clerical intervention When, on March 6, he was urged by RoJsuln. 
Rosa, acting minister of government, justice and ecclesiastical 
affairs, to issue a pastoral to quiet the people in rebellion. lS7 
On the same day, Roman Rosa also suggested to him that Padre Jose 
Alvarado of the parish of Patz-un be made pastor of Jutiapa, Where 
the exercise of his ministry would contribute greatly to re-
-
155 AC, tomo 1873, doc. 164. 
l56Ibid• Padre Espinosa also sent the protest to the bishops 
in the other Central American republics. 
157Ibid., doc. 173. 
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establishing order and tranquility among the people Who were dis-
turbed by rebellious factions. lS8 Padre Espinosa assured Roman 
Rosa that he would issue the desired letter of pacification, but 
he remained silent on the request for a pastoral change. 1S9 On 
Hal'ch 15, Marco A. Soto, on behalf of Barrios, requested that 
padre Francisco AlarcOn ought not be named pastor of Jalapa. The 
position should go to Padre Grajeda or any other priest "who has 
the confidence of the government, which is needed in this town, 
the principal center of rebellious factions ... 160 'l'hree days 
later, Soto expressed grave concern over the apostolic adminis-
trator' s failure to erect parishes in each one of the abandoned 
monasteries, particularly in the Church of Santo Domingo. i'he 
civil authorities insisted that pastors were needed here for the 
preservation of religion, and that the government would provide 
for the support of the pastors, as stipulated . in the exclaustra-
tion decree of JUne 7, 1872. 161 Padre Andres Orantes assured Soto 
and Barl:'ios that everything possible was being done to carry out 
the decree. However, in regard to santo Domingo, he insisted that 
a priest had always been in charge so as to safeguard the property 
and attend to the needs of the divine CUlt. 162 The requests of 





continued. Without offering evidence, the government cla~ed that 
the parishioners demanded the changes. 163 Padre Espinosa indi-
cated that although he was willing to remove unpopular pastors, 
he did not intend to remove those already approved by the civil 
164 government. Undoubtedly, the demands of civil authorities and 
the parishioners were exhausting his patience. 
In spite of the apostolic administrator's denials of clerioal 
intervention in the Eastern insurrections, the war of the broad-
sides continued. A broadside of April 4, 1873, issued by Melgar 
and other rebel leaders, accused the Liberal government of making 
a war on religion, and being guilty of immorality and the vilest 
crimes.. 'l"his time, the rebels did not call for the restoration of 
ex-President Cerna, but demanded that Enrique palacios, a relative 
of the apostolic administrator, be made the first magistrate of 
the nation." 165 Accusations of clerical intervention in the Bast 
became more serious in a broadside of April 25. Its authors, Who 
signed themselves "Unos Sacerdotes," attaCked the Jesuits and 
Archbishop piliol on the grounds that they stirred up anti-
government hostilities in the East. At the same time, the authors 
criticized the government's failure to suppress the uprisings. 
l63Ibid• l64Ibid • 
l65"Los Jefes del Ejercito Restaurador del Oriente, a los 
Pueblos de la RepUblica," April 4, 1873, 9!§.. '!'he rebel selec-
tion of Palacios aroused further suspicions among Liberals about 
the apostolic administrator's relations with the rebel cause. 
'!'he rebel document was written in flawless Spanish. 
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they observed that the situation has deteriorated because Padre 
Espinosa refused to appoint pastors to vacant parishes and because 
of the active participation of the clergy in the rebellions, such 
as the Franciscan Padre Chanona. Broadening their attacks the 
1I%'iters approved the abolition of tithing, for it was essential to 
the furthering of national industry. They asserted that eventu-
ally the Holy See would approve the abolition. 'l'b.ey also attacked 
convent immorality and the Church's intolerance, which prevented 
immigration and retarded economic progress. Finally, Barrios was 
congratulated for his expulsion decree whiCh brought about the 
exile of Padres Pedro Garc!a and Juan C. Cabrejo, members of the 
ecclesiastical government. Por "Unos Sacerdotes," the exile was 
justified because of the revolutionary entanglemru~t~ of the two 
clerics. Defending the government's right to use the eatronato 
~ in nominating two new members for the ecclesiastical govern-
ment, "Unos Sacerdotes" argued that exile means "civil death-, 
and thus the clergymen could no longer fulfill their duties of 
office. Since the writers took the position that the Concordat of 
1852 was still in effect, they saw no reason Why Padre Espinosa 
should oppose the new appointments. In fact, the apostolic admin-
istrator was warned that his uncooperative conduct could mean only 
exile.. Asserting that the civil qovernment had the best of inten-
tions to improve relations with the Church, the writers admonished 
Padre Espinosa to use his power and wisdom to remedy the evils 
251 
that plagued the nation. 166 As noted, Munos Sacerdotes" had 
issued similar charges the preceding JUne. Although rumors in-
, 
cluded padre Tomas Ortego, whom Barrios wanted to appoint to the 
ecclesiastical government, among MOnos Sacerdotes, Sf their identity 
remained a mystery. Nevertheless, Padre Ortega, in his letter of 
April 29 to the apostolic administrator, denied the reports. 167 
In fact, his denial was imitated by many other clergy, who direct-
ed a letter, dated May 4, 1873, to Padre Espinosa as a protest of 
their lOyality.168 
Accusations of clerical intervention in the Eastern rebel~ 
lions became more serious when the civil authorities presented 
evidence concerning the activities of Padre Jose Iturbide. On 
May 27, Marco A. Soto informed the apostolic administrator that 
Padre Iturbide was actively engaged in the Eastern rebellions 
in the name of religion. The minister requested that his facul-
ties be suspended, and that the suspension be made public so as 
to terminate the conflict in the East.169 Padre Espinosa replied 
that clerical faculties could not be suspended until it has been 
l66AGG , doc. 4714, M07orandHP! dirijido ArIa Sant,a Sede, 
pp. 5-11. '!'he expulsion ° Padres Pedro GarCl.a an(! Juan C. 
Cabrejo will be discussed later. 
167 AC, tamo 1873, doc. 248. l68Ibid• 
l69AC , doc. 258. '!'he ministerts letter was dated May 17, 
but the apostolic administrator stated in his reply that the 
date was Hay 27. 
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proved that the priest was involved in the rebellions. l70 In an-
.."er, the minister assured Padre Espinosa that the prosecution 
tfOUld be carried on in accordance with civil and canon law. l7l 
condemning the political activities of ~e clergy in his letter 
of MaY 30, Padre Espinosa reminded the minister that it was impor-
tant to prove that Padre Iturbide was in Gua.temala, since he re-
quested permission from his ecclesiastical superiors to establish 
his residence in El Salvador in March, 1873. If such were the 
case, the priest would no longer be under the ecclesiastical 
jurisdiction in Guatemala. l72 On May 31, the minister sent 
copies of the witness reports indicating that. Padre It.urbide ac-
tively enqaqed in revolut.ionary activit.ies. The names of the 
witnesses were not given, since the minist.er insisted that they 
must be kept secret. l73 Padre Espinosa refused to continue the 
prosecution unless the names were given. On June 5, the minister 
.ant new declarations and testimonies proving the guilt of Padre 
Iturbide. 174 The new evidence warranted action by Padre Espinosa 
who, on June 6, informed the minister that the faculties of the 
priest were suspended, and that they would remain so until the 
priest appeared before an ecclesiastical court, Where he would 
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faculties and the charges of insurrectionary activities were made 
pUbliC the same day. 'rhe official comr.mmique, however, made it 
clear that t.he suspension was not inflicted as an "ecclesiastical 
penalty" but as a precautionary measure. It would be lifted as 
soon as Padre Iturbide vindicated htmself before the proper au-
thority.l76 No further documents are available to indicate 
Whether Padre Iturbide ever appeared before an ecclesiastical 
court to defend himself. Although his guilt cannot. be substan-
tiated fully, the documents leave the impression that the evidence j 
was heavily against the priest. 
Padre Francisco C. Alarcon was another priest who was in dan-
ger of suffering s~ilar disabilities. In his Hay 8th letter to 
his ecclesiastical superiors, he expressed fears that the civil 
authorities would accuse him of being an accaaplice in the insur-
rections. Although proteating his innocence, he considered it 
prudent to leave the country for El Salvador. 177 Apparent.ly, he, 
like many pastors in the strife ridden East, was a ".rictim of cir-
cumstances. 
Of all the Charges leveled against the clergy as instigators 
176~ CODOCVWmto del p,fi,Uco. Se ~r~ la Sir,ienta 
SgmunieaC1oi\, ~ el sanor OObernador dar SObsRiiJo ba:pff431~!. 
.!i! iIiirsterlo re-GObe~lPn' hatter.:!: legaslO! 1c1eiI'aai cos, 
,Guatemala, 1873'). TIl s ca.mtUJ\lque can be found in the pr vate 
archives of Arturo 'l'uacena Flores in Guat.emala City. See also 
!!. Gultemalteco, June 14, 187", p. 3. 
177 AC, t.omo 1873, doc. 265. 
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of insurrections, only the case of Padre Iturbide merits serious 
consideration. Although the public statements of pastors some-
times touched on political matters, these do not prove a clerical 
conspiracy against the Liberal regime. Nevertheless, the charges 
of clerical political plottings continued until 1876 when, for all 
practical purposes, the threa~ of the East to political stability 
had been removed. These accusations, however, have received much 
credence from later writers on the Revolution of 1871. 178 
The problem of clerical intervention in the East probably 
caused a sharp division in public opinion. The more telling were 
the government charges against the clergy, the more the govern-
ment could depend on popular support in demanding the exile of 
certain clergymen and pushing for religious reforms. As far as 
the civil authorities were concerned, the responsibility for the 
unrest in the East rested squarely on the shoulders of the clergy. 
Closely related to the problem of clerical intervention in 
the East were the nominations of priests to the ecclesiastical 
government, called the cabi1do. Shortly after taking over as 
178Among the Guatemalan writers who place varying degrees of 
credence in the government charges of clerical political interven-
tion must be noted Victor Miguel D{az, Barrios Ante La Posteridad 
(1935): Jesus E. Carranza, El General Justo Rufrno-Barrios (3rd 
ed., 1956); Mariano Zecena,~a Revo1uci6n de 1871 y sus Caudillos 
(3rd ed., 1957) and CasimirolRubio, BiQqrafia ~ General Justo 
Rufino Barrios (1935). Even Paul Burgess in his Justo Rufino 
~arrios (1926), who presents a more balanced account, supported 




provisional president in 1873, Barrios informed Padre Espinosa on 
JIIlrch 6 that he desired Padre Juan C. Cabrejo, a member of the 
cabildo , to serve as chaplain in the arm;y engaged in pacifying 
the rebellious East. He insisted that the army had need of "a 
qualified and an influential chaplain to carry out successfully 
8Uch an important office. ,.179 'rIle reply of Auxiliary Bishop 
Manuel Francisco, a member of the cabildo, indicated that the re-
quest of the general could not be honored, since the services of 
padre Cabrejo were urgently needed in the cabildo and the 
capita1. lS0 Barrios' reaction to this refusal was somewhat un-
precedented. According to the letter of March 24 written by 
MarCo A. Soto, Barrios ordered that Padre Cabrejo could no longer 
larve in the cabildo, and declared him perpetually exiled. At the 
same time, Barrios indicated that in virtue of the Concordat, 
which granted the civil paver the right of nomination, he would 
submit a new nomination to fill the vacancy.181 According to the 
letter, Padre Cabrejo was guilty of opposing the Liberal regime 
because of his remarks in sermons and private conversations. He 
179 AC, tamo 1873, doc. 173. 
l80Ibid• Auxiliary Bishop Manuel Francisco was of a very 
advanced age and of ill health, probably the main reason why he 
did not take over the duties of apostolic administrator when the 




"as further accused of maintaining relations with the enemies of 
the government, since he refused to serve as a chaplain in the 
armY 1 and to preach a mission of peace anong the inhabitants of 
the East. According to Barrios, the priest offered no justifica-
tion for his refusal, and his presence in the republic only could 
prove harmful to Church and state relations. As a final reason 
for exile, Barrios claimed that the priest intended to absent htm-
.. If perpetually from Guatemala without informing the civil gov-
ernment, which was entitled to such information because of the 
R!trona~9.l82 Barrios failed to clarify why he considered the 
priest well qualified to serve as a chaplain in the army but un-
qualified to continue his dut.ies as a member of the cahildo. 
Perhaps Barrios saw an opportunity to appoint a new man to the 
cabildo who would be more favorable to the civil government. 'l'his 
possibility is supported by the expulsion of Padre Pedro Garcla on 
March 24, another member of the cahildo, whom Barrios accused of 
aiding the rebel MSndez Cruz in January of 1873, and of absenting 
himself from the country indefinitely.l83 In both expulsion de-
crees Barrios insisted that the concordat empovered him to make 
new nominations • 
•• 
l82Ib1d• Padre Cabrejo took refuge in Chiapas, Mexico, where 
in the fall of 1873 be was again accused by the Guatemalan govern-
ment of fomenting rebellions against the Guatemalan Liberal admin-
istration. J\GG, h!gacigp de Guatemala en M63iCO, ~nisterio de !elaciqnes Exte;iores de GUitsala, t.ano V, oc. B9::&-7, 4500, 




Barrios certainly must have suspected opposition from Padre 
Espinosa in regard to the expulsions and nominations of new mem-
bers to the cabildo. In fact, he might have welcomed the opposi-
tion, since he could argue more strongly for the expulsion of the 
apostoliC administrator, which became a reality in July of 1873. 
Barrios considered Padre Espinosa and the ecclesiastical cabildo 
in complete opposition to his policies. In his letter of 
April 28, Barrios obje'cted strongly to Padre Espinosa f s refusal 
, 
to permit Padre Perez to serve as a chaplain in the army and 
called both men lithe first reactionaries" in the capital. Holding 
padre Espinosa completely responsible for all the bloodshed and 
misfortunes in the republic, he pointed to the suspicious rela-
tions that the apostolic administrator had with his rebel rela-
tive Enrique palacios.184 As a matter of fact, Padre Espinosa 
had fully explained to Barrios on April 28 why he could not con-
sent to Padre Perez's nomination as a chaplain. The services of 
Padre Perez were needed in the cabildo because the expulsion de-
crees had reduced its membership. Complaining that he was unable 
to replace the expelled members because of government interfer-
ence, he suggested to Barrios that another man could be appointed 
as chaplain, provided his services in the capital were not indis-
pensable. 18S The case of Padre Perez had a striking similarity to 






that of padre Cabrejo. In neither case did Barrios succeed in 
"inning' the good will of the apostolic administrator, which may 
have convinced him that the removal of Padre Espinosa was neces-
On the very day that General Barrios decreed the expulsion 
of padres Cabrejo and Garc:la, he submitted a list of three 
nominees for the cabildo. ?!he additional nomination was for a 
vacancy caused by the death of one of the members. 'l'he nomina-
tions, made according to the provisions of Article 8 of the Con-
cordat, included Padre Vicente Batres; Padre JCnqel M. Art:oyo and 
'adre Tomas ortega. l8G 
The correspondence between the government. and the eccleaias-
tical authorit.ies concerning the validit.y of the removals and 
appointments is highly significant. In his letter of March 26, 
the apost.olic administrator stressed the need for maintaining 
Vood relations between the spiritual and temporal powers. How-
ever, the recent qovernment expulsion of two members of the 
elbildo and its seeking to name new members made this extremely 
difficult. 'l'he first problem under consideration was the declar-
ation of vacancies in the cabildo, which the two ~pelled clerics 
held. Padre Espinosa insisted that the civil power bas no other 
right than to present suitable candidates for the cabildo. Once 
186 Ibid., doc. 173. 
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dle appointment has been confirmed, the candidate acquired the 
office as a riqht, but the charge and retention of the office de-
pended solely on the ecclesiastical authorities. The clatm of 
dle civil government to the latter attribute constituted a usurpa-
tion of power not granted by the concordat. Thus the right of re-
.oval was an ecclesiastical power. 1S7 The second major problem 
concerned the rights and obligations of the P!trQl!ato. Padre 
Bspinosa reminded the government that under the patronato it not 
only enjoyed rights but also had obligations, if the obligations 
were not fulfilled, it was logical to expect that the rights could 
be withdrawn. One important obliqation was to obtain prior ap-
proval from the eecrlesiaatical authority before changes in the 
cabl1do could be effected. 1'his, he insisted, had not been done 
in the present cases. Before any action could be taken in the 
matter, the cabildo's consultation with the Holy See was consid-
ered indispensable. lSS 
The lengthy reply of Marco A. Soto on April 1 probably offers 
the best explanation of what were the guiding principles of the 
Liberal regime in its relations with the spiritual power. The 
letter left little doubt as to the wide gulf between the two 
powers. Soto reminded Padre Espinosa of his continuous hostility 





-,at evident when Barrios used his powers of the Ratron~to. Soto 
observed that while the government does not dwell on iricontro-
.ertible points, it believed they should be discussed so as to 
analyze the opposition of the spiritual power to the executive 
decrees. The minister stated that it is a "constant principle in 
public law that Governments for reasons of high policy • • .. can 
at any time exile from their territories, even perpetually, those 
who transgress aqainst public tranquility, regardless What their 
l'ank may be, and deprive them of all civil and political rights, 
which the laws grant to citizens and dismiss them from office or 
revoke nominations with which they have been honored ...... ,,189 
Be regarded this as a most practical and indispensable principle, 
particularly in the present abnormal situation, and in considera-
tion of "the all-embracing and dictatorial powers Whiah the will 
of the people has invested in the present Chief of the 
Republic .... l90 
Next Soto discussed. the matter of the nominations. He in-
aiated that in making nominations the state acted in accordance 
with Article 8 of the concordat and not the provisions of 
Article 7, to which Padre Espinosa made constant references. l9l 
l89Ibid• 190Ulid • 
19lArticle 7, which the minister considered as irrelevant in 
the dispute, gave the patronato to the president provided that the 
posi tion t.o which the candidate is appointed has been canonically 
erected and that the candidate possesses suitable qualifications. 
It was also stated that the nominees may not assume their dut.ies 
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Article a, as cited by the minister, gave the president the pow~ 
to nominate six candidates for the cabildo, to interpret it dif-
ferently meant that the apostolic adm~nistrator and his cabildo 
had not given the matter sufficient consideration. In addition, 
he asserted that the provisional president "does not recognize 
limitations to his powers as patron and for that very reason. can-
not be surprised in the least at the little strength which the 
objection has that you [Padre Espinosa] make in regard to the Con-
cordat, claiming that endowed offices are aoquired by right on 
taking possession." If the president were to recognize t.hese 
limitations, the minister concluded, the state would be helpless 
in dealing with the disturbers of the peace, for these men could 
not be removed from their offices. l92 
Padre Espinosa was reminded that the perpetual expulsion of 
the priests meant the exclusion from holding any public office. 
Citing the canon law dictum, "an endowment is given on account of 
the office," Soto arqued that persons holding endowed offices were 
incapable of exercising their offieial function or enjoying the 
corresponding endowment if they were in exile. '!'hUB he saw no 
reason why the cabildo should see any need for consulting the Holy 
~efore the reception of the bulls of canonical institution, as is 
prescribed by canon law." Rodr!guez Cerna, p. 252. 
192 AC, tomo 1873, doe. 173. 
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see in the matter. Consul tat ion in these obvious matters could 
create a bad impression in Vatican circles concerning the capabi-
193 lities of the Church leaders in Guatemala. 
Neither did the minister aooept the position of the apostolic 
adIIIinistrator that the concordat hac! been abroqated. He pointed 
out that one of the main objectives of drawing up the concordat 
vas to build a bulwark against the "pretended supremacy of the 
lishops in their rela.tions with the temporal power which in all 
nations day by day continues to recover its natural powers. Q 
Soto did not consider the concordat abrogated because the civil 
90vernment passed laws which the spiritual power claimed violated 
the concordat. He cited the example of Pope Clement VIII Who held 
that concordats cannot be abrogated unless there is a mutual 
agreement to do so. He cla~ed that Bishop Parisis of Langres 
subscribed to the same position, even thouqh the Prench govern-
ment in 1830 passed laws in direct conflict with certain articles 
of the Concordat of 1801.194 ~e minister was convinced that the 
pope was fully cognizant of all the Guatemalan reforms and the 
t.rue nature of Hispanic American revolutions, which in their noble 
aspirations desire to undo the disorder created by theocratic and 




this t:lme, the 
concordat.. 
TeChnically the minister was right, since up to 
papacy had issued no formal abrogation of the 
r;---" ---------. 
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these reforms are for progress and civilization and to oppose 
them can only prejudice the cause of Christianity. Since the 
pope has not suspended the concordat, the apostolic administrator 
and his cabildo, in claiming- that it is suspended, are not only 
usurping a power that they do not have but depriving- the president 
of the Eatronatp. 'l'he minister expressed confidence that Rome 
would agree to the civil refol:DlS, as it had accepted similar re-
forms in other Hispanic American republics. His confidence rested 
.. inly on the fact that in spite of the solicitations of the 
Guatemalan Church leaders to suspend the concordat, Rome has re-
.. iDed silent.195 
In concluding, Soto insisted that the president was in full 
possession of his patronage powers, in the exercise of these 
powers "no authority, not. even the papacy. would be able t.o null-
ify the acts, Which have been exercised in virtue of this power." 
Even if one were to suppose the undesirable alternative of 
abrogating the concordat, "this decision would not have a retro-
active effect in respect to acts anterior to the declaration of 
the rupture .. " 'l'hus he insisted that Padre Espinosa had no other 
alternative but to grant the canonical institution to the three 
nominees. Since refusal can only mean opposition to government 
decrees, the minister hoped that the apostolic administrator would 
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'!'he lengthy exposition of the minister' s position called for 
an even more lengthy response on the part of Padre Espinosa on 
April 9. His reply was a point for point rebuttal of the minis-
ter' s arguments. After briefly summarizing' Soto' s letter, 
Espinosa reiterated his loyality as a citizen and his intention 
to cooperate with the state whenever possible. He felt that his 
consent to permit the change of pastors requested by the civil 
authorities without knowing the cause for the requests was ample 
proof of his cooperative attitude. He even complied with the 
decrees expropriating religious property. He admitted that he 
had protested on several occasions, but in doing so, he offered 
reasons for his conduct. Although it was not in his power to 
judge the leqality or illegality of civil deex'ees, he found it 
necessary to uPhold canon law and follow the dictates of his con-
.ciance. Nor did he deny the power to the state to expel unde-
.ireble citizens or remove them fran their offices, but if the 
revocation of a nomination entails canonical matters, then the 
removal is bound to affect the spiritual order and discipline of 
the Church. Not to admit this can only mean the subordination of 
one power to the other, and thus the destruction of independence 
of both powers. l97 Padre Espinosa took serious issue with the 
197 
rtd. The canp1ete letter of the apostolic administrator 
was publ s ad in the E1 Gu!1=!JD!lteco, .:JUly 9, 1873, pp. 3-4 and 
\JUly 12, 1873, p. 1. This was the only piece of correspondence 
concerning the clerical expulsions and cabildo nominations pub-
lished in the El GUatemalteco. Barrios' oriqinal admiration for 




.tnister concerning the use of Article 8 in the concordat. While 
be admitted the concessions granted in Article 8, he refused to 
accept the contention that Article 7 was irrelevant to the discus-
,ion. Rather it served as the indispensable condition on which 
the concessions in Article 8 were granted to the civil power. 
nat this really meant was that although the civil power had the 
right to present the candidate, the Church still retained the 
f ~. 198 right 0 approuat10n. 
Although the president did not recognize any limitations in 
his patronage powers, the apostolic administrator was certain that 
he did not intend to attack the rights of the Church. Further-
more, Padre Espinosa realized that the submission of the Church 
to civil authority in the fulfillment of her spiritual mission 
could lead only to her 10S8 of independence. This independence, 
Padre Espinosa felt, was threatened with the expulsion of 
ecclesiastical ministers, whiCh involved more than purely civil 
and political effects. The vacancies resulting from the expulsion 
were not legittmate until declared so by a formal canonical proc-
ess. If the ChurCh were to deny herself the right of declaring 
ecclesiastical positions vacant, her entire hierarchial structure 
and authority would be endangered, Which Padre Espinosa stated 
would not be in har.mony with the thinking of the minister. 199 
The apostolic administrator appeared surprised at the 
198 AC, tame 1873, doc. 173. 199Ibid• 
~-----' ----------. 
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.tnisterls support of exile, as civil death, since the concept is 
in harmony with ancient codes than t.he modern ones. '1'0 use JDOre 
this argument, which deprived a person of his property and in-
flicted social degradat.ion on htm, became more deplorable if done 
for political reasons. According to Padre Espinosa, the president 
himself, in a speech on June 7 of the past year, condemned civil 
death. Although Barrios may have had in mind only political 
offenders, the cleric insisted it also applied to persons in the 
religious life. Even if the minister were to return to earlier 
codes, he would find an 18th oentury law outlawing civil death in 
the sense that perpetual expulsions did not call for confiscation 
of property nor jeopardize the spirit.ual rights of the Church. 200 
A similar condemnation of civil deat.h was noted in the declaration 
of Pope Pius VI on April 23, 1791, which refused to accept the 
pronouncement of civil death by the French assembly on the arch-
bishop of Avignon. Pope Greg-ory XVI, in his brief of 1833, did 
not recognize civil death in his declaration concerning the expul-
aion of CasaUs, the Guatemalan archbishop. Later, for the same 
reason, Pope Pius IX refused to declare the episcopal see vacant, 
although Archbishop Piliol was then in exile. 201 
Even considering the cBhildo position vacated through natural 
-
200 Ibid. '!'he apostolic administrator gave title of the law 
as "La ley 2 titulo 18, Part 4a. H 
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death, Padre Espinosa had grave doubts concerning the continued 
force of the concordat. He doubted whether the concordat was 
still in force if the government refused to fulfill all the obli-
qations stated in the convention. Pope Pius IX, in his bull of 
AUgust 3, 1853, stated that no part of a concordat could be 
changed without the consent of both parties, and it would remain 
in force as lonq as all the conditions of the conventlon were ac-
cepted by both parties. 1'his waa the true reason why on ~ch 26, 
1873, he refused to grant canonical institution to the nominee for 
the vacancy, Padre Espinosa claimed. Nor should the minister con-
.ider it "puerility" an the part of the cabildo to insist that 
before any final decisions are made, the matter muet necessarily 
be taken up with Rome. 202 
Padre Espinosa ~latmed that another reason Why the cabildo 
vacancies could not be filled was that the necessary funds to re-
munerate the holders of these endOW'ed offices were no lonqer 
available. 203 In regard to pastoral chanqes demanded by the cir-
cumstances of the time, Padre Espinosa remarked that this was not 
in accordance with the riqhts that have been conferred on the 
nominees throuqh formal institution. Although he consented to 
these changes and even saw himself obliged to suspend certain 
canonical provisions, he did so only out of consideration for the 
civil government' s demands. These concessions also meant that 
202~ 203n Guatemalteco, July 9, 1873, p.4 
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Article 9 of the concordat was not fulfilled. 204 Although stmilar 
concessions had been made in the abolition of tithes, he reiter-
ated that Rome had authorized the Guatemalan Church to receive 
the government subsidy "by way of P!'gyision" and under protest, 
.ince the ChurCh did not recognize the abolition of tithing_ 
Similar conditions had been indicat.ed by the Holy See in reqard 
to other decrees involving ecclesiast.ical matters. 20S 
Al though Rome had made no direct protest against the Guate-
.. lan decrees, Padre Espinosa reminded the minister that this 
could not be interpreted as an endorsement. of Liberal policies. 
Extreme Liberali81ll had been attacked by Rome on any number of 
occasions. The most recent example was the message of Pope 
pius IX on July 31, 1871. While there was definite need for 
social and eoonomic tmprovement in Hispanic America, the cleric 
was convinced that this should not be done without heeding the 
principles and laws of the Church" Padre Espinosa hoped that the 
foregoing exposition would adequately explain the reasons for 
ecclesiastical opposition. At the same time, he emphasized that 
he would endeavor to maintain qood relations with the temporal 
power in spite of difficulties that might be encountered. Padre 
204Ibid., Article 9 of the concordat provided that the local 
ordinary would present three names to the president for the 
vacancy in a parish. Rodriquez Cerna, p. 252. 
205El Guatemalteco, July 9, 1873, p. 4. 
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sspinosa expressed a fervent desire that the minister would pre-
,ent no obstacle when he and his cabildo would take the question 
206 to Rome for final settlement. '!'he final observation of the 
apostolic administrator concerned the qualifications of the three 
nominees. without mentioning names, he wrote that "one of these 
has been suspended from the ministry and all three have conducted 
themselves in a more or less reprehensible manner, Which is im-
possible to disregard even in the extreme of honoring them as has 
been requested." He maintained that the civil power might lack 
the necessary information to judge the qualifications of the 
nominees. Be considered it his duty to bring the matter to the 
government • s attention, especially since the concordat requires 
the nominees to possess suitable qualities. 207 
The available documents contain no evidence to show that the 
three nominees became involved in the controversy. Padre .z{ngel 
Arroyo remained silent throughout the dispute. Even his close 
friendship with Barrios did not arouse any suspicions on the part 
of the Church ladders. Padre Tomu Ortega withdrew his name from 
the nomination list on April 29, pleading ill health and the nec-
essity for devoting additional time to the family estate, since he 
206 AC, tomo 1873, doc. 173. 
207Ibid• The editor of El Guatamalteco remarked that Padre 
Espinosa's questioning of the-qualifications of the nominees was 
done in a spirit of animosity. E1 GUat~lteco, July 12, 1873, 
P.1. - - , 
rr--------------, 
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"as the only one in the family capable of administering it. 208 
fhe case of the third nominee, Padre Pedro Vioente Batres, was 
!DOre involved. According to a report submitted by four univer-
sity students on April 26, 1873, he was accused of propagating 
false opinions in his class. The students declared that the 
professor taught that Luther and Calvin rebelled because the 
Church auctioned off indulgences. They further testified that he 
taught that saying the divine office was not obligatory for 
priests and attacked doctrines concerning certain sacraments, 
particularly noting that he advocated the use of saliva in place 
of water for the administration of Baptism if it was a case of 
emergency. 209 In a later report, dated JUly 2, the prosecuting 
attorney cleared the priest of all acausations, observing "that 
in the four anterior declarations tberear.e no sufficient data 
which can serve as a basis for a formal proceeding against Padre 
Batres •• • • .. 210 The investigation of Padro Batres' university 
teaching was probably already in process while his nomination was 
presented by General Barrios, and thus he may have been the one 
under suspension when Padre Espinosa questioned the qualifica-
tions of the nominees in his letter of April 9. 
200 . AC, to.o 1873, doo. 248 • 
• _ 209Ibid• 'the document is not indexed but it can be located 





At the time of the nomination controversy the cabildo was 
composed of six or seven members. During the dispute the member-
,hip had been reduced due to ill health, death, and expulsions. 
presuming that the three new appointees would have adopted a 
less adamant position toward the Liberal regime, one can inter-
pret the action of the civil authorities as seeking influential 
control over the cabildo. The position of the apostolic adminis-
trator prevented such a possibility, at least for the ttme, and 
this played a significant role in his expulsion the following 
JUly. Padre Espinosa apparently realized that he soon would be 
~lled. On May 16, 1873, he submitted his resignation to his 
cabildo, stating that Barrios requested the resignation because 
of his relations with the revolutionary factions, especially with 
his relative Enrique Palacios. At the same time, he claimed that 
he acted under the advice of Padre Antonio A. Perez, and feared 
that his authority in the future would be curtailed: possibly 
abrogated by force. Such action he thought could prove highly 
prejudicial to the interests of the Church. His final request of 
the cabildo was permission to retire to the Mexican state of 
Chiapas. 2ll The day following the attempted resignation, Jose 
2llIbid., doc. 280. The apostolic administrator did not 
indicate that Padre Perez was a participant in the campaign to 
bring about his resignation. The fact that the ecclesiastical 
administrator refused to grant President Barrios' wish to take 
Padre Perez from the cabildo and make him a military chaplain 
WOuld indicate that there was no ill feeling between the two 
Clerics. 
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.-r!a samayoa, minister of ecclesiastical affairs, !nfor,med Padre 
.. pinosa that Barrios insisted that the resignation must be ac-
cepted for the sake of re-establishing peace in the republic. As-
_rting that Padre Espinosa was the principal reactionary in the 
capital because of his relationship with the rebel Enrique 
,alacios, Barrios demanded that the priest renounce his position. 
Xf he did not, the government would undertake more energetic meas-
ures in the matter. 212 Along with the demand for resignation were 
included four documents to prove that the rebellious faction had 
been led to believe that they were fighting for defense of reli-
gion. 2l3 On May 18, Padre Espinosa directed another note to his 
cabildo refuting the accusations of the government. Be further 
reiterated his desire to resign if the best interests of the 
Church required it, but to do so without just reason could mean 
another attack on the· independence of the Church. Be sugqested 
that the cabildo consider takin9' a vote among the clerqy in the 
capital to ascertain their views about the resignation. If his 
resignation should cause greater evils to the ChurCh, Padre 
2l2lbid• 
213Xb_~. Sisto Perez and Benigo de LeOn in a broadside 
questionia:the sincerity of the apostolic administration in sUb-
IIlitting the resignation. The writers considered it highly illogi-
cal for a superior to submit his resignation to infer~ors. namely 
the cabildo. 3Uicto sabre 1& Renunc a Jesuita del Senor Espingsa 
gobernador de Ia o-oce=, ~ sOllre.!.: Bat-ado XCt'\i'it 3e sus 
Bel.clones COn .!! ggbI!ijio e !a ReP1:bilca {Guatemala. n.tr., .. 
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sspinosa made it clear that he was determined to stay at his 
pOSt. 214 on May 21 the cabildo answered that it considered the 
government accusations unfounded. Xt assured the religious 
leader that it was well satisfied with his conduct. 21S Informing 
the minister of ecclesiastical affairs of the cabildo' s decision, 
padre Espinosa again refuted the accusations of the goveX'nlRent. 
Since he enjoyed the fullest confidence of the government when he 
assumed his ecclesiastieal post, he asked Why he had lost it. No 
further aetion was taken, but the minister promised t.o take up the 
.atter with the president.2l6 Thus it stOOd until the expulsion 
of the apostolic administrator in 3Uly of 1873, approximately a 
month after Barrios had been officially declared president. 
The decree calling for a presidential election was issued by 
Guc!a Granados on March 29. The new president was to serve for 
the first constitut.ional period, but since there was no cansti tu-
tion, the decree stated that lithe attributes and powers of the 
president will be those that ue designat.ed t.o the provisional 
president in the Act of patzic!a. u217 Hoping that the election 
would help restore confidence and tranquility in Guat.emala, Garc!a 
214AC, tomo 1873, doc. 280. 215IRig• 216lbid• 
217R~ilaci~ de las Ley;es. I (1974) ,162. 'lhis was the 
first! call or an e:ection-un~er the provisional presidency of 
Care a Granados. Before this time there were a number of pro-
nouncements made by the various municipalities in support of the 
Act of patzic!a. Bolet!n Oficial, JUly 20, 1871, pp. 3-7, 
August 1, 1871, pp. 5-6 and August 4, 1871, pp .. 4--6. 
~r----------------------------------------------------2-7-4---' 
GranadoS considered it unwise to prolong the provisional presi-
c.tency.218 Whether this was his true motive is open to debate .. 
ACcording to Paul Burgess, the intentions of the provisional 
president are unknown, another writer contended that Garcia 
Granados hoped to use the election results as an indication of 
the popular support of his program. 2l9 '!'he decree also provided 
for the qualifications for the voters and the presidential candi-
date. '!'he voter was required to be twenty-one years of age and 
to be able to read. and write. '!'he voting aqe was reduced to 
eiqhteen for those married. '!'he literacy qualifications were 
waived for owners of landed property evaluated at one thousand 
pesos or more. 220 Although the clergy were not disenfranchised, 
no one in the religious life was pezmitted to run as a presi-
dential candidate.221 
'the election was scheduled for April 20 to April 27. In 
order to avoid the accusation of holding an illegal election dur-
ing a state of sieqe, which had been declared in pacifying the 
last, Garcia Granados suspended the siege on April 3 but renewed 
218 Ib,id. 
219 1 ' Burgess, pp. 1 8-120 and 1!!. Revo1uciop. S!!. 1811. !.B!. 
,b'omesas, x. .!! .!Igs!o SA!. £Umplir1as, p. 35. 
220Re~ilaci6n de las L~es, I (1874), 163. The voting 
qualificat ons did no~proviae for women suffrage. 
221 Ibid., pp. 163-164. 
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it on April 30. 222 At the same time, he ordered that voting must 
be both oral and written. 223 On the same line where the voter 
indicated his selection, he was required to sign his name. If 
the voter could not write, the secretary of the voting junta must 
sign for him, with the junta serving as a witness. 224 
Three days after the issuance of the decree callinq for a 
presidential election, Marco A. soto sent a circular to all jefes 
,221;(tic,os urqinq them to make certain that the election 'WOuld be 
a free expression of the people and not "the result of intrique 
or influence of persons tnvested with same political or reliqious 
character.. .. • ." 'l'he circular also called upon the apostolic ad-
ministrator to issue similar instructions to his pastors. 225 '!'he 
apostolic administrator sent the desired circular to the pastors 
on April 12 .. 226 
'!'he election took place on the appoint.ed days without any 
reported incidents. According to the election figures of Padre 
Ptlrez, Which he claimed to be official, the popular vote did not 
surpass 8, 707. He asserted that the total vote should have sur-
passed 100,000 to be truly representative of the will of the 
- ~22i!! R!Y2lucto, .9.2. 1871, !Y!l Pr2P¥Mu lC. .!! Ho4o .9.2. SYmp11rl~~, pp. 34-3 • 
223RecPRilaciOn ~ las h!Yes, I (1874), 166. 
224Ib;d. 225ACJ tomo 1873, doc. 218. 
226lJ?J,d., and tomo VIII, doc. 895. 
1"r=~--------------------------------------------2-76--' 
people. He particularly noted that the capital, with 60,000 in-
babitantsl had recorded a vote of only 487. 227 According to him, 
the election was a bitter defeat for Garcia Granados who was un-
228 
able to obtain more than l, 400 votes. 'l'he election of Barrios 
..,..8 confirmed by the constituent assembly in its meeting of 
MaY 1. 229 The confirmation of the election served as the occasion 
for MarCO A. Soto to request the apostolic administ:rator to have 
the bells rung in the capital in celebration of the event. Padre 
lapinosa quickly honored the request on May 8 .. 230 Similar demon-
.trations of good will were Shown by both powers at the presi-
dmtial installation on JUne 3, when a special "'1'e Deum" service 
vas held in the cathedral as an act of gratitude. 231 Although 
227perez, p. 234. Identical fiqures are given in La Revolu-
ciOn ~ 1871, pus Pr9J1¥!sy jC. a1 HQgQ .de C].u!\PlirlM" pp.34-35. 
iI'iiCe pa<:fi:!a Perez consul tad thIs -work;he may well have obtained 
his figures from the pamphlet.. Due to incomplete returns a small-
er voting figure was reported by El l\!,s!2 ~ !!!. l'.!!!Alias, 
April 26,. 1873, p. 5. 
228perez, p .. 235. While Barrios obtained almost all of the 
remainder of the votes,. there was a handful of votes for the 
candidates Solares and Cerezo. El Museo da Las Familias, 
April 26, 1873, p. 5. - - -
229Act!! de 1a ~gmplea Constituyante del Ano 1873-1875, 
pp. 62-68. At th.e tGe of the confirmaticm-;-iresident-elect 
Barrios was engaged in a campaign of pacification in t.he East.. 
230 AC. 1:.0180 1.873, doc. 258. 
231Xbip., doc. 307, Aetas ~ 1a As_lea Cpnstituy;ente del 
Ant> 1873., pp. 83 ... 86. On.rune 5, the constItuent. assembly had'Tts 
ast session. '!'he minister made no ment.ion of hOil long the ad-
journment was to last. Perhaps the members were awaiting further 
Word from President Barrios before renewing the work of drawing 
up a constitution. 
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, ttJ11II3 may have interpreted these public acts as an inauguration of 
a neW era of qood feeling between the two powers, Padre Espinosa 
"ealized that the man who urqed his resignation was nov president. 
III addition, the issue of cabildo membership remained unresolved .. 
The inauguration celebrations caused many Liberals to forqet 
that the men qreatly responsible for their success was to be 
pushed unceremoniously aside to make room for the man of action .. 
'or the more ardent reformers, Gracia Granados was too weak for 
the task ahead. Accordinq to Hubert Bancroft I "Garcia Granados 
vas an enlightened and able man, but easy, unassuming, indolent, 
and kind-hearted, too much so, indeed. for the place he had been 
called to fill at a period demandinq of him great energy, and an 
unbending will. His was not a disposition to deal harshly with 
anyone, or inflict sufferinq.n232 Many Liberals undoUbtedly 
welcomed the arrival of a more dynamic personality to the presi-
dential belm, wbile the Conservatives may bave been relieved that 
the intellectual leader of the revolution had suffered defeat. 
If the Conservatives cherished such notions, they were short-
lived, for 8arZ"ios soon demonstrated his iron power which If ••• 
tolerated no opposition to his will, nor overloOked sedition in 
any form ... 233 The few periods When Barrios had served as acting 
provisional president were ample proof to the more far-sighted 




Liberals and Conservatives of his capabilities. 
The constituent assembly offered a motion of gratitude for 
the outgoing provisional president's meritorious services. 234 
on June 3, the assembly declared the ex-leader "Benemerito de la 
,atria. t. 235 Be received no further recognition until his death 
on september 7. 1878. There is no evidence to indicate that 
Garc!a Granados wielded any influence after 1873. In fact, the 
.ilence of the documents argues against this. His departure from 
the political scene meant that the formatiVe period of the revolu-
tion had terminated. Nevertheless, the foundation for the reform. 
had been laid, and it remained for the younger partner to com-
plete the Liberal program. 
234Actas de 1& Aeamblea Consti~uyente del ~o 1873-1875, 
PP. 69-73. - -- - - t 
235 Ibid., pp. 79-82. 
~r~' ~------------------~ 
CHAPTER VI 
THE CONSOLIDATION OF '!'HE REVOLUTION 
An anecdote concerning the presidential inaugural address of 
JUsto R. Barrios; in June of 1873, characterizes the new regime. 
According to Ramon Uriarte, the new president, found much to 
praise in his predecessor's administration, Which he claimed never 
was respected, and even was insulted at times. Barrios assured 
his audience that with him it will be different. "I am resolved 
to make authority respected, come what may; and when order is re-
established, nothing will please me more than to come back and 
deliver the presidency to the honored citizen who today delivers 
it to me."l Uriarte sarcastically observed that Barrios fulfilled 
everything to the letter except the last part of his discourse. 2 
Although this may be just another legend that grew around the per-
son of the Reformer through the passing years, the accounts of 
many contemporary and later writers afford evidence that the au-
thority of Barrios was respected, if for no other reason than fear 
I. lMiguel A. Garcia, Diccionario Bistorico EnCiCIOPfdiCO de la 
R.epUblica de El Salvador. Anecdotas Centroamericanas San --





,..on Salazar, a contemporary of the president, found much to ad-
.ire and criticize in the man. He noted that Barrios had few 
friends, and avoided familiarity with his subordinates so as not 
to prejudice his high office. 3 According to Salazar, even on the 
rare occasions when he was intimate, Barrios did not always 
possess a pleasant disposition because his incisive and sarcastic 
jokes were frequently directed at his associates. 4 Yet Salazar 
pointed out that Barrios, with all his shortcomings, made the 
Revolution of 1871. 5 
The desire to gain respect for his authority caused Barrios 
often to govern in despotic fashion. The Englishman John Boddam-
Whetham justified it on the grounds that R ••• in a country of 
such a revolting character as Central America it is better to have 
a good despot than a weak President at the head of affairs. K6 
Similar sentiments were expressed by a North American traveler in 
Guatemala shortly after the death of Barrios. 7 
3 Salazar, 'l'i!JllRo Vie1 0" p. 170. 
4 Ibid., pp. 170-174. Por examples of Barrio.s· jokes, see 
Ouillones;-pp. 33-35 and 37·~38. 
5~., p. 171. 
6Soddam-whetham, p. 39. Boddam-Whetham was a traveler in 
Guatemala from 1875 to 1876. 
70 • J. Victor, "Guatemala From the Coast to the Volcanoes," 
!larper's New Monthly Magazine (November 1885), LXXI, 892 and 900. 
VIctor attrIbuted the prosperity in Guatemala to the beneficial 
dictatorship of Barrios. 
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More recent writers, including Guatemalan biographers, con-
tinue to paint a similar picture of Barrios differing only in 
their analysis of the degree of dictatorship and in justifying 
bis despotic conduct. Chester Lloyd Jones characterized Barrios 
as dominating all branches of Guatemalan development, first under 
frank dictatorship, and later under a thin veil of constitution-
alism. According to Jones, this domination was felt in the 
neighboring republics as well as Guatemala.8 Nevin O. Winter, an-
other North American, found the president "resourceful and iron-
willed, but progressive. ,,9 Manuel Valladares, who had few words 
of praise for Barrios, considered his regime a military dictator-
ship, which couldn't afford to send the troops away from the 
capital for fear of revolt. 10 Be admitted, however, that although 
the president was not a learned man, he was astute enough to take 
quick advantage of a situation, especially industrial progress 
which was making rapid inroads into Guatemala in the latter half 
of the 19th century.ll Whether a dictatorship was essential in 
bringing about material progress is still open to debate. Por 
Barrios and many of his admirers, dictatorship was necessary but 
transitional. The reason for this was the powerful role that the 
smsq • 
8Chester Lloyd Jones, Guatemala Past and ~resent (Minneapo-
lis, 1940), p. 49. 
9Nevin o. Winter, Guatemala ~ !!!.!:. Peo!?le .e! Todax: (Boston, 
1909), p. 190. 
10Valladares, p. 307. 11 Ibid., p. 309. 
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Church played in practically every phase of Guatemalan life. Had 
the Reformer not faced a poW'erful clerical group, the Liberals 
~ld doubtless have been very reluctant to support his dictator-
ship. 
The first month of President Barrios' administration indi-
cated no conflict with the clerg'y either on the national or local 
levels. In fact on June 11, 1873, Marco A. Soto informed the 
apostolic administrator that the president and his aides would 
attend the celebration of the feast of Corpus Christi in the 
cathedral on JUne 12.12 Although political motives may have 
prompted the actions, many clergymen regarded it as the inaugura-
tion of a period of amiable relations between Church and state. 
However, there is no evidence to show that the president actually 
attended the religious functions. Paul Burgess claimed that the 
only time Barrios was in church was when he wits inaugurated. 
As president, Barrios initiated religious refor-m on JUly 2, 
1873, when he declared Padre Espinosa perpetually exiled from the 
republic. 13 The reasons were essentially the same as the earlier 
12AC , tome 1873, doc. 307. Events of this nature have 
caused same Liberal writers to conclude that President Barrios 
and the Liberals were not opposed to religion. For instance 
JesUs Carranza made much of General Barrios' action in aiding the 
restoration of the church in Totonicapan, which had. been destroyed 
by fire on January 2, 1873, but added that Barrios may have done 
this for political motives. Carranza,.Yn. Pueblo a La! Altos, 
p. 153. 
13Recopilacion ~ ~ Leyes, I (1874), 185. 
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_'sations of the civil government. 14 Barrios was convinced that 
aC"'''' 
in order to remove all obstacles to the pacification of the repub-
liC and to the good relations between Church and state, the 
e~ulsion of the apostolic administrator was tmperative. 15 
The exact departure date of Padre Espinosa is not known. It 
.ust have been shortly after the decree was issued. In his letter 
of protest to the civil authorities, dated August 19, 1873, and 
~itten in San Francisco, California, he stated that it was most 
difficult to defend his innocence, for he lacked the necessary 
documents, which were in the curia. 16 Presumably, therefore. ~~ 
~st have left Guatemala shortly after the expulsion decree, for 
otherwise he would have availed htmself of the necessary documents 
~ writing his protest. Nonetheless, he denied all the accusa-
tions, except the one that stated that he was a relative of 
Enrique Palacios. He reiterated that none of his official acts 
could be interpreted as aiding the rebel cause of his relative. 17 
Padre Espinosa concluded his protest as follows: 
I protest, then, Mr. Minister, against the false imputations 
which have been made in the said decree: I protest against 
l4Ibid ., pp. 184-185. 
16 AC, tomo 1873, doc. 456. 
l5~., p. 185. 
l7~. The reference here is the alleged attempt of 
Palacios to overthrow the Liberal regtme in Honduras and later 
to effect a similar overthrow in El Salvador and Guatemala. The 
thrin eat was removed with the defeat of Palacios and his followers Chamelecon, Honduras, on August 9, 1873. Alvarado, p. 12. 
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the lack of reason and justice which the government has had 
for dictating it: I protest against the other calumnies 
which have been raised for defaming my honor: and lastly I 
protest in a most solemn and decisive manner against the . 
insults and vexations of which I was a victim on the night 
of July 3 and the following days until the moment I was 
placed on board.lS 
In a letter of July lS Padre Juan Gavarrete, a member of the 
c~ildO, notified all vicar provincials that the ecclesiastical 
government would temporarily reside in the hands of the cabildo.19 
In the same letter, he reported the resignation of Padre Andres 
orantes as secretary of the cabildo, but he gave no reasons for 
the resignation. 20 '!'hereafter, Padre Francisco W. 'l'aracena was 
appointed the new apostolic administrator. 
'!'he conflict between the Church and state became more serious 
when the president, on August 27, decreed the nationalization of 
all religious property without exception. 21 In addition, the 
decree called for establishing governmental commissions to execute 
the decree 1 and the creation of a special treasury to administer 
the property, and invest it in accordance with the decree. 22 
According to article 2, the commission had the duty of seeing that 
compensations were made for the expropriated goods. 23 In another 
-
lSAC , tomo lS73, doc. 456. 19Ibid., doc. 369. 
20Ibid• 21aecoEilacign SA!. .!!!. Leyes, I (lS74), 193 
22Ibid., pp. 193~l94. 
23Ibid • The decree does not specifically state when and how 
the commIssion should pay for the expropriated goods, but later 
decrees provided for public auctions. RecoPilaciOn de Las Leyes, 
X (1881), 458-459. '!'he duties of the commission were-fUrther 
rr 2SS 
i decree of the same date, a Banco Agricola Bipotecario was estab-
lished which would administer the funds of the expropriated prop-
erty. These funds were to be employed for the development of 
agriculture. 24 
I'he reasons for the expropriation, as stated in the decree, 
vere similar to those stated earlier in the Liberal press and 
official communications. For instance, expropriation of ecclesi-
astical goods was considered essential to the promotion of pros-
perity and deve10pnent in the republic. According to the decree, 
this goal would be impossible if the property remained in "dead 
hands, II for "The existence of property in dead hands withdraws 
considerable capital from commerce, agriculture and industry and 
takes out of circulation territorial property, fettering it 
perpetually in certain bodies and families, who possess it in an 
exclusive manner.,,2S The decree advocated that the property must 
pass into hands "of active and industrious proprietors, who make 
it produce and increase the public wealth. 0 26 Furthermore, 
ecclesiastical goods served only to foment unrest throughout the 
republic because some of them had fallen into the hands of rebel-
lious factions. 27 To avoid any misgivings about the status of 
defined in decree 107. Rubio, pp. 200-202. 




private property, the decree assured subjects that the state guar-
antees the right to hold and invest property. In the case of 
religiouS property, however, the state was employing the facul-
ties "which it has over establishments and moral:. institutions, 
~ich ~ their exis~ence :!;2 .!:b.!..!!!!., and on account of evident 
..... 
public utility it may alter the administration of qoods in dead 
hands. ,,28 Here Barrios showed himself in full accord with the 
thesis of Jose Har!a Mora, which stated that since religious or 
-moral institutions" owed their existence to civil law, they 
could be regulated by the civil power for the sake of public wel-
fare. 'l'he decree further confirmed the thesis of Mora in that the 
Church, through the loss of her property, became more dependent on 
the state subsidy.. The only independent sources of revenue left 
to the Church were the voluntary contributions of the faithful, 
the fees collected in the administration of the sacraments and the 
performance of other religious functions. 1'he last category of 
28Ibid., p. 192. Italics not in the original. According to 
.n Guatemalteco, the value of religious property in I'dead hands" 
was estImated at two million pesos. B1 GuatEGlteco, September 19 
1873, p. 1. A few months later, the publlcat on reported the 
secret resolutions reached by the ecclesiastical cabildo, whereby 
the cabildo decided to place the cathedral property in personal 
ownership so as to avoid expropriation. Ho explanation was given 
as to how this information was obtained. Ibid., April 10, 1814, 
p. 1. Knowledge of the secret resolution caused Barrios to issue 
an order on April 9, 1874, stating that the sale of property 
"without the formalities prescribed by law" is illegal. 1'his 
meant that the sale of Church property made in secret did not meet 
the legal forma;ities. Recopilacion S!. .!!!. Lares Emitidas J2g!:. ~ 
!Fbier:g,o Democratico de 1a RepUblic! de Guatemala lGuatemala, 
876), II, 36-31, 81 GUatemalte£o, AprIl 10, 1874, p. 2. 
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income was further curtailed when the st.ate later nationalized 
cemeteries and abolished the customary religious burial fees. 
Add! tional reasons for expropriation of religious property 
~re given in a pamphlet published shortly after the above decree. 
xts author claimed that the Church gained much of her property 
thrOUgh fomenting such religious superstitions as threatening the 
faithful with hell fire, by appealing to the emotions of women and 
by outright usurpation, such as the donation of Constantine and 
the False Decretals. 29 Although much of this was done in the name 
of charity, the author's opinion was that the Church has neglected 
her mission of charity. '!'his caused. the Church to amass wealth, 
Which she did not really own but only administered. 30 Conse-
quently, the wealth of the ChurCh elicited criticisms from popes, 
saints, and Protestant reformers II Since the Church failed in her 
mission of charity, and since she was only the administrator of 
these goods, "it corresponds to the state to see that these dona-
tions are destined for the end for which they were instituted by 
the testators and donors •••• "31 Moreover, the writer was cer-
tain that the amassing of wealth for charitable ends was in viola-
tion of modern economic lSW's. In his words "Catholic charity, far 
from improving the social conditions of man, enqenders poverty, 
29parrafos de un Buen Libro, Los Sienes de la Iglesia 
(Guatemala, l§74T: PP .. 3-16. - --
30 Ibid., pp. 17-25. 3lXbid., pp. 26-39. 
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destroys a man's initiative and for this reason it is the beqin-
nin9 of decadence and impoverishment of states." He was certain 
that such was not the intention of the donors of the ecclesiasti-
cal goods. TO end this decadence and impoverishment, the state 
~ exercising only its duty by suppressing such hOldings. 32 The 
.riter found no justification for tax exemptions extended to 
religious bodies because they were charitable institutions. Since 
the Church was a part of society and the state, she must fulfill 
her duties like any citizen. 33 His clinching argument was offered 
in his conclusion, when he discussed the concept of sovereignty. 
The assumed sovereignty of the Church rests on a false premise, 
he asserted, for sovereignty was essentially a right of man which 
he exercised through a constituent assembly. Furthermore, the 
writer could not understand hCM there could be a sovereign Church 
within a sovereign state. "TWo sovereign entities cannot exist 
for the very reason that the divine right of the Church has never 
had the assent of the people, who have a!t.,ays protested against 
.. 34 the domination of the Church •• The conclusion left little • • 
room for an independent Church. Although the pamphlet was pub-
lished after the decree of consolidation, it offers a penetrating 
view of all the issues involved in the Church as a property 
holder. It again demonstrates clearly that more was involved than 
32Ibid., pp. 39-40. 
34Ibid., p. 75. 
33 Ibid., pp. 41-66. 
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.-relY the accusation that accumulation of ecclesiastical wealth 
"as one of the basic causes for the economic retardation of the 
country-
The protest of the ecclesiastical cabildo against the decree 
of August 27 was emitt.ed on September 10. It based its disap-
proval on the grounds that the civil authority not only failed to 
consult the Holy See before formulating the decree, but did not 
consent to suspend the execution of the decree until an agreement 
COUld be reached with the Holy 8ee. 35 The protest also warned 
the clergy and administrators of religious houses and foundations 
that "they may not assist in the execution of the decree by any 
act which may indicate acquiescence or spontaneity, and in the 
case of beine] obliged to surrender to force, they may do it by 
_ana of a written or verbal protest as_ the circumstances permit. 
• • • The following day, the ecclesiastical authorities issued 
a second protest in which they stressed that obedience to civil 
law did not relieve them or the faithful of giving priority to 
the laws of God and Uis Church. 37 The clergy was specifically in-
structed that it must not give moral consent to the execution of 
the decrees. 38 
Madre EncarnaciOn in Quezaltenango was the first to express 
35 AC, tomo 1873, doc. 505. 




concern over the expropriation decree. In her letter of Septem-
ber 4, addressed to Auxiliary Bishop Manuel Barrutia, she indi-
cated that the house the community rented belonged to the 
COfrad[a del Carmen. With the expropriation decree, she feared 
that her community would be forced to leave the house. At the 
18Ille time, she sought instructions as to whether she should sub-
ait the accounts of the convent. if the civil authorities requested 
them. 39 The reply of the eeclesiastical authorities on Septem-
ber 18 was merely a reiteration of an earlier letter, namely, 
should the religious be forced to leave their convent, they 
should retire to private homes, preferably those of relat.ives. 40 
!he situation of the nuns in Quezaltenango became critical by the 
month of December. In a letter dated December 19, Padre S. Jose 
Santizo, Vicar Provincial of QuezalteD.ango, reported that the 
civil authorities had demanded the accounts of the convent, and 
that the community no longer possessed its convent or, for that 
aatter, any place to live. He added that although a local pastor 
had given the nuns a house, they had to leave it when he sold it, 
80 as to avoid government expropriation. Padre Santizo asked the 
ecclesiastical authorities if he should order the administrator of 
the nuns' convent to surrender the accounts of the community to 
the Departmental commission of Consolidation. He requested 
-
39 Ibid., doc. 495. 40Ibid• 
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.JJailar information regarding the wartas .9.2. colegio, Which were 
fUIlds destined for the support of the archdiocesan seminary. 41 
the reply the ecclesiastical government sent on December 27 indi-
cated that it would direct a note to the civil government so that 
the nuns would be assured of the necessary means for their exist-
ence.. In regard to the cuart¥ S!. colesio, the vicar provincial 
was ordered to present the due protest when the Commission of 
consolidation demanded the funds, but he was advised not to re-
lease any other funds as long as the present circumstances 
42 
existed. 
In her letters of December 20 and 28, Madre EncarnaciOn con-
firmed the report of Padre Santizo. In her letter of December 20, 
she noted that the. annual academic examinations were held on 
December 10 and 11 in the presence of the pastor and local politi-
cal authorities. She mentioned that although the political au-
thorities were highly satisfied with the results, the Commission 
of Consolidation immediately requested the convent funds. This 
id not surprise her since it was generally done. Since the com-
ity was engaged in offering instruction gratis, she sought the 
and the municipality, but neither answered her 
tition. '!'his, she pointed out, has exhausted the patience of 
er nuns. 43 She remarked bitterly that after twelve years of 
41Ibid., doc. 703. 




teaching in Quezaltenango, the city had afforded her community 
little protection; even coming to the point of depriving them of 
their habitation, and threatening the lives of the nuns. In 
view of these circumstances, she requested permission to relocate 
her community in one of the villages of the republic. 44 The bit-
terness of Madre EncarnaciOn was again stressed in her letter of 
DeCember 28.. This let.ter makes it clear that the nuns were still 
living in the house given to them by Padre D. Modesto Cesar, since 
ahe requested the cabildo to restrain the pastor from forcing the 
nuns to leave, due to the sale of the property, until definite 
word had been received from the cabildo as to wilat could be done 
to save t:,~e situation. Again she accused some of the people in 
Quezaltenango of attempting to force the community into a position 
of dire necessity.45 The reply of the ca.bildo that it had 
directed a note to the civil authorities informing them of the 
plight of the Bethlemitas offered the nuns little consolation. 46 
Undoubtedly, the ecclesiastical cabildo feared serious reprisals 
from the civil authorities if it made stronger protest in the de-
fense of the nuns. The disbanding of the male religious congrega-
tions and the expropriation of religious property apparently 
dictated the policy of defeatism adopted by the cabildo in its 
44Ibid• 
46Ib 'd 1 "I 
45Ibid • , doc .. 718. 
docs. 705 and 718. 
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dealings with the Beth1emi tas. In addition, the disbanding of 
the female religious communities was only a little more than a 
JDOIlth away at this time, and rumors of this intention could have 
turther counseled caution for the cahi1do. There is little doubt 
that caution was the overriding principle of the cahi1do when one 
.tudies the correspondence concerning the expulsion of Padre 
J)aniel Escobar, chaplain of the nuns. Madre Encarnacion reported 
the fact on January 18,. 1874, but gave no reason for his expul-
sion.47 The mother superioress petitioned the cabi1do to send 
fray Bernardino Samayoa as their chaplain. Replying- that this 
was impossible due to parish needs, the cabildo promised another 
priest to serve as chaplain. 48 On the following day, Padre 
santizo of Quezaltenanqo, sent a similar report to the cabildo 
stating that the reasons for expulsion were unknown except that 
the order came from the president.49 Fearing that difficulties 
of the Bethlemi~as would increase,. he stated that he was doing 
everything possible to alleviate their hardships. He doUbted, 
however I that the camm.m.ity would be able to continue its strugqle 
much longer. 50 , The response of the cabildo on January 28 coun-
seled the vicar to continue aiding the nuns, but in such a way as 










The uncertainty of the status of the Beth 1 emit as 
~------------------------------------------------2-9-4--' 
that the cahildo, realizing the futility of the struggle had, for 
all practical purposes, adopted a policy of noninterference. 
Apart from the difficulties encountered by the Beth1emitas 
in regard to expropriation of religious property, the archives 
present no evidence that other female religious communities suf-
tered similar molestations. While the decree of expropriation 
definitely included convents of nuns, the execution probably was 
held in abeyance until they were disbanded in Pebruary of 1874. 
Additional difficulties occurred with the execution of the 
decree in the parishes, especially in regard to the status of 
confraternities. According to Padre Vicente Caceres, vicar pro-
vincial of Chimaltenango, the funds of the confraternities were 
not included in the expropriation decree. Caceres claimed that 
the instructions of the local political authorities, given on 
August 27, made it clear that. all other funds were subject to 
expropriation, including the seminary fund called cu~tas ~ 
coleqi~. Fut.'ther instructions explained what debts stemming from 
the cuartas .9£. col~io must be included in each past.or· s report. 
Padre Caceres requested guidance from the ecclesiastical govern-
ment. in the matter so that he could offer the necessary advise to 
pastors in his vicariate with a clear conscience. 52 The cabildo's 
continued until the decree of suppression of all female religious 
communities on February 9, 1874. AC, tomo 1874, doc. 63. 
52Ibid., tomo 1873, doc. 552. 
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teply on October 10 indicated that the parish fund and the offer-
ing for the archbishop were not to be delivered to the Commission 
of consolidation, but the seminary fund might be surrendered. 
This could be done according to the law, but never with moral 
53 consent.. Padre Casimiro E. Serrano, pastor of Chinautla, faced 
a slightly differ(~nt problem, since his parish had not paid the 
aeminary fund since 1814.. The archbishop had granted his clatm 
for exemption because of the poverty of the parishioners. In 
spite of this, the Commission of Consolidation insisted that 
henceforth this fund must be'paid, since the archbishop had no 
right to grant such an exemption. 54 The c&bildo in its response 
8upported the pastor in his stand. 55 The question of the deliv-
erance of the parish fund came up again in a letter of the vicar 
provincial of Solol&, who reported that the Departmental Commis-
aion of Consolidation was demanding the parish fund account. 56 
Reiterating its earlier position, the cabildo insisted that the 
fund was excepted in the expropriation decree, should the Commis-
sion of Consolidation insist on its deliverance; h~ever, the vic-
ar provincial might do so, provided he made the necessary pro-
test. 57 
The letters cited comprise all those the cabildo received 
concerning the enforcement of the expropriation decree fram 
54Ibid., doc. 635. 55Ibid• 
56Ibid., vol. 8, docs. 1036 and 1044. 57 Ibid .. , doc. 1036. 
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AUgust 1873 to February 1874. The small nwnber of complaints from 
the pastors might indicate that the execution of the decree had 
little or no effect on other parish property. This, at least was 
the tone of the letter Padre Francisco Suarez wrote the cabildo on 
october 6 stating that he received the ecclesiastical circular 
protesting the decree of expropriation, he thought that none of 
his parish property was included in the decree. 58 One may assume 
that other pastors' probably were in similar circumstances, and 
that in some areas, the jefe pq1!ticos probably were very lenient 
in the application of the decree. 
The letters were primarily concerned with the expropriation 
of parish funds. This the ecclesiastical authorities refused to 
accept because the parish fund constituted the essential means 
for parish support. This was not the case with the seminary fund, 
the cabildo made it clear that these funds might be turned over to 
qovernment, provided the pastor gave no moral consent. One may 
suspect that since the Church received a state subsidy after the 
abolition of tithing, the clerical authorities were more willing 
to forego this income. '!'he fact that one pastor reported that his 
parish had been exempt from the seminary fund since 1814 suggests 
that the Church considered this fund of secondary importance to 
the parish fund. One can also suspect that other poverty-stricken 
parishes enjoyed a similar exemption, or if they did not, the 
58Ibid., tome 1873, doc. 550. 
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tundS collected prObably were insignificant. 
More serious conflicts over Church property arose when the 
central Commission of Consolidation issued new regulations con-
cerning religious property subject to expropriation. According t 
padre Francisco Taracena and his cabildo, 'these new regulations 
included "houses belonging to the Church and Institutes annexed 
't .. 59 to 1 • Regretting the new regulations the cabildo, in its 
directive of February 3 to the minister of government protested 
the action because the previous and indispensable consent of the 
Holy See was not sought in the matter. It hoped that the govern-
. 60 
ment would revoke the regulations for the sake of public peace. 
The new regulations of the Central Commission of Consolida-
tion had the added significance of setting the policy for the De-
partmental Commissions of Consolidation. Whether the Central Com-
mission was overstepping its bounds in the new regulations cannot 
readily be determined. The expropriation decree, however, lent 
itself to the wide latitude of interpretation Which the Central 
Commission made. 61 The ecclesiastical authorities certainly must 
59 Ibid., tome 1874, doc. 60A. The new regulations were con-
tained in the letter of January 28, 1874, written by U. Irungaray, 
head of the Commission of Consolidation. Subsequent correspond-
ence between the commission and the cabildo indicates that the 
income fraa the sale of Church property prior to the decree of 
expropriation was subject to expropriaticn. AC, tomo 1874, doc. 
410. 
60 Ibid., doc. 60A. 
61ene writer indicates that the Central Commission of Con-
solidations was within bounds in its r lations. Holleran 
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have realized that expropriation of Church property was much more 
embracing than they cared to admit in their protests. In fact, 
the decree and subsequent regulations of consolidation were the 
first steps in the nationalization of all ChurCh property. 
On October 2, 1873, the president issued new regulations 
concerning marriages of foreigners, which had been contracted in 
accordance with the laws of the country from. which they emigrated. 
By validating these marriages, the government desired to spread 
62 the spirit of tolerance and thus aid immigration. The motives 
were practically identical to those stated earlier in the decree 
of freedom of cults.. The Liberal g Progreso stated the case 
well When it reminded the immigrants that they ought to be aware 
of the fact that Liberal principles governed Guatemala, "under 
which integrity and work find perfect guarantees1 a system which 
has stricken from our laws religious intolerance, one of the 
greatest obstacles to immigration. Today foreigners because of 
the decreed liberty can practice in private or in public the cult 
of their profession, without consideration or fear of any kind. n63 
It is doubtful if, in practice, the civil recognition of foreign 
marriages charged anything, except for facilitating property 
Pp. 172-173. Por a partial listing of expropriated Church prop-
erty and the government uses of the property, see Carranza, n 
General Justo Rufino Barrios, pp. 32-34. , 
62Recgpilacion 2!!!! M!res, I (1874), 197-198. 
63n Progreso (Guatemala), January 25, 1874, p. 2. 
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.ettlements. Church leaders apparently were indifferent toward 
the new marriage regulations. However, the decree indicates the 
first intervention of the Liberal regime into matrimonial ques-
tions. 
During the initial months of his administration Presid(;,nt 
Barrios continued his policy of working for acceptance of Liberal 
principles throughout Central America. Por instance, in an 
alliance treaty with El Salvador and Nioaragua, the three repub-
lics promised to work "with all effioacy and mutual moral support 
for the consolidation of Liberal principles in each repUblic ... 64 
file treaty also called for prOlIlises to work for "the formation of 
a common government for the Central American republics." Finally, 
although admitting that it would be difficult to gain the adher-
ence of Costa Rica. which was beoaninq more Conservative than 
Liberal, the three republics hoped that Costa Rica and Honduras 
would become parties to the treaty.65 
The year 1874 may well be called climactic to the religious 
reform program of the Liberals. Pushing through the new reform 
laws and being capable of enforcing them proved beyond a doubt 
that the victory was clearly on the side of the Barrios regime. 
Chester L. Jones aptly concludes that one of the greatest marks 
that Barrios left was his stamp upon the Church. 66 On January 29 .. 
- 64 , RecORil!9ign de !!!.. Le;Ies, I (1874), 198. 
65Ibid., p. 199. 66Jones, p. 54. 
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the president ordered the establishment of a sChool for the 
orphans who at that time were under the care of the Daughters of 
Charity- The order stated that the sChool needed to be directed 
by qualified personnel so that the orphans could obtain a satis-
factory education. This, the president claimed, was impossible 
with the sisters as teachers, since they could not adequately 
educate young men for life. 6 7 An order dated the same day pro-
vided that the school for the orphans would be located in the 
expropriated monastery of Santo Domingo. 68 
A few days later, decree 112 was issued, which although hav-
ing no direct relation with the religious reform decrees at the 
time, expressed a fundamental Liberal aspiration. The decree 
abolished such military titles as captain, lieutenant general and 
field marshal as being incompatible with the democratic principles 
proclaimed by the Revolution. The new title for these positions 
vas designated as "generals of division. ,,69 Significantly, this 
same democratic leveling process was later applied to the use of 
the clerical garb for similar reasons. 
On February 9, President Barrios took his first step towards 
disbanding female religious associations. The decree did not sup-
press them completely, but ordered that they should be all reduced 
to one convent-namely the Convent of Santa Catarina. This was to 
67 , Recoeilacion ~~ LeXes, II (1876),9. 




be done within a period of eighteen days.70 It was clear that 
the president intended the ultfmate extinction of the communities, 
for he prOhibited new professions of vows. 7l He also suppressed 
-female institutions, confraternities, orders, third orders and 
other congregations of this class" and expropriated their proper-
ty.72 As encouragement to accept secularization, the decree pro-
vided for a monthly pension of twenty pesos to eaCh nun who left 
the convent. 73 
The reasons for disbanding female associations were a reiter-
ation of those used in the suppression of the male religious com ... 
munities. For instance, the government deemed it necessary to 
suppress the multiplicity of convents so as lito remove a social 
and economic obst.ac1e.,,74 New professions were prohibited be-
cause Itthe state cannot. consent to new professions of perpetual 
VCMS, since these involve the renunciation of the rights of human 
personality and moral suicide which societies and governments 
ought not tolerate but impede promptly. • • • In brief, per-
petual vows 'I:vere said to be in opposition to the principle of 
individual liberty, "by which even persons bound by vows of pro-
fession can be released from them, since perpetual vows are op-
posed to the higher and inviolable laws of nature. . .. . 
.. 
70Ibid • , p. 14. 7lIbid• 72Ibid• 
73Ibid• 74Ibid• , p. 13. 75Ibid• 
76 pp. 13-14. Ibid., 
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Silti1ar reasons were expounded in t.he edit.orials of m:. GuC!t.e-
1!1tecQ, alt.hough in a much more extended and ant.i-clerical form. 
It waS particularly not.ed that. religious life in the convent.s was 
not in harmony with the simplicit.y of religion as seen in the 
Bible or early Christianity. Religious convent life was consid-
ered to have had it.s origin in the Middle Aqes. 77 Regarding 
JIC)I1ast ic life in the Middle Aqes. the editor claimed that he was 
Ible to find only t.en cases of suicides during all those centur-
ies. From this he concluded that persons in the medieval period 
had no compulsion t.o commit suicide because "they were finding in 
the convents the death of their personality. It 78 Purthermore# he 
asserted that. convents were inst.itutions tlwhich do not. contain in 
their existence holy and undying principles.. but their life and 
organizat.ion depends on the authorization of civil laws, which 
ean be revoked in the name of important principles of recognized 
good. • • • n 79 Prom the social and economic viewpoint he consid-
ered religious life as unproductive slavery and laCking initiativ~ 
an inherent weakness in every slave system. Thus the convents be-
eame mere accumulators of property which was not invested and 
remained in the possession of -dead hands It rather than individual 
religious. SO 
77El Guatemalteco, February 17, 1874, p. 1, February 21, 
1874, pj?'; 1-2. 
78~id., February 21, 1874, p. 2. 79 IbJ,;d., p. 1. 
80Ibid ... pp. 1-2. The Liberal !! PrOSreso found the life of 
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'l'he presidential decree, in its opening remarlcs, called. for 
the prohibition of religious professions of perpetual vows. but 
in article 2 it spoke of an absolute prohibition of new religious 
professions without qualifications. This ambiguity raised the 
question of the status of the .Daughters of Charity. If the de-
cree applied only to nuns with perpetual vows, the Daughters of 
Charity would be excepted, for their vows are renewed every year. 
since state and Church records are completely silent on this mat-
ter, the decree apparently did not apply t.o the Daughters of 
Chari ty. 'there is no way of knowing, however, whether the use of 
the phrase of perpetual vows was intended to safequard the status 
of the Dauqhters of Charity. '!'he present writer can offer only 
the interpretation that such was probably the intent of the de-
cree, wi th the additional explanation that the work of the 
Daughters of Charity was indispensable in their orphanage and 
hospital. Perhaps Barrios did not consider the Daughters of 
Charity strictly a religious congregation. If such was his think ... 
ing, he was riqht since St. Vincent de Paul, the founder of the 
Daughters of Charity, observed that the sisters were not reli-
gious because "religious should be cloistered, but the Daughters 
of Charity must be everyWhere. aSl 
cloistered nuns not in keeping with the dut.ies of womanhood, 
Which '<fere those of motherhood. !l Progreso, February 15, 1874, 
p. 1. 
81St• Vincent de Paul, cited in Charles Poulet and Sidney A. 
Raemers, !. Histo:ry .2£. ~ Catholic Church, II (St. Louis, 1949), 
r;~-------, 
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The ecclesiastical protest against the reduction of the nuns 
to one convent, issued on Pebruary 11. was undoubtedly the 
.trongest protest against the government up to this time. 
Addressed to the minister of government, justice and ecclesiasti-
cal affairs it accused the government of subscribing to princi-
ples that were neither just nor socially convenient, but rather 
those Liberal principles Which disregarded all tradition and 
.acred rights. Efforts to reform society in this way, without 
popular consent, and through the use of violence had brought 
abOut social dissolution in spain, and harsh despotism in Germany 
and Italy. It was useless, the protest continued, to discuss the 
matter since power, assisted by force, is indifferent to public 
opinion, human right.s and sentiments. '!'he authors of protest re ... 
minded the government that the ChurCh also had its ~prescriptible 
X'ights, which it had not received from man, and duties Which were 
superior to all human consideration. Concluding, the ecclesiasti-
cal authorities protested solemnly against the new attaCk on the 
Church' s institutions, and appealed to divine justice as a last 
recourse.82 
182. Neither were the Vincentian priests included in the expul- ,I 
sian of the male relig iaus communities.. 'Phe rule of the Daughters J 
of Charity provides that their spiritual direction must come from 
the Vincentian priests. This may have been the main reason Why 
these priests were not expelled. 
82AC , tomo 1874, doc. 74. Padre Taracena also issued a 
pastoral, in which be \'1arned the faithful of the Liberal desi<JU 
to destroy religion. At the same time, the faithful were advl.sed 
30S 
After the protest, the Church officials faced the vexing 
problem of hOW' to deal with the execution of the decree. The 
cabildo first. issued advice similar to that offered earlier to 
the Bethlernitas, namely that on leaving the convent, the nuns 
Ihould enter private homes, preferably those of their relatives.a3 
, , 
MOre specific advice was given to Madre Mar1a de Jesus de la 
, -
'1'ransf !guracion Espana, who was the superioress of the Beat.erio 
, a4 de Belen. She reported, on February 13, that. civil officials 
had entered the convent and t.reated her nuns in a discourteous 
aanner, and left an order for the nuns to leave the convent with-
in five daya. 8S The tmmediate reply of the cabildo was that a 
letter of protest had been sent to the government concerning the 
-
to be on their guard against the government.« s attempt to create a 
schism within the Church, especially by seeking to nominate a new 
apostolic administrator.. Since this pastoral is only in draft. 
form, it is not known if it was published. Ibid., doc. 374. 
Approximately at the t.ime of writinq the pastoral, Padre Taracena 
sent a letter to Dr. Bartolome Rodriguez, vicar general of the 
diocese of El Salvador, in which he informed him of the acts of 
the Guatemalan government against the Church. The apostolic ad-
ministrator felt that it was necessary to give publicity to the 
Church t s position in Guatemala and warn all Catholics of the dan-
9er of incurring excommunication when dealing with Guatemalan 
banks that hold expropriated religious property. Ibid. 
83r .oid• 
B4The Beaterio de Belen (also called Beaterio de Huestra 
Senora de Belen) in tL"le capital must not be confused with the 
Bethlemitas in Quezaltenango. Oriqinally both congregations had 
been unit,d but due to the reforms introduced by Madre 
Encarnacion, the Bethlemitas split from the group in the capital. 
85 AC, tomo 1874, doc. 74. 
r,: .. -------------. 
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conduct of the civil officials.86 Shortly after this, it sent 
another letter giving detailed instructions to the superioress. 
,irst , she should not abandon the convent, unless there was dan-
ger of the use of force. Secondly, she was permitted to sign an 
inventory of the convent's possessions, provided that the neces-
sary formal protest was given to the civil officials, and that 
this was not accanpanied by moral consent. Finally. on being 
forced to leave the convent, the nuns should go to the hanes of 
their relatives, if this was not possible, to other respectable 
homes. In all cases /I the nuns should continue practicing their 
religious life as much as possible under the circumstances. At 
the same time, they should wear a garb becoming to their state of 
life and "wearing beneath their clothing some sign of their 
habit. "87 
The formal protest of the nuns was probably made before the 
uri val of the instructions from the cabildo. '!'hey stated their 
opposition to the decree, and that they are leaving the convent 
under duress. Promising to continue their religious life as much 
as the circumstances permit, they expressed hope of returning to 
the convent. 88 On February 17, Madre Marla de JesUs took a more 
venturesome step by directing a letter of protest to President 
86Ibid • 87Ibid• 
-
88Ibid,. All t.hirteen nuns signed the prot.est. 
r;-------------. 
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tarrios. Her letter stated in part. "I do not know the fate that 
is reserved for me and my sisters. Beginning today I s.ee them as 
,laves in the midst of proclaimed liberty, without more protec-
tion than that which God foresees in Whom they trust and in Whom 
they ~ait consolation. Nevertheless I can assure you (President 
Barrios] that although separated and dispersed by force, we shall 
remain united in the bonds of charity, asking God. to give us light 
and certainty in all things ... 89 It should be noted that while 
the property of the Beaterio de Belen was expropriated as was the 
property of the other convents, the chaplains of the convents 
still continued to offer the customary religious services. SUch 
were the instructions of the ecclesiastical authorities given on 
February 19 with the promise that the ecclesiastical officials 
would determine at a later date the means for subsistence. 90 
The situation of the Carmelites proved to be a more inter-
esting story. Madre Mar:!a Adelaida de Santa Teresa, the prioress 
of the convent, informed Padre Taracena on February 15 that civil 
officials had entered the convent, without ecclesiastical approval, 
to see if the convent could accommodate additional nuns. 91 
89Ibid• 
90Ibid• Apparently these instructions did not rellJ.)Ve all the 
difficulties, since Padre J. A. Escobar, chaplain of Deaterio de 
Belen, offered his resignation on February 24 due to obstacles 
caused by "ill-intentioned" persons. ~. 
9lIbid • Madre Marfa Adelaida was originally from New York. 
After her conversion to Catholicism, she entered a Carmelite 
Jnonastery in CUba. Because of Spain's Liberal laws against 
,,;------------. 
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APparently; the civil authorities were still undecided as to 
""ich convent should be used to house all the nuns. The prioress 
further stated that she expected stmilar official visits in the 
future. She therefore desired instructions as to what her conduct 
should be when these visits were ordered, and what she should do 
if the president himself should came. Finally, she requested in-
structions concerning the possible civil demand for the dismissal 
of her two novices, and what was to be done with the articles 
used in religious services. 92 The reply of the c8bildo on the 
following day reg-ret ted the f01'ced entry into the convent, and 
promised ecclesiastical censure for those responsible. Granting 
permission for the two novices to leave the convent; the cabildo 
insisted that it be done secretly so as to prevent the tmpression 
that the professed religious were leaving. The prioress was in-
structed to deliver the desired goods to the civil officials 
without giving moral consent. She was also to formally protest 
the inventory of all goods in the eonvent. 93 The formal protest, 
similar to the one issued by the cabildo, was given on Febru-
ary 22. Madre Marla Adelaida stronqly opposed the government's 
nOVices, she went to Guatemala in 1843 where she was invested with 
the Carmelite habit. Later she became prioress of the convent, 
at which time she obtained the services of a Jesuit as chaplain. 
Her close association with the Jesuits and outspoken defense of 
them during their expulsion was viewed unfavorably in goverrunent 
circles. Florencio del Nino Jesus, !!A Pasionaria ~ Nueva ~ 
(Madrid, Spain, 1935), pp. 111 and 130-131. 
92 93 AC, tomo 1874, doc. 74. Ibid. 
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plan to unite all the female religious conmmnities in one convent, 
,!nce they professed different rules and constitutions. She hoped 
to return to her convent so that her nuns might continue the 
practice of their religious vocation. 94 
By February 19, the convent had been selected by the civil 
goverrunent to house the nuns. It was that of Santa Catarina. 
Madre Mar!a de Jesus de la Natividad, abbess of the convent, re-
porting that she haa. received the not.ice, requested information 
fran the cabildo as: to what to do in the circumstances. 95 The 
cabi1do in its reply of February 21, asked the nuns of Santa 
catarina to accept the others; and stated that they all Should 
remain peacefully in the convent as long as the present political 
situation continued. They were to practice the rules laid down 
in their respective constitutions, although the cabildo indicated 
that these rules would either be moderated or dispensed with at a 
later date. Finally, the abbess of Santa Catarina was designated 
as the religious superioress of all the nuns. 96 
Having decided on a central convent, the civil government 
began the immediate enforcement of the decree. On February 24 
94Ibid., The protest was signed by the 
six members of her community. This was not 
Madre Adelaida protested President Barrios' 
When he expelled the Jesuits, she addressed 
test to Barrios. Perez, p. 630. 
95 AC, tomo 1874, doc. 74. 
prioress and twenty-
the first time that 
decrees. In,l871 
a sharp note of pro-
96Ibid• 
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, ,..are Magdalena de 1a Crucifixion y Muiioz, superioress of the Con 
"ent of santa Clara, issued her formal protest when she and her 
97 
nUllS were transferred to Santa Catarina. Two other convents 
bad issued their protests earlier on Pebruary 12. The protest of 
the convent of Concepcion carried the signature of Madre Mar.!a 
teresa de Jesus and twenty-five members of her community, while 
the protest of Madre Mar.!a Iqnacia, abbess of the Capuchin as , 
indicated a membership of twenty_four. 98 Madre Mar.!a de Concep-
ciOn, prioress of Beaterio de Nuestra Senora del Rosario, dated 
her protest Pebruary 18, but there is no list of signatures of 
the nuns. 99 The convents of Santa Catarina, the Capuchinas, 
santa Clara, Santa Teresa (the Carmelites) and ConcepciOn also 
addressed special letters to Padre Taracena expressing their sub-
aission to the reduction of their respective communities to one 
central convent. 100 
Apart: fram the aeeount of the carmelites in Guatemala given 
by Padre Ploreneio, there is no evidence that the nuns encountered 
any serious difficulties in transferring themselves to the convent 
of Santa Catarina. According' to Padre Ploreneio, Madre Melaida 
was miraculously cured of a facial tumor at the time of Barrios' 
97Ibid• The protest is vary brief and written in faulty 
Spanish. Perhaps the sudden execution of the decree prohibited 
the writing of a more formal and elegant protest. It was un-
signed.. 





decree. He claimed that. the cure was confirmed by three doctors, 
1Ibo were about. to operate on the nun. lOI The cu.re was immediately 
p-eeted by the chaplain of the convent., doctors and populace as 
. 102 
."idence of the nun' s sanct! t.y,. 'l'he popular acclaim dist.urbed 
the JUnta Pat.riot.ica of the capit.al and Jose Berberena, it.s presi-
dent. Padre Plorencio reports t.hat. the lat.ter annoyed the nuns 
with favors and threats, such as promising to aid the improvement 
of the production of fruits in their garden, or offering each nun 
a monthly pension of twent.y pesos if she should leave the con-
vent.103 One of the younger nuns, Sister Catalina de JesUs, ac-
cepted the bribe. Padre Plorencio aasert.s that it was the 
brother of the nun who wanted this money, and that she was never 
paid aft.er leaving the convent.. 104 
When t.he order to leave the convent came, Madre Adelaida 
left the door unlocked, as the apoat.olic administrator had ad-
vised, so as to avoid all violenoe"lOS 'l'he government. cont.!nqent., 
1Ulder the cOJllDBnd of Hereulano Afre, arz:ived at 1100 P.M. to es-
cort the Carmelites to the convent of Santa Catarina. 'l'he govern-
ment took the necessary measures to avoid a possible pUblic demon-
stration, since it was aware of the popularity of Madre Adelaida. 
She immediately informed the commander that although she and her 
lOlplorencio, pp. 134-137. l02lbid• , p. 137. 
103 Ibid 
-'" 
pp .. 137-138. 104Ibid• 
lOS Ibid _., pp. 139-140. 
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~eligiouS had no intention of physically ppposing his orders, 
she insisted on reading the formal protest before leaving. 106 "I 
protest tJ.'le iniquitous order which casts us from our house, and I 
_ear to return to it as quickly as possible. ,,107 'l'he protest, 
signed by the members of t..'te congregation, was again repeated 
\17hen Madre Adelaida stepped outside the convent Where a large 
crowd was gathered. In speald.ng to the .a8sembled people, she ob-
served that "I am a foreign religious, who thirty years ago left 
Df home and family to enter religious life. I protest that I 
would shed my blood in this convent, if obedience would not oJ:'der 
me to leave, and I swear to return to this holy cloister as soon 
as possible.tl108 At this point Rafael Angulo, official recorder 
of the Carmelite convent, immediately ushered the nuns into the 
waiting coaches, fearing an outburst. of violence from the crowd, 
Which was shouting protests against the civil orders.109 
Shortly after the various religious congregations had talten 
up their residence in the convent of Santa Catarina, Emilio 
, 
Galvez, the ecclesiastical notary public, on February 24, drew up 
a report on the spiritual and material resources of the new oen-
tral convent. Xt permits no doubt as to the crowded conditions. 
l06Ibid., pp. 143-144. 
107Kadre Adelaida cited in ibid., p. 145. 
108Cited in ibid. According to Padre Perez, Madre Adelaida 
Was not ~rmitted to read her protest in the presence of the 
crowd. Perez, pp. 630-632. 




ACCording to Gavez, the total number of nuns in the convent was 
126.110 The breakdown as to the number of nuns from each cam-
.unity and the al10ted cells was as follows, 
cONVEN'r NUNS CELLS 














since the complete membership of each community at the time of the 
decree is unknown, there is no way of telling how many nuns left 
the religious life when Barrios ordered their reduction to Santa 
catarina. Nevertheless, the membership of three communities may 
be judged by the signatures of the protests. These indicate that 
the carmelites had 271 the Concebidas, 26, and the Capuchinas, 24. 
Comparing these f19'1lX'es with those of G81vez reveals the loss of 
only one religious, one of the Concebidas. In addition there is 
no reason to suspect that any of the nuns of Santa Catarina, 
whose convent served as the place of .reductlon, left When the 
llOAC, tomo 1874, doc. 74. Later accounts give a higher 
figure for the number of nuns in Santa Catarini!. Padre Florencio 
placed the number at 150, while Miguel A. Garcia placed it at 140. 
Padre Plorencio described Catarina as a large convent, but wholly 
impractical to accommodate five religious congregations. 
rlorenoio, p. 146, and M. A. Garcia, V. 461. 
111 AC, tame 1814, doc. 14. 
rr~---------' 
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other four communities entered. Thus the nuns leaving the convent 
dUe to Bar:cios' decrees, appears relatively small, unless the nuns 
of santa Clara had a considerably larger number than the eighteen 
, 
reported by Galvez. 
In addition to the five communities already mentioned in 
santa Catarina, there were the convents of Belen, Santa Rosa and 
112 
santa Teresa. Since the documents offer no explanation as to 
their closing after the decree, one may assu:m,e that the nuns re-
tired to private homes in accordance with the instructi.ons of the 
apostolic administrator. 
Finally, there is no mention of the Bethlemitas of OUezal-
tenango in the report of Galvez. As already noted, President 
Barrios had made efforts to expel the community from Quezal-
tenango--the last time being in February of l873-but his orders 
1'3 
were never executed.· Be was finally successful in February of 
1874. The vicar provincial of Quezaltenango reported, on 
112Ibid., doc. 84. No information is available regarding the 
membership of these communities, excep'c that the convent of Belen 
had fourteen members. Ortiz LOpez, pp. 295-296. 
1l3There is much confusion concerning the time of the expul-
lion of the Bethlemitas from Quezaltenango. Two authors placed 
the time of expulsion in February of 1873.. Undoubtedly, their 
reason was that the formal protest of the Bethlemitas was dated 
at that time, and thus they presumed that the decree of Barrios 
Was -,carried out. Francisco aroto, Vida de la Sierva de Dios Madre 
!arl.a Encarnacion Resal, Pundadora (MidrT<r, spaIri. 19m, pp. 206-
209; Octavio Principe, s. J., Una Pior del S. C. de Jesus en 
£,.entro America, t.ranslated fran Italian to Spanish"by Luis-
Baaignana (Santa Ana, El Salvador, 1930), p. 40. 
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rebruary 21, that the secularization of the Bet.hlemitas had been 
carried out calmlY1 the majority of the nuns retired to private 
homes in the city.114 According to Padre Ortiz LOpez, Madre 
Encarnacion, in company with three other nuns, secretly left 
ouezaltenango at 3 :00 A.M. and traveled incognito to the capital, 
1there they were later joined by twelve of their order from Quez&!-
tenango to continue the practice of their religious life in a 
115 private home. The secret practice of religious life in private 
hanes appears to have been the rule rather than the exception. If 
one judges by the letters in the archives of the curia, the secret 
practice of religious life continued not only through the Barrios 
administration but prObably for same time thereafter, at least 
until all the religious members of the 1870's had died out. 
The true motive of President Barrios' ordering five religious 
communities to inhabit one convent remains unclear. Padre 
Plorencio sU9'g-ested that Barrios' motive was to create unrest 
among the nuns so that they mig-ht leave voluntarily or if this 
--------
114AC, tamo 1874, doc. 94. 
1l5Ortiz LOpez, p. 291. According- to the number of siqna-
tures on t.."le protest of February of 1873, the Bethlemitas before 
their secularization had twenty-four members. Madre Encarnacion 
and her small community continued their religious life in secret 
in the capital for about two years. In 1874, the Bethlemitas were 
invited 'co came to E~~ador by President Gabriel Garc!a Moreno, but 
this did not materialize due to the president's death in 1875. 
Madre EncarnaciOn with ten religious left for Costa Rica in 1876, 
Where they remained until the Liberal regime of President prospero 
Pernandez in 1884. Fram Costa Rica, they went to Columbia and 
~~allY Ecuador, where .Madre Encarnacion died on August 24, 1886. 
~., p. 340. 
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.trategy failed, he would have a legitimate excuse for ordering 
the definitive secularization of the nuns in Santa Catarina. llG 
!bere is no evidence that the nuns seriously complained about 
their new position, although one writer does suggest that the 
president received rumors to that effect. 117 The report of Galvez 
certainly leaves little room for doubt concerning the congested 
conditions of the convent. However, although the nuns were not 
content with their conditions, they did not complain, judging 
from tile silence of the documents on this matter. 
An additiona.l order by the president on February 28 served 
to indicate that the days of the nuns as religious members were 
numbered. The order prohibited the use of the grille through 
which the nun spoke to her visitors. Now she was to meet her 
visitors in the waiting room any ttme a visit was requested, and 
without the presence of another religious. Neither did the order 
permit the use of the tour, a dumb waiter used in the nun' s 
refectory. Pinally, the jefe 291!t1co, or any other civil 
official appointed for the task, was ordered to make a monthly 
visit to the convent lito observe the state of sanitation of the 
locale and necessities of the persons who inhabit it and prevent 
the use of corporal punishments and confinement •••• ,,118 All 
IlGplorencio, p. 148. 
117Ibid • 
-
118RecopilaciOn ~~ Layes, II (1876),26. 
~------------------------------------------------3-17----' 
of these changes, the decree stated, were to prevent social isola-
tion of the nuns and to assure the g'overnment that the nuns would 
lead a life in har.mony with the monastic rules of civilized na-
tions. Clatming to have received complaints fram some religious, 
the government hoped to eliminate punishments imposed on nuns for 
119 
"little faults." 
Refusing to accede to the president's order, the superioress 
of santa Catarina was amply supported by the excc:mmmication de-
cree of the apostolic administrator against anyone who set foot i 
.ide the convent and violated the cloistered life. 120 Barrios 
reacted quickly to the excamnunication decree. on March 5 # he 
issued decree 119 which ordered the secularization of the nuns in 
Santa Catarina within twelve hours. 121 The government pointed out 
that the oriqinal decree of reducing the nuns to one convent was 
actually a concession due to their age and sex. It further 
119Ibid• Perhaps Barrios had in mind the rumors of physical 
punishment in the convents later reported by the El Prpgreso, 
March a, p. 1. on March 29 Xl Preqreso reported that seventeen 
nuns in Santa Catarina were afflicted with mental disorder, a sure 
sign, according to the paper, of the unhealthy conditions in con-
vent life. El Pregreso, Harer .. 29, 1874, p. 1.. It was a popular 
belief in Liberal circles that physical punishments were used in 
the convents, but there is no evidence to substantiate this belief 
120Florencio, p. 149 and Perez, pp. 630-632. The archives of 
the curia do not have a copy of the excammmication decree, but 
the Liberal El Progreso makes mention of it and accused the 
apostolic adm~istrator of ridiculing a civil decree and subvert-
ing political authority. !l Progreso, MarCh 8, 1874, p. 1. 
121 . i' RecOP1lac on ~~ Leyes, II (1876), 26-27. 
~------------------------------------------------3-l-8---' 
I'emlnded them that they were not secularized immediately, like the 
IIOnks • Instead of appreciating the leniency of the government in 
the reform work, certain elements had used it to their advantage 
bY spreading discont.ent, as happened after the passage of the 
president' s order of February 28, when Padre Taracena issued his 
122 
excommunication decree. Additional reasons for the govern-
ment • s actions were given in !!. Gllatemalteco of March 6. The 
religious leaders were reminded that the government·s intent of 
reducing the nuns to one convent was to maintain a closer vigil 
over religious life, and to prevent unjust physical punishments. 
Furthermore, the arrangement was justified to provide a place of 
residence for the older nuns so that they might continue to prac-
tice their vows, which were taken in an hour of imprudence and 
weakness. The prohibition of the grille and tour was to prohibit 
isolation of the nuns and afford them their rightful freedom. In 
writing of the uselessness of religious life, the editor criticiz 
the nuns for failing to change t.heir mode of life in harmony wit.h 
modern principles as other religious communities had done. The 
editor further assert.ed: "Everything has its epochs in regard to 
convents much has happened t.o show the changes that. religious com-
munities have undergone, transforming themselves into communities, 
Which do not have perpet.ual vOW'S or solitary confinement but the 
religious live in the world and procure same good from their 
F ____ ------. 
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fellOW' man and look for the poor, the dest.it.ut.e, the sick, the 
orphan, in order to give t.hem protection and assist.anoe. 1I123 
this observation was an obvious just.ificat.ion for tolerating the 
existence of the Daught.ers of Charity. 'l'he offioial bulletin 
continued its discussion on the uselessness of monastio institu-
tions by noting' that. they were not. in accord "with t.he civilized 
principles of the more advanced Liberal school. 11124 'l"he editor 
also discussed psychological and other prOblems associated with 
convent life; 
OUr variable nature, subject to constant changes, does 
not permit the binding of the will and oonsoience in a per-
petual and eternal manner. Everybody knOW'S that a woman, 
principally dominat.ed by 1a.ssion and imagination, has been 
at all times the victim 0 Iii1i8'OIat.ed fanat.ioism in the oon-
vent.s. Everybody also knows that among a thousand, there 
will be one who is guided by dispassionat.e and purely 
religious sent.iraent. 'l"he majority are enraptured by imagina-
tion, t.rickery and plots, and to put it frankly, also by a 
business t.ransaction, 'Whereby an interested party desires to 
enjoy mat.erIal gOOds or some inherit.ance, which through 
deceptIon goes to a convent to take on a spiritual charac-
t.er. l2S 
'l'hus according to the editor, the decree of secularization per-
formed a great service for the nuns of Sant.a Catarina by enabling 
them to regain their rights, and placed Guat.emala among the 
civilized nations of the world. 126 
l23!! Guatemalteeo, Maroh 6, 1814, p. 1. 
l24~. 12S~., p. 2. 
126~. 
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The secularization decree immediately elicited a firm pro-
test from Padre Taracena. Dated )iarch 4, it called thcdecree 
disrespectful both to divine justice and the laws of the 
ChurCh. l27 His letter also gave explicit instructions to the nuns 
1n regard to their conduct upon leaving the convent. They were 
instructed to seek refuge in the homes either of their relatives 
or those "of noteworthy respectability and piet:y. It Simultaneously 
they were to continue their religious vocation in so far as the 
circumstances permit. '!'hey were permitted to wear a proper 
secular garb and "interiorly waar some sign of their religious 
habit." They were allowed to acquire property and to take inter-
est an invested money. Dispensations were granted from the recita 
tion of the Divine Office, and fran certain abstinences and fasts. 
'!'he daily recitation of the psalm, lIM!serere," was required. 
Lastly, the mother superiors were informed that the Holy See would 
be not:ified immediately about the new regulations. l28 
The most serious problem that faced the nuns was the lack of 
financial support outside the convent, Which could easily make 
them a burden on the family in whose house they sought refuge. 
!hUB Padre Taracena, on March 8, ordered that the funds from the 
church of Esquipulas be used to provide a monthly pension of 
twenty pesos to each one of the sisters of the five cOlllmllnit:i.es 
-




pelled from Santa Catarina and ten pesos monthly to each sister elC 
elCPel1ed from the three convents in the capital and Queza1-
tenango.129 The ecclesiastical commission in charge of the dis-
tribution of funds reported on March 14 that $3,180 had been dis-
tributed among 190 nuns. The breakdown was as follows: 
24 Nuns of the Capuchin Convent $480. 
30 Nuns of the Convent of Sta. Teresa 600. 
18 Nuns of the Convent of Sta. Clara 360. 
32 Nuns of the Convent of Sta. Catarina 640. 
. , 24 Nuns of the Convent of 1a Concepc1on 480. 
16 Nuns of the Convent of Belen in the Capital 160. 
12 Nuns of the Convent of Sta. Rosa 120. 
10 Nuns of the Convent of Sta. Rosario 100. 
24 Nuns of the Convent of Belen of Quezaltenango 240. 
190 $3,180. 130 
e final decree of secularization made no mention of financial 
the nuns. The original decree promised the nuns, who 
oluntari1y left the convent, twenty pesos per month but there is 
o evidence to indicate that the civil authorities fulfilled the 
l29Ibid • The church of Esquipulas is a famous pilgrimage 
lace in~temala where a black crucifix was venerated and to 
hich miracles were attributed. The funds were the alms of the 




promise. '!'he funds of Esquipulas were also employed to support 
the pastors (200 pesos each) in the convent churches ofConcepci 
santa Teresa, Santa Clara. Santa Catarina, the Capuchinas, Santa 
Rosa, Beatas de Belen and Beatas de Rosario. '!'he 200 pesos ware 
also axpected to cover tha sacristan's salary and the cost of 
131 
religiOUS services. 
'!'he archives of the curia provide no evidence of any violence 
during the expulsion of the nuns fran Santa Catarina. The account 
of Padre Florencio indicates that there was serious opposition to 
the decree by some Catholics. even leading to executions of S-:mle 
of these people. l32 According to the letter of Madre Adelaida 
written on February 19, 1890. to Bishop Prancisco GOmez Salazar 
of LeOn, outraqeous acts were perpetrated in the convents when 
the nuns w~e forced to leave. She remembered that "when the 
JUnta Patriotica entered {the convent], they took from the niches 
131Ibid• On October 23, 1874, the minister of government and 
justice erIed to relieve the financial burdens of the various 
churches in the capital by promising the apostolic administrator 
IIlalthly subsidies for the following churches. Sagrario (Cathe-
dral), $150, San Jose and Santa Catarina. $60 each, Santa Rosa" 
Concepcion, El Carmen, 'San Francisco and Santo Daning.o" $50 each; 
San ,Sebastian, Recco1eccion, Capuchinas, Santa Clara, B\.;aterio de 
Belen and Beaterio de Indias, $40 each and Eacue1a de Cristo, $30. 
!he minister also promised payment to other chaplaincies but did 
not indicate the amount. AC, tomo 1874, doc. 462. There is evi-
dence that acme of the secularized nuns received state financial 
aid later on. For instance interim-President Jose M. Samayoa 
Ordered. 0'.( .. April 16, 18i6 t tll at eight secularized n\A.ns ~'$.';: ~ an-
titled to .. l'eceive twelve pesos each per month for the rest of their 
lives. Recopilacian~!!! Heyes, II (1876), 205. 
132plorencio, p. 151. Apparently the opposition to the de-
cree expelling the nuns from Santa catarina was not reported to 
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the cadavers, which always remained stiff and whole, and on the 
..,err night that we left, they were dancinq with the cadavers, 
dJ:inkin9, etc ....... 133 Padre Florencio claimed that for some 
tiJae it was necessary for Madre Adelaida to seek hiding in a 
private home out of fear for her life since rumors were beinq 
8pread that t:.he president:. was seeking vengeance on her Ii 134 
Madre Adelaida and a few of her religious continued to prac-
tice their vows in private homes as the other religious communi-
ties were doing. 135 Xn the process of moving fram place t:.o place 
in order to secure a more suitable house for her community, it 
appears that .Madre Adelaida had the idea of approaching the presi-
dent in order to have him revoke his decree. Padre Florencio does 
not give the date of this visit to the president but relates the 
conversation as follows, "Mr. Presidenta I am a poor foreign 
religious Who thirty years ago left ID¥ country and family to con-
secrate myself to God in religion, and here a decree issued by 
your government has driven us from our holy retreat, in which we 
Berve God without harminq anyone. I hope with the goodness of 
Your Excellency, which attends to justice, you may assist us and 
the Church authorities. 
133~e Adelaida cited in ibid. 
134 , Ibid., pp. 158-159 and Perez, p. 632. 
135plorencio, pp. 159-165 and AC, tomo 1874, doc. 74. 
rr:~-----. 
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return our convent.,,136 Barrios refused to grant the request 
.tating that should he grant the concession to the Carmelites, the 
other religious communities of nuns would ~ediately seek the 
137 same privilege. Madre Adelaida refused to admit defeat and 
according to her biographer she not only aroused the animosity of 
political officials, who were aware of her attempts to re-
establish her community, but also the opposition of the new 
Apostolic Administrator Padre Juan RaUll y Bertran, who went so 
far as to dispense all secularized nuns from their va'ls. 138 
Apparently the apostolic administrator feared further government 
reprisals should the Carmelites refuse to accept the decree of 
secularization. Madre Adelaida refused to accept the dispensa-
tion and as a result the case was brought before the Sacred Con-
gregation in Rome, which reversed the apostolic administrator's 
decree. 139 After several more unsuccessful attempts to renew 
the religious life of her community Madre Melaida accepted the 
offer of the expelled Archbishop Pinol in October of 1875 to come 
to Havana, CUba, to enter a convent there.. '!'he followinq November 
136plorencio, p. 165 and Perez, p. 632. 
137plorencio, p. 165. 
138Ibid • Padre Raull became apostolic administrator after 
the deatil of Padre Taracana in July of 1874. 
139 Ibid., p. 172. 
~e Adelaida with three members of her community left for 
140 
JIII'V' an a. 
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While in 'the proceas of secularizing the nuns, President 
prrioS on February 25 declared the dissolution of the minor 
.erainary known as Colegio Tridentino. '!'he facilities of the 
.eminary were expropriated and made part of the National Univer-
.ity.141 The same decree provided that the major seminary 
directed by the Congregation of the Mission was to be nationalized 
and converted into a public normal sohool. 142 The sCholarship 
.tudents of both institutions were promised government sUbsidies 
of ten pesos per month so as to enable them to continue their 
education. l43 The decree called for the establishment of a "na-
tional institute," which would be part of the National University 
and ,,,hich would receive its regulations at a future date. 144 
'l'he nationalization of the seminaries was necessary in order to 
extend professional studies in all branches and to make the uni-
versity a common center for the major faculties and thus effect 
unity and harmony in secondary education. The space occupied by 
the Colegio Tridentino was considered essential to the univer-
sity's ~~sion. Furthermore the coleqio was judged as not ful-
14°Madre Adelaida rema!.ned in Cuba until 1877 when she went 
to the United States. In 1881 she want to Spain where she lived 
until her death in 1893. 
141Recgpilacion 2!~ Leyes, II (1876),23. 




filling its objective in higher education and uunduly separated 
from ·c:he administration and direction to which it should be sub-
ordinated." Since the National University, formerly known as the 
University of San Carlos, had chairs of theology and canon law, 
the president found no reason for the continued existence of the 
major seminary, which was specializing in the same areas. Pinally 
the establishment of a normal sChool was deemed absolutely neces-
sary for the preparation of elementary teachers--an objective 
that the president considered the "principal goal to which the 
attention of the Government should be directed with all priority • 
.,145 
• • • 
On February 28, Padre Taracena not only condemned the govern-
ment's action against the seminaries but made his protest a gen-
eral indictment of the government·s anti-religious acts. Without 
offering a defense of the seminaries, the priest concentrated his 
attacks on the government's failure to answer previous ecclesi-
astical protests and the government's refusal to allow the Church 
the medium of the press or any other means to defend itself. 146 
As in the case of all religious property a formal protest was 
145 ~., pp. 22-23. 
146'1'he protest of February 28 is missing in the archives of 
the curia. A co~ of the protest can be found in M. A. Garc:!a, 
~iccionario Historico-Encicloeedico de 1a ReeUb1ica de E1 
Sa~o~., V, 461-464: GarcIa states tllat the protest was pub-
!!Shed on March 28, 1874, in the Salvadorean Conservative n~~s­
paper, !f!. .... V_s;;;.r,;:;;;d,;:;;;ad.;;;;;,. 
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given by the rectors of the two seminaries at the time the prop-
ert.y was delivered to the civil authorities. 
On March 13 a commission composed of Eligio Baca and JUlio 
Rossignon was sent to take possession of Colegio Tridentino. 
padre Ildefonso Albores, a secular priest, who became rector after 
the Jesuits ware forced to leave the school, reported that the 
commission's main interest was to Obeain the facilities in the 
147 physics and chemistry departments. Since he had received no 
instructions from the apostolic administrator, the rector refused 
to deliver the keys to the building. The commission informed the 
rector that it would tmmediately take up the matter with the 
ecclesiastical authorities so as to avoid the use of force. l4S 
The letter of Padre 'l'aracena dated March 13 instructed the rector 
to deliver the keys only when force was employed. After this the 
facili ties of the seminary could be delivered provided the formal 
protest was made. 149 In the meantime Emilio Ga~.V'ez made the re-
quired inventory of the building and facilities, all of which he 
reported in excellent condition. ISO On March 2S Padre Ildefonso 
Albores reported to his ecclesiastical superior that the civil 
camnission had returned and. had taken possession of the property 
at 11:00 A.M. on .March 27. Two policemen were called in to indi-
cate that force would be employed should the rector refuse to 







deliver the keys. Surrender of the property with the exception of 
religioUS articles such as images, vessals and ornaments was made 
lSI immediately along with the required protest. 
A similar procedure was followed in the expropriation of the 
~ajor seminary conducted by the Congregation of the Mission. On 
March 23 the rector, Padre Juan Bautiste Theilloud, informed the 
apostolic administrator that on March 18 a civil commission ar-
rived to make an inventory. He permitted the inventory fearing 
that refusal might cause reprisals but he did protest the civil 
action. He expressed fear that within a short time the commission 
would return to take possession of the seminary. In light of 
these circumstances he considered it prudent to order the seminar-
ians to leave. Finally he requested advice from Padre Taracena 
in regard to the debts that his society had contracted in the 
operation of the seminary. He believed that he was justified in 
demanding that the civil government should pay these debts if and 
when the seminary was expropriated. 1S2 The reply of the ecclesi-
astical authorities on March 23 gave permission to the rector to 
seek the payment of the debts from the civil authority and that on 
being forced to deliver the property the required protest must be 
made. lS3 In an earlier letter dated March 17 Padre Theilloud 
estimated the debt of the seminary to the society as $4,803--the 
151Ibid • 152~., doc. 138 153Ibid • 
............ 
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.-aunt that the rector expected to receive from the state when the 
exPropriation decree was executed. l54 Expropriation was finally 
carried out on April 17 at 12:30 P.M. No reason was given why 
execution of the decree was delayed one month after the minor 
.eminary had been expropriated. Padre Theilloud merely reported 
that his society was ordered to leave the seminary without taking 
155 
any of their possessions. Padre Thei1laud made no further men-
tion of whether or not the government paid the congregation's 
4!ebts. 
President Barrios permitted few breathing spells in his reli-
gious reform. On the same day that he suppressed the seminaries, 
be prohibited the wearing of clerical attire in public places 
except in public religious functions. A fine of ten to fifty 
pesos was imposed for each violation depending on the circum-
stances. 156 Clerical attire he said was a device to separate men 
into castes. This was considered a legacy of the past that no 
longer was recognized in civilized nations nor did it symbolize 
tbe intrinsic virtues of Christianity.lS7 
154Ibid • The Congregation of the Mission was merely the ad-
ministra~of the major seminary. 
155Ibid ., doc. 174. The Congregation OZ the Mission was a 
Prench society and in all probability the majority of its members 
at this time were French citizens. This may account for the 
reversal of the order concerning the congregation's property after 
the rector took up the matter with the French legation. 
156Reco~ilacion ~ ~ Leyes, II (1876), 24. 
157~., pp. 23-24. 
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The ecclesiastical protest against the decree on clerical 
garb had been included in the general protest of Pebruary 28. 
padre Rafael Coronado, pastor of San Pedro de Sacatepequez, on 
March 7 raised the question of Whether each pastor should protest 
or should there be another general protest. The pastor thought 
that suppressing the seminaries and prOhibiting the clerical garb 
~as intended "to reduce the number of workers in the vineyard of 
our Lord, and to enervate their work by confusing them with the 
common people. • • • The ecclesiastical cabildo saw no reason 
for an additional protest but admonished the clergymen to wear 
159 
respectable garb. 
The Liberal press immediately came to the defense of the 
government's suppression of seminaries and prohibition of reli-
gious garb in public. !! Pr!qreso introduced its defense of the 
decrees by attacking the Jesuits, whom it considered the Ueternal 
murderers of thinking." As to the seminaries, the paper claimed 
that their curriculum in the ecclesiastical sciences merely 
duplicated the offerings of the National University.160 The 
prohibition of the clerical garb was a necessary step to eltminate 




158 AC, tomo 1874, doc. 119. 




The suppression of the monastic institutions made it impera-
tive for the civil authority to undertake works of charity, which 
bad been formerly perfo~ed by religious communities. A decree 
dated April 18 called for the establishment of hospitals and 
other charitable institutions to be financed by a special uulerit-
ance tax. l62 In the order of June 9, for example, President 
Barrios ordered the Beaterio de Belen to be converted into a gov-
ernment school for orphans. 163 Government subsidies were also 
given for the support of the cult--especia1ly to the priests who 
were in charge of conducting religious services in the convent or 
monastery churches. 164 On July 24 the president ordered the pay-
ment of twelve pesos per month to twelve nuns who asked for 
secularization. 165 A similar pension was ordered to be paid on 
September 21 to twenty-six secularized nuns. 166 The nuns who 
refused to accept secularization did not receive this pension. 
The apostolic administrator seemed willing to accept the pension 
but the position of the Church in regard to the secularized nuns 
remained unchanged--no secular authority had the power to secular-
ize a religious member, such power ultimately was lodged with the 
162 , ~ec02ilacion ~ 1!! Leyes, II (1876), 38-41. 
163Ibid., p. 45. Apparently the Church of the Third Order of 
St. Francis=Was also involved in the decree since the apostolic 
administrator's protest of April 22 called the nationalization of 
the church an attaclt on Church property and an act of profanation. 
AC, tomo 1874, doc. 374. 





The reforms of President Barrios in Pebruary and March of 
1874 may have been the national news of the day, but there was 
also conflict on the local levels. The local conflict, as before 
president Barrios' entry into office, centered on the control and 
use of Church funds. The removal of pastors by the civil govern-
ment diminished in importance. Por instance, during the first six 
months of the Barrios administration only one request was made for 
a change of pastor and that was in the parish of Huehuetenango. 
On July 15, 1873, the president requested the appointment of Padre 
Pedro A. L1eras. This was conceded by the ecclesiastical author-
ity on the following day. No reasons were given for the govern-
mentis demand. 167 
The speedy compliance with the request of the president might 
indicate that the ecclesiastical authorities considered it prudent 
to be more conciliatory to the political regime. This is certain-
, 
1y true of Padre Juan Raull y Bertran, who took over the duties of 
apostolic administrator on July 6, 1874, after the death of Padre 
Taracena. lG8 The latter held office during the peak of the 
167 AC, tomo 1873, doc. 387. 
1G8 . , The new apostolic admin1strator was Padre Juan Raul1 y 
Bertran, who had served as the pastor and vicar provincial of San 
Juan de Sacatepequez. The nomination of Padre Rau11 as suc-
cessor to Padre Taracena had been done in a secret session of the 
cabi1do p'rior to June 20, 1874. In addition to the nomination of 
Padre Raull as the first designate, the cabi1do nominated five 
other clerics, who were to take over the duties of the 
rl~----------------~ 
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Liberal religious reforms and one might expect serious criticism 
of the Liberal regime at his untimely death. But the funeral 
rites, including the usual eulogy, contained most guarded utter-
ances ,..,hen speaking of Padre 'l'aracena· s actions in the face of the 
Liberal religious innova.tions. The funeral oration delivered by 
padre Guadalupe Valenzuela elaborated on the sufferings of the 
Church, but he viewed them as "the hidden designs of Divine 
'd .. 169 prov1 ence. This spirit of moderation can be further evi-
denced in Padre Raul 1 , s pastora.l letter of July 6, in which he 
-
ecclesiastical government if the circumstances should demand it. 
!he order of succession was Padres Manuel Leal, Ildefonso Albores, 
Rafael Echeverria, Adolfo Perez and Sebastian Valdez. AC, tomo 
1874, doc. 268. The nomination of Padre Raull as first designate 
plus the order of successors was forwarded to the Holy See and 
Archbishop Pidbl. The official reply from Rome dated September 18, 
1874, indicated general agreement with the selection of the 
cabildo. Rome did alter some of the nominees further down the list 
and also extended the list to eight names. The nominees in order 
of succession were Padres Juan Raul1, Manuel Leal, Ildephonso 
Albores, Rafael Echeverria, Silvestre Santizo, Andres Orantes, 
Tanas Alvorado and Raimundo Manzano. The papal communication made 
it clear that should Padre Espinosa or the exiled archbishop re-
turn to the repUblic, the spiritual authority would revert to 
these men depending on which of the two returned. Rome gave no 
reason for the changes. These negotiations ,..,rare conducted through 
the Salvadorean legation in Rome in the absence of the Guatemalan 
legation. Ibid. 
-
169Relacion de las Booras Funebras Celebradas en 1a Santa 
kl~sia Metroi20lit'ina-de Guatemala .!!!. Yos .4!.!! .2. .I. Slsi!'ep.t!,s • .9.!. 
k110, del Cor£l.ente Ailb. AI K. I. Sr. GObern~Or del ArZObiSfadO 
kestreS'C'Uela D. Francisco wenceslao -Yaracena Guat:ema1a, 1874, 
11>. 17. - , 
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called upon the clergy to fulfill their duties and teach 
with the greatest zeal and charity the saving principles of 
Holy Scripture so as to procure the union of families, the 
pardon of enemies, the love of virtue, respect for con-
stituted authority, horror for vice, and finally infuse by 
your example and teaching peace and charity for one's 
neighbor so that those who have been truly faithful to Our 
Lord and the Church may remain so until the moment of death 
and those Who have separated themselves from these two [God 
and the Church] may open their ears and hear the call of 
gracel~ find the road of salvation which they have 
lost. 
A similar conciliatory expression was sent by the apostolic admin-
istrator on JUly 6 to Marco A. Soto, minister of ecclesiastical 
affairs, who in his reply congratulated Padre Raull on his new 
position and promised "to preserve between both authorities a 
sincere understanding and cordial relations. • • • tl17l But this 
cordiality was absent on the local level where political interven-
tion in the use of parish funds continued to be a stumbling block 
to conciliation. 
The report of the confiscation of the Church funds in the 
parish of Cuilco was not a unique complaint. Padre Diego R. Cerna 
pastor of the parish, wrote on August 10, 1873, that the munici-
pality justified the usurpation of the funds on the grounds of 
l70AC, tomo 1874, doc. 293. The Conservative newspaper in 
El Salvador, La Verdad, in its comments on August 1, 1874, felt 
that the concITiatory tone of the pastoral in no way condoned the 
Liberal errors in Guatemala. M. A. Garcia, Diccionario 
Historico-!llcis:lo.e!gico .S!!. .!!!. ReeUplis:a £!!!. & Salvi!iC1or, V, 466. 
171AC , tome 1874, doc. 294. The minister also granted per-




neqll.gence. A s~i1ar accusation was made by the local politi-
cal authorities in the use of the seminary fund. Padre Jose 
Guel1 Y Busqueto, vicar of Zacapa, expressed grave concern about 
this fund on October 13 and indicated to the apostolic administra-
tor that he would rather resign than surrender the fund to the 
local jefe EQl!tico. l73 The ecclesiastical administrator on 
october 18 approved Padre Guell·s conduct and emphasized that the 
account for the seminary fund was being demanded by the jefe 
E2l!tico and not by the Commission of Consolidatian. l74 The 
ecclesiastical authorities considered the action of the jefe 
E2l!tico purely arbitrary without the official backing of the 
commission of Consolidation. While it appears that the jefe 
fOl!tico was acting on his own, the letter of Padre Gue1l on 
October 23 gives reason for suspicion that the jefe pol;(tico had 
obtained presidential support for his actions. Padre Guell re-
ported that he received word from the president to appear before 
him, but rather than heed this order he fled to the nearby moun-
tains to lead the life of an andhorite. 175 
Another case in point was the parish fund of Asuncion Mita. 
The cabildo of AsunciOn Kita informed Marco A. Soto that the jefe 
Rgl!tico confiscated the parish funds--an action which the cabildo 
l72AC , tomo 1873, doc. 441. 
l73Xb1d., doc. 561. 




considered beyond the official's powers and injurious to the cult. 
1,he cabildo however defended the jefe EQI!tico. 176 In his reply 
Marco A. Sete informed the cahildo that he would order the jefe 
R9l!tico not to "divert the funds of the confraternity and parish 
from their objective [or) from the people of that department. lfl77 
fhis case serves as one example ,mere the central political au-
thority was opposed to action of its jefe eqlltico. 
Padre Salvador Castaneda, pas"cor in Huehuetenango, informed 
the ecclesiastical government that he had been accused by the iefe 
,2?1!1:.!£Q. of requesting excessive contributions; Which the jefe 
B21!tico called robbery. In defending himself the pastor outlined 
the contributions of his parishioners as fo110\'1S I "This excess 
consists of $7. ,ihich the people of San Pedro pay on the eight 
principal festive days that they celebrate throughout the year and 
which they make as gifts r but it is to be noted that they do not. 
make an offering for the Mass in conformity with the established 
assessment, since sometimes they qive $2. other times $3, and at 
other times $4, and on other festive days they give $6, but (do] 
not pay the aforesaid gifts. n178 The communication of the 
ecclesiastical government dated September 23 advised the pastor to 
reduce the contributions provided this was in keeping with the 
schedule of fees agreed upon by both ecclesiastical and civil 
-
176Ibid., doc. 692. 
-
177 Ibid •• doc. 700. 
178Ibid., doc. 522. 
-
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. authorities. The pastor was urged to aboliSh the religious 
fiestas especially if these were financially burdensome to the 
. 179 
xnd1ans • On October 15 of Padre Castaneda reported that the 
new' schedule of fees reducing contributions had been approved by 
the ecclesiastical and civil authorities, but he found it incom-
prehensible as to how the reduced income could support two 
pastors--one for Huehuetenango and one to visit the outlying 
parishes. He pointed out that his predecessor had an income of 
$1,258 over a two-year period and when he took over his duties 
the income dropped to $1; 057 for a four year period. With the new 
schedule the income has been further reduced-... to $539 for two 
years. Even though the amount might increase to $600 this was 
insufficient for the support of two pastors. laO There appears no 
further correspondence about the matter at this time and in all 
probabilit.y t.he solution was t.o have one past.or t.ake care of the 
entire area.. A similar compla.int. came from the past.or of Soloma, 
who on October 6 wrote that the parish income had dropped to $200 
pesos per year. Padre Francisco Suarez was especially indignant 
about the conduct of the j et:,e. R.21!ti.gq, Who ordered the parish-
ioners not to pay the fees established by the Church. The reduced 
contributions, poor health due to climate and the hostility of the 
jefe P2,l;(ticp, who threatened him with imprisonment, caused the 
pastor to offer his resignation to the ecclesiastical cabildo. lBl 
lao Ibid .. , doc. 570. 181 Ibid., doc. 550. 
../ 
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file latter intnediately brought. the matter to the attention of the 
.tnistrJ of government, justice, and ecclesiastical affairs. The 
JDinistry was reminded that a schedule of fees had Leen approvad 
bY the civil and ecolesiast,ical authorities and thus could not be 
changed arbitrarily by a jefe R21!tico. The ministry was re-
quested to inform the jefe R,21!tico immediately to withdraw the 
order. l82 The incident affords another e::':ample of strife over' 
policy on a local level without the knowledge or approval of the 
political authorities in the capital. 
The continuous anti .... Church propaganda further aggravated 
relations between the Church and the state both on the local and 
national level. A pastoral issued on November 4, 1873, warned 
the fa! thful against the spread of errors harmful to their reli-
qion and society in general. In the seekinq source for these 
errors the pastoral left no doubt that it considered secret so-
cieties and the Masons in particular responsible for the anti-
religious attacks. 183 In addition to the pastoral against secret 
societies, a broadside dated December 1, 1873, and carrying the 
signature 1fT. L. M." warned. Catholics against joining a club 
l82lbid• 
-
183Xbid •• doc. 604/5. To combat religious errors and at the 
same time avoid political tmplications was not an easy task. 
Padre :Francisco Espana in Totonicapan observed that he took great 
care in distinguishing bett-leen the deed and the man. paiS.' doc. 
725.. On the other hand Padre Manuel Eatupian in Asunc on Mita 
reported that he was a political prisoner accused of preaching 
SUbversive sermons. Ibid •• doc. 731. 
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called Ciento y Uno, which t.~e writer claimed to be Masonic. ~e 
author of the broadside warned his readers that charity was a 
cloak to cov~r the tr..le motive of the Masons, who he 5.:'.lsisted were 
bent on the destruction of religion, espE!cia.lly the Catholic; 
religion, and thus no Catholic was permitted to join these organ-
izations. Finally the writer accused the Masons of desiring the 
, - all t 184 rm, tt _'t.. b ht i-'" destruct:J.O:1 0:1: governmen s. .l.J.lese a a\,;AS roug a qu ~
response from the Masons, who saw need for publicizing their pro-
gram so as to eradicate the false reports that are being circu-
lated aqainst them. '.rhe program stated that the Masons were 
religious and adored the "Great Architect, U and were very em-
phatic that atheists were not permitted to become members of the 
organization. The publication denied that Masons had to swear 
to secrets known only to the most trusted of the members. Along 
with the Masonic program there was an applicat.ion form for member-
ship and a copy of the Masonic Code, which stressed humani tarian-
ism and belief in God. l85 The application form was undoubtedly a 
part of the membership drive since the first Masonic Lodge had 
just been established in Guatemala on June 17, 1873. 186 
134T• L. M., Carta sObre la Masoner!a (Guatemala, 1873) • ......... ;:;;..;;;;,...... ____ ;;.;;;0;;=;;:;.;;..;0.;;;;";;;;' ... 
135wPrograma MasOnico,1I n.d., CBS, vol. 11. The emphasis on humanitarianism and belief in God is-evident in the constitution Of ~e Freemasons, who at this time had their headquarters in San Jose, Costa Rica. Numero 9, Extraordinario, del Bolet!n Oficial g,ei SURremo Consejo (GuateiDala. 1946), pp. 10-11. A similar de-f(ense ol Preemaaonry was reiterated later in k! Civilizapion Guatemala), March 2, 1876, p. 39. 
186NUmero 2, Extraordinari~f ~ Boletin Oficial ~ Supremo 
~r---------------------------------------------------3-4-0--~ 
The majority of the original founders and members of the J 
MaSonic Lodge in Guatemala were foreigners. Heading the list was 
;sose QUirce Filguera, who was a native of Spain and who ,.,as 
credited with ~le establishment of Masonry in Guatemala. 187 There 
~e few names of prominent Guatemalans or naturalized Guatemalans 
of the GarcIa Granados and Barrios administrat.ions. Rather they 
_re men who played minor roles in the political and econcnic life 
of the country,- such as Rodolfo lUee, Herculano Afre, Luis S. 
Andreu, cayetan D!az Merida, J. Mart:!n Barrundia (the only man in 
the group to hold a position in President Barrios' cabinet), J".lan 
3. Matheu, Joaquin n!az Duran, Raymundo Arrayo, Guillermo Nanna 
and R. B. Piatkouski. 1S8 In addition there was Lorenzo Montufar 
who was one of the leading figures in est.ablishing the Supreme 
Council of Freemasonry in San Jose, Costa R;.ca.189 On the other 
hand Justo Rufino Barrios, Miguel Garc!a Gl:anados, Marco A. Soto. 
and other high political figures were conspicuously absent from 
t,.'le list. The Guatemalan Ha80nic Lodge remained subordinate to 
the Supreme Council in Costa Rica until 1882, when the Supreme 
Council of Central America was transferred to Guatemala.190 
Consejo, p. 17. 
187Ibid., pp. 18 and 59. 
18SIbid• , pp. 18 ... 20. 
189Ibid• , pp. 7-8. 
190Ib ' d l. •• p. 11. 
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The reduction of Church funds caused severe financial diffi-
culties for sane parishes. On February 4, 1874, PadreSilvo Jose 
santizo, vicar provincial of Quezaltenango, among other things 
reported that the income in his parish had been abolished and tha~ 
his Indian parishioners were caus ing much unrest. For this he 
held the political authorities responsible but offered no further 
eXPlanation. l91 The ecclesiastical government however could only 
adVise that he should carry on his pastoral duties as best he 
could in the trying circumstances. 192 Later on Padre Santizo 
notified the cabildo that the secular authorities were about to 
confiscate the funds of one of the parishes in his vicariate.. He 
advised the cabildo to invest these funds in the construction of a 
much needed church so as to prevent the 10ss.l93 Padre Juan 
LOpez, pastor of San Pedro de la. Laguna, experienced similar dif-
ficulties. His only remaining source of income, he wrote was fran 
the fiesta celebrations of his six parish confraternities and the 
qood will of his parishioners. 194 The letter of the pastor of 
Tacana dated March 11 considered the confiscation of Church income 
191AC, tomo 1874. doc. 63. 192Ibid• 
193Ibid., doc. 193. The answer of the cabildo was that it 
Would dictate tile proper measures In regard to the funds. In the 
JIleanWhile the vicar provincial was urged to do his best by word 
and deed in combating the evils faced by the Church .. 
194Ibid., doc. 177. 
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bY the political authorities a serious obstacle to the fulfillment 
of pastoral duties. 195 The ecclesiastical authorities made it 
quite clear that the pastor had a right to resign his post if the 
I~efe E9lttico prevented him from receiving the nacessary incoma. 196 
~:.=.;;. 
Again these letters seem to place the bulk of the responsibility 
of interference in parish funds on the local jefes 29l!ticos. Bow 
.any similar cases remained unreported is difficult to judge, but 
there were probably a considerable number of jefes pgl!ticos who 
~intained harmonious relations with their curates.197 
The nationalization of the two seminaries raised addi.tiona1 
questions about the seminary funds collected in the parishes. 
padre Santizo in his letter of March 15 questioned the Obligation 
to pay the fee since the Church no longer own.ed the seminaries. 198 
~ cabildo confirmed his opinion. 199 In his letter of May 14 
Padre A. Adolfo Perez, vicar of Suchitepequez, reported that the 
iefe :egl!tico not. only demanded payment of the seminary fund for 
the year 1874 but also the unpaid balance of the fund prior to 
1874. The vicar admitted that he had no authority to make the pay-
laent, but in the face of physical force, he informed his 
~--------------
195Ib:i.d., doc. 124. 
-197 , . One such case was the jefe W11.tl.cO of Jutiapa, who on 
Kay 31, 1875, reported that he 'tvas cooperating with the local 
Et~rgy in the construction of new cemeteries, reparation of 
~uurchcs and pariah houses. .m.. auatemaltecp, August 7, 1875, 
~. 2-3. 





ecclesiastical superior t"hat he would make the payment as an indi-
vidual and not in the name of tile Church. 200 The ecclesiastical 
authorities approved the vicar's conduct. 201 The case of Padre 
StmOn LOpez, pastor of San Marcos, was different, since here the 
commission of Consolidation ordered ~le payment of the seminary 
fUnd, but the j,efe pgl!tico and the alcalde of San Marcos sup-
ported the pastor I s claim that he was not obligated to make the 
payments. 202 The cabildo ordered the vicar to pay the seminary 
fund so as to avoid further vexation, but "the payment was to be 
accompanied with the customary protest. 203 In the case of Padre 
Rafael Coronado, pastor of Sacatepequez, both the Commission of 
consolidation and t~e jefe ~l!tico demanded payment of the 
seminary fund. 1'h0 pastor refused to make the payments on the 
groundS that the seminaries had been nationalized and that the 
customary parish income destined for the fund had been discon-
tinued.. The only sO"Jrce of funds for the payment were the con-
fraternities, to whom he had given the choice of paying or not 
paying. Nevertheless the pastor decided to pay the required sum 
with the customary protest since refusal to pay would entail a 
fine of double payment.204 A marginal note dat.ed May 27 on Padre 
Coronado's letter indicates that the cabildo approved the pastor's 
200Ibid• , vol. VIII, doc. 1150. 20lIbid _. 
202Ibid• , tomo 1874, 
-
doc. 217. 203.!£!£. 
204xpid. , doc. 223. 
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action. 205 The pastor stated. that the payment was made--not out 
of any of the parish funds but from the funds of his family. 206 
The letters of the curates permit no doubt about the dis-
agreement concerning the obligation of paying the seminary fund. 
one might be tempted to conclude that the disagreement had its 
origin in the arbitrary action of certain je;es 221:(tic2S, but 
.ince '~o pastors indicate that '~e Commission of Consolidation 
was alsO making similar demands, this may suggest that the cen-
tral government was directly involved in seeking collection of 
the fund. This is confirmed by reading the circular of the 
cabildo dated August 23, 1877. It expressed concern over the 
fact that the pastors were not paying the customary collection 
for the archbishop but were punctually paying the seminary fund 
to the Commission of conso1idation.207 The circular thus implies 
that the payment. was the rule. This one would not expect if the 
demand came from the arbitrary action of the jete, pel!ticos. 
None of the decrees of President Barrios up to 1874 made any 
reference to parish property. The decrees were primarily con-
earned with property of religious communities and other pious 
foundations. Yet on January 23, 1874, the pastor of San Juan 
205Ibid • 206Ibid • _. 
207Ibid., doc. 460. The circular is dated three years after 
the periOd under consideration. Nevertheless it shows that some 
of the pastors continued to pay the seminary fund. 
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ostuncalco reported to the ecclesiastical cabildo that the presi-
dent had made a visit to his parish and left instructions with the 
.unicipal authorities that the old cemete~y in front of the church 
.bou1d be used as the site for the construction of public build-
ings • According to the pastor the workers began to exhume the 
bOdies immediately without any previous notice to the pastor. ~le 
pastor was advised by persons in the parish not to protest this 
action since it would only involve him in more trouble with the 
president and the local commandant. 20a In a letter of March 1 the 
pastor placed the responsibility for the difficulties in his 
parish on a few ungrateful persons, since not only had they taken 
over the cemetery, but now were attempting to sell another parish 
plot of ground. On account of the difficulties, for which the 
pastor did not blame the president directly, he submitted his 
resignation. 209 The cahi1do in its communication of March 7 re-
fused to accept the resignation, but urged the pastor to issue the 
customary protests concerning the usurpation of Church property~lO 
Usurpations were also reported by Padre Vicente E. Caceres, 
pastor of SOlo1a. According to his letter of April 22 the munici-
pality took ·over three rooms and the patio of the parish house to 
be used as a place for giving daily military band concerts. 2l1 In 
208Ibid., vol. XVIII, doc. 1076. 
209Ibid., doc. 1109. 
210Ibid 211 _. Ibid., doc. 1138. 
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reply the cabildo urged the pastor to employ prudence and sagacity 
in seeking the return of the property from the municipal authori-
ties. 2l2 These two incidents are the only reported ones of usurpa 
tion of parish property by civil officials for the year 1874. 
This might suggest that usurpations of this type were still infre-
quent at the end of l874--a situation tha·t did not hold true for 
the remaining years of the Barrios administration. In 1874 the 
main difficulties over Church property still occurred over the 
property of the abandoned religious convents, churches and the 
property of pious foundations. 2l3 For example, Padre Raull pro-
tested September 17 against the government·s action ordering that 
the Church of the Third Order of St. Prancis in the capital be 
converted into a telegraph office. The apostolic administrator 
felt it was his duty to protest since silence might give the im-
pression of approval. Furthermore it was his understanding that 
the original decrees which expropriated religious properties and 
foundations did not include the use of churches for any other 
purpose than places of worship.2l4 
2l2~. 
2l3Recopilacion ~ las Leyes, II (1876), 42-43 and 62. See 
also AC, tomo 1874, doc. 374. 
214 AC, tomo 1874, doc. 407. Here might also be noted the 
apostolic administrator's protest of October 31 against the civil 
sUppression of the Hermandad de Nuestra Senora, which was devoted 
to the education of the rich and poor. Ibid., doc. 474. The con-
fraternity was in charge of the Colegio deJBelen in the capital. 
The civil government permitted the confraternity to complete the 
r~------------------------~ 
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The ecclesiastical excommunication was the penalty for those 
~o were in any way involved in expropriating or selling ecclesias 
tical goods. Pastors periodically warned the faithful about this 
excommunication but, as in the case,of Padre J. Rafael Coronado, 
this brought civil accusation of inciting the people to re-
volt. The political authorities of San Padro de Sacatepequez 
justified the sale of Church property on the grounds that the 
people who constitute the Church own the property, and the people 
215 
were the government. Padre Coronado refused to administer the 
sacraments to those involved in the sale of the cemetery in spite 
of the threats of the jefe politico. While the pastor's strong 
stand in the matter suspended further sales of cemetery property, 
be did fear reprisals when the central political authorities would 
be informed of his actions. 216 The temporary suspension of 
cemetery sales indicates that some of the parishioners took the 
warning to heart. At the same time there appears evidence from 
other areas that Catholics ~ho participated in the expropriation 
academic year before suppressing it and expropriating its prop-
erty. Ibid., tome 1875, doc. 439. The use of the Church of the 
!bird order of St. Francis as a telegraph office in all prob-
ability was part of the plan to facilitate the drawing up of a 
contract with Mr. Stanley MCNider of England for the construction 
of telegraph lines. Recopi1aciOn ~~ Leyes, II (1876), Bl. 
215 AC, tomo IB74, docs. 422 and 445. 
2l6Ibid., doc. 445. 
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and sale of Church property suffered remorse of conscience. One 
such case was Enrique Toriello, je~e 291£tico of the department of 
santa Rosa. In his letter of confession dated May 10, 1873, and 
directed to Padre Antonio Servin he reported that he had served as 
president of the Departmental Commission of Consolidation--a posi-
tion that obligated him to demand parish financial records and 
deliver eccles.iastica1 property to the civil authorities. For all 
of these acts he sought forqiveness and promised to make all possi .. 
ble restitution. He requested that his repentence be made public 
if the ecclesiastical authorities deemed it prudent and thus make 
reparations for any scandal he may have caused while holding 
public office.2l7 The case of Enrique Toriello does not appear to 
be an isolated one. In his correspondence with Archbishop Pinol 
dated July 21, 1874, Padre Rattll brought to the prelate's atten-
tion the case of Francisco Arrazola, who had bought a house which 
belonged to the Cathedral. While in danger of death, the man re-
quested the last sacraments from Padre Pedro Vicente Batres. Be-
fore the administration of the sacraments, Padre Batres demanded 
from the penitent that he make a formal retraction of the purchase 
of the Cathedral property preferably in his last will and testa-
ment, which would require his heirs to make the necessary restitu-
tion. Padre Batres admitted that this condition could not be ful-
filled since the official notaries refused to authorize such a 
-
217 !2!a., doc. 205. 
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last will and testament. Thus Padre Batres decided to have the 
penitent promise restitution in the presence of three witnesses 
and have the penitent sign a document requiring his heirs to ful-
fill the promise should Arrazola be unable to do so. This demand 
waS sufficient to merit. the administration of the last sacraments, 
and padre Raull recommended to the archbishop that this should 
serve as a precedent for similar cases in the future. 21B The 
recommendat.ion received the full approval of the archbiShop.219 
'lbe excaumunication of persons possessing or dealing with 
ecclesiastical goods presented at times dilemmas for the apostolic 
administrat.or. One such case involved the Daughters of Charity. 
In a letter apparently written in 1876 the mother superior in-
for.med Padre Raull that she had heard rumors that her community 
would be requested by the civil government to take charge of the 
new prison for women, which was to be located in the Convent of 
Santa 'leresa. She felt that since this was a work of mercy, her 
2lBIbid., doc. 323. In addition, to the two cases cited 
there can be added the cases of Benito Solis, Gregorio Enriquez, 
Jose Avila and Salvador Saravia. All of these men had been in-
volved in the sale of ecclesiastical property and in 1875 all 
offered to make restitution to the ecclesiastical authority for 
their conduct. Ibid., tomo 1875, docs. 246, 247, 260 and 406. 
219Ibid., The fear of excanmunication over t.he buying of na-
tionalized Church property persista to the present day. The 
writer while in Guatemala was informed on a number of occasions 
that Catholics <at least those of delicate conscience) always 
.ake an inquiry into the origin of the property which they wish 
to buyout of fear of excommunication. 
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cOJDDlllnity would approve of such an undertaking but before a final 
decision would be made, she requested approval fram the eccles i-
220 
astical authorities. '!'he mother superior was obviously aware' 
of the danger of becoming involved in the use of expropriated 
Church property. Unfortunately there is no record of the reply of 
the ecclesiastical authorities and thus no way of knowing how the 
dilemma was solved. 
The year 1874 was the climax of the religious reform pro-
gram. 221 The year 1875 and the first half of 1876, which mark the 
end of President Barrios' first presidential term, offered nothing 
new in the pattern already set. The orders of Barrios during this 
period were mainly concerned with clarification of earlier decrees 
regarding the disposition of ecclesiastical property. 
On January 27 President Barrios ordered that goods or capital 
left in usufruct and destined for piOUS causes came under the de-
cree of expropriation. According t.o his order the Nat.ional Bank 
220Ibid., doc. 460. 'J.1he handwriting in the letter is very 
difficult to read. '!'he date of correspondence appears to be 
October 25, 1876, but. the letter probably by mist.ake was included 
in tomo 1874. The order of President Barrios that the Convent of 
Santa Teresa should serve as a women's prison was given on 
August 16, 1875. Recopilacion.9.2. .l!!..Leye!, II (1876), 155. 
22~e year of 1874 also saw the marriage of President Barriol 
to Francisca Aparicio Jeerida. Al though the ceremony was performed 
in the bride's home, it was done in the presence of Padre Silverio 
J. Santizo in accordance with the Church canons. "Homenaje a los 
Augustos Manos de Barrios El Grande, v La Gaceta, XIII (July 19, 
1935), 172. - , 
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"as to be in charqe of the administration of these goods and had 
the right to award "to the usufructuaries the product of those 
goOdS and thus fulfill the intention of the testators. u222 The 
following month the president reminded the pastors that the custo-
.ery offering of the first fruits of the harvests was purely 
voluntary. Furthermore the pastors were warned not "to sell or 
transfer them, or in any way cede their collection to private 
.. 223 persons. • • • '!'he warning came as a result of reports Which 
indicated that pastors were forcing the faithful to make the 
offerings.224 The final two orders concerning ecclesiastical 
property were issued in April and May. '!'he one of April 8 
ordered that a house in the depart:ment of San Marcos, which be-
longed to the Convent of San Francisco, was to be converted into 
a school. 225 '!'he one of Hay 28 ordered the Central cOIIIllission of 
Consolidation to sell houses in bad condition at public auctions. 
'-'he income was to be turned over to the National Bank, which in 
turn would make an annual payment to the respective usufructu-
ary.22G Apart from these, there were no other orders or decrees 
over expropriated ecclesiastical property--a:n indication that the 
reform. program in this category had been completed. 
, 
222~~cOJi!ilaci6n .9!. las Lazes, II (1876), 112. 
223Ibid., p. 120. 224Ibid• 
225Ibid., p. 129. 22GIbid., pp. 132-133. 
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There is likewise a decline in the number of pastoral com-
plaints about Church property. For the year 1875 the writer was 
able to locate only four letters, which reported attempts of 
local political a.uthorities to take over Church property. Two 
letters deal with the attempts of j~fes pgllticos to oversee the 
managements of the parish funds of Petapa and cuyotenanqo.227 
padre J.. Javier Urritia., pastor of Petapa" viewed the continuous 
interference of the local political authorities in parish affairs 
as a serious limitation on the freedom of the Church to the ex-
tent that the pastor "remains deqracied and reduced to a being' 
less than a sacristan or a subject of the parishioners ... 228 The 
other two cases concerned the expropriation and sale of Church 
property. On May 10 Padre Rafael Contreras reported that the 
municipality desired to expropriate his parish house so that it 
could be converted into a telegraph office. 229 The second case 
involved the municipality of Amatitlan Which wanted a parish plot 
of ground delivered to the Commission of Consolidation so that it 
could be sold by the municipality.230 
The only other reported difficulties were two attempts to re-
aove priests from their parishes. '!'he first concerned Padre 
227 AC, vol. VI, docs. 1510 and 1613. 
228Ibid." doc. 1510. 229.Ib-.id_ w , doc. 1431. 
230Ibid., does. 1505 and 1516. 
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sartolome Porras, a pastor in Quezaltenango, on the grounds of un-
becoming conduct. The minister of government and justice first 
reported this attempt on November 24, 1874. In the same letter 
the ministry indicated its desire of having Padre Vicente Caceres 
replace padre Porras and according to the ministry the substitu-
tion was supported by President Barrios. 231 1'he initial reaction 
of the ecclesiastical authorities was to reject the request. They 
pointed out that they had no knowledge of the bad conduct of Padre 
Porras nor for "grave reasons" could they replace the pastor with 
Padre Caceres. At the same ttme the religious officials did show 
a willingness to send another priest as a sUbstitute for Padre 
Porras. 232 The case was not closed until Pebruary 1, 1875, when 
, 
Manuel Dardon, president of the Supreme Court, reported to padre 
RaUll that the court had investiqated the conduct of the priest 
and had found nothing unbecoming in his actions that could merit 
his remova1. 233 
The second report came from Padre Luis Guerra, vicar pro-
vincial of Huehuetenango. In a letter of September 1, 1875, he 
reported that Arturo Ubico, jete R91!tico of Quich~, exiled Padre 
J'rancisco Carreri, assistant pastor of San Andres de Sacabaja, 
from the depart:.ment on the grounds that he had rung the church 
231Ibid., tome 1874, doc. 530. 
232Xbid• 
233Ibid., tome 1875, doc. 49. 
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bellS against Ubico's orders. The jefe pgl!tico had given the 
orders so as not to molest a sick man in Sacabaja. Apparently the 
vicar provincial of Huehuetenango thought there was more to the 
case than merely rinqinq church bells. He said that he found it 
difficult to see why Ubico was so ill-disposed to the clergy in 
general and particularly to the vicar provincial of Huehuet.enanqo. 
BeCause of the att.itude of the jefe P9l!t1so the vicar provincial 
offered his resiqnation. 234 The lett.er of Padre Guerra leaves 
little doubt that this was more of a personal feud than a question 
of Church rights. In fact the pastor of San Andres Sacabaja, 
padre castSheda, who was a relative of tlbico, had continuous 
friction with his assistant past.or. It was for this reason that. 
the vicar provincial had considered seriously removing Padre 
carreri from the pariah even prior to the difficulties with the 
jefe politico.23S 
Since these two cases are the only ones on record for this 
time, one can assume that past.ors were more cooperative with the 
political authorities. It could also mean that the pastors who 
were the st.rongest opponents of the Liberals had already been re-
moved and the Church was now in the hands of clerg-y who deemed it 
prudent to go along with the regime. In either event, the Church 
in 1875 no longer gave serious resistance to the Barrios regime. 




The first ten months of 1876, the final period of Barrios' 
first administration, followed the pattern of 1875. 'l'here was 
only one reported case of selling Church lots. 236 'l'here appear 
only two letters about attempts of the Commission of Consolida-
tion and the Court of the PUblic Treasury to expropriate pious 
lUnds and legacies. 237 There was a complaint. from Padre Antonio 
r,anuza on July 7 that. the office of the jefe ;pgl!tico had imposed 
an assessment. of $100 on his parish, Which he found impossible to 
pay. He requested the apostolic administrator to int.ercede for 
him before the political authorities and if the assessment was not 
l'ec1uced, he must submit his resignation. 238 'l'here is no record 
of what the ecclesiastical authorities were able to do in this 
.atter. A complaint about violence came fram Padre Manuel Rosas, 
Who did not explain its nature but merely requested permission to 
leave his parlsh. 239 
'l'he noticeable decrease of pastoral complaints does not argue 
for a more conciliatory policy towards the Church on the part of 
236Ibid., tomo 1876, doc. 207 .. 
237~., docs. 213 and 237. 
238Xbid., doc. 197.. Conce:rninq assessments Padre Diego 
Llerena, -pastor of Toyabaj, reported on October 29, 1876, that 
the jete Rgl!tico souqht chUrch funds for ehe support of primary 
instruction, reduction of the parish house by half so as to en-
large the plaza for the people and the selling of some cattle be-
longing to the parish in order to use the money for road repairs. 
IPid., doc. 355. 
239 19i 4" doc. 404/3 .. 
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the LIberals nor that the Church leaders had completely succumbed 
to the policies of the Liberal regime. Instead the Church leaders 
continued to protest against Liberal ideologies. There was the 
apostolic administrator's complaint against the anti-clerical 
literature which had not dtminished in volume with the Church's 
weakening position. Por instance the editorial comment of !!. 
Progreso of September 12, 1875, in reporting the assassination of 
-
rresident Gabriel Guc!a Moreno of Ecuador on August 6,1875, ob-
.erved that the killing took place as the president was leaving a 
church. If the president had been in his office perfoJ:ming his 
duties, especially furthering education, his assassins would have 
been more concerned with blessing him than killing him. 240 n 
qyatemalteco reported that the revolt of .:rune 1875 in San Miguel, 
11 Salvador, was another clerical plot. against a Liberal regime. 
'fhe paper went on to state that the struggle in Central America 
aqainst clerical factions was similar to Bismarck' s struggle 
aqainst the Church in Germany. 241 
On SeptSlYlber 22 Padre Raull in a special edict reminded the 
clergy and fa!1:hful of his condemnation of publications carxying 
articles of an antireligious nature. No names or works were men-
tioned in t.he edict, but the apost.olic administrator did st.ate 
that these ant.ireligious ideas were borrowed from publications of 
240E~ Piogreao, September 12, 1875, p. 1. 
241 !!. GU,atSl!!!teco, July 2, 1875, p. 1. 
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the 18th and 19th centuries. While condemning the materialism of 
the writers, he was equaUy insistent that the clergy and faithful 
be charitable and tolerant in their dealing with the enemies of 
i . 242 re1 g10n. 
The Liberal press continually refuted the accusation of being 
antireligious. ~ Ciyilizacion on February 11, 1876, attacked the 
fanaticism and superstition of the Catholic religion and then 
defined its religious position as being the adoration of the good, 
beautiful and true in the divinity--an act that was fully realized 
in Christ' 8 command to love God above all things and to love one' s 
neighbor as oneself.. Thus the Sermon of the Mount was the true 
expression of religion. 243 Similar attacks against elle Church for 
furthering fanaticism and superstition were made in !! Guate-
malteco and were directed against religious communities, especi-
ally Jesuits and nuns.. Jesuits were said to have come to Guate-
aala to enslave the conscience of the people and render them 
opposed to all Liberal reforms.. The nuns were considered useless 
.ince no graduate from their institutions had merited distinction 
in the field of history, geography, languages, acoounting or in 
242 ECliat.o del M. I. Sr. Gobernador del At:zobisp!dg .obre Las 
Jl:yas Lecturas (Guatemala:-1875), p. 2 aiid"""AC, tome 1875, doc.370 
243La Civilizacion, February 11, 1876, pp. 25-26. The pub-
lication ""Tn the month of July of the same year can:ied an article 
Which attaCked continency on the grounds that it was a violation 
of the natural laws and might lead. to ai ther insanity or death. 
lPi£., July 20, 1876, p. 119. 
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anY branch of the natural sciences or fine arts. In commenting 
on the nuns of Belen 1:he writer observed that "only refined 
hypocrites or imbeciles could asked to be educated by the sisters 
of Belen, who are essentially corruptors of the more proper and 
natural sentiments and instincts of womanhood. ,,244 
Liberal reforms inaugurated in foreign countries received 
favorable attention in the Guatemalan Liberal press" Even the 
religious policy of Bismarck was praised despite the fact that 
Bismarck was scarcely a Liberal. '!'he Guatemalan Liberal saw in 
any anticlerical legislation an expression of his own views. 
rile Guatemalan Liberals noted with admiration the "Ley Orgmica de 
las Adiciones Constitucionales" issued by President Sebastian 
Lerdo de Tejada of Mexico on December 10, 1874. 1'his was the 
basis of the Mexican Church reforms and was reported as such by 
!! GuatemMteco. 1'he new Mexican Church and state relationships 
boX'e striking resemblance to those just instituted in Guatemala. 
1'he Mexican laws called for independence of Church and state, 
freedom of religion, prOhibition of religious institutions, 
abolition of religious instruction in public sChools, no public 
demonstration of religious acts outside the church, ltmitation 
of the use of church bells, prohibition of ecclesiastical 
privileges, prohibition of legacies to ecclesiastical ministers 
or to their relatives within the fourth civil degree, limitation 
244 ~Guatema1teco, December 11,1875, pp_ 1-2. 
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of preaching, prohibition of acquisition of property by religious 
institutions, except that which was immediate to religious serv-
ices, prohibition of religious oaths on taking public office (a 
.tmple promise was the only requisite), marriage as a civil con-
tract only, and cemeteries under civil authority.245 By 1876 
GUatemala had practically adopted the entire religious reform pro- j 
qram of .Mexico. What Mexico had required twenty years to accan-
plish, Guatemala had done in less than five years. 
The Guatemalan Liberal regime must also have been encouraged 
by the reform movement in Venezuela for in 1876 the Venezuelan 
government decreed a religious change similar to that of Mexico 
and. Guatemala. Aacording to the new law "Venezuela does not con-
sent or admit into its territory archbishops, bishops, ecclesi-
astical tribunals or any ecclesiastical hierarchy since it con-
eiders thea incanpatible with the rights of independence and the 
sovereignty of the nation. p246 Thus the Liberal legislation in 
Burope and in same of the Hispanic American republics offered the 
Guatemalan Liberal press the opportunities of exploiting the idea 
that Guatemala, along with the rest of the world, was enterinq a 
DIOdern progressive era. 
New insight into the Church-state relations is offered in the 
245 ~., March 16, 1875, pp. 2-3. 
246Cited in 14 Civilazacioo, August 17, 1876, p. 135. 
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correspondence between Padre RaUll and Archbishop Pinol. Under-
.tandably sentiments expressed in this correspondence were often 
~re frank than those stated when Padre Raull dealt directly with 
the government. Shortly after taking up the duties of apostolic 
administrator, Padre RaUll addressed a letter to the archbishop, 
Who was in Paris on his way to Rame, describing the situation of 
the Church. He noted the untimely deaths of Padre J08~ Antonio 
urrutia, Auxiliary-Bishop Manuel P. Sarrutia and Padre Prancisco 
'l'aracena, and he reported that his initial act was to request the 
civil government to legalize its religious program by means of a 
concordat. According to Padre RaUll the civil authorities at the 
time were interested in obtaining the appointment of a coadjutor 
bishop, but this the apostolic administrator considered tmpossihle 
without the approval of the archbishop. 247 Archbishop pinalts 
reply of AUgust 30, 1874, merely indicated that he was on his way 
to Rome, where he hoped to obtain instructions which would make 
the government. of the diocese easier for Padre Raull--especially 
in regard to the necessary faculties for the administration of 
certain saeraments. 248 The lett.er of Padre Raull, dated Janu-
ary 25, 1875, lamented the fact that he had received no word from 
the archbishop since the letter of Auqust 30 Of '!'hus he had encoun-
tered many difficulties in the administration of the diocese 




because he did not have the necessary faculties. Moreover the 
qovernment intended to establish civil marriage, to remove clerics \ 
from office and to expell tmportant clergymen from the republic. 
se noted in particular the expulsion of Padre Andres Or antes and 
Emilio Galvez--both members of the curia. 249 The following 
February Padre Raull wrote that some of the close friends of the 
Church had proved very embarrassing, since, out of excessive zeal, 
they were willing to fight for the Church even at the point of a 
~ord. The apostolic administrator considered this very detri-
mental not only to the ChurCh in general but also to the personal 
interests of the arChbishop. The situation became more difficult 
when the civil authorities received word that Padre Ildefonso 
Albores was on his way from Rome to Guatemala with secret instruc-
tions for the Church. Padre RaUll protested to the civil authori-
ties that he had no knowledge of such a secret mission. Neverthe-
less the civil authorities continued their investigation, which 
brought to light that Padre Albares had in fact gone to Rome with 
instructions from the Guatemalan ecclesiastical government. Padre 
RaUll held four members of his cabildo responsible for giving this 
information to the civil authorities, Padres Andres Orantes and A. 
Iscobar and the laymen, Juan Gavarrete and Emilio Galvez. The 
leaking of these instructions, he said, had caused threats from 




archbishop in Guatemala. Finally the apostolio administrator 
reported that he reoeived three pontifioal orders from an unknown 
~an without any aooompanying instructions. Apparently the 
orders were very critioal of Padre Raull's conduct of affairs sine 
he commented that the archbishop did not appreoiate the difficult 
circumstanoes under whioh the diocese had to be governed. The 
postscript to the letter left no doubt that Padre Raull blamed 
padres A. Orantes and A. Escobar for all his troubles. 250 
.... The reply of Archbishop Pinal was delayed until April 6, 
1875. He excused htmself for not writing, on the grounds that he 
had to await the conclusion of his disoussion with the Vatican au-
thorities and secondly that he had sent the desired instruotions 
with Padre Ildefonso Albores. Archbishop Pinal said that he did 
not know if Padre Albores had already arrived or if he encountered 
trouble on entering the republio. The remainder of the reply con-
cerned the faculties that could be delegated to the apostolic ad-
ministrator. In conolusion he reminded the apostolic administrato 
that it was very difficult to offer advise in the government of th 
diocese because of his limited knowledge of the changing condition 
in the country,. nor did the arohbishop understand what Padre Raull 
meant when he wrote that the oonduct of some of the archbishop' s 
250Ibid., The oivil investigation of the instructions passing 
between ROme and Guatemala led the following month to the order of 
President Barrios suspending Juan Gavarrete from the office of 
ecclesiastical recorder because he had failed to deliver to the 
civil authorities all the desired infor.mation. El Guatemalteco,. 
March 8, 1875, p. 1. --
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friends in Guatemala was detrimental to the personal interests of 
the prelate in Guatemala. 251 This letter was quickly followed by 
another dated April 22, 1875. Both were written from Sevilla, 
"here the archbishop was pausing on his return to Havana. The 
letter promised that the additional faculties would be forthcom-
ing. '!'he archbishop expressed grave concern over the indiscreet 
zeal of some of the Catholics in Guatemala and he wanted informa-
tion as to the identity of these individuals and how these men had 
involved his personal interests in Guatemala. The arChbishop fur-
ther denied all knowledge of the activities of Juan Gaverrete and 
Bailio Galvez and pointed out that he had had no correspondence 
with them. His tmmediate family in Guatemala consisted of one 
sister Who was very old and whose involvement in any of the re-
ported events would appear most iIIprobable. In regard to the 
delivery of pontifical orders by an unknown woman, the arChbishop 
insisted that all faculties and instructions had been sent with 
Padre Albores. The archbishop then clearly reiterated that he was 
in no way involved in the conduct of certain belligerent Catholics 
in the republic. 252 
The letter of Padre Raull, dated March 8, 1875, makes very 
clear what he meant earlier when he wrote about the excessive zeal 
of same Catholics and why the civil authorities were so intent 
Upon intercepting instructions from Rome. Many of the diffieultie 
251 252~id N:!, taao 1874, doc. 323. .
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of the Church in Guatemala he said could be traced to an over-
sealOus clergy, which was not the case when the Church -suffered 
stmilar difficulties during the Liberal administration of Mariano 
Galvez. Padre Raull cited the example of Padre Alborez who was 
responsible for bringing the pontifical orders containing a list 
of nominees for the position of apostolic administrator. In his 
seal to deliver the orders. Padre Alborez through correspondence 
contacted Padre Or antes in Guatemala. This aroused the suspi-
cions of the civil authorities, who intercepted the correspond-
ence and published the list of nominees. The conduct of Padre 
Alborez. Padre Raull claimed. caused much disqust among the 
fai thful. Moreover, the list of nominees f according to the 
" 
apostolic administrator, was even more embarrassing since it con-
tained names unacceptable to certain members of the clergy and 
the laity. He singled out the names of Padres Santiao, Manzano, 
and Alvarado, whom he accused of not living up to their priestly 
vocations. It was for this reason that he immediately sought to 
delete the names from the list. 
Thus for Padre Raull it was the imprudent conduct of certain 
clergymen that caused so much concern and not the fear of the 
civil authorities. Such conduct, he said, made it almost impos-
sible to maintain the conciliatory policy with the government. 
Be denied that his policy meant the disregard of the Church 
rights. His protests were ample proof of his defense of these. 
Bis lengthy letter concluded with a defense of two controversial 
r;~------. 
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appOintments Which he had made. He appointed Padre ~gel Arroyo 
pastor of the Cathedral and his brother, Padre Antonio Arroyo, 
secretary of the Curia. He denied the accusation of Padre Albores 
11110 claimed that the appointments were unwise and caused by poli-
tical pressure. Padre Raul1 admitted that Padre ktge1 Arroyo was 
a close friend of President Barrios, but this he saw as an ad-
vantage to the protection of the Church's interests. In addition 
he stressed the suitable qualities of both appointees and made it 
clear that the appointments made "out of grave considerations CI 
were his own responsibility.253 He left no doUbt about difficul-
ties that he faced among t.he ranks of the higher clergy. His 
policy of conciliation, yet defending the rights of the Church 
Whenever it was deemed necessary, obviously was not acceptable t.o 
the clerical element, Which looked for stronger opposit.ion to the 
Liberal program. 254 This division of opinion was probably known 
253Ibid _. 
254clerical dissat.isfaction with Padre Raull was expressed by 
Padre Evaristo Falco, a Spanish priest who visited Guatemala 
briefly in 1879. He considered t.he apostolic administrat.or unfit 
as governor of the Church and even quest.ioned his mental compe-
tence. He did not consider mental competence an indispensable 
quality for Padre RaUll since he claimed that the civil government 
directed Church affairs through the mediUII of two priests, one of 
which he hinted was Padre hlqel M. Arroyo. Padre PalcO apparently 
was too outspoken in his views since shortly after his arrival the 
POlitical authorities forced him to leave the ~try. M. A. 
Garcia, VI, 493-495. '!'he judgments of Padre Palco must not be 
viewed as representative of the Guatemalan clergy. On the con-
trary, the record shows conclusively that Padre Raull had not only 
the support of his archbishop but also the sUJ2port of the vast 
lIlajority of the clergy. Furthermore Padre Rau1l showed himself 
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to the civil authorities and gave them the advantage of fighting 
a disunited opposition. 
In these difficult days Padre Raull had the assurance of the 
support of his arChbishop as shown in the letter of the archbishop 
of MaY 8, 1875. He reminded Padre Raull that the present situa-
tion was not of his choosing and might continue for some time 
without remedy. The pontifical orders, he pointed out, were sent 
with padre Albores and that the manner of delivery was solely the 
responsibility of that priest. The list of nominees for the posi-
tion of apostolic administrator could not be changed without prior 
approval from the Holy See. Finally the archbishop assured the 
apostolic administrator of his fullest support--particularly not-
ing his agreement with the policy of conciliation, as long as it 
did not conflict with the riqhts and independence of the Church.255 
'l'he letter of Padre Raul1 written in May of 1875 was more 
optimistic than his previous ones. In speaking of the letters 
capable of attaCking Liberal doctrines. whenever he felt that 
these threatened the Church·s interests. For instance in June of 
1876 the Liberals predicted the extinction of Catholicism. Padre 
Raull stated that if history has any lessons to offer, this pre-
diction can at best be considered utopian. SOlma PunciOn 
Reliqiosa ~lA Santa Iglesia Catrdral H~troP91~ana ~ Guat§mala 
.!l 2~ ~,Ju.nio S2. 1876, Anivarsarl.o ..trigesimg .9.!. 1a G1oriosa 
Exaltacion de Ntro. Smo. Padre El Senor pio XX al Trono de San 
Pedro, ~ Diseursos pronunciados el ijriJllerointerMissarum sar-amnia 
i2.t !!!!. 1. 1£. Gobernador ~ 1a Dl.6cesls !!9.n. Juan !.. Rau1l.~ 
!ertran, .l..!! Sepando despg.es ~ ~udes .l. antes S!t !!. Procesl.on 101emne, E.2£ a1 Parroco 9!! S,!grarl.o .!!£. Angel !!.. Arrpyq 
Guatemala, 1876), p. 7. 
255AC , tame 1874, doc. 323. 
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that he had received from the archbishop he observed that they 
bad been opened, but he was sure that whoever read them must see 
the great love that the archbishop had for his diocese. He ob-
served that President Barrios had made changes in his cabinet, 
1thich should prove favorable to the Church. Next Padre Raull took 
up the question of ordaining men not qualified for sacred orders. 
Be admitted that two men were ordained prior to the completion of 
their studies, but this he found absolutely necessary since these 
two were the only ones who volunteered their service for the Peten v 
area, where there were no priests. He reiterated that the recent 
appointees, Padres ~gel Arroyo and Antonio Arroyo, were not 
dominating htm in his ecclesiastical administration. 256 In his 
letter of November 7, 1875, he complained bitterly about govern-
ment interference in appointing pastors and his being forced to 
appoint clerics of whom he disapproved. But to refuse to obey the 
directives would mean greater opposition to the Church. He noted 
that many ttmes the people went directly to the civil authorities 
to request pastoral changes and this example had also been fol-
lowed by some of the clergymen. He found the difficulties of the 
Church mounting and his health was SUffering correspondingly. 
256Ibid• The letter is a Cb:aft of the original one and the 
date is uncertain. Internal evidence suggests that it was writ-
ten in Hay of 1875. The periodic references to interception of 
letters and opening of letters makes it surprising to find the 




fbis had caused him seriously to consider resigning his post. The 
.hortage of clergy was another pressing problem. Padre Raull re-
ported the ordination of six priests but added that eleven priests 
bad died since he took over his duties. Thus many of the parishes 
bad to remain without pastors. He concluded by noting that the 
ChurCh was still receiving the monthly state subsidy for the sup-
port of religion, but while there was calm he feared that more 
sufferings awaited the Church in the future. 2S7 Another letter 
of padre Raull written in January of 1876 points to additional 
difficulties for the Church. The occasion of the growing tension 
between Guatemala and El Salvador was over the political regime in 
Honduras. Padre Raull reported that agitators attempted to in-
volve the Church under the pretext of religion, but the apostolic 
administrator countered this by a pastoral to the clergy and faith 
ful. He accused Padre Julio Soto of t.aking advantage of the 
ignorance of sane of the faithful and promoting a schism wi thin 
the Church. The priest had even gone to the point of excommuni-
eating the apost.olic administrator. 
, 
Padre Raull then suspended 
257 Ibid. The letter was sent. with Madre Adelaida, Who was on 
her way t.O"1iavana. Among the six newly ordained priests was 
Ricardo Casanova, who during t.he early years of the Liberal admin-
istration held a minor government post. He broke with President 
Barrios over the religious question and shortly thereafter ent.ered 
the seminary. In 1886 he became archbishop of Guatemala after the 
de,ths of Archbishop Pinol and Padre Raull. Antonio Batres 




the clergyman from his priestly functions. The correspondence 
offers no clue whether the laity became involved in this contro-
versy- In the meanwhile the priest out of fear of the political 
authorities fled the capital into hiding_ Padre Raull did not 
]cnow where the priest had sought refuge but he had informed both 
the neighboring prelates and Rome about the priest's conduct. 
Again he was happy to report that the civil government was con-
tinuing to pay the promised monthly subsidy for religion. More-
over, the Church still retained possession of the Colegio de J 
Infantes but this was the only educational institution that re-
mained with the Church. On the other hand the priests needed for 
the work of the Church were unavailable. According to Padre 
Raull twelve priests had died within the past two years (1874-
1876) and only ten priests had been ordained. During the same 
period of time only three deacons had been ordained along with one 
subdeacon and one to minor orders. 2S8 
After a delay of over a year Archbishop Pinol replied on 
September 6, 1876. He excused his delay on the grounds that he 
had never received a reply to his last letter and he expressed 
fears that his letters or the letters of the apostolic adminis-
trator were not reaching their destination~ He indicated approval 
of the pastoral that Padre Raull had written about the increasing 
-
2S8 2' i . AC, tome 1874, doc. 3 3. Padre Raull d d not explal.n how 
Padre Soto and others were clatming that it was a religious war. 
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tensions between Guatemala and El Salvador. He assured the 
apOstolic administrator that the pastoral contained no heretical 
.tatement and commended him for reporting the case to Rome. The 
archbishop was pleased to hear that no new conflict had broken 
out with the civil administration and that the Church was still 
in possession of her seminary. He expressed optimism over the 
fact that recent and future ordinations would replace the priests 
who had died. 259 
Padre Raull in his reports to the archbishop appears at times 
more concerned over a possible schism among the clergy and the 
laity than with the religious reforms of the civil government. 
This does not imply that the Liberal regime had retreated fram 
its program of religious reform but it does mean that the policy 
of conciliation of Padre Raull lessened the occasions of conflict 
between the two powers. Undoubtedly both the archbishop and the 
apostolic administrator hoped for a favorable turn of events, but 
the correspondence of 1876 viewed such a possibility with consid-
erable pessimism. 
The Liberal religious reform program made it mandatory that 
a new concordat be drawn up with the Holy See. The initiative 
was taken by the archbishop and the various apostolic administra-
tors. The civil government, on the other hand, on any number of 
259Ibid • This letter contains the only reference to the pos-
sibility tEat certain letters were not being received. In his 
letter of December 4, 1876, Padre Raull thought that the difficul-
ties in receiving and sending letters were due to the limited 
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occasions had maintained that the Concordat of 1852 was still in 
, 
force. Nevertheless, in 1875 Lorenzo Montufar, who served as the 
president's minister to Spain, started negotiations for a new 
260 
concordat. The occasion was the premature recognition by 
,resident Barrios of Cuban independence on April 6, 1875. The 
cuban movement for independence, which started in 1868, proved un-
succassful and now the Guatemalan president found himself in the 
embarrassing position of explaining his action to Spain. For this 
reason he sent Montufar and Manuel Eliseo Sanchez to Spain to seek 
an amicable solution to the problem. 261 They made the journey in 
the latter part of 1875 and at the beginning of 1876.. Sanchez has 
little to report on the actual mission itself, but he did say that 
while Montufar was in Spain he opened negotiations with the Holy 
See through Monsenor Stmeoni. These were mainly concerned with 
the question of confiscated Church property.. Sanchez objected to 
Montufarfs negotiating without any authorization from President 
Barrios.. He charged that Montufar wu a "Liberal, Mason and 
heretic"--all of which would bring him little favor in Vatican 
circles. At the same ttme Monsenor Simeoni admitted that he had 
number of ships that arrive to carry mail. ..!lli.. 
260Montufar had returned to Guatemala from Costa Rica shortly 
before this appointment. Previous to his mission to Spain, Presi-
dent Barrios had selected him to serve on the commission in charge 
of drawing up a new civil code. Recopilacion ~ l.!!. Ley;es, II 
(1876), 154. 
261 Alvarado, p. 15. 
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no instructions to engage in such negotiations, but that he would 
request instructions from Rome on one condition--name1y that 
Archbishop Piho1 must be allowed to return to his diocese. The 
effort came to an abrupt end when Montufar's government received 
word of the activities and informed him that he had no authoriza-
tion to undertake the negotiations. 262 This ended all negotia-
tions with the Vatican over a concordat until 1884. 
Throughout 1875 and the major portion of 1876 President 
Barrios was occupied with external affairs in Central America, 
and he gave less attention to domestic matters. 'His correspond-
ence of April 9, 1875, with President Pedro Joaqu!n Chamorro of 
Nicaragua indicates that Barrios was making efforts to reactivate 
the Central American union. The president also desired to obtain 
cammon support of the Central American republics in Guatemala's 
boundary dispute with Mexico. 263 To achieve both objectives 
Barrios supported those presidents with Liberal ideologies similar 
to his own. Thus he defended the Liberal President Chamorro of 
Nicaragua against the growing Conservatism of President Tomas 
Guardia of Costa Rica. Later on President Barrios promised 1,000 
troops to President Chamorro should a conflict break out be~een 
262M• A. Garc!a, VI, 519-538. Sanchez had little admiration 
for Montufar, whom he considered neither intelligent nor Liberal. 
He stated that when he asked Montufar why he served President 
Barrios, Montufar answered, "1 serve General Barrios because he 
pays me, as I would serve the Great Turk or the devil as long as 
they would pay me well." ~., p. 529. 






The early months of 1876 :;aw a growing rift between Guatemala 
and EI Salvador. Barrios accused his neighbor of harboring Guate-
~alan political refugees, especially the Conservative rebel, 
Enrique palacios, and seeking to intervene in the political af-
fairs of Honduras. All of this the president claimed was 
designed to overthrow his Liberal regime. The differences were 
temporarily settled in the Conference of Chingo held on Febru-
ary 15, wherein both republics agreed on joint intervention in 
Honduras. 265 In spite of the agreement the Guatemalan president 
felt that El Salvador still was seeking unilateral intervention 
in favor of Liberal President Ponciano Leiva of Honduras. For 
this reason he broke diplomatic relations with El Salvador on 
March 20 and seven days later declared war, claiming that El 
Salvador had entered the undefended territory of Guatemala. The 
declaration called on Barrios to take command of the army and 
Jose M. Samoyoa, the minister of war, to serve as interim presi-
dent. 266 With the outbreak of hostilities Barrios sought the 
Guatemala and Mexico concerned Soconusco in Chiapas. The dispute 
dates fram the independence period of Central America when Chiapas 
decided to remain with the Mexican Republic instead of joining the 
United Provinces of Central America. The dispute was settled in 
1882. 
264~., pp. 11-12 and 16-18. 
265J • E. Carranza, El General JUsto Rufino Barrios, p. 42. 
- .=;;;.;;;,;;;;--- .;:;.== .;;;.,;,;;;=:;.;.;;;;. ;:;;;..,;;;==;;;. 
266RecopilaclOn ~~ Leyes, II (1876), 202-204. 
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support of the Conservative ex-President Jose M. Medina of 
Sonduras, who found it difficult to believe that the Guatemalan 
president had no political interest in Honduras. 267 
Hostilities quiCkly terminated with a victory for Guatemala. 
In the Convention of Chalchuapa on April 25 Barrios called for 
the election of a new President in El Salvador. On May 8 he de-
clared his approval of the newly elected provisional President 
Rafael Zaldivar and added that Guatemala would not demand one 
penny of indemnification for the losses incurred during the 
~ost~lities.268 A formal treaty was signed between the two coun-
tries the following August 3. The treaty called for the extra-
diction of criminals Who were responsible for the outbreak of 
hostilities. other emigrants not guilty of criminal acts were 
not permitted to live near the common boundary of the two repub-
lics. The treaty also reiterated an earlier agreement, namely 
that no Jesuit was allowed entry into the territories of the two 
republics. 269 
Having aChieved cordial relations with El Salvador, President 
267 j' M. A. Garcl.a, VI, 27-31. ObViously party labels meant 
nothing in these disputes. 
268Ibid ., pp. 48-49. According to a contemporary writer, 
Barrios favored the election of Zaldivar with the expectation that 
the latter would support htm in the unification of Central 
America. When the real test came in 1885, Zaldivar proved to be 
the leading opponent of the plan. Rafael .Meza, Centro America 
Compana Naciona1 ~~, 3rd ad. (Guatemala, 1958), pp. 33-36. 
269Recopi1acian ~~ Leyes t I (1881), 472 and 474. 
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Barrios still faced the problem of political instability in 
Honduras. During the war with El Salvador President Barrios sup-
pOrted the faction of Jose M. Medina and on June 12 he recognized 
Medina as the provisional president. 270 The true intentions of 
the Guatemalan president were revealed in his letter to Medina on 
AUgust 2, 1876. He believed that the majority of the people of 
sonduras favored Marco A. Soto as president and thus there was no 
need to have an election as Medina was demanding_ President 
Barrios argued that another election could only mean a prolonga-
tion of the civil war. 271 The Guatemalan president was undoubted-
ly correct in his concern about a possible civil war, but at the 
same time his position was the reverse of the one that he had pro-
fessed a few months earlier in El Salvador, in Which he had. 
supported democracy and called for an election. Whatever may be 
the justification for Barrios' action, the fact remains that Marco 
A. Soto took over the reins of the government in Honduras on 
August 27, 1876. 272 The conduct of President Barrios in the af-
fairs of Honduras caused one of his later admirers to observe that 
270El Progreso, September 3, 1876, pp. 1-2. 
271 ~ M. A. Garc~a, VI, 64-66. 
272El Guatemalteco, September 27, 1876, p. 4. Soto lost 
favor with BarrIos in the closing years of Barrios' administration 
Be was replaced by another Barrios favorite, Luis Bogran. Both 
Soto and Bogran, who were Honduran by birth, had held offices under 
Barrios. Salazar, TiemR2 Viejo, p. 164. 
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-DOCtor Marco Aurelio Soto occupied the presidency of Honduras 
through the powerful influence of the Reformer of Guatemala. 11 273 
f,he intervention of President Barrios in the political affairs of 
£1 Salvador and Honduras probably was suspected if not well known 
among political circles throughout Central America. It partially 
explains Why Barrios' plan of a Central American union was so ill 
received by the other republics in 1885.274 In terms of the 
present study, however, it would seem that Barrios was actually 
strengthening his domestic reforms by working for political 
regtmes in the neighboring republics favorable to Liberal 
ideologies. The convention that called for the exclusion of the 
Jesuits from Central American soil is only one example of this 
policy. Barrios had learned his lesson well--Central American 
political regimes have proved unstable if neighbors supported 
opposing ideologies. Herein lay the true danger of the emigrant 
question, which President Barrios tried to solve in his treaty 
with El Salvador. 
Nearing the completion of his first administration in 1876, 
President Barrios could point to an enviable record of achieve-
ment both in his domestic and foreign affairs. Nevertheless the 
Liberal demand for a new constitution was still unfulfilled. For 
273V• M. D!az. Barrios ~1! Posteridaq, p. 219. 
274The only republic that showed positive support of a 
unification movement in 1885 was Honduras, which may be explained 
in terms of Luis Bogran·s presidency, a close friend of Barrios. 
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this purpose Barrios on October 21, 1875, decreed the calling of 
a nei,-{ constituent assembly.. This was necessary hecause the 'i 
earlier ones had failed by.reason of public disorders. 275 On the 
same day the president; issued a regulation ,~ich laid down the 
rules for ~le ~lection of delegates and called for the elections 
to be held from February 11 to 18 inclusive. 276 
The constituen·t assembly was installed the following Septem-
ber 11. It was opened. with 8.11. addJ:ess by Barrios wherein he de-
fended his program since t.aking office in 1873. He placed particu 
lar em~lasis on his conduct. in suppressing the rebellions in the 
East and in his intervention in El Salvador and Honduras on the 
grounds that the security of the republic was at stake. He ad-
mitted that he had ruled as a dictator but this was necessary in 
order to safeguard the principles of the Revolution of 1871.277 
In summarizing the reform achievements he noted that the work of 
charity was nOW' a function of the state and not of the Church, 
which had failed to fulfill its mission. As proof of tIle adminis-
tration • s achievement he pointed to the government' s construction 
275RecgeilaciOn de las Leyes, II (1876), 159-160. The decree 
called for the election or-Sl de1~~ates. 
276Ibid .,. pp. 160-167. The rules for the election::; ""ere the 
same as thOSe prescribed for the earlier constituent assembly 
elec1:iOllS. 
277 Mensaje Yo Memoria .9l!£ .61 Pr.c~i(lente ~ la RepUblica .9.2. 
g~atem.ala, Gen,ral !;!.. J... R,Uf~Ino B!!1'l.OS dirig, A l!. Asamblea 
tc«ct-.smal. Canst1-tU:te~ Instalada E.!lll 2£ sctl.embre .9.£ !fll§. 
GUatemala, 1876), pp. 11-12. 
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of hospitals and other institutions of beneficence. 278 
In reporting on ecclesiastical affairs Barrios offered lit-
tle that was new. Xt was a brief summary of the basic religious 
reforms such as suppression of religious communities, expropria- I 
tion of Church prope~ty and religious freedom. In fact the major 
portion of the report concerned itself with the justification of 
the religious refor.m, but again it merely repeated What had been 
said before. He claimed that one of the most noteworthy achieve-
.ents was the removal of the dominating influence of the clergy 
over the people. 279 The president assured the Church that in 
accordance with these new principles he had done everything pos-
sible to seek har.monious relations with the ecclesiastical admin-
istration. In seeking cordial relations he admitted that he had 
to remove clergymen opposed to his program but after these had 
been accomplished, he found the relations between the Church and 
state improving. The president felt that an additional religious 
reform was needed, civil marriage. This he claimed would make it 
possible to attract a greater number of immigrants to Guatemala. 28 
The president concluded his address with justification of the vast 
expenditures necessary to his program of reform, some of which he 
admitted were subject to charges of irregularity. Admitting that 
278~., pp_ 11-14. 
280Ibid., pp. 19-22. 
279Ibid., p. 19. 
379 rr greater economy could be aChieved, the president considered it 
.are important to look at the great strides his administration had 
_de in a very short period of time.. Pacific conditions now es-
tablished in the country would make it possible for the government 
-to continue pushing the countryts progress without the sacrifices 
which were necessary for taking the first steps.H281 
Since there are no minutes available for the proceedings of 
the constituent assembly in 1876, there is no way of judging the 
reaction of the individual delegates to the presidential address. 
'the only known reaction is that of Lorenzo Montufar who approved 
of the president's Htransitory dictatorship" and asked for an 
absolute vote of confidence to prolong the "transitory dictator-
ship" for four more years .. 282 According to Jesus E. Carranza the 
majority of the delegates, including two Conservatives, Antonio 
Machado and Padre hags1 Marla Arroyo, supported the proposal of 
Montufar. 283 Montufar offered no new justification for the 
Barrios program, as early as 1874 he had argued the same points, 
calling dictatorship the indispensable means for saving republics. 
By this means the president was able to surround himself with men 
28lXbid., p. 61. The president' s remarks on education will 
be treated 'in the following Chapter. 
282Rafael Montufar, ed .. , Discursos del Doctor Lorenzo MontufM 
(Guatemala, 1923), pp. 1-11. . -




of the same political school and secure the stability of a Lib-
eral government. 284 Both the president and Montufar looked upon 
the dictatorship as the birthplace for democracy. According to 
carloS Wyld Ospina. the president is said to have remarked that 
the task of establishing democracy would remain for his suc-
285 
cesSor • 
While Montufar supported the president, Padre Raull was 
critical in his message to the constituent assembly on October 16, 
1876. He called the remarks of the president offensive. especi-
ally the accusations that Archbishop Pinol was an instigator of 
internal rebellions. He reminded the assembly that no one had 
ever presented proof for these accusations and he was certain that 
no proof could be found.. He recalled that Archbishop Piiiol gave 
~iate recognition to the new Liberal regime in 1871 by presid-
ing in person in the cathedral at an act of thanksgiving for the 
suocess of the Revolution. ~e cordial relations between the 
ChurCh and the state were later destroyed when the state passed 
laws against the Church. 'l'hus the archbishop and all of his 
SUccessors found themselves obliged to protest in defense of the 
Church. Finally Padre Raull refused to accept the compliments of 
the president for his role in the improved relations between the 
284 ! M. A. Garc a. VI, 5-7. 
285carlos Wyld Ospina, A! Aut6crata (Guatemala. 1929), p. 58. 
Ospina, who wrote after the downfall of the Liberal dictatorship 
of Manuel Estrada Cabrera claimed that the anticipated Liberal 
democracy of Barrios never materialized. 
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Church and state in recent years, since they ~plied that Raull 
bad opposed Archbishop pUiol. The true reason for improved rela-
tions, he said. was that the republic was now being governed by 
. t t' d 286 better kn en 10ne men. 
The resolution adopted for swearingin the president and dele-
qates of the assembly reveals the thinking of the delegates. HI 
swear solemnly to fulfill with loyalty and patriotism the mandate 
of the people and discharge in conformity with the law the duty 
wich has been conferred upon me ... 287 The omission of God em-
phasizes the fact that the Liberal leaders intended the state to 
be entirely secularized. 
In the final days of its session the assembly prepared an 
answer to the presidential message, which was a wholehearted 
endorsement of the administration·s program. For instance the 
dictatorial conduct of the president was considered indispensable 
in defeating the clerical power which rejected Liberal principles 
and obstructed progress. Like the president, the assembly how-
ever was pleased to see a greatly improved relationship between 
Church and state in the past year. The assembly regarded this as 
ample proof that the basic cause for conflict between the two 
powers was the uncooperative spirit of the earlier Church admin-
istrators. Fortunately the assembly could report that the present 
286AC , tomo 1876, doc. 340. 




ecclesiastical administrator saw the need for cooperation and thus 
relations had tmproved. 288 The little available information on 
the proceedings makes reference to a few dissenting votes to the 
ntessage of the assembly. One of these was cast by Padre Angel M .. 
Arroyo, who approved the major portion of the message, but re-
fused to give his approval to the assembly's Observations on 
ecclesiastical affairs. 289 Nevertheless the dissenters were too 
few to effect any changes in the message and so on October 19 the 
presidential and assembly messages were approved without changes 
by almost a unanimous vote. 290 The assembly concluded its work 
on October 23 with the passage of a decree calling for the exten-
sion of President Barrios' dictatorial powers for four more years. 
The prolongation of dictatorial rule was considered necessary 
since the opportune time for drawing up a constitution had not 
arrived. In the meanwhile the assembly hoped that the administra-
tion would continue to prepare the people for the acceptance of a 
constitution. 291 
At the end of President Barrios' first administration in 
1876, it was obvious that the political power of the Church had 
288 , Contestacion de la Asamblea Nacional al Mensaje ~ en la 
Apertura de sUs seslones ;-le d,Irij i6 El §.£. Jeneral Presidente-
~~. RufIno Barrios (Guatemala, 1876f, pp. 42-48. 
289~., p. 50. 290Ibid• 
29laecopilacion de las Lares Emitidas ~ e1 Gobierno 
~ocr~:tico ~ 1a Rel@l:rg'i des de el .! S!.. Jun:LO de 1871 hasta ~ ~~ Junio ~ 1881 Guatemala, 1881), II, 553-554. 
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pressed and the docility of the native clergy pramisedmore 
bar.monious relations be~een the civil and religious powers. This 
along with the conciliation policy of Padre Raull gave hopes for 
a lasting Liberal religious program • 
. FUrthermore the year 1876 witnessed favorable developments 
in the neighboring republics and thus there was no fear of a 
foreign intervention. The Conservative regime in Costa Rica be-
cause of its geographic location presented only a remote threat, 
which only materialized when the two other Central American repub-
lics turned against Guatemala in 1885.. But here the basic issue 
was not Liberalism but the unification of Central America by 
.ilitary force. 
In spite the favorable condition of foreign affairs in 1876, 
there still remained the fulfillment of the educational program. 
This refo~ had started with the Revolution but as long as Presi-
dents Garcia Granados and Barrios struggled with the power of the 
Church, it remained in a secondary position. With the completion 
of the religious reform in 1874, the reform movement in education 
took on primary importance and remained so until the closing 
years of the Barrios administration. 
CHAPl'ER VII 
POSI'l'IVISM IN ACTION 
The Liberals after 1874 faced the task of replacing institu-
tions abolished by the religious reform program. In no area was 
this more evident than in the field of education, which no longer 
was a religious monopoly but now was a state enterprise. While 
private lay and Church sChools were still permitted, the main bur-
den of education after 1871 gradually passed to the state. 
The full impact of the new educational program was felt with 
the introduction of Positivism in the school systems. Positivism 
in its search for order and progress has many ramifications. 
Aside from educational reforms, it also seeks economic progress 
and political stability. While all of these factors were signifi-
cant characteristics of the Liberal administration, the educa-
tional program still remained the foundation stone on which the 
Positivist conception of order and progress would be built. l 
lFor a more detailed account of economic progress under 
President Barrios see J. Fred Rippy, Latin America and the Indus-
trial ~ (New York, 1944), pp. 129-141, and J. FredJRippy, 
"Relat1ons of the United States and Guatemala during the epoch 
of Justo Rufino Barrios," HAHR, XXII (November, 1942), 595-605. 
For a laudatory account of economic progress of the period, 
written to attract ~igrants, see Francisco Lainf!esta, 
bPuntamientos sOOre !.!. RePAA1ica de G~atemala (Guatemala, 1885). 
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positivism injected into education in Guatemala caused an-
other rift between the Church and state. Positivist emphasis on 
.aterial progress per.mitted little or no role for the Church in 
the Liberal educational refor.ms. While the Church leaders voiced 
their opposition to Positivist materialism, they did not fail in 
supporting by W()rd and deed the economic progress of the country. 
For instance Padre Raull in his pastoral of August 6, 1983, in-
.tructed the clergy and the faithful to support both in work and 
money the construction of the northern railroad. He admonished 
his priests to give more than what the civil pcMer has requested 
and thus demonstrate to those who attack the Church that it is 
not opposed to the material progress of the country. 2 While the 
Liberals held the Church with its vast property holdings respon-
sible for economic retardation, Padre Raull encouraged his 
spiritual subjects to contribute generously to economic develop-
ment of the country. 3 
Before developing the role of Positivism in education, a 
brief resume of Church and state relations between 1876 to 1879 
is in order. The already noted decline in the intensity of the 
conflict between the two powers was due to a great degree to the 
2P¥1foral, del H. 1.- i.£. Gobernador del Araobispado Presb. 
iuan Baut1sta aiUrl ~ Bertran, Sobre nEl Perrocarril a1 Norte" 
Guatemala, 1883). ----
30ne North American historian concluded that the much talked 
about economic progress under Barrios fell far short of its goals~ 
Rippy, flRelations of the United States and Guatemala during the 
Epoch of Justo Rufino Barrios," pp. 599-605. 
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conciliatory policy of Padre Raull. Furthermore as time went on 
the opportunities for strife dtminished, especially When there 
stmply was less ecclesiastical property to expropriate. Thus it 
is not surprising to find relatively few reports of expropriation 
of parish property between the abortive Constituent Assembly of 
1816 and the successful one of 1879. 
There is no recorded expropriation of parish property for the 
aonths of November and December of 1876. The silence is signifi-
cant since pastors formerly were conscientious in filing such 
reports. Moreover they were instructed to do so by the apostolic 
administrator. On the other hand there is sufficient evidence to 
indicate that Padre Raul1 was more detendned than ever to con-
tinue his policy of conciliation. On November 27 Padre ~qel 
Maria Arroyo reported to Padre Raull that he (Arroyo) had been 
appointed by President Barrios to the position of presidential 
adviser. In accepting the appointment he admitted that the civil 
government had demonstrated hostile conduct towards the ChurCh, 
but he considered this an opportunity to establish close contacts 
with the president in order to protect the interests of the 
Church. 4 The reply of the ecclesiastical cabildo written by 
Padre R. Casanova fully approved the action of the priest. Padre 
Casanova repeatedly emphasized the duty of obedience that all 
citiZens have to the civil power as long as this obedience does 
-
4 AC, tame 1876, doc. 403. 
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not violate the laws of God. He also maintained along with Padre 
Arroyo that the position could serve as an excellent opportunity 
for the defense of the Church's rights in its struggle with the 
5 
civil power. Although the cabildo and Padre Casanova saw no 
obstacle to Padre Arroyo's acceptance of the position, Padre 
Raull indicated that for the present the question could not be 
resolved. The apostolic administrator's caution was based on the 
fact that no definite decision had been received fram the Holy 
See in regard to the status of the Barrios administration. Never-
theless he did permit Padre Arroyo to accept the position on the 
condition that the priest refrain from attending the state council 
meetings as much as possible until more definite instructions 
arrive from Rome. 6 This action did much to arouse criticism from 
certain clerical factions, who were displeased with his policy of 
conciliation. His letter of January 30, 1877, to Padre Albl.1l'ana 
in Rome showed his impatience with his critics and he offered 
his resignation if Rome considered another man more capable of 
SIbid. 
6Ibid • The Vatican1s uncertainty about the religious policy 
of the Guatemalan government was one of several factors that 
prompted Padre Raull to plan a trip to Rome in the summer of 1877. 
Archbishop Pidb1 advised against the trip believing that the 
absence of the apostolic administrator from the diocese would 
create additional problems with the civil government over succes-
sion of religious authority. Padre Raull in his letter of Decem-
ber 6, 1877, noted that the trip was abandoned since he doubted if 
the president would view such a venture favorably. Ibid., tomo 
1874, doc. 323 and tomo 1876, doc. 271. ----
rr 
protecting the interests of the Guatemalan Church. 7 
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Again in 1877 there were few reported exproporiations. Most 
of the reports concern expropriation of Church lots# parish houses 
and parish funds. For instance the pastor of Mazatenango re-
ported on January 10 that the municipality demanded supervision of 
parish funds and possession of the parish house, which was to be 
8 
used as a school. The reply of the ecclesiastical cabildo urged 
the pastor# Padre Diego Llerena# not to give up the parish house 
nor to relinquish the management of parish funds. If the munici-
pality insisted on occupying the parish house# then the pastor had 
a right to resign without appointing a successor. 9 In Palencia 
the municipality needed a building for an elementary school. The 
pastor, Padre Manuel Jacinto, obliged by offering part of his 
parish residence for the purpose, but according to the pastor the 
offer was interpreted as a complete renunciation of the parish 
house. Thus the pastor went on to say that shortly after his 
offer private individuals came to demand other parts of the parish 
7Ibid ., tome 1876, doc. 271A. Padre Raull was not only 
critical of those clergymen who opposed his policy of conciliation 
but also of those who thought he should be more Liberal. As a 
case in point the apostolic administrator pointed to Padre 
Vicente Hernandez who urged the ~overnment to recognize the civil 
marriage of clergymen. Padre Raull feared that this hostile 
criticism among the clergy could lead to a schism, which would 
prove advantageous to the government. The replies of the arch-
bishop show complete support of Padre Raull's conduct. ~., 
tomo 1874, doc. 323. 





bOUse for a bakery. The pastor fear~d that in the future other 
persons might demand similar space for stores or municipal 
offices: lO The ecclesiastical government asked the pastor to pro-
test ~~e action to the municipal authorities and if the protest 
~as not heeded, then the pastor might retire from his parish. ll 
, 
In October of 1877 the municipality of Coban requested the permis-
sion of Padre Salvador Solis y Luna to convert the abandoned 
church of San Sebastian into a theater on the grounds that it was 
a place for committing indecent acts. As a theater it could serve 
the purpose of giving moral lessons to the local inhabitants and 
teach them useful vocations. 12 The reply of Padre Rau1l on Novem-
ber 3 indicated that such a profane conversion of a Church could 
not be tolerated and if a more worthy purpose for the abandoned 
church was found, the pastor should report it to the vicar provin-
cial of Alta Verapaz. 13 
While the foregoing cases indicate that the initiative in 
expropriation was taken by municipalities" there are a few cases 
on record to show that the jefes politicos also sought parish 
property. In both Escuint1a and Mazatenango the jefes politicos 
demanded either management or possession of Church funds. The 
jefe politico of Escuintla claimed that he was authorized by 




12~., tome 1877, doc. 304. 13Ibid • 
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bridges.l4 Similarly the jefe eol!tico of Mazatenango in calling 
for the expropriation of the parish house to be used as military 
barracks stated that President Barrios desired more appropriate 
quarters for the soldiers but he did not indicate whether the 
president had suggested expropriating the parish house. lS Politi-
cal officials Who claimed presidential authorization for these 
acts appear to be the exception rather than the rule. The ma-
jority of the expropriation cases were the action of local politi-
cal authorities without presidential approval. 16 
In fact, the president was willing to allow exceptions in the 
enforcement of his decrees. In December of 1877 the minister of 
qovernment and justice received word that &bout eighteen nuns were 
still practicing the religious life in a private home. The imme-
diate reaction of the president was to disband the community with-
in three days, but after consultation with Padre J. Antonio Arroyo 
the president changed his original order and informed the priest 
that the nuns could continue to live together provided that there 
14Ibid., vol. XIV, docs. 1968 and 2048. 
lSIbid., doc. 20S6. 
l6The president did continue issuing orders disposing of the 
already expropriated convent properties. Por instance on Septem-
ber 17, 1877, the president ordered that the nationalized convent 
of Santo Domingo be converted into offices and a depot for the 
administrative agency of liquor and tobacco. !l Guatemalteco, 
September 18, 1877, p. 1. 
r.-----------------. 
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be nO Masses or chapel where they lived and provided that no 
priest went to the house. 17 While the latter decision may have 
offered little consolation to the nuns, it does appear that the 
president retreated from his earlier decrees if for no other rea-
son than prudence or perhaps fear. 
The diminishing number of ecclesiastical expropriations is in 
stark contrast to the continued press campaign against the clergy 
and the Church in general. TWo of the leading attackers were El 
Progreso and Revista .9!.ll Universidad .9!. Guatemala. !!. Prgqreso, 
-
wi th its stress on economic growth, found the clergy the main 
obstacle to the progress of the country. The ambitions and 
immorality of the clergy kept the people in slavery. To remove 
this retarding element the strong arm of President Barrios was 
absolutely essential. In the same light the paper justified the 
president's action of expelling certain clergymen and nationaliz-
ing religious property.18 Some of its more vehement attacks were 
usually saved for the Jesuits, whom it considered the chief cause 
for all disorder. 19 Generally the newspaper mentioned no names in 
its attack, but this was not the case when it accused Padre 
17 AC, tomo 1877, doc. 374. 
18 !l Pregreso, January 7, 1877, pp. 2-3. In its call for 
progress !l Progreso constantly held up the U. s. as the model 
for Guatemala. For example see !! Progreso, June 17, 1877, 
Pp. 1-2. 
19Ibid., August 5, 1877, pp. 1-2. 
~~~------------------------~ 
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cristobal Trujillo, pastor of E1 Cho1, of having violated certain 
girlS in the confessional and having conunitted abortion. 20 The 
charge immediately brought about an ecclesiastical investigation, 
which exonerated the pastor and accused the mayor of El Chol of 
being the originator of the story. In fact, one witness in the 
investigation reported that the mayor had attempted to prevent the 
faithful in his town from receiving the sacraments by threatening 
the parishioners with fines, imprisonment, or even exile from the 
21 town. 
The .;.;R;,;;;e,.;;.v.;;;i.;:;.s,.;;,t.-a S!. .1:A Up.iversidad. !!!. S!Uatema1a devoted its 001-
umns to the furthering of cultural and educational projects, but 
at the same time it found room for anticlerical articles. Since 
a number of these articles were written by professors in the Na-
tional University, they also indicated anticlerica1ism within the 
university walls. For instance in the June 15 issue an article 
attacking simony among the clergy was written by a university 
professor, who signed himself "I. P. It The writer accused the 
clergy of exploiting the people and expressed his complete support 
in the government's action of abolishing the tithing and reducing 
parish fees--a step in the direction of abolishing clerical 
exploitation. The professor advocated that each pastor should re-
ceive a basic government subsidy of $1500 per year and thus bring 
about a leveling process for pastoral incomes. Such a plan, it 
20 AC, vol. XIV, doc. 2026. 21Xbid• 
~~. ------------~ 
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""as hoped, would prevent frequent pastoral changes in search of 
22 
.are lucrative posts. 
As did many Liberal publications of the day, Revista argued 
for religious liberty as being the indispensable means for foster-
ing immigration and progress. For Jose Salazar, professor of 
civil law, religia~s freedom prevented the state from recognizing 
the vOW of chastity-a vow that he found contradictory to God' s 
command given to Adam and Eve in paradise, and a vow opposed to 
the interests of the state which seeks an increase of population 
to effect economic progress. 23 Revista also published short re-
search papers presented by students which show similar anticleri-
cal and antireligious characteristics. 24 
Besides the press there were periodic pamphlets issued in 
1877 attacking the Church. One such pamphlet was a reprint of 
the letters of the French bishop, Talleyrand. The bishop attacked 
the privileged position of the clergy, who by means of ignorance 
and fanaticism exploited the people. He also accused the Church 
of constantly interfering in purely temporal affairs. 25 
22Revista de 1a Universidad de Guatemala, June 15, 1877, 
pp. 4-11. Whilemany" Liberal PiibITcations found it popular to 
extol the material progress of the united States, Revista carried 
an article by Professor Antonio Batres, Who warned his countrymen 
against this materialism. He claimed that because of this the 
United States has not made the cultural contributions, which Italy 
France and Spain had made. Ibid., April 1, 1877, p. 8. 
23 24 • Ibid., JUly 1, 1877, pp. 1-3. Ib1d., pp. 4-6. 
25Cartas de Carlos Mauricio de Talleyrand al ObiS'f de 
Clermont Y.. al Abate MaUry (reprInted in GuatemaTa', 1877,pp. 6-34 
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Whether or not the Church answered these or other writings 
is not known since the documents are silent. On the other hand 
the anfn'ler could have been made in the pulpit of \.fllich there re-
mains no written record. The writer has been able to locate only 
one case in 1877 where ~adre Raull refuted anticlerical pronounce-
ments. The case concerned Sixto Perez, whose anticlerical writ-
ings appeared in !!. Canal ~ Nicarl\9'!!a. The apostolic adminis-
trator charged that the writer was guilty of calumny and thus 
abused the right of freedom of the press. He demanded that the 
local military officer press charges against Perez in accordance 
wi th the penal code. 26 '!'here is no further evidence to indicate 
that any prosecution took place. The anticlerical publications 
may also have prompted Padre Luis Rojas, pastor of Cajcoj, to 
complain to the apostolic administrator about the hostile acts 
against the clergy throughout the republic. His letter of Novem-
ber 6 complained about the demoralization of the people and the 
spread of new philosophical ideas. The hostility in his parish 
caused the pastor to leave and come to the capital where he was 
able to obtain the protection of the North American vice consul. 27 
26 AC, tomo 1877, doc. 313. 
27 Ibid., vol. XIV, doc. 2087. Another example of difficul-
ties with political authorities was Padre Lanuza, who was accused 
of conspiracy. Ibid., tomo 1877, doc. 341. A report also circu-
lated that Barrios himself had murdered Padre Miguel Pages in 
1877. La Verdad Historica (New York, 1895), p. 9 and M. A. Guc!a 
VI, 323:- Th!s Writer has found no basis for the report except a 
reference in El Guatemalteco, which mentioned that the priest was 
-
~-------------------------------------------------3-9-5---' 
The year 1877 also saw the promulgation of two regulations, 
Which involved ecclesiastical interests. One concerned civil 
recognition of marriages and the ~er, civil registration of 
birth. The marriage regulations were contained in the new civil 
code published in 1877.. This declared marriage a civil cont.ract 
bUt added that it was a solemn and indissoluble contract. 28 The 
code recognized all marriages between foreigners if these mar-
riaqes were contracted in accordance with the laws of the respec-
tive countries. Civil recognition was granted to marriages cele-
brated between a Guatemalan and a foreiqner. Marriages between 
persons of different beliefs could be celebrated in accordance 
with civil laws. 29 There is no evidence that the ecclesiastical 
authorities protested thp-se regulations. Since the regulations 
involved in an unsurX'ection in Quiche, but no mention is made of 
murder. El Gyatemalteco, October 15, 1877, p. 1. The only refer-
ence to an-executIon of a eriest in 1877 was in a letter of Decem-
ber 6, 1877, from Padre Raull to the archbishop but this priestts 
name was Padre D. G. Aguilar. AC, tOl\\O 1874, doc. 323. 
28Codigo Civil de la Re~lica de Guat!m!*a (Guatemala, 1877) 
pp. 13-14. The work on--aie code was.t.uted In 1875 undeX' the 
leadership of Lorenzo MontUfar. It relied heavily on the civil 
codes of Prance, Portugal, Belgium, Spain, Chile, Peru, Columbia, 
Mexico, El Salvador, and Coata Rica. Ibid., pp. ii-iii. Hontufar 
considered the new code a break with iKe old retarded Spanish 
legal system. El Prggreso, March 18, 1877, pp. 1-2. A need for 
a new code was iI'ready recognized by ex-President Cerna who in 
1870 commissioned Dr. Mariano Ospina to draw up a new penal code 
and a law of procedures in criminal matters. Gacet.a S!!. Guatemal;a, 
May 16, 1870, pp. 1-3. 
29 Ibid., pp. 15-16. 
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did not attack the marriage ceremony or the sacrament of marriage, 
the apostolic administrator may have felt no need to protest. 
on September 15, 1877, the government ordered civil registra-
tion of all births, marriages and deaths. 30 Prior to this time 
the state depended on the Church for the registrations. It ap-
pears that the main intent of the decree was to provide for a 
better account of vital statistics.31 The Church leaders offered 
DO opposition to the new regulation. Later on difficulties did 
develop, but these were probably due to the fact that the people, 
accustaned for centuries to reporting their vital statistics to 
the local pastors, failed to fulfill their obligation8 with the 
c:ivil official8. 32 
30El Progreso, September 2, 1877, p. 3. 
31Stati8tic8 were vital to the Positivists 1n determining a 
country's progress • ..AI Progreso, February 4, 1877, p. 2. 
32In May of 1880 the president admitted the ineffectiveness 
of his civil registration decrees and this prompted htm to issue 
an order to all pastors that they must report b."tismal reqistra-
tiona to the political authorities. Recgpilacion ~ ~ LeyeS, 
II (1881), 469-70. This order was again changed in June of 1880 
Whereby the civil authorities were ordered to go to the pastors 
to obtain baptismal registration. The order of the president 
indicates that the change was made out of deference to the wishes 
of the apostolic administrator. Ibid., pp. 476-477. In 1884 
President Barrios ordered another change by fining pastors who 
Qaptized persons before they had fulfilled their civil r~istra­
tioo o~ligations. Laye. !'mitidas .E2£ .!.!. <.!obierno DS'J!!90raticQ ~ 
l!. RepUblisa de Guat7aila X li!2£ La Asamblea Uactlonal constltu-
X!nte .l. zegls!itlvC\ Guatemala, 1886) , IV, 227. 
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'!'he picture durinq 1878 shows Ii ttle change from the preceed-
ing year in the gove~t" s policy toward Church property. 'there 
",ere the usual canplaints by the pastors that the jefes l291:Ctic2! 
"ere ordering ~parishioners not to pay the customary parish 
contributions. 33 /'the 'pastors also claimed local political inter-
. 34 
ference in the administration of parish funds. One pastor, 
padre Gabriel Davil. from Esqu1pulaa, ccnplained that the iefe 
221!t1co was accusfng the pastor of still collecting t.ithes. The 
! 
pastor denied €he accusation but did admit that he was collecting 
the first fruit o~£erings, which he insisted the civil government 
allowed provided it was done on a voluntary basia. He accused 
the pastor of using the threat of excommunication to collect the 
contributions. 3S Another report tells of the expropriation of a 
chapel in the parish of patzUn to be used as a storage place for 
11.quor. While the pastor, Padre Manuel L. Moran, thought this 
to be the action of a private individual, nevertheless he held 
the local political authorities responsible since they refused to 
do anything about the matter. 36 The small number of reported 
33AC, tomo 1878, docs. 76 and 137. 
34 Ibid., doc. 2S2 and vol. XIV, doc. 2326. 
3SXbid., tomo 1878, doc. 132. The decree of September 14, 
1878, outlawed vagabonds and all other persons who did not work 
but made their living by begging. The decree also prohibited 
begging for pious purposes. Recopi1aciOn de las Leyes, II (1881), 
201-204. El Guat!!alteco interpreted the deCree as applying to 
mendicant orders. !l Guatgma1tecq, September 26, 1878, p. 1. 
36 2 AC, tano 1878, doc. 29. 
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cases concerning expropriation of ChurCh property appears to indi-
cate that this was not a serious problem in 1878_ In fact, there 
are two cases on record in 1878 Where two persons who were the 
holders of expropriated ecclesiastical property were willing to 
aake rest.itution. In both cases the persons were near death and 
\fished to have the ecclesiastical penalities removed. Although 
restitution was impossible under existing laws, both persons 
promised that this would be done as soon as the laws permitted. 
!he promise was made so as to enjoin the heirs in making the re-
stitution. 37 
rrhis story repeats itself during the final months of Presi-
dent Barrios· dict.atorship--that is prior to the promulgation of 
the Constitution in December of 1879. For these final months 
there are four cases on record Where either the jefes egl.£ticos or 
the municipal authorities sought the administration of Church or 
confraternity funds. 3B Whether or not this was done for more 
effiCiency is not. always clear, but the pastor of Joyabaj was 
certain that his parish funds were being employed to start a water 
system in the town. 39 Another pastor reported that the jefe 
EQl!tico demanded the pariah house in Antigua to be used as a 
37 Ibid., docs. 110 and 222. 
38 Ibid., docs. 18, 134, 272 and vol. XV, doc. 2394. 
-39 Ibid., tamo 1879, doc. 18. 
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boUse of correction.40 A third case involved parish lands in 
CGIllAlapa, which the municipality claimed were needed for the con-
.truction of retail stores. 4l A final case on record concerns the 
threat of the municipality of Monostenango to expropriate parish 
].ands, but it is not known that the threat was carried out. 42 
In the department of Mazatenango, however, the Indians of San 
Gabriel and San Lorenzo sought: the good offices of the apostolic 
~nistrator to intercede with the president to have their 
pastorls parish house, expropriated three years earlier, returned. 
!he Indians claimed that due to the shortage of housing their 
pastor had to abandon the parish leaving them wit:b.out the neces-
sary spiritual aids. 43 There is no indication that the apostolic 
administrator succeeded. 
The number of anticlerical publications appear to have de-
creased-someWhat in 1878. Padre RaUll·s intercession with the 
president in December of 1877 to end the hostile attaCks of the 
press may have helped this. 44 Liberal n POJ:Vmir called on the 
40Ibid., vol. }W, doc. 2391. 
4lIbid •• tome 1879, doc. 253. Another report was the secular 
batien"Ora parish cemetery in Quezaltenango. Ibid., doc. 450. 
42 Ibid., doc. 186. 
43 Ibid., vol. iCY, doc. 2517. A similar int.ercession was 
~~ght from Padre Raull by the administrator of the confraternitie 
""I San Antonio de Suchi tepequez. The adminisuator called for the 
return of the property of the confraternities, which had been 
expropriated by the alcalde. Ibid., vol. >W, doc. 2578. 




press to attack ideas--not persons. But the plea of !!. porvenir 
did little to weaken the tensions between the civil and religious 
authorities. For instance in September of 1878 this Liberal pUb-
lication called the press a "missionary of morality and civiliza-
tion, 11 and just as the teaching' of the sciences passed from the 
monasteries to civil institutions, 80 the preaching of morality 
has passed from the pulpit t.o the press. 45 Such an idea must 
have appeared to the religious leaders as little improvement over 
the usual anticlerical attacks. One can still find publications 
at this time carrying anticlerical articles. 46 
If there was any change of policy in the press, it was the 
introduction of a new' feature, Protest.ant literature. Padre 
Rafael Coronado, past.or of Retalhuleu. was the first. one on record 
to protest. on July 3 he infoxmed. the ecclesiastical authorities 
that there was a great influx of Protestant lit.erature in his 
area, which contAined many errors of faith but was cleverly writ-
ten--a fact that made it. dangerous to educated and uneducat.ed 
alike. Among this literature he reported the introduction of 
45El Porvenir (Guatemala), September 5, 1878, p. 114. This 
paper was published by the society called "El Porvenir." 'I'he 
society's statutes called for the avoidance of religious issues. 
Ibid., August 6, 1877, pp. 82-85. 'l"'ne paper did not always adhere 
to these principles but it was relatively moderate in treating 
religious matters. The paper was subsidized by the government. 
!bid., p. 93. 
46por example see O. S. L., El Jenera! J. Rufino Barrios 2'. 
lot Prggresos de la RepUblica de GUatemala (Guatemala, lS78), 
P.5. -- -
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protestant Bibles containing translations opposed to Catholic 
dogmas. '!'he pastor was concerned since many of the faithful in 
his area were ill-instructed in their faith and thus could easily 
be misled by these books. In fact he claimed that even the better 
instructed found it diffi~~lt to an~.~r Protestant ideas. Padre 
coronado made no mention of a Protestant minister in the area, 
Who might be distributing these works, but merely reported that 
the distribution of the literature was made by a Guatemalan liv-
ing in the port city of Champerico.47 There is no reply from the 
ecclesiastical authorities to indicate that the Church was gravely 
concerned about the introduction of Protestant religious ideas. 
With the termination of the basic religious reforms in 1874, 
a new and more far reaching educational reform program was in the 
making. When one compares the religious reform. program of the 
l870's with that of the 1830's, one can discover few innovations. 
When one makes the comparison in the field of education, certain 
innovations appear, which show that the Liberals of the 1870 t S 
were making a radical departure from the educational program of 
Mariano Galvez. '!'he new trend in the Barrios educational program 
was Positivism. 
In spite of the growing importance of Positivism in the 
1870·s, the Liberals of the period still could lOdk to the Galvez 
reform as prOViding models. One such model of the Galvez program 
47 AC, vol. XV, doc. 2468. 
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"as secularization of educational institutions, as advocated by 
Sl Guatemalteco in the fall of 1873. Clerical education was seen 
---as retrogressive and according to & Gl!atepy,!\lteco the Jesuits were 
the ~lorst offenders in "this matter. 'l"hus the removal of the 
clergy from schools and the administration of schools by the 
state were deemed the two indispensible means for greater order 
and progress. 'rhe paper stated its position clearly when it con-
cluded that "without secularization of instruction there can be 
no republican government, popular sovereignty, suffrage, rights 
and duties, but aU of these can be obtained with the interven-
tion of the government in the instruction of the people. ,,48 In 
a later issue .a Sfl,lit;emalteco elaborated on the role of religion 
in a seculuized system of education. '!'he newspaper stated its 
opposition to the coercive laws of the Conservative Carrera 
regime, which forced the teaching of religion in schools. Rather 
the paper considered religion something It so intimate If and .. so 
spontaneous" that its teaching ought to be the duty of the clergy 
and the home.49 Although education must be obligatory and 
gratuitous, the state cannot force a teacher to teach a religion 
Which he does not accept. The state may see a citizen only as a 
moral and civil being but it may never penetrate into the 
t III 
4SEl Guatem.alteco, october 21, 1873. pp. 2-3. 
-
49Ibid., January 14, 1874, pp. 1-2. 
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~eligiouS conscience of its citizens. 50 In its insistence on 
.ecularized education the publication rejected the plan of the 
French statesman, Francois Pierre Guizot, Who admitted that the 
state has no right to teach religion in its name, but the state 
bas the duty to hire religious ministers to offer courses of 
religion in public schools. Such a plan !! Guatemaltepo consid-
ered contradictory.5l On the other hand the official publication 
._ the true expression of its ideas on secularized education in 
the writings of Jose Victorino Lastarr!a of Chile and the educa-
tional reforms of Mariano Galvez. 52 !! Guat~teco admitted the 
need of religion in a society, but the need. was not to be ful-
filled by civil institutions. 'lhe emphasis on secularized educa-
tion was further commented on by !!. Proqre!o Which observed that 
the highest degree of knowledge in societies is deter.mined by the 
highest degree of perfection these societies have achieved in the 
areas of industry, science and art, all of Which are intimately 
related to the greatest social welfare. 53 Such a social perfec-
tion obviously left little or no room for religion. 
The new Positivist orientation in education can be seen in 
the report of Jose H. Samayoa, minister of developnent, which he 
50~!d., April 25, 1874, pp. 1-2. 
51Ibid• 
52Ibid., Pebruary 12, 1874, p. 1 and April 25, 1874, pp. 1-2. 
53!!. Pl:'OSlr~so, AprilS, 1874, p. 1. 
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submitted to the president on December 28, 1874, as a plan for 
curriculum reorganization of the newly founded Escuela. Poleteonica 
fbe report regretted the overemphasis on literary courses and in-
sisted that "liberal courses" must take predominance so the young 
cadets will have a scientific and practical preparation for serv-
ice to their coun~.54 The recommendations of the minister were 
incorporated in the decree of December 30, 1874, w'hieh called for 
, 
the establishment of courses in all the phases of engineering, 
land surveying, architecture, telegraphy and bookkeeping .. 55 The 
decree also provided that beginninq January 7, 1875, the military 
school would be opened to non-resident students, who could take 
courses in grammar, arithmetic, algebra, geometry, English, 
French, geography and the practical sciences. 56 The students were 
free to select their courses, but their competence in each courSe 
and in the selected field of concentration would be determined by 
examinations. 57 undoUbtedly the minister was convinced of the 
need of a practical education for the cadets" but it is signifi-
cant that the same Positivist tone can be found in his report for 
the reorganization of elementary education, which he submitted to 
the president on January 2, 1875. 
The minister' s report of January 2 stated that obligatory 
54Recopilacion ~ las Leyes, 
55 Ibid., p. 77. 
56Ibid• 
\ , 
IX (1876), 76-77. 
57Ibid• 
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pttmary education is an indispensable requirement under a republi-
can form of government. Being obligatory primary education must 
also be gratuitous. In analyzing the nature of public education 
SaJn8.yoa noted that the state should view the citizen only in a 
social and political sense and have nothing to do with the indi-
vidual·s conscience. "The conscience ought to receive its in-
spiration and rules from higher laws than positive laws. uSB The 
minister admitted that public education should be centrally admin-
istered by the state_ but this he did not consider incongruous 
with Liberal aspirations since the state has the duty to realize a 
social good When it cannot be realized in another way. '!'he minis-
ter argued that the previous Conservative administrations left 
such a legacy of darkness that society no longer is capable of 
dispelling ignorance. After the state has taken the initial steps 
in enlightening its subjects, then, according' to the minister, a 
more decentralized system of education can be expected. Here he 
held up the United States as a model for decentralized education. 
In concluding his report the minister insisted that centralization 
of education applied only to pUblic sChools and in no way will it 
be applied to private schools, Which may continue offering instruc 
tion with complete freedom. In fact the minister considered the 
Ley de Pavon of 1852 one of the principal violations of the free-
dom of private instruction and the cause for the intellectual 
-
58 Ibid., pp. 82-83. 
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rdness of the country in the l870·s. 59 bac'kWa 
T'ile recommendations of the minister were immediately incor-
pOrated into the decree of January 2, 1875. The opening articles 
of the lengthy decree called for a union system of primary edu-
cation, which was to be Obligatory and gratuitous, but at the 
same time the right and freedom of private instruction were guar-
anteed. In unifying the educational system the decree called for 
elimination of municipal schools and the establishment of a Gen-
eral Board of Public Instruction under the immediate supervision 
of a secretary of education appointed by the government. 60 In 
stating the objectives of education the decree declared that "The 
object of schools is the formation of men sane in body and spirit 
with the moral and intellectual aptitudes for citizenry in a 
republican and free society. • • • Since instruction is essential-
ly civil, the directors of schools will consider the students only 
as moral and civil beings and according to this sense instruction 
will not be limited but will include the development of all the 
59Ib 'd 83 84 --.!...., pp. -. 
60Ibid., pp. 84-85. The decree required that the General 
Board of Education publish a weekly or semi~onthly bulletin 
called "La Educacioo del Pueblo," but there is no record that it 
ever was published. The decree also noted that advanced foreign 
countries should be used as models for educational programs, but 
the countries were not designated. Ibid., p. 86. The secretary 
of education, initially under the minister of foreigq relations, 
became a separate ministry in 1876 with Lorenzo Montufar as the 
first minister of education. El Guatemalteco, January 9, 1877, 
p. 1. -
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faculties of the soul and physical a.ctivities of the individual.,,6 
These educational objectives became the guide in determining 
the curriculum for general elementary education. Article 26 pro-
"ided for the teaching of reading, writing, arithmetic, weights 
and measures, Spanish grannar, composition and recitat.ion, general 
notions of hygiene, geography and history of the country .. 62 For 
the elementary superior school the same curriculum was prescribed 
pluS the follOW'ing courses I algebra, geometry, lineal drawing, 
bookkeeping with commercial applications, physics, mechanics, 
chemistry I natural history, physiology, hygiene, cosmography, gen-
eral geography, Centra.l American qeoqraphy and Central American 
history. 63 In the primary sChools for girls only the principal 
courses of '1!he deter-
mination of principal courses was left to the discretion of the 
General Board of Public Instruction. In addition girls were re-
quired to be instructed in such practical occupations as sewing, 
home economics, and any other occupation suitable to their state 
61 lb,id., p. 88. 62,.., 'd #~. 
63Ibid• f p. 89. The term "elementary superior school n was 
the designation for advanced primary education. This idea was 
originally inaugurated by President Mariano G81vez in the 1830's 
but was discontinued by the subsequent Conservative administra-
tion. Carlos Gonzalez Orellana, HiRtoria de 1a Bduoacion en 
~atemal~ {l-lexico, D. F., 1960j, p. 238. In St.t'essing practical 
educatIon the decree called for setting aside a track of land, 
pal:t of 't;vhich was to be used for 9'Y!'lUastic exercises alld the other 
for cultivation, useful to the sciences of botany, agriculture, 
and horticulture. Rubio, p. 254. 
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of life.64 General methods of instructions were also outlined 
stressing simplicity and gradual development of sUbject matter. 
Great stress was placed on the use of intellectual faculties--not 
65 
rote memory. Along with the teaching methods the decree pre-
scribed certain disciplinary principles. There were no social 
distinctions in the adntinistration of punishments and awards, rela 
tively short periods of instructions for individual courses and 
prohibition of punishments, Which degrade personal dignity or f}.arm 
a pupilla health. The administrators of the school were held re-
sponsible in applying the proper disciplinary measures. 66 The 
ooncludinq articles concerned obligatory attendance. All children 
between the .aqes six to fourteen were obliged to attend primary 
schools, but optional attendance was permit.ted to those beyond the 
age of fourteen. Parents or guardians were obliqated in seeing 
that their charges attend primary instruction. Should they fail, 
then committees of vigilance or the municipal authorities were to 
see that the c:hildren received suitable private instructions, and 
if not these agencies had the duty to send the children to a publi 
school. In cases of poverty-stricken families, the children were 
perm! tted a certain number of hours during the day or week away 
from school so as to help their parents in domestic occupations. 
64RecOPilacian ~ ~ L!yes, II (1876), 89. 
65Ibid., p. 92 .. 
66Ibid• 
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xn cases of extreme poverty parents were allowed to send their 
children to school in turns, but this permission was t.o be granted 
only in the most dire circumstances. 'l'he civil officials were 
alSo called upon to supply needed clothing to poor children. 67 
Prom time to t.tme clarifications and modifications to the 
basic law of primary instruction were issued by the government. 
For instance on January 20, 1875, the government decreed the es-
tablishment of a primary school for girls in the convent of La 
Concepcion. The decree also included the establishment of kinder-
gartens in accordance with the system of Frederick Froebel and the 
kindergartens in the United States. 68 '!'he decree, was more 
explicit in outlining' the elementary curriculum for girls than the 
previous decree for primary education. The basic courses and the 
spirit of the curriculum were essentially the same as the one re-
quired in the primary school for boys. Excluding the kindergar-
ten level theourrioulum was divided into four grades. '!'he first 
grade included the learning of the alphabet, English, reading, 
writing, various phases of music, number system, arithmetic, 
lineal drawi1l9', recitation, and gymnastics. 'l'he following grades 
67Ibid., pp. 93-94. 'l'he decree established a normal school 
for the training and certification of teachers. It did not state 
if teachers in private schools had to attend this school. Rubio, 
p. 245. A later decree was more det.ailed in outlining the normal 
school program. 
68RecopilaciOn ~ 18$ Leyes, XI (1876), 110-111. 
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called for amplification of the first grade courses and for cer-
tain advanced courses such as composition, French, reading of the 
classics, Spanish gra:mro.ar, world geography, world hist.ory, ele-
mentary physiology and hygiene, world political geography, 
astronomy, physics, Guatelnalan history, elementary chemist.ry, 
drawing, mechanical skills in all t.ypes of arts, bookkeeping, 
domestic &con~ and floriculture. For the first two grades the 
decree placed heavy emphasiS on visual demonstration as an aid in 
69 teaching. 
The year 1877 witnessed two more decrees calling for modifi-
cations in primary education. The decree of April 7, which 
covered primary, secondary and professional education, did not 
call for any essential changes in the earlier laws. It reduced 
the maximum age for obligatory at.tendance from fourteen years to 
twelve. For both boys and girls a new course covering the essen-
tial principles of morality and urbanity was introduced. Also a 
new course in agriculture was added to the curriculum for boys on 
the more advanced level in the elementary school. 70 The decree 
was follOW'ed on Hay 21 by an amendment which clarified previous 
69 Ibid., p. 111. 
-
70lbid., II (1881), 86-87. For the tmprovament of ele-
mentary education the decree called for the establislunent of 
kindergartens 'men convenient.ly possible. Ibid., p. 90. Private 
SChools were still allowed to function but private elementary stu-
dents desiring to attend secondary public sChools were required to 
pass a government entrance examination.. Ibid. ~ p. 91. 
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educational reforms. Prohibition against rote memory for all 
children under eight years of age was reiterated. A certain de-
gree of memorization was permitted beyond the age of eightll' While 
primary instruction was gratuitous, parents were reminded that 
they would have to purchase the required school texts unless they 
could prove that such purchases were beyond their means. in Which 
case ~le state would provide the necessary assistance. Texts were 
to he uniform and state approved. The amendment also showed 
tendencies of the Lancastrian syst.em introduced in Guatemala in 
the 1830 I s by placing at the head of each course section the most 
advanced s-tudent. It did not state if this advanced student 
should serve as a tutor, but in all probability he was expected 
to keep order and render assistance while the teacher was engaged 
in teaching other courses. Finally the amendment warned t.eachers 
not to employ physical punishments and if such punishments are 
employed, a teacher could expect to be suspended temporarily fram 
the teaching profession or should the physical punishment. con-
stitute a crime, then the teacher would be prosecuted according 
to the penal code. Isolating a student in a clean and well-
ventilated room was considered an acceptable punishment. 71 
Shortly before President Barrios terminated his second admin-
istration another educat.ional decree was enacted, which was a 
r~----------, 
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sU11111lary of educational legislation on all levels of instructions. 
~e decree promulgated on December 13, 1879, introduoed no radi-
cal innovations, but provided clarification for and additions to 
earlier educational decrees. It re-enphasized the lay nature of 
public education. Private education was allowed to continue but 
under state vigilance. 'l'he maximum age for obligatory attendance 
was again changed from. twelve years to fourteen years. Although 
primary advanced education was not obligatory, local. authorities 
were requested to encourage pupils to take this extra instruction. 
The decree was more specific in its objectives than the earlier 
ones. Art.icle 11 provided that teachers should inculoate in the 
students "ideas of liberty" equality, fraternity, order, progress, 
Central American Wlion, love for the fathSl:'lana, love for work and 
in general all those ideas that elevate moral sentiments and are 
the basis for any well-organized society. n A new oourse in the 
constitution of the republic was added to the curriculum, but this 
applied only to the advanced levels of elementary instruction. 72 
'l'here was a reduction in number of courses.. For instance there is 
no mention of teaching courses in weights and measures, chemistry, 
geometry and algebra. On the other hand these omitted courses 
could possibly be included in an elementary sense under such 
course titles as "complete arithmetic" and natural hist.ory a.s 
72The const.itution here referred to was the new const.itution, 
Which was completed on December 12, 1879. 
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prescribed in the decree. Again the decree warned against the 
use of memory as an inst.ructional method and recommended strongly 
the une of the "objective system" in the teaching of practical 
]tnO"J'ledgc. Different types of punishment were specified such as 
deprivation of recreation, additional hours of work, bad conduct 
marks, isolation and in extreme cases expulsion was permitted, 
but in cases of expulsion the local school board was responsible 
in seeing that the expelled student would obtain the necessary 
instruction elsewhere. The final provisions for elementary edu-
cation called for the establishment of additional kindergarten 
schools, Sunday schools, coeducational sChools, and night schools. 
The night schools were llltended for those students who could not 
attend the regular day sessions. Here the course of studies was 
the same as for the day school with the exception of a few addi-
tional courses such as elementary practical geometry, mechanics, 
physics and industrial chemistry. Both day and night schools 
were required to procure land near by for the practical study of 
botany and agriculture. The course program for girls was essen-
tially the same as for the boys with the exception that the girls 
were required to take course~ in home economics and gardening.73 
73Recopilacion ~ ~ Leyes, II (1881), 358-369. Coeducation 
on the elementary level was considered necessary for the improve-
ment of the social relations between the sexes. It was observed 
that this idea was an imitation of primary education in the United 
States. El Guat!malteco, September 20, 1879, pp. 2-3. In the 
final years of President Barrios' administration two additional 
decrees concerning elementary education were enacted. In both 
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These decrees and amendments make it clear that the adminis-
tration desired centralized education under the state, lay educa-
tion and practical studies. To appreciate this innovation one 
need only compare this with the earlier Conservative educational 
program. Up until the time of educational innovations of the 
1870's the Ley de Pavon issued on September 16, 18S2, was the 
bas ic guide for elementary education. In the Ley de PavOn reli-
giouS instruction and practice were made the central theme in the 
elementary curriculum .. 74 '!'he law called for the teaching of the 
primer, catechism of Padre Ripalda, morality, urbanity, writing, 
and fundamentals of arithmetic. Heavy emphasis was placed on 
memorization in learning. 7S Pinally the students were required to 
learn the virtue of obedience to their parents, religious and 
political authorities. 76 According to the Guatemalan historian, 
instances the Positivist Rnd utilitarian orientation of the pri-mary curriculum was reiterated. teyet Emitidas ..12.2!: El Gobierno Democratico ~E2£ La Asamb1ea Hac ana ~islativa (GUatemala, lS8~), III" 283, L$xes §1tldM .22£ el Gobie:mo Democratico ~ !.! RepUblica ~~emala# IV 11886), 27r-272. 
74Recgeilacion de las Le¥es de Guat~ala, III (lS72), 50, Lorenzo MOntufar, Reiena Bistorica-de Centro !e!rica (Guatemala, l8S?>, VI, 296: Pedro TObar .. ~ ~efiiit:za .5!.El !A Jiistoria ~ .!2!. Tres Nov:uniento~ Educacionales S!!. g,uatemala en, .!! 5.iSlo XIX, Galvez--Pav~--Barrios (Guatemala, 1953), pp. 14-15. 
75 Pineda de Mont, III,. SO. 
76Ibid • According to Lorenzo Montufar the religious atmos-Phere generated by the Ca.n:era reqime caused Cardinal Antoneli to remaX'k that the two model countries in the western hemisphere !Were Guatemala under Rafael Carrera and Ecuador under Gabriel Garcla Moreno.. L. Montufar, VI, a8S .. 
~ pedro Tabar. this eurrieulum was completely out of harmony::: 
the realities of the time since the curriculum lacked instruction 
in 'lYgiene, the constitution, history and geography of Guatemala 
and of central America. 77 The administration of sChools under the 
conservatives was placed in the hands of the local religious and 
political leaders. The law provided that in each parish there 
must be at least two schools--one for boys and one for girls. 
Immediate supervision of the schools was placed in the hands of a 
commission composed of the pastor, a municipal official and a 
prominent member of the municipality who would be chosen by the 
pastor and municipal officials. 78 The commission was in charge 
of establishing a fund" which would be used to finance the schools 
and aid tIle poor children, who lacked the financial means to 
attend. 79 Not. only would the fund be applied to the payment of 
tuition fees in the case of poor students, but it could be used 
77Tobar, p. 15. Tobar notes that history, except sacred 
history, was generally neglected throughout the Carrera-Cerna 
administrations. He did state that the seminary in the capital 
under the Jesuits offered a course in world history. He found 
similar references to the teaching of history and geography in 
the preparatory school in Antigua and in the Colegio de San 
Buenaventura. The latter institution is reported to have offered 
a course in the history of Central America. Ibid., pp. 15-16. 
78pineda de Mont, III, 47. 
79Ibid., p. 49. The fund must have received small contribu-
tions from the central government since the budgets of President 
Carrera provided for pr~~ education. For example see budget 
report for December 1, 1851, to JUne 1, 1852 in AC, IfAcuerdos y 
Decretos del Gobierno Civil de los Arios de 1850 a 1869," 
vol. JOCIII, doc. unnumbered. 
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to provide clothing and medical attention. SO Thus gratuitous ele-
.entary education under President Barrios was not a complete 
, 
novel ty. In fact the Ley de Pavon also provided as did the Lib-
erals in the 1870· s for wardens to check on truancy. 81 Neither 
did the Ley de Pavon always neglect the practical sciences. Girls 
bad to complete the same elementary curriculum as the boys but in 
addition they were requl.red to take courses in sewing, embroidery, 
"bome economics, and "other matters suitable to their sex ... 82 
Finally according to the Ley de Pavon schools under private direc-
tion were permitted, provided the necessary license was obtained 
from the minister of interior after the approval of the education-
al program by the minist.ry. There was no mention of a state 
subsidy for private education.83 
There is evidence that the Liberal educational reforms could 
not always be enforced. On April 15, 1877, Padre Jose Domingo 
Tellez informed the apostolic administ.rator that in his parish 
of Candelaria the parish st.ill controlled the elementary school 
of San Casiano. The letter stated that. the government. int.ended 
to nationalize t.he school but for an unknown reason had failed to 
do so. At. any rat.e the pastor found it. impossible t.o cont.inue the 
work of the school due t.o lack of financial resources and so he 
80pineda de Mont, III, 50. 
81Ibid., p. 48. 
8311?!S!.., p. 52. 
82 !.E!.4., p. 50. 
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requested the municipality to take charge of the school. The 
school had an enrollment of one hundred boys and offered courses 
for the first fi va grades. The elementary curriculum was similar 
to the requirements in the educational decrees of President Bar-
rios with the exception that instruction in religious doctrine, 
morality and sacred history still retained an tmportant place. 
'!'he influence of tIle Liberal educational reforms can be seen in 
the curriculum for the fifth grade Where there were provisions 
for the teaching of the hi story of Central America, natural 
sciences, hygiene, bookkeeping, and rights and duties of Guate .. 
malan citizens.84 'rhe ecclesiastical Curia assured Padre T~llez 
that his request would be brought to t.he attention of the central 
government.85 There was no further correspondence in the matter 
to indicate the final dispos i tion of the case. '!'he case of Padre 
Tellez' directorship of an elementary school after the promulga-
tion of the Liberal educational decrees appears unique, but. there 
may have been other unreported cases. Although t.he central govern-
ment desired an immediate enforcement of its educational decrees, 
the fact remains that it lacked both the personnel and resources .. 
'!'hus the letter of Padre T$llez was not surprising. However, with 
the passage of time, one would expect a significant decrease of 
elementary schools under the directorships of local curates. 8G 
84 AC, vol. XIV, doc. 1981/2. 85Xbid • 
86In the president.ial message to the Constituent Assembly of 
1876 there was mention of municipal and private schools under 
r~~-------------------------. 
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Legal deorees in their cut and dried fashion may frequently 
leave much unsaid. Some gaps may be filled by a study of the Lib-
eral and Conservative reaction to the program. One of the most 
acceptable aspects of the Liberal program was the emphasis on a 
practical curriculum, Which was considered indispensable for in-
dustrial development. Marco A. Soto, one of the leading educa-
tional reformers during the presidency of Barrios, Observed in 
1871 that eoonomic development was the greatest need in Central 
America and this need can be fulfilled only through education. 
Thus for Soto the real Revolution of 1871 was in the realm of edu-
cation and as proof of this Soto pointed to the united States as 
the model. 87 'l'he role of education as one of the basic keys to 
progress was reiterated in the pages of !!. PorveniI" which called 
material progress .. • • • the absolute ideal: the effective force 
local or private direction. The president did not say how many 
such schools were in existence. Mensaje Z Memoria ~ el Pre!i-
dente de la RepUblica de Guatemala, General D. J. RUlfno-Barrlos 
dlrf:ieA Ii Asamblea blacioniI Constituyente Instalad,a snll S!. S,e,tl.~rea ~a16; p. 31. 
87El Centro Americano, November 12, 1871, pp. 1-3. Marco A. 
Soto caIIea for' an increase in immigration, capital investments, 
and an introduction of modem communication systems and inventions 
such as steam and electricity. In regard to immigration, Soto 
noted the examples of the United States, Peru, Chile and 
Argentina. Ibid. Soto along with his Liberal oontemporaries 
looked upon the earlier Conservative Period as an nage of dark-
ness. II Tobar signific.antly cOIIDeIlts that SOi".o and the large ma-
jority of the LLberal reformers of the 1870's received their 
education under the Conservative regime. Tobar, pp. 23-24. 
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places and times. and the constant genesis of man who 
th inks and loves. ,,88 
..,arkS, 
The role of education as the initiator and stimulator of ma-
terial progress required a curriculum tailored to such an objec-
tive. The educational decree of President Barrios showed this 
influence by the stress on practical courses. In this spirit the 
l-eista ~ 1:A Universidad de Guatemala could write that one of the 
lIlost fundamental principles of education was If. • • knowledge of 
the most useful branches of human wisdom: reading, writing, 
counting, mathematics, physics, physiology, mechanics, astronomy, 
natural sciences, chemistry, philosophy, legislation and medi-
cine. u89 A course in religion could fulfill this objective if one 
studied the universe wherein are to be found the immutable, all 
wise and eternal laws of God, which serve as a norm of conduct. 
This type of religious course, according to the publication, did 
not mean the subjugation of religious instruction to any ecclesi-
astical hierarchy.90 While the immortality of the soul was ad-
mitted the moral conduct of man Was viewed purely in terms of the 
88El Porvenir, July 24, 1811, pp. 65-61. The newspaper's 
obsession with material progress went so far as publishing a 
poem entitled liTo Electricity." Ibid., January 12, 1819, p. 256. 
Similar glorification of scientifIc achievements were expressed 
in!! Indep!ndiente (Guatemala), September 18, 1819, p. 4. 




g'eneral welfare of society. "Personal happiness is not the object 
of existence. The object is the development of the human facul-
ties and the improvement of our fellow_countrymen. n91 This same 
scientific religion and morality was advocated by !lOU~!!alteco. 
In an article entitled "The Official Teaching,· the author (signed 
liZ. z. Z.") explained that the state may not subsidize the teach-
in9 of anyone religious doctrine since this is not the end of the 
state. Rather the state must guarantee the right of free exercise 
of all religious cults. Yet the state can teach religion by hav-
ing the pupil study Godts creation in a scientific way and thereby 
bring the pupil closer to the knowledge of the true God. This 
mission of the state does. not interfere with the mission of the 
priest, 'which requires preaching, teaching', baptizing, saying 
prayers and Masses and performing other religious ceremonies. 92 
n Porvenir defined this new religion of the state as ". • • the 
religion of duty, the religion of work, the religion of the rights 
of man, the norm of human actions, the principles of morality and 
philosophy. ,,93 Relig'ion in this sense takes on the same character-
91Ibid• and El Pensama.ento (Guatemala) September 25, 1877, 
p. 33. -
92!lguatemalteco, July 16,1876, pp. 2-3. See also!! 
Pensamiento, May 30, 1878, p. 137. H. A .. Herrera in his textbook 
on Positivism for secondary schools used the same argument to show 
that Positivism is not atheistic. M. A. Herrera, Idea General de 
~. Filosof!a Positiva ~ 9.!. !! Psicolgg!a Moderna, 2na ea. (Guati=' 
mala, 1895), pp. 123-124. 
93El Porvenir, June 25, 1879, p. 34. Per similar ideas see 
Illso IbId., March 27, 1979, pp. 332-334. 'this publication devoted 
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i.tics as the other practical sciences--that is it is a science 
that no longer needs dogmas based on fa! th but its acceptance is 
based on the observation of natural phenomena. It was in this 
spirit that !! Pensamien,to wrote that "in educated observer,s lies 
the key of all the principles of education ... 94 'l'herefore the 
Liberal argued that although his curriculum provided for no course 
in the study of anyone specific religious dogmas, the teaching of 
a natural religion was not neg1ected. 95 In fact, this same argu-
ment pointed to the advantage that such a natural religion would 
cause little or no controversial questions since the search for 
truth was based on observation. '!'his meant that religion was 
basically an experimental science. 
Whether in the teaching of a natural religion or any of the 
other practical sciences the criteria for evaluating an education-
al system was its utilitarianism. Lorenzo Montufar, minister of 
muCh space to religion as a purely rational science. One of the 
leading contributors was Valero Pujol, a native from Spain, who 
served in the Barrios administration in its closing years. The 
publication also carried rebuttals to the rationalistic articles 
of Valero Pujol. Por examples see Ibid., OctOber 8, 1879, pp. 145-
148 and pp. 151-152, November 10, 181§, pp. 177-1811 April 18, 
1880, pp. 305-307, May 20, 1881, pp. 241-245, June 5, 1881, pp. 
289-292, and August 15, 1881, pp. 321-325. Valero Pujol later 
wrote a textbook under government auspices for secondary schools. 
It was a philosophy of history written according to the norms of 
August Cante. Valero Pujol, Com.~ndio S!. 1,& Sistor!a .s!!.!! 
!ilosof!a (Guatemala, 1885). 
94B~ Pensamiento, January 25, 1878, p. 101. 
95'I'he Escuela de la Merced, a government operated elementary 
School, did list a course in religion entitled "Historia de la 
Religion," which may have had strong Positivist orientation. 
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pUblic instruction, in a speech delivered on December 8, 1877, at 
the aWarding of prizes for academic achievement. in the Escuela de 
santo Domingo remarked that 19th century progress demanded a dif-
ferent course of studies than that used in the past. He noted, 
for instance, that Samuel Morse did not conquer distance by trans-
lating virgil, Benjamin Franklin did not study lightning by com-
menting on St. 'l'homas Aquinas, and Robert !'ulton did not invent 
.team navigation by explaining the Bible. 'l'his for the orator 
was sufficient proof that the study of Latin was tmpractical in 
the 19th century. 96 He added that the true evaluation of any 
educational system was its ability to enlighten the citizens for 
living in a democratic republic. "If you desire that there be 
morality and justice, teach the people the laws of nature, Which 
are the divine laws. If you truly love the fatherland, do not 
engulf yourself in the admiration of your temples, your streets 
and your markets, which compared with the temples, streets and 
markets of other nations are of Ii t1:1e consequence. Teach the 
people and the enlightenment will turn rivers into canals, create 
railroads and place us in quick contact with the enlightened 
world. 'l'his will be the crowning of democracy. ,,97 Por Montufar 
-
La Sociedad EconOmica (Guatemala), December 10, 1875, p. 3. 
96R • Montufar, p. 223. '!'he speech was printed in !! 
Pensamiento, December 10, 1877, pp. 76-77. 
97 ' R. MOntufar, p. 223. 
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the twO best models of education for democracy were Great Britain 
98 
and the United States. President Barrios in his message to the 
constituent Assembly of 1876 observed with pride that his govern-
ment had made important advances and that the appreciable in-
crease of expenditure for public education was thereby fully 
justified. 99 The expenditures became burdensome because the gov-
ernment was forced to replace the Jesuits and other religious 
members so as to prevent the teaching of "fanaticism" and anti-
social ideas and thus bring the educational system into harmony 
with the needs of man in the 19th century. 100 
There is no record of an ecclesiastical protest against the 
educational decrees. The apostolic administrator undoubtedly 
saw some merit in the educational refo:ms. The secularized as-
peets of the program could have merited a formal protest but 
Padre Raull's policy of conciliation probably dictated silence 
in the matter. Yet, given the opportunity, the apostolic admin-
istrator did inform. the faithful concerning the Church t s opposi-
tion to a materialistic education. One such case was his sermon 
98E1 P!Qsamiento, December 10, 1877, p. 77. Similar ideas 
were expressed by Martin Barrundia, a member of the Barrios 
cabinet.· n Progreso, December 3, 1876, p. 3. 
99!!Msaje X. Memoria ~ .!!! President! ~ 1a :RepUblica de. Gua~emala, General D. il.. Rufin.!' Barri..Q!. dir1Je, 3! !A As8ilib1ea 
Nac10nal Cqnstitu)(ente Insta1ada m 11 .9!. Setiembx:e a 1876, p. 34 
100 Ibid., pp_ 36-37. 
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in the cathedral on Palm Sunday of 1875. Although he admired and 
urged scientific progress, he remained the faithful that the 
stress on material progress and the consequent laCk of religious 
instruction had weakened the religious senti.ments of man. In 
addition all the stress on material progress had still not solved, 
the povarty stricken conditions throughout the world.. He called 
attelltior. to the Scriptural phrase that "Not by bread alone does 
man live but by the word that proceeds from God. "101 Padre JUtgel 
M. Arroyo on November 28, 1875, expressed similar ideas. Padre 
Arroyo expressed admiration for the progressivism under Barrios, 
but told his listeners that sacerdotal teaching was not an enemy 
of public instruction, but an aid to public education. In fact 
sacerdotal instruction was considered an indispensable element in 
the success of pUblic education, in the advancement of civiliza-
tion and in the complete reform of public and private morality.102 
Undoubtedly similar unrepor-ced expressions must have been made 
frequently from other pulpits. The expressions of Padre Raull 
and Arroyo were favorable to material progress but the two Chu,rch 
men were not reconciled to secularism in education. 
101 l' . Exhortac on ~ e1 D~nSI2 de Ramos, Becha.22£ E1 Gober-
.s.ador de Ia. Mitra Prei'fiItero Juan-Raull ~ Bertran, en la 
!anta ICjleai~ catedi'a.l .S!. Guat:iiiaritGuatem.a1a, l87ST, P:- 10. 
l02El Guatemalteco, December 11, 1875, pp. 2-3. Padre Arroyo 
gave thiS-adaress on the occasion of the ~arding of prizes for 
academic achievement in the Escuela Nacional Oratuita de San 
J'rancisco. 
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Neither the decrees nor the majority of the commentaries on 
public elementary education discussed education of the Indians 
among wham the illiteracy rate was the highest in Guatemala. One 
can suspect that President Barrios and h!s Liberal aids hoped 
that once a widespread system of public education would be estab-
lished, the Indians in the course of time would take advantage of 
the opportunities. However one Liberal publication, !!. Prggreso, 
thought more positive action was needed. It attributed their 
backWardness to a lack of education which was both the duty of the 
qovernment and the private citizen to remedy. The government coultl 
fulfill its task by providing schools While private citizens 
(presumably those of means) could bring the Indians to the city 
to educate them and provide employment. It was hoped that the 
Indian would then return to serve as models for their camnunities. 
A similar system was employed successfully by the Dutch in Sumatra 
'l'he plantation owners; also were urged to search out the best 
Indians and give them the proper training so as to serve as models 
to their fellow Indians. The Indians were to be rewarded properly 
so that they might have the necessary incentive to improve their 
lot. 103 In a later issue El Progreso called for the establish-
ment of special Indian schools. It optimistically remarked that 
lOlEl Preqreso, eeptember 10, 1876, pp. 2-l. The Liberal 
educational decrees of the l830's called for similar private 
initiative to speed up the task of educating the Indians. 
!ecopilaciOn~ ~ Leyes ~ Guat!IDala, III (1872), 33-34. 
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.with the enlightenment of the Indian's intelligence and impress-
ing on his conscience an elevated idea of morality, the. Indian 
can pursue ably the knowledge of progress and development which 
animates the government, contributes to the social ends, and each 
104 day makes for a greater degree of prosperity in the Republic." 
only one or two other publications proposed special programs for 
bringing the Indians into the national life of the Republic. l05 
presumably the Liberal found it foreign to his ideologies to pro-
vide for special (in the sense of privileged) educational institu-
tions for the Indians. With his optimistic belief in human prog-
ress, he must have considered it sufficient to provide schools for 
all the people with the expectation that a properly enlightened 
man will av~l himself of the educational opportunities. l06 
l04El Pregreso, February 11,1877, p. 2. Apparently in re-
sponse President Barrios on January 4, 1881, decreed the estab-
lishment of a primary school for Indian girls in Coban. Along 
with the local voluntary contributions the school was promised 
qovernment aid. l\ecoeilacion S!. l!!. Leyes, II (1881), 514-515. 
l05As part of the program of assimilating Indians into the 
national life, Barrios on October 13, lS76, declared the Indians 
of San Pedro de Sacatepequez Ladinos if they wear the Ladioo 
qarb. Recopilacion de las Leyes, I (18S1), 453. The Barrios ad-
ministration was mainly""'COncerned witl 
productive factor in the national econ 
457-458; Ibid., II (lS81), 69-757 La S( 
1877, pp.-r:l. In 1880 one publieatior: 
a special educational program for the I 
mala), M.ay 27, 1880, p. 4 and Auqust 12, l8S0, p. 2. As w:f.ll be 
discussed later Barrios opened a secondary school for Indians in 
Ouezaltenango in 1880. 
106According to Ignacio GOmez the most pressing problem the 
Liberals faced after the introduction of the education reforms 
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Throughout the colonial period secondary education was 
offered either in the colegios mayores or in the university.. The 
first attempt to make it a separate entity was ini·tiated in the 
1830' S under the presidency of Mariano Galvez in his decree en-
titled "Bases of Public Instruction. II This arrangement was short-
lived for in the 1850's under the Conservative administration of 
Rafael Carrera it was again offered in the col~io~ ma~ores or in 
the University of San carlos. 107 
With ~le success of the Revolution of 1871, the Liberals made 
a second attempt to create a separate secondary educational sys- v 
tern. The first attempt was made in 1872 with the establishment of 
the Instituto Nacional de OUezaltenango. l08 A similar institution 
was inaugurated in 1873 in Chiquimula and another one, the follow-
ing year in Antigua. 109 ~lese sporadic efforts at secondary edu-
cation took on a more definite form with the promulgation of the 
was the lack of school attendance.. ~ Sociedad EconOmica, Janu-
ary 14, 1877, pp. 2-3. 
107Gonzalez Orellana, p. 241. According to Tobar the Lib-
eral reformers borrowed heavily fram the educational reforms of 
the 1830·s. Tobar, p. 18. 
l08This institution was both a secondary and normal school 
for male students. Ibid. It offered courses in philosophy, 
physics, chemistry, miEhematics, rhetoric, history, theoretic and 
practical arithmetic, shorthand, vocal reading, typographical 
composition, geography, bookkeeping, Spanish grammar, English, 
German, French, Latin, class preparations, morality and urbanity. 
~ Pregreso, February 1, 1874, p. 3. 
l09Gonzalez Orellana, p. 241. 
~~-------------------. 
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decree of January 28, 1875. 
The decree called for the establishment of six secondary 
8chools--one in each of the following citiesl Guatemala. Quezal-
tenango, Antigua, Chiquimula, Salama and San Marcos.. All of 
these were to be staffed by teachers approved by the government. 
Article 15 of the decree divided the curriculum into five levels 
of instruction.. The curriculum showed a heavy Positivist orien-
tation and included a wide range of subjects such as Spanish gram 
mar, Latin, French, English, German, arithmetic, drawing, geog-
raphy of Central America and of the world, history of Central 
America and general history, algebra, geometry, trigonometry, 
bookkeeping, anatOlllY, physiology, zoology, botany, chemistry, 
geology, hygiene, philosophy of history, cosmography, physics, 
mechanics, minerology, psychology, rhetoric, poetry, logic, 
Spanish and American literature, urbanity and morality.lll 
Along with the provisions for secondary education there was 
established a normal school in the capital, Y#h.ich originally was 
separate from the secondary school system. 112 According to the 
decree issued on January 19, IS75, the normal school was estab-
lished in the nationalized seminary building of Co1egio 
110Recoeilacion de las Leyes, II (1876), 112-113. Valero 
Pujol was cammIssion~in-r876 to supervise these secondary in-
stitutions. Gonzalez Orellana, pp. 241-242. 
l11ReCORil!cion de las Leyes, II (1876), 114-115, Valladares, 
p. 310. - - - - . 
112The normal school system was later incorporated into the 
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Tridentino. The object of the normal school was the formation of 
qualified teachers for normal sChools to be established later in 
the departments and the training of directors for the elementary 
schools. The core of the curriculum was essentially the same as 
that for the secondary schOOlS. ll3 Teachers destined for primary 
instruction were not required to take the advanced courses, which 
were needed only for secondary instruction or for directors of 
elementary schoOls. 114 The true difference between the secondary 
and normal curriculum was the course of pedagogy, which called for 
instruction in theoretical and practical pedagogy along with its 
most up-to-date methods. In addition the student was required to 
study the laws of public instruction and the duties of a school 
administrator. Knowledge of building schools and facilities 
needed for instruction was also required. llS The period of train-
ing was to cover three years for those students destined to be 
directors of normal schools or destined to teach on the advanced 
level of primary instruction. One year was required for those 
who intended to teach on the lower levels of primary schools. l16 
finally, annexed to the normal school there was to be a primary 
sChool, which was to serve for practice teaching. ll7 
secondary school system in the decree of December 13, 1879. 
1l3Recopilacion~!!! Leyes, 




II (1876), 106. 
1l5Ib 'd ~ ., p. l06. 
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The two original decrees concerning secondary and no~al in-
struction were periodically revised and amended. Par instance, 
the revision of December 6, 1876, required the Central No~al 
School, as it was then known, to reduce its scope of instruction. 
!he training of teachers for other normal schools was no longer 
its function. In addition practice teaching was now to be given 
in the central No~al School and not in an adjoining primary 
school as previously stated in the decree of January 19. 118 On 
April 7, 1877, additional revisions were made. The secondary 
curriculum underwent no fundamental changes but there were a few 
significant additions and eliminations. For example the revised 
curriculum called for courses in reading, penmanship, surveying, 
natural history, singing and music, all of which were not listed 
in the secondary curriculum of 1875. Singing, music and drawing 
were classified as electives. The revised curriculum made no men-
tion of such earlier required courses as anatomy, botany, geology, 
minerology, rhetoric, poetry, Spanish and American literature. ll9 
Undoubtedly soma of the courses with a more l~ited content re-
quired by the earlier curriculum were now included in course offer 
ings of a more general nature. Por instance, the sciences of 
anatomy, botany, geology, and minerology could have been taught in 
an elementary fashion in the new course entitled natural history. 
Rhetoric, poetry and literature could have been included under the 
118Ibid., I 463 -A65 , --..t. 119 Ibid., II (1881), 87. 
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coUrse heading of reading. While there is no way of knowing the 
true course content, the course designations of the revised cur-
riculum indicate a more general and elementary approach in second-
ary education. Two years of experience may have indicated to the 
edUcational reformers that their original curriculum requirements 
\!Tere beyond the grasp of the type of student that they wished to 
educate. 
There was a special curriculum for girls. The decree 
exempted the girls from taking such courses as Latin, algebra, 
geometry, trigonometry, surveying, bookkeeping, mechanics, physics 
psychology, logic, and moral philosophy. In mathematics girls 
were required to take courses in elementary geanetry and physics. 
In addition they were required to take singing, music, dancing, 
domestic hygiene and vocational training suitable to their sex 
and state in life. The remainder of their curriculum was the same 
as that of tbeboys. 120 
On entering secondary education all students were required to 
present a certificate noting the successful completion of all 
levels of primary education. This was determined by means of a 
general examination and those who performed satisfactorily were 
to be rewarded with the title of "bachiller en artes," which was 
to be conferred by the rector of the university.121 
120~. 
l21Ibid• The time required for the completion of secondary 
education was five years. The time could be shortened provided 
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Teacher training called for the establishment of two normal 
schools in the capital--one for male students and the other for 
female students. A similar arrangement was to be followed for 
the eastern and western areas of the republic. The curriculum 
for the normal students was essentia,lly an amplification of the 
elementary curriculum for boys and girls plus the study of 
pedagogy. rhetoric and poetry.l22 
Individuals or associations were permitted to open private 
schools ",lith the authorization of the gOV'ernment. This required 
a state approved program of studies, successful completion of 
governm~nt issued examinations by the students, and payment of 
the official exmaination fees. All private sChools were subject 
to govermuent inspection. 123 
The decree of April 7, 1877, was amended on the following 
May 21. Tuition of one peso per course \ias to be paid in the 
normal schools but the payment was not required if the minister 
of education found the student to be poverty stricken. It called 
for the reestablishment of a primary school next to the normal 
school for the purpose of practice teaching. trinally the normal 
school teachers were to be nominated by the minister of public 
the student gave sufficient evidence of having mastered the ma-
terial of the secondary curriculum. 
l22~., p. 90. 
l23~., p .. Q1 
.;; .... 
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instruction.124 The nomination of professors by the minister of 
publiC instruction shows the growing centralization an the second-
ary level. This may have been the work of Lorenzo Montufar, Who 
tOOk over the duties of minister of public instruction in 1877. 125 
The final major revision of secondary education during Presi-
dent Barrios· second administration occurred on December 13,1879, 
with the enactment of decree 254 which embodied all previous edu-
cational reforms with a few minor changes. There was no essential 
change in the curriculum althouqh a few courses such as Italian, 
military training and horsemanShip were added as electives. 126 
Secondary education was highly centralized. The director of 
the secondary institution had the right to draw up a list of 
teaching personnel but all approvals for teaching positions came 
from the secretary of public instruction. l27 Article 163 no 
longer permitted the normal system to function as a separate 
" l24Regl!!1!!Dto CClJ1\P11entario S!. la LeX' .9!. Instruccion 
PUblica, Decre;tado.m II ....!. May:o ~ @7, pp.. 6-8 .. 
125por a brief biographical sketch of Lorenzo Montufar during 
the Barrios administration see James Grant Wilson and John PiSke, 
ads., APJ21etgn' s £y;cloeaedi,A of AJqerican Diggraphl! (New York, 
1888), IV, 375. 
l26RecopilaciOn ~ las Ley,es, II (lSB1), 370-372 and 376-377. 
l27~id., P. 373. Other duties of the secretary of public 
instruction included complete superviSion over all phases of 
public instruction. Although the decree provided for the creation 
of departmental and municipal juntas of education, all were 
directly or indirectly responsible to the secretary of public 
instruction. .rug_, pp .. 403 and 405-406. 
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entity, but incorporated it into the secondary school .. 128 '!'he 
period of instruct.ion ,.,as to la.st three years.. '!'he first year was 
devoted to "the perfection of the oourses which had been studied 
on the complementary level in the primary school. It In the second 
and third year the student was expected to devote himself to the 
study of pbys iology, basic algebra and geometry, French, English 
and practical and thp-oretical pedagogy.129 In the study of 
pedagogy import-ant stress was placed on the "system of objeotive 
tea,ching .... 130 For practical application of the science of pedagog 
the decree required that each secondary school must have a prtmary 
131 
school for practice teaching. 
128Ibid., p. 377.. The reason for combining the seoondary and 
normal schools was, according to GonzUez Orellana, probably an 
economy measure. The two systems remained united until 1887 when 
they were again separated. GonzcUez Orellana, p. 242. 
129aecopila.pian .£!!.l.!!. Leyes, II (1881), 377. 
l30Ibid• 
-
131Ibid• The educational reform. act of November 23, 1882, 
re-emphaslzed the objectives of Posit.ivism and utilitarianism in 
the secondary curriculum. The act also called for further cen-
tralization and unification of the educational system. Leyes 
Emitidas E2£ al Gobierno Depegr!tico de la aeePklica de Guat~l!, 
III (1883). 29r-300 and '319-322. The-author of a PosItivIst text-
boolt on philosophy characterized the act as embodying the basic 
principles of Positivism. Herrera, pp. vii-ix. An additional 
educational reform act issued on December 6, 1884, made no basic 
changes either in the second.ary or normal school curJ:'iculum. 
Leyee Emitidy J29£.!!! Gobierno Democratico £!!. 1& ae@lica ~ 
iuat.gala, IV (1886), 272-215. 
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The inauguration of the normal system was intended to pro-
vide the necessary teachers for the rapidly expanding system of 
education. Consistent efforts were also made to encourage teach-
ers from foreign countries to came to Guatemala in order to reduce 
the teacher shortage and provide worthy models in the science of 
pedagogy.132 The president in his message to the assembly on 
september II, 1876, reported that his administration had obtained 
teachers from the United States to staff the normal school and the 
school for girls. Similar efforts were made in regard to other 
educational institutions but it was impossible to obtain the de-
132In 1879 !l~,temalteco expressed great satisfaction over 
the school of San Jos~ Calazanas under the directorship of 
Buenaventura Hurga, who employed German and North American educa-
tional systems as models. El Guatemalteco, January 9, 1879, p. 2. 
Among the Latin America rep@SlIcs Chile ranked very high as a 
model--especially the Chilean writers,. Jose Victorina Lastarr:!a 
and Miguel Luis Amunate-gui. On June 6, 1879, an agreement was 
arranged between Guatemala and Chile calling for an exchange of 
publications. Ibid., August 21, 1879, p. 1. With the beginning 
of the publication of 21 Instituto Nacional, a journal dedicated 
to primary and secondary l'i'istructlon, one can find many articles 
on foreign education"! programs and articles written by 
foreigners. Por example see Miguel Luis Amunategui. fI Influencia 
de la Instruccion primaria en las costumbres, en la moral pUblica, 
en la L,dustria i en el desarrollo jeneral de la prosperidad de 
los pueblos, It !!. Instituto Nacional, I (September 1882-June 1883), 
2, 17, 33, 49, 65, 81, 97, 113, 129, 145, 161, 177, 193, 209, 225, 
241, 257, 273, 289, 305, 321, 337, 353, 369 and James Pyle Wicker-
sh~'1\, "Metodos de instruccian, n El Instituto Nacional, I (Septem-
ber 1882-August 1883), 126, 143,:r4i, 173, 205, 255, 283, 284, 
317, 349, and 379. Mr. Wickersham served as the director of the 
normal schools in Pennsylvania. An agreement for the exchange of 
literary and scientific publications was also signed with Mexico 
in 1881. AGO, Legacion ~ Consulado ~ Guatemala ~ Mexico (1875-
1881), doc. 899-6-7, 4502, 93461. 
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sired number of teachers either fram the United States or 
EUrope. 133 During the following October negotiations for Obtain-
ing teachers from the United States continued. On October 17, 
1876, Vicente Darden, the Guatemalan minister in New York, in-
formed the ministry of foreign relations that he had Obtained the 
services of Madame Ernestina Martin. Her salary was stipulated 
as 100 pesos per month. The minister indicated that he would con-
tinue his efforts to find additional teachers. 134 Darden's 
correspondence dated October 30, 1876, indicates the hiring of 
~o additional teachers--each receiving a salary of 100 pesos per 
month with full reimbursement of transportation costs. One of 
these teachers, whose name he did not mention, was to accompany 
Madame E • .Martin to Guatemala while the other, Miss Maria Smith, 
would arrive at a later date. In all cases the contract was to 
be of a year's duration, which was considered sufficient ttme for 
the teachers to judge if their teaching assignment would meet 
their expectations. DardOn was highly pleased with his selec-
tions and noted that all had graduated from distinguished schools 
and enjoyed a considerable number of years of teaching' experience~ 
133Mensaje X !!moria ~~ pre~idenre d~ la Repgblica ~ 
!l.ua~emala, General ~. l.. RUf'I"no BUrl-OS 2hrij.!,. ~ 1a As8iDblea 
Nac10nal cgn~tituyentc • • • , p. 35. 
134AGG , Legacion ~ Guateala §Jl !2!. Estados Unidos l!llQ.-
1880, doc. 899-6-3, 4433, 93389. 
l35Ibid• Later correspondence in 1884 called for the send-
ing of educational laws of the United States, academic programs 
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It is difficult to say how many foreign teachers came to 
Guatemala during the Barrios regime. According to Hubert Ban-
croft teachers from the United States and Europe were in charge 
of the Escuela poletecnica, the normal school in the capital and 
the Escuela de Belen (for females). The last one according to 
B&lcroft was conducted on a plan developed in the United 
states. 136 Probably the most noted foreign educator was Miss 
Lina Stehelin, directoress of the Escuela de Belen, or offi~ially 
known as the Instituto Nacional Central de Senoritas. 137 Since 
all the above institutions were in the capital, the indication is 
for the schools of law, medicine and engineering and a list of 
textbooks used in public institutions. ~., LegacicSn!l!! Guate-
mala en los Estados Unidos 1883-1885, doc. B99-6-3, 4438, 93394: 
IbId. -;-Legi'c!6n y. Consu1itaos de Guatemala m !Q!. Estados Unidos 
del Norte, 13 obre. 1881 a abiIl 1885, doc. B99-6-3, 4436, 93392. 
PrOm 1991-1884 requests for sEiIlar educational material were 
made in H8xico. The most ,significant aspect of the requests for 
educational material in Mexico concerned the desire of Obtaining 
various letters of Gabino Ba;reda, Wherein he se~ forth his ideas 
on education. Ibid., ~acion de GUatjfala en Mexico, IX (1881), 
doc. B99-6-7, 4005, 9364, X (1882-1883, daO: B99-6~7, 4507, 
93466: ibid., Legaciol1 Y: Consu1adq .9.! Guatemala S Mexico; !§.1.2.-
1882, doc B99-6-7, 4504, 93463. 
- 136 Bancroft, III, 432. 
137D[az, Barrios ante la Posteridad, p. 274. Prior to her 
position as directoress-of the Escuela de Belen. Miss Stehelin 
served as vice-directoress of the Colegio Nacional de Ntnas, 
where Hisses Otta James and Luisa Hekkingi both foreigners, held 
the positions of directores8 and teacher respectively. !l Guate-
malteco, September 24, 1875, p. 4. The original director of the 
InstItuto Nacional Central de Varones (formerly Colegio 
Tridentino) was a CUban by the name of Hildebrando Marti, who was 
shortly replaced by Doctor Santos Toruno. ~., p. 271. 
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that the central institutions had a priority on foreign teachers 
and administrators. Later on in 1882 efforts were made to hire 
foreign teachers for schools outside the capital especially for 
the Instituto Naciona1 de Senoritas de Occidente. 138 One may 
easily suspect that the demand for foreign educators was never 
fully satisfied and this may have prompted the president on 
June 2, 1883, to grant ten scholarships to qualified students for 
studies abroad. 139 
Decrees on secondary education like those of primary, per-
mitted private schools to function, but few were begun or re-
mained in operation during the Barrios period. Among the Catholic 
private schools there is mention of only two, the Colegio de 
Infantes, a seminary, and San Ignacio. On October 25, 1875, the 
government approved their course of instructions provided that 
the students matriculate in the Instituto Nacional in the capital 
and take the required state examinations. 140 Approximately a 
month prior to the validation of courses in the COlegio de 
138Leyes Emitidas ~~ Gobierno Democratico ~lA Republica 
~ Guatemala, III (1883), 343-344. 
l39Ibid ., p. 392. Another device for the improvement of 
teachers engaged in primary education was the inauguration of a 
teachers' society known as La Academia de Maestros de Guatemala 
on June 2, 1883. Ibid., p. 401. 
l40El Guatemalteco, November 12, 1875, p. 21 Recopi1acio~ 
~ las Leyes, II (1876), 169. 
r 
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Infantes and San Ignacio, the president issued an order withdraw-
ing all government subsidies for sCholarships in the major and 
minor seminaries. It \;1aS pointed out that if these students 
wished the continuation of their scholarships, they would have to 
enter the Instituto Nacional in the capital as boarding stu-
141 dents. 
There is a case on record where a private school received 
government aid. On February 13, 1879, the president ordered that 
200 pesos be given monthly to a school founded by Professor Jose 
, . 142 Mar1a Izagul.rre. This example is an exception and may have 
been done to further. the cause of education along all lines. 
There is no evidence of any similar subsidy to a school under 
Catholic auspices. There also isa report that President Barrios 
gave financial aid to a Protestant Sunday school established in 
1882. According to Nevin o. Winter the president urged the 
Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missionaries in the United States 
to send a minister to Guatemala. The president assured the board 
that all traveling expenses and certain living accommodations for 
the minister and his family would be provided by the president .. 
After the missionary opened a Sunday school, Barrios sent two of 
his cilildren to the school and urged his officials to do the same. 
Mr. Winter claimed that ".. • .. for a time at least, the Protestant 
141aecopilacion 9&~ Layes, II (1876), 156. 
142.n qgatemalteco, February 15, 1879, p. 1. 
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Mission was very popular and fashionable. n143 
The administrative and curricular changes made in· secondary 
education were similar to those on the primary level. First 
there was a strong emphasis on centralization and unification of 
the secondary system. This was effected through the office of the 
secretary of public education and its departmental offices. 
Secondly the secondary curriculum had a strong Positivist and 
utilitarian orientation leaving little roam if any for religious 
instruction. The Liberal contemporary press saw this orientation 
as one of the outst.anding advances of the nineteenth century.. 'the 
Positivist influence was noted by ~ CivilizaciOn in its review of 
a book written by Dr. Luis Buckner of Germany. In commenting on 
the achievement of science, the periodical observed that "today 
Religion can no longe%' leave its limited boundaries nor can it 
aspire to seek solutions to points at issue without exposing it-
self to defeat by the invicible superiority of the positivist 
l43Winter, p. 191. The report of Mr.. Winter is confirmed by 
another North American traveler in Guatemala shortly before the 
death of President Barrios. Belen B. Sanborn, whose father, 
James S. Sanborn. was associated with the firm of Chase and 
Sanborn, reported that the mission school along with the Protes-
tant Church was very SUccessful, especially since it afforded the 
students an opportunity to learn English. Miss Sanborn indicated 
that the school had the hearty support of the president not be-
cause he favored Protestantism but ". • • because he recognized 
in it a civilizing and progressiVe power •••• " Be showed his 
approval by sending his own children to the school. The traveler 
noted that among the populace the school was called in derision a 
HProtestanteriaU--a snop for making Protestants. Belen J. Sanborn A Winte~!a Central !merica (Boston and New York, 1887), p. 119. 
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methods.1I144 Thus Valero Pujol, an instructor of moral philosoph 
and the history of philosophy in the National Institute, claimed 
that religion had no connection with morality since morality was 
purely a rationalistic science. For Pujol morality could be re-
duced to the sfmple rule of never doing any evil and doing good 
in all things possible.145 One may suspect that there were ex-
treme statements of the new spirit of Positivism. More repre-
sentative of the Guatemalan Liberal educators might be the obser-
vations of Santos Toruno, director of the National Institute. In 
the new educational program the director thought both theoretical 
and practical aspects were necessary although he considered the 
latter of greater tmportance. He wrote that he would employ 
l44La Civilizacion, September 21, 1876, p. 154. The same 
publication of an earlier date in commenting on the l~ of prog-
ress found it not in philosophic speculation but in material 
prosperity which is furthered by the study of science and hard 
work. Ibid., January 3, 1876, p. 9 and Febru~ 4, 1876, p. 21. 
The editors of 1:e Civilizacio!\ were Ignacio GOmez and Valero Pujol 
l45valero PujOl, rIDe la Moral." El Instituto ::iacional, I 
(January 31, 1883), 154. In an earlier issue Pujol announced 
that he had been commissioned by the governmen'c to write a text 
for the courses of morality and history of philosophy offered in 
the secondary institutions. He commented that he would not can-
ceal the fact that "the bases on which the treatise rests are 
reason and liberty. If Ibid .. I (October 31. 1882). 59. Pujol*s 
text was not published until 1885. It demonstrates a faithful 
adherence to the philosophy of A1,lgust Comte. Valero Pujol. 
Cgmpendio de la Historia de la Filosof!a, (Guatemala, 1885). 
Perhaps €be-most extreme eiPr-esslons of the materialistic aspects 
of Positivism were made by Lorenzo Montufar in a speech given on 
April 21, 1877, in the Escuela Normal de Guatemala. The speaker 
found no essential difference between animal instinct and menls 
intellectual faculties. R. Kontufar, ed., pp. 169-170. 
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p • • a practical synthesis instead of a theoretical an_lysis, 
the living dialogue of Socrates in place of the dead l~arning of 
Scholasticism, tenacious repetition and the progressivism of 
pestalozzi instead of the out-of-date routine of the old sChool 
and finally the use of the fruitful polemic and intellectual ex-
change of Lancaster in place of the refractory dogmatimn of the 
old schools •••• 11 146 
'!'he more moderate pronouncements of Santos Toruno probably 
did little to remove the suspicions of the religious leaders Who 
saw a definite antireligious trend in the educational reforms. 
There is no specific ecclesiastical protest recorded against the 
secondary educational decrees. The absence of a formal protest 
in all probability did not prevent the clergymen in their Sunday 
sermons from inveighing against the Positivist orientated cur-
riculum. Since the secondary school, especially the normal 
school, was a Liberal innovation, the Church v·,as less concerned 
than when deprived of its influence on the primary level. In 
addition the Church still retained its control over Colegio de 
Infantes--the training place for its future priests. 
More significant than the secondary educational decrees 
were the Liberal innovations in the university--an institution 
with which the Church was most intimately associated ever since 
its foundation in the latter part of the 17th century. The 
146!i Guatemalteco, August 25, 1876, p. 3. 
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university reform program was initiated with a report written by 
MarcO A. Soto, minister of public instruction, and sUbmitted to 
the president on July 1, 1875. The report called for a reorgan-
ization of the university, which the minister considered long 
overdue. It was observed that the guiding principles of the in-
stitution were still those Charles II set down in 1686 when the 
university was founded. Soto admitted that revisions were at-
tempted by Mariano Galvez in 1832 with the creation of the Aca-
demy of Studies but these reforms were undone under the Conserva-
tive administration of President Carrera in 1855 when the prin-
ciples of Charles II were reinstated. Sot.o noted that with the 
establishment of normal schools the university no longer had the 
function of training primary and secondary teachers, but still 
retained its twofold character of cultivating the sciences and 
letters. In the reorganization plan Soto called for the division 
of the university into various faculties which would bring a cer-
tain amount of decentralization. To maintain unification of the 
faculties it was suggested that a superior council be for.med. At 
the same time the minister called for an extensive and practical 
curriculum in each of the faculties. The author of the report 
was especially hostile to the age-Old practice of opposition--a 
method employed to select qualified candidates for university 
chairs. He argued that the system proved impractical since many 
capable men might refrain from applying for a university position 
out of fear of losing and thus being exposed to public ridicule. 
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Moreover if a candidate showed vast erudition, this for Soto did 
not imply that the man could teach. The minister also feared that 
the commission in charge of the opposition did not always render 
an impartial decision and future candidates were discouraged. 
Se therefore recommended that all future nominations for univer-
sity chairs be made by the civil government from a list of 
candidates (called terna) presented by the respective faculties. 
Finally the minister advised the abolition of the Co1ejio de 
Abogados and Protomedicato since the duties of these two institu-
tions were now being taken over respectively by the Faculty of Law 
and the Faculty of Medicine. 147 
The report of the minister was Lmmediate1y followed by a 
decree, also dated July 1, 1875, calling for a general revision 
of the university program. The name of the university, Univer-
sity of San Carlos Borrameo, was changed to University of Guate-
mala. Article 2 stated the purposes of the university to be the 
furtherance of the sciences, letters and professional instruction. 
As a scientific and literary corporation the university was to be 
composed of the professors of the faculties under the supervision 
of a rector. The corporation had for its objective: 
(1) to employ all measures which are conducive to the diffu-
sion of knowledge in the republic, (2) to treat and resolve 
questions of scientific and literary interest, (3) to hold 
conventions elucidating scientific themes, which possess 
147Recopi1aciOn ~ ~ Leyes, II (1876), 139-142. 
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practical and recognized utility, (4) to ~ard prizes to 
authors of scientific and literary works, and (5) to inform 
the qovernment of the convenient measures it may undertake 
to reward professors and students of the various faculties 
who merit special distinction. 148 
Greater civil intervention in university affairs is seen in 
the articles describinq the top administrative offices. For in-
stance, the government had the right to nominate the rector and 
vice-rector--a departure from the old practice whereby the univer-
sity corporation had for all practical purposes the final word in 
the selection of the rector. 149 This was the first strike at the 
autonomy of the university. Jose Mata Gavidia commentinq on the 
royal charter settinq up the university said, tiThe university of 
San Carlos did not depend on the Captain General nor the 
Audiencia but only on its own statutes. It had its awn source of 
income and its students, professors and administrative body en-
joyed their own fuero even in judicial affairs. N150 The autonomy 
was further weakened in the articles concerninq the faculties. 
Article 22 called for the creation of the faculty of jurisprudence 
and political and social sciences, faculty of medicine and 
pharmacy and faculty of ecclesiastical sciences. 1Sl Each faculty 
l48Ibid., pp. 142 ... 143. This decree automatically suppressed 
the pontilical nature of the university, whioh dated to colonial 
times. 
l49Ibia., p. 144. 15°Mata Gavidia, p. 223. 
15~eco:eilacion de las~, 11 (1876), 145. The first 
faculty orqan!zed alter t.h'rscrecree was that of law. The faculty 
of medicine was not organized until 1880. With later university 
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was to be composed of nine members nominated by the government 
and supervised by a governing junta composed of a dean, vice-dean, 
tWO voters called vocales and a secretary. The dean and vice-
dean were to be appointed by the government Whereas the remaining 
positions were to be filled by a majority vote of the members of 
the faculty. The ter.m of offices for all members of the junta of 
direction was two years with the right. of re-election. 152 
Each facult.y was required t.o offer a five year program with 
the exception of that of the faculty of pharmacy Which was to be 
four. The prerequisite of admission to a facult.y was a diploma 
of BaChelor of Sciences, and Letters. lS3 
It will suffice for the present study to discuss the cur-
riculum of only the facult.ies of law and ecclesiastical sciences. 
The required courses in t.he fa.cul ty of law were history of law, 
natural law, Roman law, international, private, civil, penal and 
mercant.ile law, judicial proceedings, forensic and parliamentary 
eloquence, legal medicine, comparat.ive legislat.ion, advanced 
reforms the number of faculties was increased. Ganzatez Orellana, 
pp. 244-245. Under the older statutes the university was divided 
into chairs. For instance the university reforms of 1840, Which 
did away with the educational reforms of Gatvez, provided for 
twelve chairsl dogmatic theology, Sacred Scripture, canon law, 
law, natural law and law of nations, medicine, surgery, anatomy, 
Latin and rhetoric, philosophy, physics and pure mathematics. 
Pineda de Mont, III, 178. This was the core of the university 
program until the Revolution of 1871. Gacet.a ~ Guatemala, Febru-
ary 15, 1869, pp. 5-6. 
l52Recgpilacion ~~ Leyes, II (1876), 145. 
l53Ibid. 
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",orld history, philosophy of morality and law, science of legis-
lation, diplomacy, constitutional and administrative l~, politi. 
cal economy and statistics. 154 The program of studies in the 
faculty of ecclesiastical sciences included advanced Latin, moral 
and dogmatic theology, Sacred Scriptures, canon law, comparative 
history of religions, ecclesiastical history and sacred 
oratory.155 The new ecclesiastical curriculum contained innova-
tions which were not part. of the curriculum enacted by the Con-
servative administration in 1840 and 1855. For instance the 
older regulations required a theological program of only three 
years whereas the Barrios program called for five years. This 
was due ~o the fact that many of the courses required by Barrios 
for a doctor's degree in theology were required by Carrera for a 
bachelor's degree. There was no ecclesiastical history or com-
parative history of religions in the educational program of 
President carrera. lS6 One may strongly suspect that the course 
in the study of callparative religions had a Positivist orienta-
tion, but this undoubtedly depended on the theological convic-
tions of the instructor. 
154 Ibid., pp. 145-146. l55Ibid., p. 146. 
156Pineda de Mont, III, 185 and 206. The Carrera law of 
1855 also contained provisions for the establishment of a univer-
sity chapel, which had been abolished by the Galvez reforms. 
Ibid., p. 204. The Barrios reforms contain no such provision. 
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In accordance with the recommendations of the minister op-
position for the selection of professors was abolished. Although 
the faculty had the right to submit a teme. for a vacant chair, 
the civil government made the final selection. lS7 'l'his gave the 
political authorities another important voice in university 
affairs. 
'l'he decree also provided for certain student directives such 
as rules for attendance at classes and requirements for the de-
gree of doctor. In addition to the prescribed course work the 
degree required a written and oral examination. The written 
examination was to cover the student's field of concentration 
while the oral examination was limited to the student' s thesis.158 
The concluding articles were a brief resume of the duties of 
the university to the civil government. The university through 
the rector was expected to seek the approval of the civil govern-
ment over all regulations essential to the pranotion of the 
sciences and letters, library, publication, incorporations, 
policies of the superior council, faculties and professors and 
over everything Which concerned the economic administration of 
the university.159 Such a broad power obviously offered the civll 
authorities many opportunities to intervene in university 
157Ibid., II (1876), 146. Por the appointment to chairs by 
opposition see Pineda de Mont, III, 207. 







This basic law of superior instruction was amended on Decem-
ber 7, 1875. Of special significance are those changes Which 
affected the faculty of ecclesiastical sciences. Article 2 of 
the amendment, or reglamento as it was called, provided that "'!'he 
doctors of the faculty will be those ecclesiastics Who undertake 
a career in conformity with the disposition of the organic law of 
superior instruction and the present r!91amento. '!'his does not 
deprive any licenciado or national doctor of his rights acquired 
in the use of his titles or free exercise of his functions. The 
only thing that is declared is that no one will be a doctor in the 
faculty of ecclesiastical sciences of the National University, nor 
will he enjoy the rights and preeminence flowing from the title 
as long as his incorporation in the faculty has not been veri-
fied. n161 The conditions of incorporation were set down as fol-
lows: (1) presentation of the candidate for incorporation before 
the governinq junta alonq with the title desired (2) satisfactory 
completion of prescribed rights called derechos and (3) taking 
the required public examination for the degree of doctor. 162 
160The decree abolished the Coleqio de Aboqados and the 
Protemedicato, since the functions of these institutions were now 
performed by the faculties of law and medicine respectively. 
Ibid. The Co1egio de Aboqados, dating to colonial times, was 
first abolished by Galvez but was re-established under Carrera on 
November 11, 1843. Pineda de Mont, III, 216. 
161aecopilaciOn ~~ Leye~, II (1876), 178. 
162 Ibid., pp. 118-179. 
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These regulations gave the National University and indirectly the 
civil authorities an important voice both in the conferring of 
doctoral degrees on ecclesiastics and in the selection of ecclesi-
asticS to chairs in the faculty of ecclesiastical sciences. 
FUrther interference is evidenced in article 12 which called for 
a monthly public conference during which a student in the faculty 
was required to deliver a paper. Article 13 urged the metro-
politan prelate to attend the conferences and also to encourage 
clergymen resident in the capital to do likewise. 163 Finally in 
article 21 the apostolic administrator was solicited to urge 
punctual assistance at classes for those destined for Holy 
orders. 164 The reglamento was more specific than the previous 
educational reform in listing the required courses for ecclesi-
astical degrees. Besides breaking down the courses into a five 
year program, no significant changes were made in the ecclesi-
astical curriculum. 165 The intent of the basic law of superior 
instruction and the reglamento was to develop a better educated 
clergy, yet by the very fact that the state university was in 
charge of clerical higher education, it meant the development of 
a truly national clergy. In short the state both provided for 
and controlled clerical education. Thus the policy of central-
ization in education affected not only the laymen but it also 
l63Ibid., p. 179. 
l65Ibid., p. 1B1. 
164 Ibid., p. 1BO. 
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offered the state the opportunity to direct the education of the 
clergy. This does not imply that under the old colonial statutes 
of the university, which were in vogue When Barrios issued the 
new university reforms, the university rector and his governing 
board had been completely free from all civil intervention. For 
instance in the establishment of new chairs the state had always 
insisted on its right to approve such innovations. 166 At the 
saIne time under the old system the civil g'overnment as the special 
protector of the university stated its right of nominating one or 
two commissioners, Who had the right of viSiting the university 
and assisting' the g'overning board whenever such assistance was 
deemed convenient. The commissioner(s) had no voting power but 
his main duty was to submit a regular report concerning univer-
sity affairs to the government. 167 These colonial statutes make 
it clear that at least theoretically the authority in the univer-
sity rested with the university administration. The university 
reforms of Barrios permitted no such autonom¥ and had the presi-
" 
dent been as successful in his control over the education of the 
clergy as he was in other areas of education, a truly national 
Catholic Church would have been inevitable. 
166pineda de Mont, III, 209. 
167 Ibid., p. 211. The university governing' board consisted 
of nine members. Two of these were listed as council of state 
and four, as clergymen. All were nominated by the civil g'overn-
mente ~., p. 204. 
r __ ------------------------------------~ 
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On November 20, 1876, Barrios ordered the establishment of a 
second national university in Quezaltenango. This university was 
designated as the University of the West and was governed by the 
same statutes as the National University in the capital. 168 A 
second university was to provide wider diffusion of knowledge and 
greater convenience for the students in the western areas in ob-
taining higher education. 169 
The following year on April 7 the president enacted decree 
179, Which amended his earlier decrees on university education. 
'!'he number of faculties was increased to six: law, notary, medi-
cine, pharmacy, philosophy and letters, and physical-mathematical 
and natural sciences.170 The studies of notary were separated 
from the faculty of law, pharmacy from medicine and the new 
faculties of philosophy and the physical-mathematical and natural 
sciences were added. There was no longer any mention of the 
faculty of ecclesiastical sciences. 
The curriculum of the faculty of law had few changes. 
Courses were added in canon law and Spanish and American 
l68Recoeilacion .9.!. .!!!. Leyes, I (1881), 460-461. In 1882 the 
president suppressed the faculty of medicine and pharmacy in the 
University of the West because most students were coming to the 
capital to stud~ these profess~ons. Leyes Emitidas E2t~ 
GObierno Democratico ~1ARePHPlica ~ Guat!!!1., III (1883), 217 
l69ReCoeil!cion ~ las Leyes, I (1881), 460-461. 
170Ibid., II (1881), 88. 
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171 literature. The new faculty of philosophy and letters called 
for a three year program and listed the following curriculum: 
psychology, logic, ethics, history of philosophy, Greek language 
and literature, Latin literature, Spanish and American literature, 
French, English, Italian and German languages, advanced world his-
tory, and American history.l72 This new faculty did not ade-
quately replace the earlier faculty of ecclesiastical sciences 
since such courses as theology and metaphysics were lacking. 
The decree prescribed that in conferring of both the degree 
of licenciado and doctor the signature of the chief of state and 
that of the minister of education were required. 173 Again the 
state was assuming more university functions which hithertofore 
were considered functions of the university corporation. In 
article 59 the government showed signs of reversing an earlier 
position when it permitted the use of opposition in awarding 
chairs, but added that the civil government had the right of 
nomination of professors for all official establishments. 174 
Article 68 provided for the creation of a national council of 
l72Ibid., p. 89. 
l74Ibid., p. 92. The university Review recamnended that 
serious consideration be given to the nomInation of foreign 
professors to certain university Chairs, for example, an Anglo-
American for courses in engineering and mechanics, a Frenchman 
for courses in physics and chemistry and a German for the moral 
and philosophic sciences. Revista ~!!. Universidad So!. Guate-
mala, I (December 15, 1877), 1-2. 
r 
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public instruction located in the capit.al. The council was to be 
composed of the university rector and six persons--allnominated 
175 by the state. The minister of public instruction had the 
right to preside over the meetings of the council but he did not 
have the power of voting. 176 Among the duties list.ed the council 
could propose to the government the necessary laws and reforms 
for public instruction, the creation or suppression of any educa-
tional institution, general media conducive to the spread of edu-
cation in the republic, the annual budget for public instruction, 
teaching programs or modifications of existing ones and an annual 
report to the government. of its activities. 177 Although the 
council had substantial power in public education, it still was 
subject to the minister of education.. Article 71 stated that the 
minister of public instruction had "supreme direction and inspec-
tion" of all public instruction. 178 
On December 13, 1879, the president issued decree 254 Which 
included a general summary of universit.y stat.utes with few 
significant modifications. The object of professional education 
was stated as the furtherance of knowledge required in scientific 
and literary professions. The number of faculties was reduced to 
four. The faculties of notary and pharmacy were again combined 
175RecopilaciQn ~ ~ Leyes, II (1881), 92-93. 
176 Ibid., p •. 93. 177Ibid _.
r 
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\<lith those of law and medicine respectively. A new faculty of 
engineering was introduced. 179 Again there was no mention of a 
faculty of ecclesiastical sciences. The curriculum of the 
faculty of law and notary contained no significant innovations 
except that students in the faculty were now required to take 
history of philosophy.1SO The curriculum for the faculty of 
philosophy and literature, as it was now designated, was one more 
of literature than philosophy. Out of a total number of nine 
courses only three could be classified as philosophy and among 
these three the history of philosophy received the most em-
b . lSl p asl.s. 
In the selection of candidates for university chairs there 
appears to be a retreat from earlier pronouncements. Article 243 
still gave the civil authority the right of nomination but added 
that the university could conduct oppositions for the vacant 
179Ibid., p. 378. Along with the educational reforms special 
societie~re formed to advise and aid the government in its 
reform program. One such society was the Scientific Society of 
Eng ineers of the Republic, which advised in matters of road 
construction, census taking, property evaluations and scientific 
advances in other countries. Rubio, pp. 340-341. In lS77 the 
Scientific Literary AcadeM¥ was founded to spread scientific 
knowledge. El Guatemalteco, May 25, lS77, p. 2. Another society, 
El Porvenir,:recelved a monthly government subsidy of 100 pesos 
to aid the general diffusion of knowledge. Ibid., August 11, 1877, 
p. 1. A Society of Immigration was formed in the same year to 
encourage immigration. Recopilacion de las Leyes, II (18S1), 17-
1 --S. 
180Recopilacion ~ ~ Leyes, II (18S1), p. 382. 
lSllbid., p. 394. The writer has taken the liberty of 
claSSifying logic, psychology and ethics as philosophy courses. 
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chairs. 182 This idea is further elaborated in article 299 which 
provided that "Professors will be nanUJlated by the qovernment but 
if in the judgment of any of the governing juntas there ought to 
be any opposition for a vacant chair in the faculty, then the 
secretary of public instruction will be advised accordingly so 
that the matter may be conveniently resolved. ulS3 This may indi-
cate a lessening of government intervention in university affairs. 
Once again however it called for the establishment of the superior 
council of public instruction. Althouqh the decree does not say 
so, this council appears to be the same as the previously men-
tioned national council of public instruction and in all prob-
ability the new council was intended to replace the older one. 
The new council was to consist of a president, deans of the 
faculty and a secretary. Both the president and secretary were 
to be nominated by the goverrunent. The term of office for each 
member was two years with the right of re-election. The govern-
ment had the right to increase the membership in the council when-
ever it deemed it convenient so that eventually all areas of 
public education might have the proper representation. 184 Thus 
the government through its own. minister of education and through 
its right of nomination in the new council maintained a powerful 
l82Ibid • 183 ~., p. 399. 
lS4Ibid., p. 400. 
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voice in all educational matters. 
There were minor innovations in university educational pro-
grams after the passage of the constitution in 1879. These inno-
vations are beyond the scope of the present study, nevertheless, 
soma of these reforms need be mentioned here since they clarify 
previous university changes. Por instance, the university regu-
lations of November 23, lS82, made no changes in the number and 
scope of faculties. Nor were there any substantial changes in 
the curriculum of the faculty of law and notary and the faculty 
of philosophy and literature. ISS What is significant in this 
regulation and all previous ones is that the faculty of philosophy 
and literature was always mentioned last and received the least 
amount of space of all the faculties. One may suspect that the 
Positivist "Liberal" was indicating his prejudices against the 
humanities. In canmenting on the courses of psychology, 109ic, 
ethics and aesthetics in the f~~lty of philosophy and literature, 
article 249 stated that these It ••• will be studied with all the 
extension possible, noting the critical judgments of the various 
schools and systems and giving preference to the Positivist sys-
tem. lI 1S6 The courses in history were to be taught in a very 
l8SLeyes Emitad!';s E2£ el Gobierno Democratico de la RepUblica 
de Guatema a, III (lS83), 301-305. 'l'lie faculty of philosophy and 
ITterature added a new course called aesthetics. Ibid., p. 305. 
186 ~., p. 312. 
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fundamental and complete manner principally from a literary view-
point and with a concluding philosophical summary of the subject 
187 
matter. 
In the provisions concerning the administration of the uni-
versity the government still retained its former control. The 
regulations stated that the governing junta of each faculty was 
to be elected by the members of the respective faculty.1S8 At 
the same time the government still retained its right of final 
approval in the appointment of professors although the use of op-
position was permitted. 189 In fact the secretary of public in-
struction was given the power to nominate a board of examiners to 
administer opposition. The nominations should be made "with the 
assistance of all of the professors of the faculty ... 190 Upon the 
completion of the opposition the respective governing junta was 
to confer the chair upon the candidate selected by the board in 
charge of opposition. Both the governing junta and the board of 
examiners were reminded that the candidate in addition to possess-
ing the necessary qualifications as a teacher must also have the 
necessary moral character. Should any difficulties arise about 
the moral aptitude or any other qualification, the secretary of 
l87lbid _. 188 Ibid., p. 301. 
189Ibid., p. 318. Here there was no change from previous 
regulations since the consent of the minister of education was 
required to use opposition. 
190Ibid • 
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public instruction was to be consulted so that the matter might 
be resolved accordinqly.19l This, of course, meant that in final 
analysis all professors depended upon the good will of the govern-
ment in their appointment to or retention of chairs. The con-
tinual expansion of state intervention in university affairs 
pranpted Manuel Valladares, a critic of Barrioa, to write that 
lithe autonomy of the university was replaced by the invincible 
jurisdiction of the ministry of pUblic instruction over the facul-
ties, which annulled the social and political influence of the 
Faculty of Doctors ... 192 The same writer then reminded his readers 
that the policy of centralization of power not only affected edu-
cation on all levels but was a characteristic of the policy of 
the Liberal regime in all aspects of national life. 193 
There was much in the university reform program which the 
religious leaders could not accept. Undoubtedly the most repug-
nant aspect was the state' s attempt to supervise the education of 
the clergy. The disappearance of the faculty of ecclesiastical 
sciences indicates that this part of the program did not prove 
successful. Even though the president appointed ecclesiastics to 
chairs in the ecclesiastical sciences, Padre RaU11 insisted on his 
right and duty to educate his own seminarians. l94 In an undated 
19l1bid• 192valladares, p. 310. 
193Ibid., pp. 311-312. 
194As examples of the appointments of clergymen to chairs in 
the ecclesiastical sciences see £1 at teco October 24 1875 
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letter, but certainly some time after the president's decree of 
JUly 1, 1875, concerning higher education, the apostolic adminis-
trator infor.med the president that since the students of the 
colegio de Infantes were dedieated to the service in the cathedral 
choir, the attendance of the students in the state university was 
im,possible. Furthermore according to the priest the Coleqio de 
Infantes had procured endowed dhairs and thus the students could 
take the same courses in the seminary as were being offered in th 
university. The apostolic administrator pointed out that for som 
time the rector of the university had approved of this arrangem.en 
especially since the students had performed well in their 
examinations--a fact that reflected the competency of the 
seminary professors. In conclusion Padre Raull desired that the 
president issue the neeessary order so that this arrangement 
could be continued and in addition he sought validation for the 
curriculum in the areas of Latin, philosophy,mathem.atics, theol 
canon and civil law without undergoing- an examination adminis-
tered by the university.195 The courses on the secondary level 
pp. 1-2, Ibid. f January 13, 1876, p. 2. One of the appointees of 
President Barrios was Padre JCngel M. Arroyo. Padre Arroyo held 
the chair of canon law up to 1872, When he resigned his duties to 
serve as curate in Quezaltenang-o. He was re-instated as profes-
sor of canon law in 1874. Ibid., December 4, 1874, p. 1. On 
December 29, 1875, he was appointed professor of moral theoloqy. 
Ibid., January 13, 1876, p. 2. On February 27, 1877, Padre 
Arroyo was awarded a monthly pension of seventy pesos for twenty 
years of meritorious service to the university. Ibid. f March 13, 
1877, p. 1. 
195 , AC, tomo 1874, doc. 460. '!'he request of Padre Raull was 
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had already received the required validation from the civil ad-
ministration on October 25, lS75, but there is no reply on record 
to indicate that a similar validation was granted for the courses 
in the seminary on a university level. Since April 7, 1877, 
there was no mention in President Barrios' decrees on university 
education about a faculty of ecclesiastical sciences. The civil 
authorities may have deemed it prudent to forego this aspect of 
university reform. l96 
If Padre Raull encountered obstacles in offering university 
courses in the seminary, he still had the possibility of sending 
some of his seminarians to the Colegio Pio Latino-Americano in 
Rome. This seminary was founded an April 15,1862, by Cardinal 
Antonelli to educate seminarians from Latin America--especially 
seminarians from those countries Where the civil authorities 
interfered with the work. of the Church in the education of its 
future priests. l97 In a letter of March 10, 1880, Padre Agustin 
Bantinelli, S. J., rector of the colegio, requested financial 
probably filed· by mistake in this tomo. 
196'l'he final reference to a purely ecclesiastical course in 
the. university was that of canon law, which the president ordered 
suppressed on August 27, 1879. No reasons were given for the 
suppression. !! Guatemalteco~ September 2, 1879, p. 2.. Accord-
ing to the report of Itadre Raull there were 200 students in the 
COlegio de lnfantes in 1879 and he attributed the fact that the 
seminary was still in operation to the capable administration of 
its rector, Padre Alberto Rubio. AC, tame 1874, doc. 323. 
197AC, tome 1874, doc. 159. 
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assistance fran the Latin American bishops to further the training 
of men for the priesthood. He added that "since the enemies of 
the Church would rejoice at seeing the seminarians, the chosen 
ones of the Holy See, decline in number with a grave danger to 
the Church, the superiors of all the foreign colegios in Rome be-
lieve themselves obligated to appeal to the zeal of their respec-
tive bishops for the purpose of sending new students and thus 
frustrate the impious designs of the enemies of the Church ... 198 
There is no evidence that Padre Raull ever attempted to send any 
of his seminarians to study in the colegio in Rome. At any rate 
the existence of such a seminary in Rome could be used in emer-
gency if the state persisted in its plan of supervising clerical 
education. 
Padre Raull not only protested civil intervention in the 
training of the clergy but also refused to comply with the wishes 
of the civil authorities to support the monthly conferences for 
the clergy sponsored by the faculty of ecclesiastical sciences. 
The dean reminded the apostolic administrator that according to 
the civil regulations he should urge his clerics, who had not 
completed their theological studies, to do so in the university. 
He insisted that all of these regulations were intended for the 
formation of a more educated clergy. "This will once more con-




the National University is not sterile and that the clergy is 
called by its ministry to occupy a distinguished place in the 
scientific and Literary Body of the Republic. nl99 Padre Raull 
on January 27 of the same year answered that he did not consider 
it necessary to urge his clerics to attend these conferences, 
since the clergy with very few exceptions was fully conscious of 
its high mission. But if the clergy felt the need of such train-
ing, it could take the opportunity of seeking the desired courses 
in the university. Furthermore the religious leader considered 
obligatory attendance at these conferences highly impractical due 
to the shortage of clergymen and heavy clerical duties. To order 
attendance at these conferences would only add further burdens. 
Finally Padre Raull considered it advisable to encourage his 
priests who had not completed their theological studies to do so 
in the university as long as it did not interfere with their 
clerical obligations. 200 Although Padre Raull's answers indi-
cated that his failure to comply with the civil regulations was 
due to their tmpracticability, he also strove to prevent his 
seminarians or clergymen from coming under domination of an edu-
cational system completely controlled by the state. 
The doUbts of the apostolic administrator about a state 
controlled university were partially confirmed by the speecbes 
given during the inauguration ceremonies of the university on 




July 1, 1875, and by the appointment of Lorenzo Montufar as the 
first rector of the newly reformed National University. The 
rector opened his address by saying that the republic was now 
moving out of the epoch of intellectual slavery and darkness. 
This epoch, according to the speaker, had developed the sterile 
science of metaphysics into an endless labyrinth by means of the 
casuists of moral theology. All of this prejudiced mathematics, 
history, political and social sciences. Dr. Montufar concluded 
as follows: "Gentlemen, as you well know, it was Dr. Mariano 
Galvez, chief of the old state of Guatemala [in the 1830's] who 
inaugurated the Academy of Sciences, from Where graduated many 
of the most distinguished men who in this moment honor me with 
their attendance. H201 Although some of the Galvez reforms re-
mained on the books in the early part of the Carrera period, the 
fact remains that the majority of the university trained men of 
the 1870's received their education during the "age of darkness." 
The next speaker, Ignacio GOmez, observed that no longer was it 
convenient for the state to have an opinion about fine arts nor 
should the state concern itself with any "classic or romantic 
dogma. '1 But the state must concern itself with "positive things, 
which if properly subjected to discussion will in no way do 
violence to individual tastes. "It does not pertain to a 
201El Progreso, October 17, 1875, p. 2. 
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govermnent to see that epic poems or drmnas are written but it 
does correspond to the govermnent to see that scientific in-
vestigations are pursued. Furthering such investigations aids 
the general advance of the human spirit without taking part in 
any school [of cont:t'oversial thought] ... 202 The third speaker 
for the occasion, Padre kgel M. Arroyo, who served as the vice-
dean of the faculty of ecclesiastical sciences, was expectedly 
more moderate in his pronouncements, especially in his comments 
on the "age of darkness. If The priest' s main observations were 
directed to the need of a better educated and more virtuous 
clergy--a need that now could be adequately fulfilled with the 
inauguration of a university faculty of ecclesiastical sciences~ 
These observations, with the exception of those of Padre Arroyo, 
must have aroused little enthusiasm among students or faculty in 
theology. 
In all of their educational reforms the Liberals placed 
much stress on utilitarianism as an educational objective. This 
held true not only for the prtmary, secondary and university 
levels of instruction but also for the establishment of voca-
tional sdhOOls.204 According to the Liberals of the l870's all 
203 Ibid., p. 3. 
204por the laws establishing vocational sChools see Recopi-
laciOn ~ !!!. LaXes, II (1876), 125-127; !! Guatemalteco, Septem-
ber 22, 1877, p. 1; R291amento Rga la Escuela de Artes .t 
Oficios (Guatemala, 1880), pp. 3- and 19-22; Recopilacion ~ ~ 
Leye,s, II (1881), 150 and 433; Plan ~ Estudios y Reglamento 
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schools must develop useful citizens who ultimately would contri-
bute to the general prosperity of the republic. 
This objective can best be i.llustrated by a reported 
anecdote of the president's visit to a class of sewing and em-
broidery in a public primary school for girls. The president 
was shocked to find that one of the girls did not know how to 
make a buttonhole. '!'he president reportedly said that while 
girls learned embroidery, drawing, and other things of little 
value, the schools failed to teach the students those things 
which have an inmediate utility. The reporter commented that 
"This determined an evolution in primary instruction in Guate-
mala and it was the foundation stone later on for the practical 
schools for women. tt205 The president's concern for education of 
immediate utility was certainly an accepted goal by the time of 
his inauguration as constitutional president in 1880, even 
. though many of the president's educational decrees were still far 
fram being completely implemented. The Secretary of PUblic In-
struction, Delfino Sachez, in his report for 1890 lamented the 
retarded state of useful studies in the past history of Guate-
mala. He asserted that this state of retardation 
Interior de la Casa ~ Eacuela ~Negocios (Guatemala, 1996), 
pp. 3-5. As -an '""iId to the general ditlusion of knowledge, Presi-
dent Barrios on October 19, 1979, decreed the establishment of a 
national library to house the books of the Sociedad EconOmica, 
the university, the Escuela Poletecnica, the Escuela de Artes y 
Oficios and the nationalized convents and monasteries. GonZalez 
Orellana, pp. 271-272. 
205 Quiaones, pp. 17-18. 
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• • • was principally motivated by some absurd beliefs and 
ideas,. which were a legacy from colonial times, and which 
were instrumental in perpetuating the arbitrary classifica-
tion of practical and liberal arts-an erroneous and 
pernicious distinction which alienates the worker from the 
truly useful studies in order to incline him to others 
which on account of being theoretical are of less impor-
tance to him. 
If our country in order to be prosperous is to be ac-
tive and industrious, it was necessary to rectify the ideas 
which held sway over the arts and dignify, if it can be so 
expressed, the different crafts, giving them the scientific 
base which ought to be had so that our citizens, far from 
considering them as degrading, may see them as noble and 
lucrative occupa2bgns which honor the person who dedicates 
himself to them. 
The same stress on practical education and enobling the useful 
crafts was reiterated by SAnchez in his comments covering the 
entire gamut of the educational program of Barrios. He saw in 
this program u. • • new horizons in which students can utilize 
their faculties and fortify their drowsy energy with the ac-
quisition of indispensable knowledge in order to live in a 
civilized society.g207 In the process of recognizing and enObl-
ing the useful sciences and occupations. the Positivist "Liberal" 
relegated the liberal arts to an inferior position. 208 
206Memorias de las Secretarias del Gobierno de Guatemala, 
pp. 22-23. - - - -
207Cited in V. M. niaz. Barrios ante ~ Posteridad, pp. 267-
268. 
208As late as 1935 Juarez Muiioz could still write that prac-
tigal edusation was one of Barrios' greatest achievements. 
Juarez Munoz, "Acto Solemne en la Sociedad de Geografia e 
Bistoria el 18 de julio de 1935 del Centenario de Reformador. 
Justo Rufino Barrios," Anales ~ 1:A Sociedad S2. Georqrafia S!. 
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'l'he Positivist ilLiberal" became obsessed with statistics in 
showing educational progress under President Barrios just like 
statistics became the determining factor in evaluating all mate-
rial progress in the republic. 209 Unfortunately numbers tell 
only part of the story and that part may be less important than 
giving the historian a clue as to the nature and quality of in-
struction. Portunately for a more precise evaluation of educa-
tional progress under the Liberals, there are periodic reports 
which afford some evidence as to quality of instruction and also 
dispel some of the optimism that certain statistical reports 
give. 
Educational statistics prior to the Revolution of 1871 and 
in the early years of the Liberal regime are rather limited. 
According to an educational report for 1866 there were 248 
schools in the republic with a total enrollment of 8,074 stu-
dents, of which 6,130 were male and 1,944 were female. In addi-
tion there were 203 male adults and 45 female adults. 'l'here 
Historia, XII (December 1935), 155. 'l'he writer ,-las made very 
much aware of the long range effects of Barrios' educational re-
forms While attending a conference of Hispanic American and 
Spanish educators in Guatemala in 1960. The educators were 
greatly concerned over the need of reestablishing the liberal 
arts to a position where they would merit the same respect as 
accorded to the legal, medical and engineering sciences. Por a 
similar reaction see Mata Gavidia, pp. 418-420. 
209'l'he significant role of statistics is seen in the estab-
lishment of an office of statistics on December 27, 1879, within 
the ministry of development. V. M .. n[az, Barrios ante .!!! 
Posteridad, p. 294. 
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were 252 teachers in charge of these schools. 210 The estimated 
population for 1866 was 1~250tOOO inhabitants and if this figure 
is correct it would mean that barely less than 1 percent of the 
inhabitants attended school and that there was one school for 
each 5,040 inhabitants.2ll The appropriation of the municipali-
ties for public education was $28,240. 212 
The educational report for 1868 under the Conservatives 
covered the capital only. 
, 
According to the resume of Manuel Jose 
Beteta, secretary of the aXUAtamiento there were 1,438 boys en-
rolled in the schools of the capital and another 1,201 were at-
tending the colegios. The enrollment of the university was 237 
and 913 girls were attending schools. The grand total for the 
.. 
2l0G~ale-z orellana, p. 217. Of the 252 teachers 206 were 
male and 46 were female. 
211Ibid., 'l~e figure of 1,250,000 does not include the in-
habitants of the departments of Izabal and Peten. A more exact 
calculation of the percentage of persons enrolled in schools 
would be to determine the percentage on the bas is of the number 
of persons of school age rather than the total population. This 
cannot be done since the population figures were not broken down 
according to age brackets. 
2l2Ibid• It must be remembered that prior to the Liberal 
educational reforms of the l870·s primary education was the re-
sponsibility of the municipality. The central government had a 
budget for public instruction but this was generally used only 
for the university and schools conducted by religious congrega-
tions. Por example the government budgets for 1862 and 
1863 called for an annual appropriation of $7,000. AC, Acuerdos 
~ Decretos ~ Gobierno Civil S!. .!9.!. Aiios !§A.Q. .!. 1869, vol. XXIIL 
". " V ~: 
r 
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capital was t.hus 3,789. 213 Allowing for the proportionate in-
crease in population between the educational report of. 1866 and 
that of 1868, one can safely conclude that almost one-half of 
the student enrollment. was concentrated in the capital. This is 
not surprising since the capital had the majority of educational 
institutions and teachers. It points out at the same time the 
necessary emphasis that the subsequent Liberal program made in 
furthering education outside of the capital. 
The first available report on education after 1871 was the 
one of 1874 submitted by Ramon Rosa. This was one year before 
President Barrios inaugurated his educational reform program. 
The report roughtly covers the first three years of the Liberal 
period. There were 358 primary schools for male students with 
an enrollment of 14,216 students and 183 primary schools for 
female students with an enrollment of 6,312 students. The 
monthly subsidy for the educational program was <,;riven as $4,317 
monthly or $51,804 annually.2l4 In commenting on the education-
al report of 1874 GonZalez Orellana stated that the number of 
primary schools had been doubled since 1866. In comparing the 
213Gaceta ~Guatemala, February 15, 1869, p. 6. 
2l4Gonzalez Orella, p. 236, El GuatE!Mlteco, October 6, 
1874, p. 1. According to,!l G"uatemaIteco educational statistics 
for the department of Peten were not avaIlable. The report 
included only schools subsidized by t.he government. 
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primary school enrollment he found that Where the 1866 report 
showed a student body of 8,074 the one of 1874 showed an enroll-
ment of 20,528. 215 Again the department of Guatemala, which in-
cluded the capital, ranked first in the number of schools and 
students. Its total number of primary ~e and female schools 
was 58 with a total enrollment of 3,940 and a monthly government 
subsidy of $1,170. 216 This figure is only slightly higher than 
the figure for total enrollment of the capital (3,789) given in 
the report of 1868. It should be remembered that the report of 
1868 included all levels and types of educational institutions, 
whereas'the report of 1874 included only state supported primary 
schools. '!'he report of 1874 did not include the few remaining 
private institutions nor did it include institutions of higher 
learning such as the university. But When one keeps in mind 
that the report of 1874 covered the department of Guatemala 
while the one of 1868 covered the capital only, the increase on 
the primary level must have been negligible. The lack of a sub-
stantial increase in the capital can easily be explained by the 
fact that in the suppression of the religious orders the state 
took over the convent or monastery schools without increasing the 
215Gonzalez Orellana, p. 236. 
216Ibid• The department with the smallest number of 
schools ane! students was Izabal., which had three primary schools 
with an enrollment of 116 students and a monthly government 
subsidy of $20. Ibid. 
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number of schools or enrollment. The slight increase undoubted-
ly was due to the establishment of new schools in the depart-
mental area outside the capital. Yet the overall increase of 
schools and students throughout the entire republic definitely 
supports the Liberal aspiration of a more general diffusion of 
knowledge. It is a credit to the Barrios-Garc!a Granados re-
gimes that the objective was well on its way during the initial 
years of the Liberal administration. 
'the first educational report after the enactment of the 
Liberal educational program was made in 1876. The survey which 
covered the educational institutions only in the capital pre-
sents the following picture. 
EDUCA'lION'AL SURVEY OP 'lIm CAPI'lAL IN 1876217 
TYPES OP SCHOOLS 
National University 
in the Capital 
Public Institutions for 
Male Studentsa 
Public Institutions for 
Female Studentsa 
Private Institutions for 
Hale Studentsb 
Private Institutions for 
Female Studentsb 
Total 
NUMBER PROFESSORS STUDENTS MO.N'l'HLY 
SUBSIDIES 
1 15 211 $ 2,000.00 
16 64 2,162 11,778.25 
9 24 771 2,046.00 
5 33 273 
13 40 321 
---
176 3,5'''' SJ.!:'.824.25 
alncludes primary, secondary and vocational institutions 
blncludes primary and secondary institutions 
217~~ Guatemalteco, September 11, 1876, p. 4. 
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comparison with Beteta's survey of 1868, indicates a decline in 
the total enrollment of 262.. The decline is larger when com-
pared with RamOn Rosa' s report of 1874 which showed 3,940 stu-
dents in attendance on the primary and secondary levels. The 
university enrollment also showed a decline. Whereas Beteta's 
report showed 237 university students, the survey of 1876 showed 
only 211 students. Similarly there is a decline in the number of 
schools in the capital between the reports of 1874 and 1876. 
'l'he former report indicated 58 schools (excluding the university) 
while the latter listed 44 (including the university). In spite 
of the decline in the number of students and schools between 1874 
and 1876 the increase of the monthly governmental appropriation 
is substantial. The report of 1874 showed a meager monthly sub-
sidy of $1,170, while that of 1876 showed a monthly appropria-
tion of $11,778.25 for male institutions and $2,046.00 for female 
institutions. 'l'he sharp rise indicates the determination with 
which the Liberals sought to push their educational reforms. 
Another significant feature of the survey of 1876 was the number 
of private institutions, which totaled 18 with an enrollment of 
594. Since the private institutions included the seminary, 
Colegio de Infantes, which undoubtedly had the largest enrollment 
of the private institutions at this time, the enrollment in the 
other private institutions was relatively small. Needless to 
say these institutions suffered from financial difficulties and 
depended mostly on tuition income and philanthropy. 'I'he Colegio 
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de Infantes was subsidized by the Church and was the only school 
listed as having a cleric as director, Padre Alberto Rubio. 
Reference has already been made to the fact that the Colegio de 
santiago y San Ignacio was sponsored by the Church. All other 
private institutions had laymen or laywomen listed as direc-
tors. 218 
In the closing years of Barrios' second administration, 
educat.ional surveys became more common. In fact beginning with 
the survey for 1878, which was submitted by Jose Antonio Salazar 
on March 15, 1879, the ministry of public instruction issued 
annual reports. The following three surveys for 187S, 1879, and 
1880 present a fairly adequate picture of public instruction for 
the concluding years of the president's second administration. 
The surveys fail t.o list the number of teachers on the primary 
levels nor do they afford informat.ion on the monthly subsidies 
given by the government for the various types of educational 
institutions. 
2lSIbid• Many of these private institutions exist down to 
the present day and some have served as a means whereby parents 
provide a religiously oriented education for their children. 
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EDUCATIONAL SURVEY POR 1878219 
'l'Y'PES OF SCHOOLS NUMBER PROFESSORS STUDENTS 
National university 1 26 544 
in the Capital 
university of the West 1 
-- --in Quezaltenangoa 
Secondary and 7b 81c 797 
vocational Schools 
Night Schools 19 
--
primary Schools 407 13,442 
for Boysd 




Total 600 107 28,163 
asurvey merely indicates that the university had been estab-
lished in 1876 with 13 chairs 
hThe secondary school in San Marcos had suspended its functions 
due to the lack of students 
clO of the professors were classified as stUdent teachers 
~e only monthly subsidy indicated in the survey was for 
primary schools. The total monthly subsidy was $24,751.74, of 
whiCh $4,568 came from the municipalities 
219Mamorias de las Secretar!as de Estado del Gobierno de 
Guatemala, pp. 5-13.- _. - -
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EDUCATIONAL SURVEY FOR 1879220 
'rY'PES OFSCBOOLS NUMBER PROFESSORS S'l'UDEN'l'S 
National University 1 28 114 
in the Capital 
University of the West 1 10 25 
in Quezaltenango 
Secondary and 1 81 981 
vocational Schools 
Primary Schools 440 19,255 
for Boys 
Primary Schools 167 7,453 
for Girls 
Total 616 119 21,828 
EDUCA'fIONAL SURVEY FOR 1880221 
'l'YPES OF SCHOOLS . NUMBER PROFESSORS STUD EmS 
National University 1 28 110 
in the Capital 
University of the West 1 8 22 
in Queza1tenango 
Secondary and 9 83 1,078 
Vocational Schools 








Total 671 119 35,527 
220Ibid., p. 11. The report was submitted by Defino 
Sanchez,-mInister of public instruction, on February 20, 1880. 
221 Ibid., p. 33. '!'he report was submitted by Delfino 
Sanchez on February 28, 1881. 
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comparison of the primary and secondary enrollment figures with 
the survey of RamOn Rosa submitted in 1874 shOW's a not.able in-
crease on these two levels. Rosa reported a total enrollment of 
20,528 whereas by 1878 this figure had risen to 27,619. There 
was a slight increase for 1879 When the enrollment numbered 
27,689 and a considerable increase in 1880 when the survey showed 
an enrollment of 35,395. The increase was partially due to the 
increase in population. The estimated population of Guat.emala 
in its first. official census in 18S0 was 1,400,000.222 Accord-
ing to this estimate the enrollment on the primary and secondary 
levels constituted approximately 2 l/2 percent of the populat.ion. 
This is a considerable improvement over the year lS74 When the 
enrollment. on t.he primary and secondary level stood at. 20,528. 
If a conservat.ive estimate of the populat.ion in lS74 is calcu-
lated at 1,250,000, then the percentage of students enrolled 
would be slightly over 1 l/2 percent.. Despite the improved per-
centage figure of 1880, the Liberals must have realized that 
their objectives of a more general diffusion of knowledge was 
222Ibid., Annex No.8, p. 7. The official figure according 
to the census was 1,215,310, but. the minister of development 
thought. that this figure should be increased at least by 15 per-
cent to include t.he inhabitants who generally flee to the moun-
tains to avoid census taking. Ibid. Francisco Lainfiesta, one 
time minister of development under Barrios, was more conserva-
ti ve in his estimate of the population in 1880. He gave the 
figure 1,278,311, of which 951,824 belonged to the indigenous 
race and 326,487 belonged to the white or mixed race. 
Lainfiesta, p. 6. 
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far fram being achieved. 
Beginning with the survey of 1874 When the number of pri-
mary and secondary schools was given as 541, one can detect a 
steady increase of schools on these levels. The report for 
1878 showed 598 prtmary and secondary schools, 1879 showed 614 
and 1880 showed 675. '!'he increase in the number of primary and 
secondary institutions is partially due to the fact that the 
figures from 1878 on include vocational and night schools. 
'!'he one aspect of the surveys that does not speak well for 
the Liberal educational program is the overall decline in uni-
versity enrollments. According to Beteta's survey of 1868 the 
university enrollment was 237. By 1876 the enrollment had de-
clined to 21l--a decline that was perhaps partially due to the 
fact that Guatemala had been at war with her neighbors. The 
survey for 1878 showed a very notable increase; the reported en-
rollment was given as 544. Yet without a word of explanation by 
the minister of public instruction the combined enrollment of 
the National University and the University of the West dropped 
to 139 in 1879 and to 132 in 1880. 223 Both the educational 
survey for 1879 and 1880 break down the university enrollment 
figures according to faculties. The faculties listed are those 
of law and notary, medicine and pharmacy and engineering. '!'here 
223The educational surveys from 1881 to 1883 inclusive show 
that university enrollments varied slightly from the ~o surveys 
of 1879 and 1880. The survey of 1881 showed an enrollment of 
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is no mention of the faculty of philosophy and 1iterature.224 
One wonders if the Positivist Liberals forgot thi$ statistic or 
were students actually discouraged from undertaking such a uni-
versity program. 
Another index to Liberal progress or lack of it in education 
is the annual expenditure for public instruction. The educa-
tional surveys of 1870 to 1880 present an inadequate picture in 
this respect. Fortunately a financial report of 1884 provides 
much information not only of the Liberal regime in the field of 
education, but also of the late years of the Conservative regime 
before 1871. 
GOVERNMENTAL EXPENDI'l'URES FOR PUBLIC INS'I'RUCTI9N FROM 
1861 '1'0 1878225 
YEAR EXPENDITURE 






143; 1882 showed 137 and 1883 showed 133. AGG, doc. 3688, 
Memoria de 1a Secretar!a de lnstrucciOn PUblica (March. 1884) • 
.;;;.;.;;;=;;;.;;;;;;; - - .=-0,;;;";;';;;";;;';';;;;;";:;;;';;;;-=0. ===;;:;. 
224Memorias de las Secretar!as de Estado del Gobierno de 
Guatemala, pp. 17:-29:]1 and 33. - - -
225AGG, doc. 3688, Memoria ~.a Secretar!a ~ lnstruccion 














The figures prior to 1871 present an inadequate picture since 
the expenditure includes that of the central government. It does 
not include the expenditures of the municipalities for public 
education Which carried the financial burden for public educa-
tion on the primary level. For instance taking the' educational 
report of 1866 whiCh listed the municipal expenditures as 
$28,240.00 and adding this to $7,033.25 spent by the central 
government for the same year, one finds the total expenditure to 
be $35,273.25. The reader should recall that before 1871 the 
central government's appropriation went also to the university 
and educational institutions conducted by the religious. Finally 
there is an extreme variation in the expenditures fran 1867 to 
1870. This undoubtedly was caused by the periodic invasions of 
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the Liberal forces from Mexico, which caused the Cerna regime to 
reduce its educational expenditures so as to use the extra money 
for military purposes. The same explanation probably holdstrue 
for the Liberal regime in 1876 when a considerable portion of 
state funds were diverted to paying for the costs of the war 
with E1 Salvador. 
Beginning with 1879 the surveys for educational expendi-
tures were more detailed and thus afford a better view of ex-
penditures for the various levels of education. During the last 
two years of President Barrios' administration the expenditures 
for public instruction read as follows. 
EXPENDITURES POR 1879 AND 1880226 
YEAR GOVERNMENT 
EXPENDI'l'URES 
I ~} '; i : j. ! 













$ 5,174.50 $ 1,087.6Z~ $185,704 .. 44 
5,229.66 1,178.12 216,783.48 
SECONDARY INSTRUCTION 














33,154 .. 44 
The expenditure survey for these two years indicates that the 
central government still depended upon the revenue from munici-
palities and private individuals to finance primary instruction. 
There appears a significant increase in annual expenditures both 
in the primary and vocational levels. For instance the increase 
on the primary level was $31,079.04 While on the vocational level 
it was $18,579.42. This increase undoubtedly paralleled the new 
institutions that were being opened on these levels during the 
two year period. On the other hand the governmental expenditures 
for university education show a significant decline of 
$8,026.08 Which may have been partially due to a decline of 
seven in enrollment, but at the same time the number of univer-
sity chairs was increased from 52 to 61. 227 
The minister of public instruction in the report presented 
to the assembly on April 22, 1884, pointed with pride to the in-
creased state expenditures on public instruction. According to 
227Ibid., The decline in annual expenditures for the univer-
sity con'Eiiiued dawn to 1883, the final year covered by the sur-
vey. Similarly the number of university chairs declined without 
a significant increase in university enrollment. By 1883 there 
were 40 chairs and 133 students with an annual expenditure of 
$24,903.96. Ibid. 
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the memoria the Conservative regime during the years 1861 to 
1870 spent $63,373.54 on public instruction whereas the Liberal 
regime during a comparable period (1872-1883) spent 
$2,672,322.92. 228 While this may appear to be an enviable 
record, it becomes less so when expenditures for public instruc-
tion are compared with the expenditures of the ministry of war. " 
The fact remains that throughout President Barrios' administra-
tion the annual expenditures for the ministry of war never went 
belOW' $1,100.000. 229 The educational budget for the same period 
never surpassed $400,000 per year. The ideal of a greater educa-
tional budget than a military one was not aChieved during the 
Barrios administration. But the preceding Conservative regimes 
were even further from reaching this goal. 230 
In spite of some evidence of educational progress there 
were a considerable number of voices in the Liberal ranks which 
expressed dissatisfaction with various aspects of the educational 
228Diario S!2 .!!!. Sesiones !!!. !!. Asamblea Legislativa So!. 
Guatemala, Guatemala, 1884, p. 3. 
229AGG, doc. 3566, Memoria ~ la Secretar!a de Hacienda ~ 
Credito pUblico de la RepUblIca de Guatemala eresenta a 1a 
Asamblea ~islanvade 1886 (Guatemala, 1886), p. 4. -Tiii' report 
iii justIfYIng the $2,103,'727.89 military expenditure for carrying 
out Guatemala's war for the Central American union in 1885 
observed that this increase was insignificant since previous 
military expenditures had never gone belOW' $1,100,000. 
230Ae, Acuerdoes y Decretos .9!! Gobierno Civil S!. los MOS 
~ 1870 A.l.8_85_, vol. 24. 
\r 
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program. 'l'he Daughters of Charity were still directing and 
teaching in the state orphanage in spite of the fact that the 
Liberal program called for secularized education. Finally 
September 23. 1880, the Daughters of Charity were released fram 
their duties. Fernando cruz reported to the assembly on March 1, 
1881, that article 18 of the constitution of 1879 called for 
secularized public instruction and this provision could not be 
fulfilled if the state permitted the Daughters of Charity to 
continue teaching in the orphanage. 231 In the same breath Cruz 
reported that the Daughters would be allowed to offer their 
services for the government hospital of San Juan de Dios, if they 
so desired. 232 Delfino Sanchez, Minister of Education, in his 
report of February 28, 1881, was more explicit as to why the 
Dauqhters could not be tolerated in the orphanage. The minister 
labelled the teaching of the Dauqhters of Charity pernicious 
since they were inculating in the minds of children It. • • those 
habits of false humility and true hypocrisY7 those customs which 
clash with the dignity and tenderness of those beinq educated 
and those ideas ••• which are opposed to the ultimate fulfill-
ment of the duties that man has as a member of a family or of a 
community and principally as a citizen of a modern Republic 




which aspires to realize the ideals of a democracy.H233 The 
religious as teachers had little utility since H .... it does 
not contribute to the formation of youths in the future who can 
dedicate themselves to various occupations Which permit them to 
obtain the l\eCessary income for their livelihood."234 During 
the eighteen years the Daughters of Charity directed the orphan-
age,they have made no worthwhile contributions to the physical 
and intellectual development of youth " ...... nor have they 
formed a single woman qualified for domestic occupations. 
• • ..... 235 Yet Sanchez was silent about the plan of Cruz, which 
called for the Daughters to serve in the general hospital. 
Since the services of the Daughters of Charity were no. 
longer deemed necessary in the orphanage by 1880, one would 
think that the number of teachers had increased sufficiently so 
that the state was able to staff its institutions with lay 
teachers. '!'his was not the case as shown in a report given by 
the ministry of education in February of 1880.. '!'he report con-
sidered the lack of well qualified teachers one of the greatest 
drawbacks in the educational program. '!'he report showed disap-
pointment with the graduates from the normal schools which 
233Memorias ~ !!!. Secretarill,! ~ Estggo !!!l. Gobierno .9.!. 
Guatemala, p. 10. 
234Ibid • 
-
235Ibid., pp. 10-11. 
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. . • produced few youths qualified for teaching and as a re-II 
suIt it was necessary in many instances to employ persons who 
were far from possessing the knowledge and qualifications which 
are required in the discharge of their duties." 236 The report 
went on to complain about the insufficient number of advanced 
. hId' h 1 f . 1 237 pr~ary sc 00 s an pr1mary sc 00 s or g1r s. 
Although the official reports made periodic references to 
various shortcomings in the educational program, little if any-
thing was said about special training for the Indians. The presi-
dential order of February 9, 1880, calling for the inauguration 
of a school for Indians in Quezaltenango, was a concerted effort 
to encourage education among them. 238 The institution, which 
was known as the Colegio de Ind!genas de Quezaltenango, was a 
secondary school and showed an enrollment of twenty students and 
three teachers during its initial months of operation. The gov-
ernment provided an annual subsidy of $2,100. 239 The Liberals 
still believed however that the Indians would attend the regular 
236Informe de la DirecciOn e Inspeccion 
ciOn pUblica fGuatemala, 1880) I P. 4. 
-
237Ib 'd 5 .....2:,...., p. • 
General ~ Instruc-
238El Guatemalteco, February 24, 1880, p. 3. 
2:9Informe ~lA,Direccion ~ Inseeccian Genera~ ~ Instruc-
ciOn PUblIca, Statist1cal addendum with pages unnumbered. 
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public institutions.. This certainly appears to be the tenor of 
the remarks made by Delfino Sanchez in February of 1881. He 
noted that the new civil code had destroyed the differences be-
tween the castes which had been introduced by colonial and Con-
servative legislation. He insisted that the Liberal administra-
tion was doing thie through the school system which did lMay with 
differences in language, customs and civilization. He hoped that 
the end result would mean a raising of the intellectual level of 
the indigenous race. 240 What the minister of education really 
meant was that the Liberal regime of Barrios hoped to bring the 
Indian into the national life through a general and widespread 
system. of education. This had been the goal of the previous 
colonial and national administrations, but advances toward the 
objective had always fallen far short of the mark. 241 
In spite of the many shortcomings of the Liberal educational 
program, one cannot but be impressed with its ideals and scope. 
Even the anti-Barrios writer, Manual Valladares, admit.ted that 
t.he Liberals under Barrios made qreat progress in education, 
which was the main goal of the administ.ration. The shortcomings 
that did exist, Valladares thinks, should be traced mainly to 
24°Memorias de las Secretarias de Estado del GObierno de 
Guatemala, p. 12.- - - - -
24~e Liberals of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries 
did not succeed in wiping out illiteracy. C. Reginald Enock 
wrote in 1913 that 80 percent of the Guatemalans were illiterates 
C. Reginald Enock, ~ Republic, .2£. Central ..!.!!!! South America 
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the fact that many times the program. was badly organized. 242 
The program of the Liberals becomes more impressive When one 
recalls that not only did the government push for wider diffusion 
of knowledge but it also had to fill the educational vacuum left 
by the departure of religious societies. In a matter of a faw 
short years the government had converted religiously oriented 
and in most cases religiously controlled schools into a cam-
pletely secularized school system. 243 The fact that the new 
. public school system inaugurated in the 1870' s did not achieve 
the desired results in subsequent years may have been due more 
to the quality of men in charge of the program after 1880 than 
to the educational reform program itself. The fact that Guate-
mala today still faces the taSk of eliminating widespread illi-
teracy is sufficient evidence of the inmensity of the task, 
which the Liberals of the 1870·s sought to undertake. No one 
can deny however the new orientation in education introduced by 
the Liberals in 1875. In the words of M. A. Herrera the educa-
tional reforms of 1875 initiated It ••• a new course of ideas 
(London and New York, 1913), p. 446. Erna Fergusson claimed 
that by 1921 the illiteracy rate was more than 86 percent. Erna 
Fergusson, Guatemala (New York and London, 1937), p. 301. 
242valladares, p. 310. 
243A report given in 1884 shows that by 1883 there were 53 
private primary schools in operation with an enrollment of 1,898 
and with an administrative and teaching personnel of 215. The 
expenditure for 1883 was listed as $80,891.44, the bulk of Which 
was borne ,by :griyate individuals. .M,emgria ~ !!. Secretar!a ~ 
bll-ca p. 11. 
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and started to awaken the intelligence from the lethargy Which 
had bean produced by the rigid and inflamed atmosphere of meta-
physical and clerical instruction.,,244 The legacy of Positivism 
bequeathed by the Liberals of the 1870' s had far more reaching 
consequences than the much discussed increase in the number of 
schools, teachers and students. 
244Berrera, p. xiv. 
CHAPTER VIII 
CONSTI'l'UTlCUALIZING THE REFORM 
The Liberals by 1879 could point with pride to their reform 
program in the religious and educational spheres. Although many 
of the reforms aroused opposition in Conservative circles during 
the initial years of operation, by 1879 the Liberal administra-
tion had its program solidly established. While the reformers in 
the early l870's may have been concerned that their work might be 
undone as was the Liberal program. of Mariano Galvez in the 1830 's, 
there seems to have been little to fear in 1879. The correspond-
ence between Padre Raull and Archbishop ?!nol in 1878 and 1879 is 
~ '. 
more concerned with the financial difficulties of the Church than 
with devising programs to combat the Liberals. The archbishop in 
his letter of July 5, 1878; complained bitterly about his finan-
cial straits. He noted that since collections for the archbish-
op' s fund have ceased. his income has been almost nil. Further-
more his incane from his property in Guatemala has been all but 
eliminated due to increased government taxes. In conclusion he 
wrote that he was living on charity in a school in Havana, CUba, 
and he hoped that Padre Raull would be able to offer some 
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financial assistance. l The letters of the apostolic administrator 
make it clear that he could do little for the archbishop in his 
financial difficulties. On July 1, 1878, Padre RaUll informed 
the archbishop that the Church had serious financial problems 
since the government had failed to make the promised canpensa-
tions. 2 He again complained of financial difficulties in his 
letter of April 18, 1879. 3 The archbishop did not find the con .... 
duct of the Guatemalan government unusual,. and he reminded Padre 
Raull that the government.' s failure to make compensation for na-
tionalized Church property was merely a repet.ition of events in 
other countries Which had suffered the same fate. 4 
Financial difficulties also plagued tile formerly cloistered 
nuns. In his letter of Pebruary 6, 1878, the archbishop advised 
Padre Raull to grant the nuns permission to leave the country so 
that they might continue their religious life elseWhere. The per-
mission was to be granted only if the nuns had the necessary means 
to pay for the costs of transportation. 5 The apostolic adminis-
trator wrote on June 1, 1878, that permission to leave for the 
lAC, tome 1874, doc. 323. 2Ibid • 
. 
3Ibid• An ecclesiastical inventory dated December 25, 1880, 
shows that the metropolitan Cathedral received 60,168 pesos from 
the civil government from 1875 to 3une of 1880. Ibid.,. tomo 1880, 
¢lcc. 332. 
4 Ibid., tame 1874,. doc. 323. 
5Ibid .. 
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united States and Spain was given to four nuns while other nuns 
still continued to practice their religious life in Guatemala as 
best as they could under existing circumstances. 6 The letters of 
the apostolic administrator and the archbishop make it clear that 
many of the formerly cloistered nuns who remained in Guatemala 
were not receiving the promised state subsidy for their liveli-
hood. 7 
Padre Raull in 1879 was still concerned about the adverse 
criticism of his conduct as apostolic administrator. In his let-
ter of August 20, 1879, he made reference to letters criticising 
his conduct which had been sent to the archbishop. He mentioned 
no names but merely observed that due to his limited capacities 
he could have made errors. He assured the archbishop that all of 
his actions were undertaken with the best of intentions and that 
he would send a report of his administration that would fully 
justify him. He concluded with the remark that in spite of all 
the adverse circumstances the religious fervor of the people was 
very great.a The archbishop·s reply of November 11, 1879, as-
'" sured Padre Raull that he had received no critical letters over 
the administrator's conduct and furthermore should such letters 
7Ibid• 
albid• As an example of his good intentions Padre Raull 
informed the" archbishop that in the recent celebrations of the 
feast of Corpus Christi all services were held inside the church 
since he feared that processions outside the churches would be-
come an occasion for irreverence. Ibid .. 
. - . 
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arrive the archbishop promised that. the proper judgment would be 
made in the matter and that Padre Raull need have no wOJ:ries in 
cllis regard. 9 
The death of Pope Pius IX and the election of Pope Leo XIII 
may have caused Barrios to be more optimistic about improving his 
relations with the Holy See. Pope Leo XIII had invited the presi-
dent to attend his elevation to the papacy.10 In his reply 
shortly after Pebruary 20, 1878, the president expressed his ap-
preciation for being asked and added, "I accept, Most Holy Father, 
the manifestations of benevolence, with Which Your Holiness has 
favored me. I assure you sincerely that the same sentiments will 
guide my conduct in the relations with the Vatican and making sup-
plications that the Pontificate about. to be inaugurated may be a 
glorious one •• .. 11 In spite of the president's acceptance he • • 
did not permit the publication of the letter of felicitation sent 
by Pope Leo XlII to Archbishop Pthol. Padre Raull in his lett.er 
to the archbishop dated April 18, 1879, informed the archbishop 
that the letter of felicitation was in his possession but t.hat it 
~as not permit.ted t.o be published in Guatemala. 12 The apostolic 
9Ibid• 
lOEl Guatemalteco, April 25, 1878, p. 2. The president may 
have been aware of Pope Leo XIII' s favorable overture to Bismarck 
of Germany in order to improve Church and state relations in that 
country. 
llIbid. 12AC, tomo 1874, doc. 323. 
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administrator was not clear as to who prevented the publication 
but apparently the government feared that such a publication 
would justify the conduct of the exiled archbishop and indirectly 
serve as an indictment of the government's religious policy. 
The correspondence between Padre Raull and the archbishopdoea 
not point to any new difficulties in the relations between the 
Church and state. The tenor. of the correspondence does not voice 
approval of the existing religious policy but indicates a spirit 
of resignation rather than expectation that the situation will tm-
prove with the passing years. Perhaps both clergymen, although 
they never said so, saw in the election of Pope Leo XIII a possi-
bility for improving the lot of the Church in Guatemala. Since 
Pope Leo XIII had shown an early inclination to deal with anti-
clerical republican regimes in Europe, one might assume that the 
clergy in Guatemala saw a possible improvement of Church state 
relations. The occasion was the drafting of a new constitution. J 
President Barrios at the end of 1878 felt that the time was j 
ripe for such a document. His decree of November 9 called for a 
constituent assembly for the purpose. He noted that the country 
no longer faced the instability that it faced in 1876 when the 
previous draft was attempted. He thought that now was the time 
to relinquish his dictatorial powers that he had received in 
1876 for he believed them to be contrary to the democratic prin-
ciples of the Revolution. 13 The decree provided that the con-
l3Recopilacion ~ ~ Leyes, II (1881), 209. 
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stituent assembly was to consist of sixty-one elected delegates, 
who were to assemble in the capital on March lS, 1879,. to begin 
work on the constitution and consider all matters proposed by 
the government. l4 All citizens were qualified to be elected as 
delegates with the exception of certain civil officials as 1efes 
politicos. These civil officials could not be elected in the 
districts in whiCh they performed their civil functions, but they 
could be elected as delegates in another district in which they 
had no civil functions. The same rule applied to parish 
curates. 1S 
The procedure in the election of delegates generally fol-
lowed the rules laid down for the elections to the constituent 
assembly of 1876. The deputies represented all shades of 
political opinions. The group included Conservatives, clerics, 
moderate a~d radical Liberals (Jacdbins).16 One writer described 
it as "an assembly of all canponents with a very Barrista 
eclecticism • .,17 According to one Guatemalan writer, F. Hernandez 
de Leon, even the working class had its representative. , Jose 
Francisco Quesada must have been the only one in this category 
since his description of other delegates indicates that. they were 
l4Ibid., pp. 209-210. 
lSIbid., p. 210. 
16aerrulndez de LeOn, I, 369. 17Ibid• 
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either men of wealth or military personnel. 18 The complete list 
of delegates as given by Casimiro Rubio shows that a considera-
ble number of delegates had held or were holding tmportant civil 
positions in the Barrios administration. The only clerics in 
i ' , .,(-- , the convent on were Padres Manuel de Leon Moran and .t\Ilgel Marl-a 
Arroyo. The for.mer did not participate in the deliberations of 
the convention because two days after the opening of the conven-
tion on March 15 he submitted his resignation, stating that he 
was unable to obtain a substitute pastor for his parish in 
patzUn. 20 It is possrhle that he was pressured into resigning 
by the Conservative elements in the clerical ranks. Padre 
~el Arroyo·s acceptance of the position of adviser to Barrios 
had met opposition from the same source. Padre Raull provision-
ally approved the appointment of Padre Arroyo because he thought 
it could serve the best interests of the Church.. 'l'here is no 
evidence that further criticisms were voiced against the election 
18 Ibid., pp. 368-369. 
19Rubio, pp. 368-369. For brief comments an the background 
of some of the delegates see Hernandez de Leon, I, 368-369. 
Among the prominent members in the canventio~ were Jose Antonio 
Salazar, Jose Farfan, RamOn A. Salazar, Martin Barrundia, Manuel 
Herrera, J'ose Arzu, Francisco Lainfiesta, Jose Mar!a Samayoa, 
Delfino Sanchez, Manual Lisandro Barillas (became president on 
th9 death of Barrios in 1885), Manuel Aparicio, Padre Manuel de 
Leon Horan. Lorenzo Montufar, Vicente Beltranena, Antonio 
Machado, Manuel J'. Dardon and Padre bgel xarta Arroyo. 
20El Guatemalteco, JUne 26, 1879, p. 2 and ~., JUly 3, 
1879, pp:" 1-2. 
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of these two clerics as delegates at this time. 
The preparatory junta for the constituent assembly sought 
the good will of the apostolic administrator by sending him an 
invitation to attend the installation ceremonies of the assembly 
scheduled for 11:00 a.m. on the 15th of .March but the cleric 
excused himself fran attending, pleading illness. 21 Reasons 
of prudence may have dictated his action since the Holy See's 
attitude towards the Barrios regime had never been fully clari-
fied. His presence at the installation ceremony could give the 
impression that both he and the Holy See approved the religious 
policy of Barrios. 
'!'he opening session of March 15, 1879, was mainly concerned 
with the election of Doctor Farfan as president of the assembly 
and the swearing in ceremonies of the delegates. 22 The militant 
secularism of the convention is demonstrated by the pledge which 
replaced the usual oath taken by the delegates. "I promise to 
fulfill with loyalty and patriotism the mandate of the people 
and to discharge faithfully the mission which has been conferred 
upon me. u23 pollowing the precedent set by the delegates in the 
21 AC, tamo 1879, doc. 101. 
22AGG, Actas de la Asamblea Constituy;ente 1879, pp. 9-10. 
These actas were not pubfIshed and are in manuscrIpt form. 
23~., p. 10. 
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constituent assembly of 1876 there was no reference to God. 
In the fifth session March 21 the assembly took up the task 
of answering the presidential message of November 9, 1878. This 
had called for the convening of a constituent assembly together 
with a general report of the administration's activities dating 
back to the president's assumption of power in 1873. The message 
included the reports of his various ministries, such as the edu-
cational survey of 1879 noted in the previous chapter. 24 In his 
remarks on the Church and state relationships the president ob-
served that 
The relations of the state with the Church have not 
changed. I have continued developing the principles of 
liberty Which safeguard civilization in religious mat-
ters, attending only to repress the aspirations of 
fanaticism. With the e3tablishment and recognition of 
civil marriage by our codes, some Guatemalans have 
celebrated the contract of matrimony directly before the 
departmental political ag~ority with the formalities 
assuring their validity.2 
The assembly in a lengthy reply found the action of the president 
and his administration wholly acceptable and it was observed that 
there was no abuse of ~~e dictatorial powers which the assembly 
had given the president in 1876.26 Special credit was given the 
president for his furtherance of progress, internal peace and 
24v. M. D!az, Barrios ante 1A Posterida~, pp. 315-320. 
25Cited in !pid., p. 319. 
26AGG , Act8;S .9!! II Asamble~ Constituyente 1879, pp. 32-33. 
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order and good relations with foreign countries and the Church. 
The reply commented on the latter by stating that, It It is satis-
factory [to note] that the relations between the state and the 
Church have presented no difficulties once your political px'oqram 
adopted ample religious liberty, repression of fanaticism and the 
institution of civil marriage in accordance with modern civiliza-
tion ... 27 
During the same session a committee of seven was elected to 
formulate a. constitution. 'rhe delegates appointed for the task 
were Delfino Sanchez (president of the commission), Lorenzo 
, " , Kontufar, Jose Marloa Samayoa, Manuel Darden, Antonio Machado, 
. 2B Jose Salaz.ar, and Cayetano D!az. 
In keeping with the militant Liberalism of the convention 
was the proposal made by Lorenzo Montufar during the sixth ses-
sion on March 26. He suggested that the title "donll be elimi-
nated as a form of address in the convention since it was diffi-
cul t and monotonous for the secretary to record and for the 
delegates to hear. Ironically Kontufar argued that even during 
the Conservative years of 1839-48 such a form of address was not 
used on the assembly floor. 29 'l'here was no action taken on the 
27Ibid• A more radical civil marriage decree was enacted 
shortly-selore the assembly terminated its activities in Decem-
ber of 1879. 
28Ibid., pp. 34-35. 
29Ibid., p. 36. 
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matter at the time, but later sessions show that the secretary 
used the word ttciudadano" instead of "don" in recording the 
addresses that the delegates directed to each other. One finds 
it difficult to understand why "ciudadano" should be less diffi-
cult and montonous to record, but it certainly had more of a 
French revolutionary ring than did the noble title of "don.1t 
By November of 1879 the committee in charge of drafting the 
constitution had terminated its work. The debates over the 
draft version started on November 22 with a discussion of 
article 1. According to this article "Guatemala is a free na-
tion sovereign and independent. It delegates the exercise of 
sovereignty to the authorities which the constitution estab-
lishes.,,30 Curiously enough the discussion that followed showed 
no awareness of the implications of the word "sovereignty.1t 
For instance, no delegate raised the question whether or 
not sovereignty was limited. The only question raised was 
whether or not an addition should be made to the article--namely 
to define the specific boundaries of the country. Lorenzo 
Montufar argued against the addition on the grounds that defining 
a specific boundary could cause unfriendly reactions on the part 
30aafael Montufar, ed., Diario de las Sesiones de la 
Asamblea Constituyente S!. 1879 (Guatemala, 1927), p.40:-
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of foreign powers.3l The article was accepted as proposed by 
the commission. 
AS might be expected, a considerable portion of the debates 
were spent arguing the pros and cons of the articles concerning 
the relationship of Church and state. The opening debate on the 
religious question came up in the session of December 1. 
Article 24 provided that "~e State does not recognize an offi-
cial church, but the exercise of any cult in the interior of a 
church is a religious guarantee for Guatemalans and foreign resi-
dents in the Republic. The Government exercises inspection over 
all cults for the conservation of public order."32 The dele-
gates, Martin Barrundia and Rafael Arroyo, immediately proposed 
an amendment to the article. The amendment stated that "The 
exercise of all religions without preeminence of anyone remains 
guaranteed within the interior of the churches, but its free 
exercise cannot be extended to the execution of subversive acts 
or practices incompatible with peace and public order, nor does 
it give the right of opposing civil or political duties ... 33 The 
amendment appears to add little to the original article except 
that it spelled out in clearer terms the limitation of the 
3lIbid., pp. 40-42. Here undoubtedly Montufar had in mind 
the age old boundary dispute with Mexico over the Chiapas and 
Sononusco areas, which was not settled until 1882. 
32~., p. 91. 33Ibid• 
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practice of cults within churches. 
Lorenzo Montufar immediately took the floor to argue in 
defense of the original article. His opening remarks were 
directed to Padre Arroyo, who while favoring religious tolera-
tion supported the recognition of an official ChurCh. According 
to Montufar the dogmas of any religion, while they may be true, 
cannot be proved and as long as dogmas laCk demonstrable proof 
the state cannot impose an official religion on its subjects. 
Montufar failed to understand how Padre Arroyo could accept the 
position that dogmas cannot be proved and yet not accept the 
logical conclusion that flows from the premise. 34 The delegate 
continued his observation by noting lessons in history which 
prove the folly of official religions. He pointed to the error 
of Napoleon Bonaparte in declaring Catholicism the official reli-
gion of France. He claimed that the religious intolerance of 
Spain against the Jews and Moors was one of the chief reasons 
for her decline. He accused the French clergy and particularly 
the Jesuits of exerting their influence on the courtesan of King 
Louis XIV in his revocation of the Edict of Nantes and the 
consequent bloodshed. 35 Montufar next directed his remarks to 
Antonio Machado, who advocated both an official churCh and 
religious liberty. This position, Montufar found totally contra-
dictory. 
34 lbi\i., p. 92. 35 Ibid., pp. 92-95. 
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In order to have liberty of cults, it is necessary 
that all cults may be equal before the law, just as to 
have civil liberty, it is ne~essary that all men may also 
be equal before the law; and all cults cannot be equal 
before the law if one of the cults is sustained by state 
revenues, state authorities and state l~s. When there 
is an official religion [or] an official church, there is 
no liberty of cults: there is no more than simple toler-
ance. 36 
He bolstered his argument with historical references to the in-
tolerance in those countries where an official religion was es-
tablished such as Russia, the papacy's persecution of the Jews, 
and England's attacks against the Catholics. l7 Montufar 
sarcastically reminded Machado that the article was offensive 
to no religious belief or practice; in fact these were guaran-
teed by the constitution. l8 Furthermore Montufar saw no merit 
in the argument that an Official religion was needed in Guatemala 
because it was a Catholic country. He noted that Guatemala with 
a population slightly over one million inhabitants was two-thirds" 
Indian. These practiced idolatry and therefore were not 
Catholics. 39 · In conclusion he attacked the popes Who he said 
opposed popular sovereignty and freedom of religion. He especi-
ally sigled out Popes Boniface VIII, Gregory VIII, Innocent III 
36Ib ' d 1 ., p. 96 37 Ibid., p~. 96-97. 
38Ibid., p. 97. The recorder of the session noted that 
the satrre-of Montufar was received with much laughter and 
applause. 
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and pius IX. 40 As proof he quoted Pope Boniface VIII, who he 
said stated that tlNo government comes from the people ; all gov-
ernments cane from God. ,,41 
, 
The argument of Montufar failed to convince a number of 
delegates. Rafael Arroyo came to the defense of his proposed 
amendment, which he claimed was needed to combat the irreligious 
notes of the original article. He argued that his amendment 
guaranteed the liberty of cults and yet made the state conscious 
of the fact that religion was necessary for the welfare of 
society. Liberty of cults he argued would be most conducive to 
tmmiqration to Guatemala. 42 
The next speaker, Mariano Micheo, made a bitter attack on 
.Montufar. Be accused him and other members of the assembly of 
becoming involved in disputes over religious dogmas when the 
avowed purpose of the assembly was to draw up a constitution. 
Dogmas, he said, were not matters for legislation. According to 
40Ibid., pp. 98-99. 
41Ibid• Apparently Montufar had in mind the statement of 
Pope Boniface VIII in his Unam Sanctam Which reads, "There is no 
power but from God: and those tliat are, are ordained of God. II 
Paulet, I, 595. In this same speech Montufar deplored the ex-
cesses of the French Revolution especially under Robespierre, 
when he attempted to inaugurate an official cultto the Goddess 
of Reason. On the other hand he pointed to the extraordinary 
progress of the United States, which has no official religion. 
Speech is cited in V. M. D!az, Barrios ante la Posteridad, 
pp. 349-355. ' -
42Diario ~ .!!!!. Sesiones .5!!. .!A Asamblea Constituyente ~ 
1879, p. 101. 
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Micheo the only thing that the fundamental charter ought to do 
is to provide " ••• that no one would be persecuted for his 
political and religious opinions and in addition the exercise of 
all cults is absolutely permitted. u43 
Both Raimundo Gonzalez and Padre Arroyo went further than 
previous speakers in attacking the proposed article. Both 
pleaded the necessity of an official religion. Gonzalez admitted 
that it was beyond the duties of the state to become involved in 
matters of conscience, but he insisted that article 24 in not 
recognizing any religion was attacking the beliefs of the ma-
jority of the Guatemalans, who preferred the Catholic faith. 
This, according to the speaker, is an historical reality in 
Guatemala and must be "respected and favored before the laws: 
Which are made by the representatives. u44 Next Gonzalez turned 
his attacks on Francisco Lainfiesta. He accused him of advocat-
ing that the only true road to God was through reason. In a 
prolonged recital of crimes throughout history the speaker as-
serted that many of these were committed in the name of reason. 45 
In favoring an official religion Gonzalez attacked Montufar's 
statement that the state cannot recognize an official religion 
since the state may not legislate in such matters. Gonzalez 
noted that recognition of an official religion does not entail 
43Ibid., p. 102. 
45Ibid., p. 104. 
44Ib l.' d., 103 p. • 
-
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legislation but merely recognizes the will of the nation, which 
, 
demands that its beliefs be protected and respected. 46 Gonzalez' 
severest attacks were directed against political fanaticism. 
which he said he abhorred just as much as religious fanaticism. 
In describing political fanaticism he remarked that " . • • • l.n 
discussing the greatest questions, principles are falsified, 
logic is forgotten, reason does not judge independently and from 
here there are declared as evident truths, propositions which 
are very far from meriting such an honor, and to this category 
corresponds the article under discussion.,,47 He concluded that 
as a good Catholic, of whiCh he was proud, he would not vote for 
the article. Even Rousseau in his Emile, he noted, stated that 
"it is a great presumption on the part of man to change religion, 
and in other passages he [Rousseau] offered the opinion that 
among the religious errors that God pardons with much facility 
are those we from childhood draw from our parents. M48 Neither 
could he accept the arguments from history as proposed by 
Montufar since for Gonzalez they were not applicable to the case. 
In short the speaker considered the article atheistic and con-
trary to popular sentiments. 49 
Padre Arroyo in his defense of an official religion admitted 
46 Ibid _. 47Ibid., p. 105. 
49Ibid., p. 106. 
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that the state could not impose an official religion which is 
accepted and practiced by all the people. According to Padre 
Arroyo it made little difference that two-thirds of the inhabit-
ants (Indians) committed many religious errors, as Montufar main-
tained. In principle these Indians were Catholics and they had 
fallen into error due to lack of proper instruction. What these 
people needed were zealous and understanding pastors to provide 
the necessary instruction. 50 Like Gonzalez, Padre Arroyo argued 
that society needed religion and he noted that the Prench Revolu-
tion with its ideas of liberty, equality, and fraternity offered 
licenses to commit crimes since these ideas lacked a religious 
foundation. On the other hand he observed that Napoleon saw 
this error and thus openly recognized the need of the Catholic 
religion even though he may have done this purely for political 
motives. Padre Arroyo used the argument of Adolphe Thiers to 
show that religion was the foundation stone for a good society 
and state. 51 Padre Arroyo's sharpest attack came when he dis-
cussed the concept of liberty. 
The public liberties are not public licenses: liberty 
consists in the right of eaCh one to exercise his faculties 
within the limits of the law; liberty does not withdraw man 
from the influence of· authority nor from the obedience to 
laws 7 liberty is not nor can it come under the influence 
of fallacy and calumny • • • : it cannot be a resource for 
intrigue, astuteness, and force against the rights of man; 
no one public liberty may be exercised as a detriment to 
50 Ibid •• p. 107. 51 Ibld" pp. 107-108. 
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the prestige which authority ought to have over the people 
it governs. Therefore, I am not [and] I cannot be in agree-
ment with the liberties which tg~ constitutional project 
proclaims in an absolute sense. 
Padre Arroyo concluded his address with a plea to the asSembly 
to avoid sarcastic attacks on religion and to respect religious 
dogmas and senttments. S3 
The final address in the debates on article 24 was given by 
Antonio Machado, a member of the canmittee in charge of drafting 
the constitution. Machado's arguments paralleled the observa-
tions made by Ratmundo Gonzalez and Padre Arroyo. The delegate 
saw no need to refute Montufar's observations drawn from history 
since these historical events had no relationship to the article 
under discussion. He also refused to accept Montufar's conten-
tion that Guatemala must use the United States as a model for 
religious liberty. He admitted that the United States had made 
great progress through its policy of separation of Church and 
state--a policy that was indispensable because of the religious 
pluralism in the United States. This solution the speaker found 
unacceptable in Guatemala where the Catholics constituted the 
vast majority and where the Catholic tradition must be re-
spected. 54 He stated that 
52Ibid., p. 109. 
-
53Ibid., p. 110. 
address received brief 
The recorder noted that Padre Arroyo's 
applause. 
54Ibid., pp. 110-111. 
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The government ought to live in harmony with the Church and 
have with it relations that procure the advancement and 
welfare of each institution. If these relations are broken, 
if the respective authorities do not maintain them, then., 
gentlemen, the Government will not be able to intervene in 
all those affairs in which it is convenient to intervene in 
order that in all the departments and in all the towns of 
the Republic there may exist the necessary order for the 
conservation of peace and tranquility in the Nation. There 
are opportune measures of avoiding serious inconveniences, 
which although they can be remedied after they have hap-
pened, prudence dictates and advises that they be prevented 
beforehand. 55 
Machado favored liberty of cults for the same reason as did 
Montufar--namely for the furtherance of immigration. This posi-
tion did not prevent the delegate from advocating state support 
for the religious ministers of the principle cults in Guatemala. 
He argued that 
• • • the public treasury is nothing more than the obolus 
Which each citizen places in the national coffers in ex-
change for serv.ices received and for which the (citizen] 
should contribute according to his means to the formation 
of the public treasury. Shall society then not have the 
most perfect right that from the public treasury the minis-
t~rs of cults may be paid, [and] that it (society] may pay 
all that which signifies social welfare and Which tends to 
satisfy the aspirations of the individuals that constitute 
the nation?56 
In conclusion Machado pointed out the practical advantage of his 
position. As a Catholic he favored liberty of cults because in 
the future he might be in a country where Catholics are in the 
minority and under such circumstances he hoped that the other 
55Ibid., p. 112. 
56Ibid., pp. 112-113. 
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religious sects, which are in the majority, would respect the 
catholic minority.57 
After the address of Antonio Machado the assembly took up 
the task of voting on the amendment proposed by Machado to 
article 24. The amendment provided that "'!'he public or private 
exercise of any cult remains guaranteed to the Guatemalans and 
foreigners in this Republic. '!'he Government exercises inspec-
tion over all the cults in respect to the [maintenancel of public 
order .... 58 '!'he amendment was defeated by a vote of thirty-four to 
eleven. 59 After the defeat of Machado' s amendment Padre Arroyo 
proposed another amendment, which read, "'!'he public power, 
recognizing the fact that the majority of the Guatemalans pro-
fess the religion of the Catholic Church, guarantees their cult, 
public and private, reserving for itself the inspection which 
concerns the conservation of public order .. ,,60 The amendment of 
Padre Arroyo was not seriously considered by the assembly since 
as Jose Miguel Parro noted Padre Arroyo waited until the very 
last minute to introduce his amendment. 61 Instead the assembly 
took up the previous amendment of Martin Barrundia and Rafael 
57Ibid., p. 113. 
59Ibid • 
58Ibid., p. 114. 
60Ibid., p. 116. 
61Ibid• Padre Arroyo defended his action by stating that 
he had written out the amendment but forgot to bring it along 
to the assembly. Thus he had to rewrite it while he was in the 
assembly. 
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Arroyo which passed by a vote of forty to eight. 62 
In the session of December 2 the assembly began debate on 
article 25, which guaranteed the right of peaceful association, 
but prohibited "the establishment of religious congregations and 
all kinds of institutes and monastic associations. Jl63 An amend-
ment was offered by Antonio Machado, which guaranteed the right 
of peaceful association without arms .... • • but for the estab-
lishment of any religious community in the Republic, the au-
thorization of the government and the approval of the assembly 
is necessary.n64 Although the amendment gave the civil authori-
ties an important voice in the founding of religious communities, 
it did leave the door open for the re-establishment of the sup-
pressed religious communities. In defense of his amendment 
Machado noted that these communities have rendered noteworthy 
humanitarian services in the past and thus they should not be 
prohibited outright. Rather the government should reserve the 
right of determining if humanitarian services had been rendered 
by the cammunit1es. 65 The delegate argued that the constitution 
contained provisions guaranteeing freedom of thought, freedan of 
teaching, religious liberty and right of peaceful association, 
but in spite of these freedoms article 25 absolutely prohibited 
62Ibid• 
64Ibid• 
63Ibid., p. 121. 
65Ibid., p. 122. 
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religious communities. To avoid this contradiction the speaker 
recommended ". • • that the Government and Assembly, applying 
the criteria of public necessities and conveniences, admit or not 
admit those religious associations Which correspond to these 
necessities and conveniences and fulfill the aspirations of 
modern life. tt66 
Next Padre Arroyo asked the members of the committee Whether 
the article included all religious associations. The priest es-
pecially wanted to know if the article included religious asso-
ciations that do not have perpetual vows--namely the Daughters of 
Charity. Padre Arroyo insisted on an answer to this question 
before he would explain his opposition to the article. 67 , Jose 
Mar1a Samayoa, a member of the committee, offered Padre Arroyo an 
inconclusive answer by merely re-reading the article and left it 
up to Padre Arroyo to interpret it as he pleased. 68 Padre Arroyo 
again took the floor and pointed out that the main issue at stake 
is to determine who has the right to determine the existence of 
religious and monastic associations. Is it the Church or the 
State? If the Church determines the status of religious associa-
tions, then the Church has the right to suppress or establish 
such associations. If this power belongs to the state, then the 
members of the committee ought to indicate what status the 
66Ibid., pp. 122-123. 
68Ibid• 
6'Ibl.· d., 123 
- p. • 
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Daughters of Charity hold in light of this article. Again Padre 
Arroyo insisted that before such an article could be incorporated 
in the constitution, the committee must clarify the article and 
not avoid the issue. He asked if there was any member of the com-
mittee willing to defend the article. "Or is it desired to attack 
an institution and an individual right without explaining the how 
or the why, and without clearly defining the meaning in which the 
committee spoke or the criteria by which the [committee] was in-
spired?u69 In answer to Padre Arroyo·s question Jose M. Samayoa 
noted that religious communities in the first place violate nature 
by taking vows of chastity. Secondly by taking vows of obedience 
to another power other than the state, religious associations lack 
all utility. Thus to incorporate in the constitution a provision 
permitting the establishment of religious associations would be 
the same thing, according to the speaker, as the government per-
mitting the establishment of slavery.70 Pinally he observed that 
to allow religious communities to re-enter the country would be a 
censure of the government which had already expelled them. 71 
Next Lorenzo Montufar in a lengthy address took up the de-
fense of the article. In his introductory remarks he attacked 
religious communities through a study of history. He noted that 
69Ibid., The recorder noted that Padre Arroyo was applauded 
upon concluding his remarks. 
70Ibid •• p. 124. 71Ibid • 
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there was no mention of monastic institutions in the Bible and 
that these institutions were not introduced until after the time 
of Constantine. With the beginning of monastic life carne many 
abuses, Which caused popes from time to time to regulate or 
abolish monastic institutions. He especially noted that Pope 
Clement VIII said that no religious community might be established 
without the approval of those persons to whom the community could 
either bring harm or usefulness. He also gave the example of Pope 
Clement XIV's suppression of the Jesuits. 72 After his arguments 
from history Montufar defended the suppression of religious com-
munities on economic and political grounds. He stressed the 
state's right to suppress or prohibit religious associations as 
inherent in the concept of sovereignty. He pointed out that 
Guatemala had not been the only country that had used her sover-
eign right to suppress religious associations. European countries 
such as Spain, Portugal, and Prance had done so as also had been 
done by other republics in the New world.?3 His arguments based 
on economics challenged the assembly to list the goods that have 
been produced by religious associations. He did admit that they 
had produced useful goods in the past, but these goods had no 
value in the nineteenth century. For instance he commended the 
monks for their work in the cultivation of new lands, but now 
monks were no longer needed to remove mountains since machines 
72~., pp. 125-126. 73~., p. 126. 
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were the great movers of the epoch. He noted the example of the 
monks in the Philippine Islands, who taught the natives. how to 
weave cloth but he added that today people weave, u. • • not. as 
an abbot weaves in his cloist.er, [but.] weaving is done by means 
of t.hose powerful machines which have been exhibit.ed in the ex-
posit.ions in Philadelphia, Paris, London, etc., and those machines 
are not monastic machines. H74 Neit.her did he consider monastic 
inst.it.ut.ions just.ified by reasons of charit.y, for he found a new 
and different. concept of the administration of charity in the 
ninet.eenth cent.ury. In the civilized world charity no longer en-
couraged vagrancy, whereas religious communities in their works 
of charit.y fostered laziness since 
thousands of beggars, who withdrew themselves from work in 
the fields, from industry, from crafts, et.c., went to the 
doors of the monasteries to beg, because they knew that at 
those doors they would be given all the necessary means of 
livelihood. • • • Today a child is taken from the cradle, 
is fed, is watched over, is educated physically and morally, 
is given a career and t.hereafter is presented t.o society in 
order t.hat he may seek a promising fut.ure. Contemplate, 
Gentlemen, this system of exercising charity in the nine-
teent.h century with the system of exercising it when there is 
given a piece of bread to beggars at the doors of the con-
vents! 75 
Montufar called religious men and women uan infinity of religious 
[who] are dead arms for industry, agriculture [and] commerce. H 
He asked his listeners to consider whether these religious are 
mendicants or do they possess goods. If they are the former, then 
74Ibid., pp. 126-127. 75Ib 'd .;;;;;;.;:;,;1:;:,., P • 127 • 
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they can be considered a heavy charge on civil society. If they 
possess property, then society is confronted with an establishment 
of "dead hands, II who are a threat to the development of public 
riches. Whatever consideration may be given to the monasteries, 
the speaker was convinced that in the nineteenth century these in-
stitutions were an exotic growth and as such the government had 
the most perfect right to call for their suppression. 76 
Montufar touched on many significant issues in his address 
but like his colleague Samayoa he did not answer the question 
posed by Padre Arroyo--namely did the article prohibit the 
Daughters of ~harity. The question was raised again by Padre 
Arroyo after Montufar's address. The priest reiterated his sup-
port of the Machado amendment by saying that the provision would 
allow the government to permit the establishment of religious 
communities if such societies were deemed good for the public 
welfare. Since ti~e religious societies had made important contri-
butions to society in the past, the priest saw no reason why the 
societies could not make similar contributions again and thus 
benefit the state as they had done in the past. 77 
Next Padre Arroyo called the delegates' attention to the 
existence of the Congregation of the Mission and the Daughters of 
76Ibid • The recorder noted that Montufar's remarks received 
brief applause. 
77Ibid ., pp. 128-129. 
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Charity, both of which in the strictest terms of canon law did not 
constitute monastic institutions since they did not take perpetual 
78 
vows. "But, Gentlemen,t.hey form societies, they live the com-
mon life, they have a vow of viilJinity, which is renewed year by 
year, [and] they are subject to a superior general and tmmediate 
superiors." In view of these points, Padre Arroyo suggested that 
the members of the committee might wish to qualify the term 
"monastic association" and thus indicate whether or not the pro-
hibition of monastic institutions applies to the Daughters of 
Charity. 79 In his conclusion the priest urged the assembly not 
to suppress the Daughters of Charity who had made an enviable 
record in humanitarian work not only in Guatemala but also in 
Europe--especially during the Crimean War. "I invoke, Delegates, 
your generous sentiments in favor of the poor, the orphan [and) 
the needy, and I hope that you will conserve always among us that 
magnificant, brilliant and most fruitful institution ... 80 
Montufar's answer again avoided the issue raised by Padre 
Arroyo. He complimented the clergyman for his poetic remarks 
concerning the Daughters of Charity, but the speaker indicated 
that the Daughters were irrelevant to the question under consider-
78The priests of the Congregation of the Mission had entered 
Guatemala with the Daughters of Charity to serve as their spiritum 
directors. They had not been suppressed by the religious reforms. 
79 Ibid., p. 129. 
80Ibid • The recorder noted that the address was greeted with 
brief a~nthusiastic applause. 
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ation. The real point for Montufar was whether the new constitu-
tion should leave the door open for the re-establishment of 
religious associations. To permit such a possibility meant for 
MontUfar the denial of the principles of the Revolution of 1871 
since one of the basic principles of the Revolution was the aboli-
tion of "dead institutions." "The duty of men Who sustain the 
principles of progress is to sustain the ideas of the revolution. 
It is necessary to terminate the Conservative regime of 30 years 
and initiate a life of progress and welfare for the country. Por 
this, it is necessary to consign to the fundamental law doctrines 
and principles, which fortify and secure those great ideas, whose 
triumph was obtained in San Lucas •• ,81 Montufar reminded Padre 
Arroyo that during the Middle Ages it was logical to hand over 
teaChing duties to religious since this was an age of darkness and 
only among the religious was there learning_ In spite of this 
Montufar still maintained that the teaching by the religious dur-
ing this period brought great evils.. Be accused the monks of tak-
ing advantage of the darkness of the age to propound false 
doctrines, such as the Palse Decretals, which proved fatal to 
societies. Such teaching could no longer be tolerated in the 
nineteenth century since the progress of this century--such as 
telegraphy, railroads, steam and the telephone--was not due to 
81Ibid., pp. 130-131. San Lucas refers to the military 





Shortly after the address of Montufar a vote was taken on 
article 25. The recorder of the assembly minutes did not give the 
number of votes for or against, but merely indicated that the pro-
posed article passed without amendment and that the passage was 
approved "with great enthusiasm and applause. lt83 
By December 11, 1879, the constituent Assembly had terminated 
its debates on the proposed constitution. With the exception of 
the debates concerning the establishment of an official religion 
and the prohibition of monastic institutions, there were no other 
important religious issues raised in the constituent assembly. 
Yet there were other provisions Which had a religious signifi-
cance, but these received little or no attention in the debates. 
Article 18 under Title 2, which listed personal guarantees, pro-
rvided that "Primary instruction is obligatory: sustained by the 
Nation, [and] it is lay and gratuitouse n84 Article 21 under the 
same title provided that "All can freely dispose of their goods, 
provided that it be done without transgressing the law. However 
entail and all bequests made to dead hands [meaning religious 
corporations] remain absolutely prohibited, except those which 
82Ib ' d 131 =;;;,~;;;;.., p. • 
83Ibid., p. 132. The speeches of Lorenzo Montufar made in 
the ConstItuent Assembly of 1879 can also be found in R. Montufar, 
pp. 54-83. 
84Ley consti tutiva E!2. II RepUblica .2.2. Guatemala decretada J2.2£ 
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are destined for charitable estab1ishments."8S Since both 
articles 18 and 21 were merely a reaffirmation of the earlier 
presidential decrees, the assembly did nothing more than to ap-
prove constitutionally the actions of the president. To have 
acted otherwise could only have been interpreted as a censure of 
the president's conduct. 
Title 2 also contained two articles whiCh could prove ad-
vantageous to the Church. Article 26 9Uaranteed freedom of 
86 
speech and press without previous censorship. While this could 
be interpreted as a right for Church leaders to air their opinions 
, 
in public, the fact remains that Padre Raul1, as has been already 
noted, complained about the civil restriction placed on his pub-
lications because these publications might incite acts of dis-
obedience against the civil authorities. There appeared no 
evidence in 1879 to indicate that the civil authorities were ready 
to inau9Urate a more lenient policy in regard to public utterances 
made by the religious authorities. 87 Another possible advantage 
la Asamblea Nacional Constituyente en 11 de Diciembre de 1879 
(Guatemala, 1879), p. 6. - - - -
8SIb.: d • 86 i --=- Ib d., p. 7. 
87Enrique Guzman, a Nicara9Uan traveler in Guatemala during 
the final months of 1884 and the beginning of 1885, found little 
freedom of the press in the country. In commenting upon the 
major newspapers at the time he concluded that their objective was 
the glorification of the president. Guzman, pp. 49-53. 
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to the Church was article 27 whiCh permitted private instruc-
tion.8a The article can be viewed as a constitutional guarantee 
for the Church-s operation of the seminary, Colegio de Infantes, 
but with the prohibition of religious associations the Church had 
little hope of inaugurating a wioespread private educational sys-
tem. The most that could be expected was that Catholic laymen 
would step in and fill the vacuum left by the departure of reli-
gious members.. The guarantee of the inviolability of property as 
stated in article 28 held few advantages for the Church. The in-
violability of personal property did not hold true where public 
interests were involved, but even here the state obliged itself 
to make compensation whenever it was found necessary to expro-
priate property.89 Since by 1879 a good portion of the property 
of the Church (except churches) and religious corporations had 
already been expropriated, the guarantee of the inviolability of 
property meant little or nothing to the Church with the possible 
exception of the guarantee of compensation, which the president 
had already promised. The guarantee was essentially concerned 
with property of individuals and not property of religious cor-
porations. Possibly under this article the Church could place 
its title to property in the name of a private citizen, but this, 
8aLey; q,onstitutiva ~!!. Repu'blica S!.. Guatemala, p .. 7 .. 
89Ibid• The constitution made no reference to nonreligious 
corporate property. Presumably this type of property was con-
sidered private property. 
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as the reader may recall, had already been attempted shortly be-
fore the decrees of expropriation. Such a change of title was not 
honored by courts and there is no reason to believe that times had 
changed in 1879. 
Title 4, which listed executive qualifications, duties and 
powers, included provisions with a religious significance. These 
admittedly had less significancetban the ones mentioned above. 
For example article 65, paragraph 4, stated that the candidate 
for the presidency must be of the lay state. 90 On the other hand 
no such qualification was deemed necessary for candidates for the 
assembly. Article 70 under the same title stated the "oath" of 
office for the executive and shows the militant secularism of the 
constitution. The prescribed "oath" or "promise" read, "I 
solemnly declare to discharge with patriotism the office of Presi-
dent and observe and see that the constitution of the Republic may 
!be observed with fidelity ... 91 The omission of the word, God, as 
a witness to the solemn declaration is significant, but it may be 
recalled that this declaration did not differ in spirit from the 
~eclarationsrequired from the members of the constituent asSem-
~lies of 1876 and 1879 upon assuming their duties. It was another 
effort to separate civil and religious matters. 
The most telling evidence of the assembly's willingness to 
90 Ibid., p. 15. 
9~ecopilaci6n ~ ~ Leyes, II (1881), 341. 
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accept the proposed constitution was the approval of article 39 
without any serious opposition. '!'he article which was listed 
under "guarantees" provided that "If the territory of the nation 
is invaded or attacked or for any motive the public tranquility 
is threatened, the President, in agreement with the Council of 
Ministers, will be able to suspend by decree the individual 
guarantees .. • • stating if the suspension includes the entire 
Republic or one or various departments of the Republic and giving 
an account to the Assembly in its next sessions .... 92 The same 
presidential p~er in shorter terms was reiterated in article 77, 
paragraph 18, which stated that the president can "suspend the 
guarantees in agreement with the Council of Ministers, when public 
order demands it.,,93 When article 39 came up for the discussion 
in the assembly, no member presented arguments in favor of limit-
ing the president' s poW'er in the suspension of guarantees. 
, 
Jose 
Mariano Micheo expressed some opposition to the article but his 
opposition was mainly concerned with its vagueness. HCMever he 
was quick to acknowledge that he favored the article. 94 In answer 
to Micheols proposal for a more explicit article Padre Arroyo 
voiced his support of the article without further changes or 
92Ley Constitutiva S!. l!. RemlPlica ~ Guatemala, p. 8. 
93 ~ .. , POI 18. 
94Diario S!. .!.y. Sesiones S!. la Asamblea Constituyent,e S!. 
1879, p. 139. 
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additions. He admitted that in countries where public order was 
assured, an article with greater limitations on the president's 
power to suspend guarantees would be acceptable. This was not 
the case in Guatemala and thus such a ltmitation would be anti-
Liberal. He argued that the government needed wide powers to de-
fend itself so that it could further the greatly needed progress. 
He concluded that once the executive obtained popular confidence, 
he was thereby endowed with "all the force and all the faculties 
necessary for repressing every attempt of subversion against 
public order.,,95 The article encountered no difficulty in its 
passage, and one may suspect that Padre Arroyo expressed the 
sentiments of the majority of the assembly. Thus the assembly 
felt that even with the inauguration of the constitutional period 
a mild form of dictatorship was necessary so as to further the 
work of progress and prepare the country for more Liberal democ-
racy at a later date. 
It is obvious in reading all the debates over the Constitu-
tion of 1879 that the central issue of sovereignty was for all 
95Ibid• In addition to suspension of guarantees the presi-
dent had power of inspection of public and private instruction 
and direction of public instruction, watching over administration 
of justice, appointing justices of first instance from the list 
submitted by the Supreme Court of Justice, raising and directing 
of armed forces, guarding the collection and administration of 
public revenue and decreeing the use of revenue in accordance with 
the laws aqd commutation of penalties and issuing pardons. 
Recopilacion ~~ Lexes, II (1881), 342-343. 
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practical purposes avoided. One possible explanation might be 
that the representatives were not aware of its significance--
especially in regard to relations between the Church and the 
state. Yet there is evidence that at least same members of the 
assembly were conscious of it--especially Lorenzo Mbntufar, who 
probably more than any other member was responsible for the draw-
ing up and obtaining passage of the constitution. According to 
Jesus Carranza, the moral influence of President Barrios and the 
work of Lorenzo Montufar in the assembly were the ~o most impor-
tant factors in pushing through the constitution.96 Carlos Wyld 
Ospina, a critic of the Barrios administration, considered the 
constitution the personal work of MOntufar. 97 Yet it was the 
same Montufar who shortly after the passage of the constitution 
became very much involved in the concept of sovereignty in his 
short publication entitled!l Eyangelio ~ e1 Syllabus ~Yn 
Dualismo Imposible. 98 'I'he first article IIEl Evangelio" has a 
96 Carranza, p. 61. 
97carlos Wyld Ospina, El AutOcrata Ensayo Pol!tico-Social 
(Guatemala, 1929), pp. 71-737 This work is mainly concerned with 
the dictatorship of Estrada Cabrera (1898-1920). The author 
contends that Lorenzo Montufar was not only responsible for the 
dictatorship of President Barrios but also for the subsequent 
Liberal dictatorships, since the Constitution of 1879 was written 
for a dictatorship--not a democracy. 
98El !yangelio .Y:. & Syllabus Y !!.!l Duatismo Imposible. was 
originarry published as ths:ee separate art1cles. El Evangelio 
and El Syllabus were published in Costa Rica in 1884 and Un 
DualIimo Imposible was published in San Salvador, El Salvador, in 
1886. All were written while Lorenzo Montufar was in voluntary 
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typical Positivist ring wherein he showed how the ancient pagans 
explained purely natural phenomena through religion. With the 
march of civilization many of these notions were destroyed. 99 
, 
Montufar found much to praise in the coming of Christianity but 
he claimed that the teachings of Christ were corrupted by subse-
quent leaders of the Church especially after Constantine made it 
an official religion. With the decline of Christianity came the 
"prolonged night of the Middle Ages. II Here the author became in-
volved in a long list of injustices perpetrated by popes and 
Church leaders such as persecution of non-Catho1ics, killing of 
heretics, attempts at regicide and expulsion of the Jews and 
Moors. He concluded that the Church no longer could be consid-
ered as founder by Jesus Christ since the faculties given by 
Christ to his disciples did not involve ruling politically or 
becoming involved in mundane affairs. lOO 
The second article, El Syllabus," cited various articles 
from the Syllabus of Pope Pius IX.10l Conmentinq on the various 
canons in the Syllabus he noted that canon XVII declared persons 
to be excommunicated who held that eternal salvation can be had 
outside the Church. Montufar answered that II It is a principle of 
exile after his break with Barrios over the boundary negotiation 
with Mexico in 1882. Wilson and Finke, IV, 375. 
99Lorenzo Montufar, El Evange1io ¥- e1 Syllabus ~ un Dua1ismo 
Imposib1e (Guatemala, 1922T, p. 8. Th1s-rssue is a reprint made 
by the Partido Liberal Federa1ista de Guatemala. 
100Ibid., pp. 17-29. 101Ibid., pp. 34-48. 
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eternal truth that the law does not oblige those who do not knO\\f 
it. nl02 His most significant observation was that canon XIX 
destroyed national sovereignty since it did not permit civil 
authorities to determine their jurisdictional limits and made 
civil governments dependent on ecclesiastical power. This for 
Montufar was the most absolute ultramontanism. 103 The author then 
pointed out that ultramontanism essentially meant the destruction 
of the state. For Montufar it was impossible to conceive of the 
existence of two sovereignties over the same nation or to conceive 
of a dependent sovereignty, yet this was the position of ultra-
montanism which desired to retain the supremacy of the pope over 
the state. 104 Montufar argued that nIf the State is dependent, 
it is not sovereign: the only sovereign then is the Pope." This 
position according to Montufar was a negation of the foundation 
of modern popular constitutions, which declare that sovereignty 
belongs to the nation without any other limitation. "Those who 
affirm that the Pope has the danination over heaven and earth 1 
that he is the lord of kings and peoples, attack the independence 
102 Ibid., p. 51. 
103Ibid • Canon XIX is a condemnation of the position of 
those who Kold that "The Church is not a true, perfect, and en-
tirely free society, nor does she enjoy peculiar and perpetual 
rights conferred upon her by her Divine Pounder; but it appertains 
to the civil power to define what are the rights and limits within 
which the Church may exercise authority. Poulet, II, 593. 
l04Montufar, n Evangelio 2. £1 SX11abus 2. .!:!!l Dua1ismo 
rmposible, pp. 51-52. 
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of the State and produce a conflict with constitutional princi-
ples. u105 Be pointed out that the position of ultramontanism 
could not be found in the gospels or in the teachings of the 
apostles. Rather Christ in his instructions, "Give to Caesar that 
which is Caesar's and to God that which is God's," established a 
clear dividing line between the Churcl1 and the state. 'l'hus the 
principle of the independence of the Church and state proceeded 
from the gospels but the u1tramontanists have attempted to 
destroy it by having the Church invade temporal authority. lOG He 
reiterated the foregoing position when he commented on canon LX, 
which he cla~ed condemned sovereignty and called for governments 
by divine right. 107 In his comments on other canons he noted that 
canon XXVIII was opposed to the constitutions of all countries of 
the Catholic world since it opposed the civil pase required by 
these countries for the publication of a papal bull. "Xf the 
governments did not have the right of denying the pase to bulls, 
the only government of the Catholic people would be the Pope. "108 
Montufar also took issue with the Syllabus since he claimed 
it attacked the freedom of teaching.. He observed that canon XXII 
made it necessary for a writer or teacher to ask bishops and monks 
before expressing ideas. 109 He claimed that canons XLV, XLVII and 
l05Ibid • , p. 52. lOGIbid• f pp. 52-53. 
l07Ibid • , p. 55. l08Ibid• , pp. 53-54. 
-
l09Ibid• , p. 53. 
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XLVIII had a stmilar effect since they placed the right of teach-
ing in the hands of the clergy, who offer no light or hope of 
progress. 110 Finally he remarked that canon LXXVII required a 
country to close its doors to foreigners and sever its relations 
with the cultured world. "If we were to observe that canon, we 
would live isolated, advancing rapidly toward barbarism. nlll The 
writer in ooncluding his comments stated that in no area of 
Christ's teaching did He fl ••• give to Peter the power for dis-
posing of governments, or for: burning alive 5 million men, or for 
damning the study of geography, or for stopping the advance of 
progress under the pretense of detaining it as Josue detained the 
sun. "ll2 
The final article, "Un Dualismo Imposible, II which was 
dedicated to the Faculty of Philosophy, Humanities and Pine Arts 
of the National university of Chile, concerned the possibility of 
two sovereignties within a nation. As the title suggests the 
author considered this impossible. Be began by observing that 
~en are different not only in race but also because of environment. 
~e states must strive to accommodate these differences and the 
IlO~., p. 54. 
lIIIbid., p. 56. 
1l2Ibid .. , POI 57.. The reference to geography concerns an 
earlier remark of Montufar when he claimed that a certain council 
of Salamanca pronounced Columbus a heretic because he insisted 
that the earth waS a sphere. Ibid. f p .. 49. 
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failure to do so is one reason why the Raman Empire proved to be 
an illogical entity. yet the Church in her contention t.hat she 
had jurisdiction over the souls of men and indirectly over their 
bodies attempted to accomplish the same thing that the Roman Em-
pire tried and failed to do. '!'he popes tried to impose their 
doctrines by declaring persons heretics who disagreed. The Church 
failed in this mission: this was evident in the defeat of the 
Church in the Protestant Reformation and Treaty of Westphalia in 
1648, which resulted in religious toleration as a law of na-
tions. 113 '!'he clergy desired to control education so as to 
render people docile ~d therefore subvert the governments which 
might be opposed to the interests of the clergy.l14 No nation 
with such clerical power could be free or independent. Moreover 
an article in the constitution read: "Sovereignty resides exclu-
sively in the nation. All publicists, whatever school of thought 
they may profess, are convinced that the sovereignty of the people 
consists in the fact that the people govern themselves, by their 
own authority and as it pleases them, without any other power 
having the faculty to intervene in their constitution and laws." 
If a nation does not have this all inclusive power, then accord-
ing to Hontufar the state is not sovereign. 115 He returned again 
to attack the Syllabus of Pope Pius IX, which he claimed contained 
113Ibid., pp. 65-71. 
l15~., pp. 76-77. 
114Ibid., pp. 74-76. 
.. 
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provisions that violated sovereignty.. One such provision was 
canon XXVII Wherein the pope refused to recognize the civil pase 
in regard to publications of bulls. This he considered a viola-
tion of a constitution Which insists on the state· s right to use 
the ease 0 116 Se also attacked the Syllabus on the grounds that 
it denied popular sovereignty. "The SYl;labu~ does not recognize 
the sovereignty of the people and instead of recognizing it, it 
condemns it. Therefore the constitutions and the Syllabus, cannot 
coexist. It is necessary that either the Syllabus disappears or 
that the fundamental modern laws disappear. '!'here is no half-way 
point in that dileJlaa." 117 Thus Montufar vieW'ed the Church and 
state relationships as an endless conflict. He pointed out that 
"it is an error to believe that the president and the bishop can 
march together along the same path. '!'heir union is impoGsible as 
is the union of an individual who goes Borth and the other Who 
goes South. pllS Thus the only solution for MOntufar was to fol-
lOW' the example of the United States. 119 He then attacked his 
Liberal colleagues Who wished to create an official church and 
control the clergy through the pp.trona;t,o. By making the clerics 
official functionaries of the state these clerics will only have 
additional means to gain power over civil authorities. In addi-
tion the eatronato had proved to be a joke since the pope could 
116Ibid., p. 7S. 
11SIbid. 
ll1Ibid -., 




reject the names presented by the civil authorities if they did 
not meet his approval.. He accused the Liberals of being unaware 
of the fact that the constitution and the Syllabus are incom-
patible. There could be no harmony IIbetween the functionary of 
the State who is called a bishop and the funct.ionary of the State, 
who is called president. ,,120 In conclusion he point.ed out "that 
it is necessary for those struggles (between the Church and the 
State) to end in Whiah there is always one great victim, humanity. 
These will disappear by declaring by fundamental law the inde-
pendence of the Church and the State ... 121 Montufar expressed 
similar ideas in a speech that he gave in the Club Liberal in 
Guatemala on September 2, 1885. He denied clergymen the right 
to hold political positions since they were subject immediately 
to the pope and could not aspire to higher positions unless they 
had the approval of the pope.. 'rhese clerics according to Montufar 
knew very well that they could not. serve two masters. .. X 
[MOntufar] do not. know What an ecclesiastical minister would do 
in carrying out the Encyclioal and the Syllabu~ and at the same 
time pushing the country along the path of progress (and] follow-
ing the Im~s of modern civilization~1I122 He remindej his 
120 Ibid., p. 104. 
121Xbid., p. 105. It is interesting to observe that a 
socialist writer,of the 1930·s could practically use the same 
argument as Montufar in regard to sovereignty in the relation-
ship between Church and stat.e. Vidaurre, p. 108. 
122 ' R. Montufar, p. 292. 
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listeners that the patronato was an illusion since no pope would 
ever find a Liberal candidate acceptable.12l He remarked that 
his idea of independence of Church and state was defeated in the 
constitution of 1879 because the advisers of President Barrios 
urged the president to retain the Ratronato so that the state 
could maintain its superiority over the clerqy.l24 
Mont.ufar manifests without a doubt an extreme Libel:al poai-
tion and he himself admit.t.ed that many of his Liberal colleagues 
were unwilling to go along with him all t.he way. Yet it is 
significant that he as the most influential Liberal of the day in 
GUatemala did not brinq these points up for discussion in the 
constituent assembly of 1879. !he full implication of MOntufar's 
concept of unlimited sovereignty could have elicited stronq reac-
tions from Conservatives and moderate Liberals alike. perhaps 
reasons of tact and politics prompted silence in the matter. The 
Liberals needed a constit.ut.ion t.o justify their claim that 
Guatemala was takinq its position alonqside the modern repUblics 
of the nineteenth century. As long as there was no constitution, 
there was the dictatorship of President Barrios approved by the 
consti tuent assembly of 1876. Such a qovernment was an anathema 
123 Ibid., p. 284. 
l24Ibid• # p. 283. The anticlerical El Borizonte in an 
article ent.itled .tNo debe ser libre" argued aqainst. a free Church 
in a free st.ate in Central America since the Catholic Church would 
use it.s freedom to dest.roy the state. n Horizgnte (Guat.emala), 
November 19# 1881, p. 1. 
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to the Liberal creed. 
Did the Constitution of 1879 fulfill the Liberal aspiration 
of terminating dictatorship in Guatemala? The study of subsequent 
history evokes a decidedly negative answer. One need cite only 
the dictatorial regtaes of Estrada Cabrera (1898-1920) and Jorge 
tTbico (1931-1944). With the possible exception of the Conserva-
tive regtme of Rafael Carrera (1844-1865) Guatemala has had few 
dictators that parallel the authoritarian rule of Cabrera and 
Ubico. While the admirers of President Barrios may argue that 
subsequent presidents sUbverted the Constitution of 1879 and thus 
made themselves dictators, the fact remains that many Conservative 
and Liberals writers are convinced that the constitution failed 
to end the Barrios dictatorship. Even the chief foxmulator of 
the constitution, Lorenzo Montufar, admitted that a truly Lrberal 
constitution was an impossrbi1ity as long as Justo R. Barrios was 
president. l25 In analyzing his role in the drafting of the Con-
stitution, Montufar compared the constitution to a 1ion's caqe 
which was made of silk threads with a wide door. In noting the 
motives of the constitutional committee, on Which he served, 
Montufar remarked, "So we determined that the cage should be very 
large and that it should have a large door so that the lion might 
pass in and out without breaking the threads • • • Barrios did not 
l25Chester Lloyd Jones, Guat~ala ~ ~ Present 
(Minneapolis, 1940), p. 51. 
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observe the fundamental law. The Constitution was no more than 
an ornament in Guatemala, as a bouquet of flowers might be. The 
lion does not go out of his cage by its large door. He amuses 
himself • • • rather in breaking the silken threads one by 
one. n126 The Positivist historian of the Revolution of 1871, 
Mariano Zecena, stated that the constitution in reality placed all 
central power in the hands of the president ". • • in order that 
the caudillo might fulfill his missions of implanting revolution-
ary principles without the Obstacles of a restrictive law which 
would have been necessary to violate at each moment. It was, in 
the end, the work of an epoch and of a man, not of a people. 11127 
He argued that the constituent assembly considered it necessary 
to place in the hands of the president "all the most dear inter-
ests of the patria. The work of the deleqates of 1879, 'Which 
concerns the fundamental basis of the republican and representa-
tive system and individual guarantees, appears to be more the re-
sult of the concession of an o.mn.ipotent political power, of a 
transitory epoch and of an experiment, than the work of a people 
'Who were agitated in search for liberty • .,128 Manuel Cobos Batres, 
a Conservative writer, observed that students from the primary 
grades to the professional schools have been taught that the 
l26Montufar cited in ibid. 
128 Ibid., pp. 91-92. 
127 N Zecena, p. 94. 
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constitution of 1879 was truly Liberal and advanced for its 
time. 129 This view he rejects since the constitution remained 
silent on such important points as individual guarantees and 
since it centralized all branches of power in one man. Rather 
the constitution, according to Cobos Batres, should have con-
tained " ••• precepts superior to all laws, precepts untouchable 
by all authority_ JI This he claimed the United. States did in 
Itmiting the power of Congress in the first amendment. 130 He 
argued that other republics such as El Salvador, Honduras and 
Nicaragua had restricted the power of the assembly. For instance 
laws relative to the press, state of siege, and electoral rights 
had a constitutional character and could not be altered by an 
"ordinary asSembly.H131 Since the constitution of 1879 lacked 
such restrictions, the author thought that the individual guar-
antees of the Conservative constitutional Act of 1851 were much 
more Liberal than the ones of 1879. 132 
Manuel Cobos Batres attacked the constitution of 1879 and 
the principle of separation of Church and state. He admitted that 
the union of Church and state had many advantages but since 
enemies of Catholicism had used the patronato for their own 
nefarious purposes, the union of Church and state had proved to 
129Manuel Cobos Batres, Carrera (Guatemala, 1935), p. 93. 
130Ibid., p. 94. 131Ibid• 
132~ •• p. 95. 
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be most dangerous to the Church. The Church may have had certain 
economic advantages under the Ratronato, but even these advantages 
the Church could afford to forego if there were separation of 
Church and state as had been established in other Catholic coun-
tries. 133 The Church in Guatemala, according to the Concordat in 
effect to 1871, received an annual state subsidy of 4,000 pesos 
plus income fran tithes. Thus the total income fran these two 
sources was anywhere from 15,000 to 18, 000 pesos. Be argued that 
tithing in particular served as a basis for enemies to attack 
the Church and felt that the Church would have been willing to 
give up the sources of income if there had been effected a 
friendly solution in terms of separation of Church and state as 
was done in Brazil and Chile. 134 Be considered it curious that 
the Liberals advocated the separation of Church and state as a 
sign of true national progress but yet in 1935 (When Cobos Batres 
wrote these lines) the leading progressive states in Latin 
America were Chile, Argentina and Costa Rica--all of Which had a 
union of Church and state. 135 In fact, he accused the leading 
Liberal of the Barrios administration, Lorenzo Montufar, of ad-
vocating principles that violated the separation o·f Church and 
state. Be attacked the ideas of an article written by Montufar 
133 ~., p. 96. 134Ibid., pp. 96-97. 
135 Ibid., p. 97. 
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on October 23, 1891, in!l Partido Liberal since Montufar argued 
that the state had the right to restrict the emission of pastoral 
edicts, a right that even the Conservatives failed to recoq-
nize. 136 Cobos Batres pointed out that the Constitution of 1879 
made the Church a subject of the state. This subjugation re-
sulted from article XXIV, which although allowing freedom of cult 
gave the state power to resist certain religious exercises which 
were declared either subversive, incompatible with public order 
or opposed to the fulfillment of civil and political obliga-
tions. 137 
Be claimed the majority of the Latin American republics of 
the nineteenth century recognized the religion of the majority as 
an official religion. Many of these republics were parties to 
concordats, which granted the eatFonato. This was incorporated 
into their public law. Instead of stating that the Constitution 
of 1879 truly realized Liberal aspirations, the defenders of the 
Constitution should have stated that their principal object was 
the centralization of power and the termination of clerical influ-
ence. Then Cobos Batres felt that he would have been able to 
agree with the defenders of the Liberal creed and the Constitution 
l36Ibid ., 97 98 pp. - • 
l37Ibid • 
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of 1879 that their policy was truly stated. 138 He could not see 
how the Liberals had achieved their goal of separating the Church 
and the state. 
The Constitution of 1879 was not unique as a Liberal experi-
ment. The Guatemalan Liberals were acquainted with the Liberal 
constitutions of other Hispanic American republics, especially 
the Mexican Constitution of 1857. Manuel Herrera, minister 
plenipotentiary of Guatemala to Mexico in 1879, remarked that 
Guatemala vi~ed the Liberal progress of Mexico with great admir-
ationl liThe government of Guatemala continues along the same 
luminous path of the Liberal governments of Mexico, the people of 
Guatemala sympathize vividly with this people [of Mexico], and the 
initiated institutions and dominant ideas of the country, whose 
government I represent, are identified with the ideas and institu-
tions initiated by the Mexican government. u139 
The close parallel between the Mexican and Guatemalan con-
stitutions should not appear surprising. The comparison of the 
two refo~ movements reveals differences, but these are differ-
ences of degree rather than essence. Secularist influence is 
evident in both constitutions. While the Mexican Constitution of 
1857 invoked the name of God in its preamble--an invocation that 
is absent in the Guatemalan constitdion--both documents called for 
l38lbid• 
l3gBl, Gu!!temaltecq" January 22, 1880, p. 2. 
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a simple promise or affirmation in the place of a religious oath 
when a candidate took office. 140 A broad statement of sover-
eignty, which received a minimum amount of attention in the con-
stitutional debates in Guatemala, finds a stmilar expression in 
the Mexican Constitution. According to the latter "'!'he national 
sovereignty is vested essentially and originally in the people. 
All public power emanates from the people, and is instituted for 
their benefit. The people have at all times the inalienable right 
to alter or modify the fo~ of their government. u141 '!'his differs 
little from the Guatemalan Constitution which stated that "Guate-
mala is a free nation, sovereign and independent. It delegates 
the exercise of sovereignty to the authorities which the con-
stitution establishes.,,142 
The parallel of the two documents becomes particularly 
striking in the religious provisions. Both constitutions per-
mitted ecclesiastics to retain the right of suffrage, but the 
ecclesiastics in the Mexican Constitution were ineligible to 
l40The Roathh of office for the Mexican presidency read as 
follows: "I do solemnly affirm that I will defend and enforce 
the Constitution of the U.S. of Mexico and the laws arising there-
under and that I will faithfully and conscientiously perform the 
duties of President of the United States of Mexico to which I have 
been chosen by the people, having ever in mind the welfare and 
prosperity of the nation." H. N. Branch, ed., The !E:mican Con-
stitution of 1917 C~ed with the Constitution of 1857 ---
(PhiladelPhIa, 1911~ 68. Seealso ibrd •• p. 104. 
141 Ibid., p. 33. 
l~2a. Montufar, ed., Diariq.9.!. l!!.!. Sesiones .9.!. .!!. Asazgp1ea 
Consti'l.!.ly,=dte de 1879. D. 40. 
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election as president of the Republic or as national representa-
tives. 143 The Guatemalan Constitution denied eligibility to 
ecclesiastics only in regard to the presidential office~ although 
Lorenzo Montufar argued that the ecclesiastics should be ineligi-
ble to serve in any government position.l44 '1'0 accomplish the 
objective of separation of Church and state both constitutions 
placed public education under the control of the state, abolished 
ecclesiastical fuero~, and prOhibited religious corporations from 
acquiring and administering real estate except that destined tmme-
diatelyand directly for the purposes of worship.145 Whereas the 
Guatemala Constitution was very specific in guaranteeing religious 
freedom and not recognizing any official religion, the Mexican 
constitution remained silent on these points. 146 Nevertheless 
according to Mecham the Mexican Constitution did provide for reli-
gious liberty since article 6 guaranteed liberty of conscience, 
"and the liberty of cults was no more than a. particular kind of 
liberty of con$cience. ft147 Both constitutions gave the state the 
143 Mecham, p. 437. 
144a. Montufar, Discursos ~ Doct~r Lorenzg, Montyf,ar, p. 292 
145por a summary of the religious provisions in the Mexican 
Constitution of 1857 see Mecham, pp. 436-437. 
146Ibid., pp. 437-438. Mecham. claimed that the Mexican 
Liberal delegates, who approved the constitution, remained silent 
on these points because of the fear of a Conservative reaction. 
147 Xbl.d •• p. 438. 
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right to intervene in religious practices if it was felt that the 
practices were intmical to public order, but the procedure for 
the intervention was not explained in either document. '!'he Mexi-
can Constitution did not go as far as the Guatemalan Constitution 
in abolishing religious associations. Article 5 of the Mexican 
Constitution nullified the compulsory Observance of religious 
vaws and thus did not call for the outright suppression of reli-
gious associations as was demanded in Guatemala. The moderate 
language of the Mexican Constitution nevertheless caused .Hr. 
Mecham to conclude that n. • • it contained the gexm of their 
suppression. tt148 :In actual practice .!!!. R~foxma in Mexico sup-
pressed only two religious societies, the Jesuits and the 
Daughters of Charity. Although the suppression of religious as-
sociations in Guatemala was much more extensive, the Guatemalan 
Liberal never found it necessary to include the Daughters of 
Charity among the suppressed religious associations. Mexican 
religious reforms such as civil marriage, state ownership and 
control of cemeteries and prohibition of religious demonstrations 
in public including the wearing of clerical garb found an echo in 
Guatemala. 
Finally neither constitution solved the problem of the 
caudillo. Article 29 gave the Mexican president considerable 
148 Ibid., p. 436. A later amendment to the Mexican Con-
stitution-In 1873 under the presidency of Sebastian Lardo de 
Tejada proclaimed the illegality of monastic vaws. Ibid., 
p. 454. 
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latitude to suspend the constitutional guarantees in "cases of 
invasion" and "grave disturbances of the public peace. Hl49 A 
similar provision. the reader may recall" was incorporated in the 
Guatemalan Cansti tution. Perhaps as a justification for such 
broad powers the Mexican Liberal could well agree with the Guate-
malan Liberal, who argued that a strong executive or centralized 
authority is an essential preparatory step in developing demo-
cratic institutions. This argument was strongly supported by the 
Guatemalan Positivist historian, Mariano Zecena, who stated that 
the Ilscientific" development of history shows that strong govern-
150 
ments are necessary to prepare for Liberal ones. In fact Mr. 
<'. 
Zecena found the form of government to be of secondary importance 
as long as It. • • public and individual liberties are guaranteed, 
all, classes of society have a participation in public affairs, 
and all the collective interests and all the parties concur to 
the government. For the rest the scientific ideal is the p$eudo-
aristocratic form of government. M151 A strong executive to insure 
order and progress and prepare the way for democracy was an essen-
tial part of the Positivist creed. 
While the constituent Assembly was in the final month of de-
liberation on the new constitution, President Barrios issued 
149 Branch, p. 27. 150 - 4 Zecena, p. 7 • 
151 Ibid., p. 75. 
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several decrees which further restricted the activities of the 
Church. On October 7 the president decreed the establishment of 
a jury to protect and judge writers accused of violating the free-
dom of the press. The president argued that a special jury was 
necessary in these cases so as to afford a more practical applica-
tion of the principles of freedom of the press as contained in 
the Penal Code. 152 Article 5 of the decree provided that members 
of the jury must be citizens in full exercise of their rights, 
know how to read and write, may not belong to the ecclesiastical 
state and may not exercise any official function which has re-
lated jurisdiction. l53 Article 10 held the director of the print-
ing firm responsible for publication of all unsigned articles or 
those signed with fictitious names. 154 The use of fictitious 
names in the polemical broadsides was very cammon and undoubtedly 
the president hoped to curtail some of the more extreme publica-
tions. In actual practioe the decree offered little advantage 
to the Church which had no official publication. Even where the 
apostolic administrator desired to issue a pastoral, he was un-
able to do so because of the government' s prohibition as happened 
in the case of the letter of felicitation sent to Archbishop Pinol 
by Pope Leo XIII. Since clerics were prOhibited fram serving on 
152aecppilacion 9a!!! Le~es. II (1881), 294. 
153 !a.!S., p. 295. l54Ibid• 
-
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the jury in charge of judging questions involving the freedom of 
the press, the Church's opportunities to defend itself against 
hostile attacks were most limited. 
A decree with far more reaching consequences was the one 
issued on November lS, which called for the municipal administra-
tion and inspection of cemeteries. Article 3 provided that the 
fees charged by the municipality for burials must be exclusively 
employed to defray the costs for the conservation and improvement 
of cemeteries. 1SS The decree was followed by a regulation of the 
same date, which gave a list of fees for the various types of 
burials and ordered that bEvery cadaver should be buried in a 
public cemetery, established by previous authorization and it was 
prohibited to bury cadavers within the city ... lS6 The seculariza-
tion of cemeteries was a lO9ical consequence of the decrees pro-
hibiting the Church from holding certain kinds of property but 
ostensibly the secularization was decreed as a sanitary measure:S7 
~e secularization of cemeteries meant a loss of revenue for the 
Church since the Church no longer received the money from. the sale 
lS5Ibid., p. 315. 
lS6Ibid., p. 316. As early as July 11, 1877, the president 
decreed that a certain plot of ground on the outskirts of the 
capital should be set aside for a general cemetery. Ibid., 
pp. 150-151. According to a published list of burial~s in the 
~ew general cemetery the fees ranged all the way from $300.00 to 
Ino fees for those who were too poor to pay. 't Aviso, II January 1, 
1882, £U!. 
lS7RecopilaciOn~!!! Leye~, II (1881),315. 
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of cemetery plots. The Church still retained her right to wi th-
hold Catholic burial rites from those Catholics who failed in 
their religious duties. The complaint of Padre S. J. Santizo, 
pastor of San Cristobal, concerning the loss of revenue due to the 
secularization of cemeteries may well have been the complaint of 
many other pastors. Padre Santizo in his letter of August 7, 
1880, wrote that the decree of secularization of cemeteries was 
put in effect in July of 1880 and would cause a considerable loss 
of revenue. He calculated that by the end of the year his parish 
would lose approximately $450. 158 The pastor claimed that it was 
impossible to defend the Church's customary burial fees since to 
do so could be interpreted as inciting opposition to civil 
laws. 159 Both Padre Raull and the exiled archbishop in their 
correspondence of Pebruary and April of 1880 stated their opposi-
tion to the decree and complained about the consequent loss of 
revenue. 160 Neither writer offered an estimate of the financial 
loss envisioned. 
158 AC, tomo 1880, doc. 189. Since San cristobal is a rather 
commonplace name in Guatemala, it is difficult to locate the 
parish. Padre Santizo stated that his parish was canposed of 
Indians and this in all probability would place the parish in the 
highlands of western Guatemala. It may be in the department of 
Quezaltenango where Padre Santizo served as vicar in 1874. At any 
rate the sum of $450 is high especially if his parishioners were 
mostly Indians whose financial resources were limited. 
l59Ibid • 
l60Ibid., tomo 1874, doc. 323. 
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The initial effort at establishing the institution of civil 
marriage was made in the Civil Code and Procedure promulgated on 
March 8, 1877. Since the civil marriage provision in the code 
concerned only non-Catholic foreigners, it had no effect on the 
Catholic Guatemalans Who continued the practice of religious 
marriages. The first basic departure from the traditional prac-
tice of marriage came two days after the president decreed the 
secularization of cemeteries. The decree of November 17 made it 
obligatory that all marriages be celebrated before a civil au-
thority and in accordance with the formalities prescribed by the 
respective articles in the Civil Code. The marriages celebrated 
without the required formalities would not be recognized "as true 
and legitimate for the civil effects ••• 161 According to the decree 
marriage is a contract and therefore should be celebrated before 
the civil authority. The president also made it clear that the 
citizens were still free to solemnize the marriage in a religious 
ceremony of their Choice, but the religious ceremony does not have 
any legal effects. 162 
'!'he official !!. Guat!lllalteco in commenting on the civil mar-
riage decree a few days later offered no additional reasons for 
the need of civil marriage but the publication did observe that 




the president's decree was greatly influenced by French legisla-
tion on civil marriage. The publication cited the thesis of a 
certain French writer by the name of Block Who advocated that 
. . • the faculty of marrying is a natural and civil right, and " 
that it belongs to all members of society without distinction of 
cult, rank and fortune. Q163 Block asserted that there are only 
~o real impedfments to marriage. First, no second marriage may 
be contracted before the dissolution of the first and secondly 
marriage between a parent and his offspring or between brother and 
sister was prohibited. Block claimed that the latter impediment 
~as dictated by "moral sentiment" whereas the first impediment re-
sulted fram French customs and social organization. 164 !!Guate-
malteco concluded that the civil marriage decree of Guatemala 
corresponds closely to the spirit of the Prench law. 165 
Arturo Ubico, secretary of government and justice, in his 
annual report to the assembly given in March of 1880 added per-
~aps the most cogent reason of all for civil marriage. He argued 
that, 
only in virtue of a delegation of sovereignty on the part 
of the State in favor of the Church, has the Church been 
able to intervene with the exclusion of any other authority 
in the celebration of matrimony, but this being a contract 
that affects of a manner so direct the interests of society, 
the State cannot abandon it, but on the contrary it is the 
l63Bl quat!malteco, December 4, 1879, p. 2. 
164Ibid• 165Ibid• 
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duty of the state to watch that it may be celebrated with 
all the solemnities necessary for its validity and stability, 
[and]that the fulfillment of these formalities maybe of an 
authentic manner and th~ough the medium of the state' s 
legitimate authorities. l66 . 
A similar idea was expressed by Benigno Cart as in a speech given 
upon his investiture with the degree of law on May 24, 1878. In 
the past the Church had extensive jurisdiction over the legiSla-
tion and regulation of marriage. This he felt was not a proper 
right of the Church but r!'\,ther a right deleqated to it by the 
state When there was a close union of Church and state. 167 El 
-
Bien pUblico, an extremely anticlerical periodical, stated that 
"If the state can qiven laws relative to the individual and 
society, it certainly can give them in respect to the family, 
Which is the union of various individuals and the basis of 
society,,,168 The pUblication concluded that "if religion, as 
modern principles proclaim, is merely a private riqht and if the 
state recognizes the liberty of all cults, it would be illogical 
to demand that marriage should be religious since in that case it 
~ould have to favor one religious sect aver the other. n169 Neithel 
166Memorias de las Secretar!as de Estado del Gobierno de 
Guatemala, March lS8O;-p. 4. - - - -
'6'7 ~ . "Discurso pronunciado por don Benigno Cartas en al Acto 
Solemne de su Investidura de Licenciado en Derecho," Revista de 
~ universidad ~ Guatep@la. II (June 1, 1878), 12. -
168E1 Bien pUblico (Quezaltenanqo), March 27, 1881, p. 1. 
169Ibid• The publication devoted a series of articles to 
civil marriage but these were of such a polemical nature that the 
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the civil marriage decrees nor the commentaries on civil marriage 
make it clear whether or not the religious ceremony may. precede 
the civil one. It was evident that the state could recognize ,only 
those marriage contracts that had been made before the proper 
civil authorities. This was considered a function proper to the 
state's exercise of sovereignty and the Church in the past only 
enjoyed the right to exercise this function in so far as the state 
had delegated it the power. 
, 
The question of civil marriage again came up in the assembly 
in April of 1881. '!'he assembly noted that even though the presi-
dent had decreed civil marriage in 1879, the decree was being 
frequently violated by those who contracted a religious marriage 
but failed to fulfill the civil ceremony. '!'his according to the 
assembly meant that the offspring from these religious marriages 
were illegitimate in the eyes of the state and thus neither the 
contracting parties nor the offspring could enjoy the legal rights 
flowing from such a union. 170 In light of this fact the assembly 
legislated on April 26, 1881, that although the state respects 
the right of celebrating a religious marriage, the civil celebra-
tion of marriage must precede the religious celebration. Article 
basic issues were overloOked. The series included one interesting 
observation. that the priest because of his influence over women 
became allied with the wife against the husband in a religious 
marriage. Ibid., April 7, 1881, p. 11 April 10, 1881, p_ 1 and 
April 28, pp. 1-2. 
170Recopilacian~!!! Leles, II (1881), 571. 
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2 provided that any religious official who administered a reli-
gious marriage prior to the fulfil~t of the civil requirements 
would incur a fine from fifty to five hundred pesos. The same 
penality would be applied to the contracting parties who secretly 
entered the matrimonial state without fulfilling the civil re-
quirement and if a minister of the cult participated in this 
secret celebration of marriage, he also would suffer the same 
fine. 171 
The passage of the civil marriage legislation fulfilled the 
desires of President Barrios expressed through his minister of 
government and justice, Fernando Cruz. Cruz presented the admin-
istration's refo~ to the civil marriage decree of March 23. 172 
The measure was included in the report of the committee in charge 
of drawing up the legislation. The report was presented to the 
assembly on March 30. It reiterated the fact that no marriage 
would be recognized by the state unless the civil requirements had 
been fulfilled and thus all marriages not performed before the 
proper civil authorities would have no legal effects--such as 
inheritance rights for children. The state must view all mar-
riages not contracted before a political authority as concubin-
173 
age. In order to eliminate illegal unions the minister pro-
171 Ibid., pp. 571-572. 
172!i Guatemalteco, March 30, 1881, pp. 3-4. 
l73Diario de la8 Sesiones de la Asamblea Nacional Leqislativa 
de Guatemala (GuatEi'iili'la, 1881). P. 2. 
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posed that sanctions be formulated by the assembly similar to 
those in France. He argued that the state must do all in its 
power to eliminate evils flowing from illegal marriages--that is 
marriages contracted only before religious ministers. 
If marriage is a social act of the greatest transcendencer 
if the state and civil condition of persons are and ought 
to be under the safeguard and guarantee of the civillawr 
and if it rests upon the [civil] authority to avoid every-
thing that in the future can be the origin of disturbances 
and confusions in the family. whose morality and condition 
is reflected in society. it appears unquestionable that 
it is an imperious duty of the legislator to obviate with 
an efficacious rr¥!dy that which can be in the future a 
most grave evil. 
The minister expressed much concern over the fact that ignorant 
women were contracting marriage without fulfilling the civil re-
quirements and as a result such a woman became nothing more than 
a concubine in the eyes of the state since she enjoyed no legal 
rights in regard to marriage. 175 In light of this situation the 
minister felt it necessary to propose a reform that would prohibit 
the celebration of religious marriages without fulfilling the 
civil requirements. At the same time the minister was convinced 
that the reform would not interfere with individual rights. For 
instance, it was pointed out that a man or woman still retained 
l74Ibid • 
-
l75Ibid • At least on two occasions the minister had been 
urged by the jefes politicos of the department to inaugurate a 
civil marriage law, which would require the civil ceremony to be 
performed before the religiOUS ceremony. The 1hfes R9l!ticos 
claimed that this would be one way to prevent e many violations 
of the president' s civil marriage law. Informe.92!l Sl!!!. ~ cuenta 
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the right to live in concubinage although the parties concerned 
could not claim the proper legal rights resulting from a civil 
marriage for their offspring. 176 On the other hand those who 
wished to enter the matrimonial state and did so only through a 
religious ceremony either acted out of ignorance or knowingly 
flouted the law. If they acted out of ignorance, then the state 
had the obligation to make it clear to the parties that such 
illegal unions not only jeopardized their own private interests 
but also the interests of their children and society. In the 
second case it became even more obvious that the state must inter-
vene to prevent illegal unions. The refo~, as the minister in-
sisted, was concerned only with those who wished to contract valid 
marriages and in order to do this, it must be done according lito 
the prescriptions established by society." If Guatemala failed 
in this, she will face the same prOblem that the FrenCh legisla-
ture faced--namely an ever increasing number of illegal unions, 
el Senor Jefe Politico de Sacatepequez al Sr. Hinistro de Gober-
naci6n ~ Justicia, de ... la vista practicada en 1:2!. e,ueblosdel 
Departamento, .m II ~ 9.!.!!ll!Q. (Guatemala, 1881), pp. 4-5; !!!. 
Prensa, July 15, 1880, p. 1. 
l76Diario de las Sesiones de la Asamblea Neaional ~islativa 
~ Guatemala (Guatemala, 1881), p.2. Related to the "right" of 
concubinage was the "right" of prostitution, which was legalized 
by the president along with extensive regulations for houses of 
prosti~ution on Dec~er 31, 1881. Leyes Emitidas E2£~ Gobierno 
Democratico 9.!. !!. Republica 9.!. Guatemala, III (1883), pp. 91-
93. 
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IL.' h h t t th .. 1 . t 177 Wu1C ave no me e C1V1 requ1remen s. The minister was 
convinced that the proposal of the administration did not violate 
any religious principle. The reform did not prohibit religious 
marriages, but it was merely intended that the civil requirements 
should not be neglected. According to the minister. 
The [civil] authority does not penetrate into the sanctuary 
of one's conscience nor does it attack the beliefs and senti-
ments of individuals. he who believes that religion ought to 
sanctify his marriage, and he Who, for any other motive, 
desires or judges convenient that it [religion] be interposed 
are the complete masters of their action, and for this there 
is created no obstacle nor are they opposed with any impedi-
ment. They must fulfill and respect the civil law which the 
state requires, for the rest they have complete and ample 
freedom in respect to that which they believe is due to the 
religion that they profess. They must give to Caesar that 
which is Caesar's and the Government does not desire to pre-
vent that they mustl <iJ~ve to God that which they judge ought to be given to God. 
Finally the official pointed out the advantage of penalizing the 
minister of the cult for administering the illegal union instead 
of the contracting parties. The minister noted that this was in 
accordance with French marriage legislation. Since the great 
majority of people were ignorant and thus less responsible for 
violating the law, the minister of the cult, who is an educated 
man and fully aware of violating the law when he administers a 
l77Diario de las Sesiones ~lA Asamble~ Nacional Legislativa 
..2.!. Guatemala, Pi>.'" w. ' 
l78Ibid., p. 3. Later on the floor of the assembly the 
minister buttressed his arguments by stating that the sentiments 
of the people are not violated since the assembly in showing its 
approval of civil marriage represented and expressed the will of 
the people. !l Bien pUblico, May 1, 1881, pp. 1-2. 
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religious marriage before a civil marriage, bears the greater re-
sponsibility.179 The report then outlined the civil marriage pro-
posal which contained no essential differences from the law that 
received the final approval of the assembly on April 23, 1881.180 
The administration's proposal was strongly defended on the 
, 
floor of the assembly by Lorenzo Montufar. His speech on April 6 
attacked the traditional backwardness of the clergy. He accused 
them of using the threat of excanmunication against those who ad-
vocate liberty of conscience in religious beliefs. He went on to 
cite various nations in which the state legislated in regard to 
marriage. The list included England, the early Roman Republic, 
Spain, Austria and even the Guatemalan legislature during the 
previous Conservative regime. Thus he found no reason why Guate-
~ala in 1881 should hesitate to legislate in these matters. 181 
Another defense of civil marriage was presented by the Dele-
gate E. Martinez Sobral, which was published while the reform was 
under consideration in the assembly. Martinez rested his case on 
the fact that the family is the basic unity of society and as such 
it comes under the jurisdiction of the state. If the state 
~elinquishes its jurisdiction over the family, especially marriage, 
179Diario .9.!. !!! Sesiones S!.!! Asargplel Nacional Legislativa 
~ Guatemala, pp. 2-3. 
180Ibid• 
-
18~. Montufar, pp. 110-114. 
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the state actually is relinquishing to a certain degree its 
sovereignty.lS2 Mart!nez accused the ChurCh of overstepping its 
ltmits in the past and not heeding the admonition of its Founder, 
iWho said, "My kingdom is not of this world. II '!'he ChurCh was es-
pecially guilty in exceeding its limits in matrtmonial questions, 
~ut even here any decrees issued by the popes or councils lacked 
the force of law in Catholic states if the ease was not given. 
This according to Mart!nez was sufficient evidence to show that 
even where the Church was the dominating influence, the state still 
retained its rights and dignity.lS3 In view of religious liberty 
"consecrated by the Protestant reform and generalized afterwards 
Iby the saving principles of the modern age" civil marriage was the 
only marriage that a state could recognize. When the state re-
~ained its original jurisdiction over marriage, it merely meant 
that the state was regaining its usupreme right of organizing the 
family and the consecration of the constitutional guarantee of 
lS2E• Mart1nezSobral, Breves Observ!,!cignes acerca del 
Matrimonio Civil .l. SabrE!, el PJ'2Yecto ~ Lev:. Relativo .!. .!!. Prece-
dencia de Ese Contrato a las Ceremonias Re11gIosas (Guatemala, 
lSSl), ~~ !iGuatemalteco admitted that the religious mar-
riage may have had its reason for existence in the past but 
It ••• today [these religious ceremonies] cannot or should not 
continue to disturb the order, the moral personality and the right 
which the laws of true sovereignty establish and sanction." The 
~lication noted that marriage is essentially a consent given by 
the persons intending to marry and as such has nothing to do with 
religion. !! Guatemalteco, April 6, lSSl, p. 4. 
183Ibid ., p. 7. 
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, 
liberty of conscience. If Thus Martinez argued that a state Which 
does not recognize an official religion " ••• ought to accept 
only, in the sphere of law, civil marriage, without relating it 
to sacraments, which neither constitute nor possess earthly 
power. ul84 He criticized the opponents of Liberalism for directly 
or indirectly encouraging the common people not to fulfill the 
civil marriage requirements. This placed the common people in a 
precarious state since their religious marriages were not recog-
nized by the s'tate. The results of these illegitimate unions, 
according to Martinez, were the lack of civil effects in regard 
to the married persons and their offspring, lack of protection and 
aid, which a husband should give his wife, and the lack of 
paternal authority and assistance which the father should offer 
his children. These results are responsible for children being 
abandoned to their own fortunes, the mu.rder of infants and 
scandalous conduct in the home. 185 
Mart!nez next took up the question whether the fulfilling 
of civil marriage requirements deprived a person of liberty. The 
answer provided no new approach since Martinez insisted that the 
persons wishing to enter the matrtmonial state were completely 
free in having a religious ceremony if the civil requirements were 
fulfilled beforehand. It is merely the intention of the state to 
184 Ibid., p. 8. l85Ib1'd., 9 11 
- pp. - • 
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prohibit illegitimate unions, but the state could not interfere 
in a religious marriage, which takes place after the civil mar-
riage has been performed. 186 
There is no evidence that the civil marriage reform encoun-
tered any serious opposition on the floor of the assembly. Ac-
cording to Padre Raull only two representatives opposed the law, 
Padre ~gel Arroyo and a certain Aguirre. l87 Padre Arroyo in his 
remarks of April 6 opposing the reform indicated that he would not 
defend the clergy against the anticlerical attacks of Lorenzo 
Montufar but like Kontufar he considered himself in the front 
ranks in defending the public liberties of modern civilization, 
since political ideas are great only in so far as they are inti-
mately related to religious ideas. Padre Arroyo added that the 
exaggerations of the "reds" were nothing more than constant 
attacks on liberty. He pointed out that liberty needs the safe-
guard of religion and that people are more advanced to the degree 
that they respect the original rights which God has given to 
society. Padre Arroyo stated that if he attacked the liberty of 
cults it was due to the fact that all the people of Guatemala were 
Catholic and it was the state's duty to protect these popular 
186 Ibid., pp. 12-13. 
l87AC, tomo 1881; doc. 91, p. 10. The minutes of the as-
sembly covering the sessions during Which the reform was consid-
ered could not be located in the AGO. 
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religious sentiments. 188 He opposed ci.vil marriage since he con-
sidered it an attack on the constitution, which guaranteed public 
liberties and he considered obstacles to religious marriages a 
violation of the guarantee of religious liberty.189 The priest 
concluded by reminding the assembly that the Church respected 
civil laws but that the government should not meddle in religious 
affairs. If the government now insisted on establishing civil 
marriage over the ecclesiastical sanction, it was mainly due to 
the fact that the government had failed to obtain the sanction 
for its actions fram the Catholic people of Guatemala. This Padre 
Arroyo called a cowardly confession on the part of the government. 
He feared that if the government continued in this thinking and 
applied it to public finances, it would eventually mean that the 
curates would not be able to administer the other sacraments with-
out first having to pay a required civil contribution. 190 
Padre Baull expressed his opposition to the civil marriage 
reform both in his letters to Archbishop Pinol and in a pastoral 
issued shortly after the passage of the civil marriage reform. 
The first reaction of Padre Raull came in a letter to Archbishop 
pifiol dated Pebruary 28, 1880.. This was approximately three 
months after the president made civil marriage obligatory, without 
188V• M. D!az, Barrios ante l! Posteridad, p. 374. 
189Ibid .. 190Ib · d 
---J:..... , pp. 374-375. 
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requiring the civil ceremony to precede the religious one. '!'he 
apostolic administrator merely notified the archbishop of the 
decrees of civil marriage and secularization of cemeteries and 
that in all of these matters he requested the president to safe-
guard the interests of the Church, but he added that his appeals 
were of no avail. 191 It was in this letter that the apostolic 
administrator commented on the recently approved constitution. 
He reported that it was impossible to prevent the anti-Catholic 
provisions in the constitution. He added a note of gratitude for 
the work that Padre Arroyo had done in the assembly in seeking 
modifications of certain anti-Catholic provisions. Although Padre 
Arroyo's proposals were defeated, he was satisfied that the 
Church's side in the case was presented. l92 A second reference 
to the civil marriage came in the letter of March 11, 1880, also 
addressed to the exiled archbishop. Again Padre Raull did not 
elaborate on the reasons for his opposition to civil marriage but 
merely reported that the Church was experiencing problems in the 
matter. 193 On April 17, 1880, the archbishop replied that the 
decrees in regard to secularization of cemeteries, parish funds 
and marriages made it more difficult financially to sustain the 
cult. The archbishop saw no other hope in the matter than to ask 
191 AC, tomo 1874, doc. 323. 
192Ibid• 193Ibid • 
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for divine intervention. 194 The archbishop in the same letter 
reported that he had seen the constitution but he did not desire 
to make any comments on the document which he considered an 
affront because it established a permanent state of persecution 
against the Church. He canplimented Padre Arroyo for his defense 
of Catholic interests on the floor of the assembly, and he hoped 
that all other members of the clergy would be willing to make the 
necessary sacrifices in defense of their faith. 195 Similar senti-
ments were expressed by the archbishop in his letter of May 19, 
1880. 196 The correspondence of Padre Ranll dated June 12, 1880, 
and addressed to the archbishop reported the reception of docu-
ments fram the Holy See, which were delivered by Padre Pedro 
Lleras. The documents included the encyclical of Pope Leo XIII 
concerning marriage which contained pertinent advice in regard to 
civil marriage and divorce. l97 
There is no evidence that Padre Raull pUblished Pope 
Leo XIII's encyclical but it did serve as a basis for his pastoral 
on marriage issued on May 2, 1881. The pastoral was the first 
public expression of opposition to civil marriage and undoubtedly 
the recent action of the assembly which required civil marriage 







Church' s position publicly and advise the fBi thful as to what 
should be done in future marriages. The pastoral, which was 
directed to the clergy and faithful, pointed out the need for 
clarification of the ChurCh's doctrines on marriage in view of 
t'h.e many errors that have been propagated. 19S The apostolic ad-
ministrator pointed to the divine institution of marriage in the 
Garden of Eden. He claimed that due to the weakness of man mar-
riage was degraded and so Ch~ist in His teachings again raised 
marriage to the level which God had established in the Garden of 
Eden.. Thus marriage was not purely a civil and profane agreement 
but a natural and sacred contract, which is indissoluble. It was 
a sacrament Which seeks supernatural grace and calls upon God as 
a witness and judge. 199 '!'his is no new doctrine since popes and 
ecumenical councils have proclaimed this on many occasions. At 
this point the apostolic administrator referred to the encyclical 
of Pope Leo XlII, in Which marriage was called a "nuptial bond 
sanctified by religion" and could never be separated from the 
sacrament. Thus the civil act without the sacrament cannot be 
considered a valid union for the faithful. 200 Again he referred 
to the encyclical when he reminded the faithful that the Church 
intervened in marriage only "to defend that which is subject to 
the divine law" and she did not dispute the right of the state to 
regulate marriage in temporal affairs. On the other hand marriage 
19SAC, tomo lSSl, doc. 91, p. 7. 200lbid • 
-
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was of divine origin and as suCh the state could never annul it, 
dissolve it, or alter it. 
Therefore, you will understand, venerable Brethren, that a judgement can be formed about a Catholic state, Which dis-
regards the sacred principles and wise dispositions of 
Christian law an marriage, creates a nuptial morality com-
pletely its own, of a purely human character, under formali-
ties and with guarantees merely legal, and afterwards in so 
far as the state is able, it imposes itself on the conscience 
of its subjects by force, substituting it for a religious 
and sacramental union without Which the nuptia2oynion among Christians cannot be licit, honored or stable. 
Since the civil marriage reform passed by the assembly did not 
recognize the religious marriage, the apostolic administrator 
urged the faithful to render "material submission" to the law but 
to keep intact the integrity of their religion. He declined all 
responsibility for the law but urged the clergy and faithful not 
202 to disturb public order. 
The second half of the pastoral edict concerned regulations 
in regard to the performance of religious and civil marriages. 
First the curates were instructed to make sure that all dispensa-
tions needed by the two persons desiring to enter the matrimonial 
state be Obtained from the ecclesiastical government. Next the 
two persons were advised to present themselves before the civil 
authorities to fulfill the civil requirements. When these condi-
tions have been fulfilled and all other canonical requirements 
satisfied, the curates could proceed to administer the sacrament. 
Secondly the curates were reminded that the civil marriage was not 
201Ibid., p_ 8. 202 Ibid., p. 10. 
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valid in the eyes of the Church and thus the faithful who had ful-
filled only the civil requirements were not allowed to use the 
marriage act without the most grave sin. The curates were in-
structed that if at all possible the religious ceremony should be 
administered on the same day as the civil ceremony. Third, 
curates were allowed to administer the religious marriage in cases 
of danger of death without seeing that the civil requirements be 
first fulfilled, but the curates must make every attempt possible 
to see that the civil requirements are first fulfilled. The 
fourth regulation concerned the persons Who contracted a civil 
marriage without fulfilling the religious requirements. These 
persons were deprived of Itall rights and graces which the Church 
dispenses abundantly to her children in this life or in death. If 
In these illegitimate unions the curates were admonished to do 
everything possible with all charity in effecting a Catholic mar-
riage. The fifth regulation provided that in the case of danger 
of death the dispensations needed from the ecclesiastical govern-
ment could be waived. The sixth instruction concerned the baptism 
of offspring fran persons who have contracted only civil mar-
riages. Here the curates were instructed to enter the names of 
the offspring as the children of a civil union--thus indicating 
that the children are illegitimate. Neither was the curate per-
mitted to have persons united only by a civil marriage to act as 
baptismal sponsors or to give the post p!rtum blessing to the 
mother. The final regulation encouraged the curates to study the 
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encyclical of Pope Leo XlIX especially in those matters that per-
tain to the civil marriage question. 203 The apostolic adminis-
trator concluded the edict with a plea to the faithful to offer 
obedience to the laws of God, the Church and the state. 204 
There is little evidence that the civil authorities made any 
effort to prohibit the promulgation of the pastoral. In fact the 
only case on record is that of Padre Pedro Lleras, pastor of San 
Pedro de Zcatepequez. Padre Miguel Garc!a, pastor of Tocana, on 
June 24, 1881, informed the apostolic administrator that Padre 
Lleras had been imprisoned in San .Marcos because he read and ex-
plained the pastoral to his parishioners. Padre Garc!a added 
that since the condemnation of civil marriage was most clear he 
could not understand why a priest should be pronounced guilty 
when he condemned civil marriage. Apparently Padre Guc!a was 
concerned about his own situation since he asked the apostolic 
administrator what his conduct should be. Padre Garc!a had al-
ready read the pastoral and was expecting to follow up the reading 
with a short explanation.205 The letter of Padre Garc!a offered 
no clue as to who was responsible for the arrest, but one may 
strongly suspect that this was another case where a local jete 
IPQ1!tico took matters into his own hands without the sanction of 
the central civil authorities. '!'his suspicion is strengthened by 
203Ibid., pp. 10-12. 204Ibid ., p. 15. 
205Ibid., doc. 137. 
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the fact that there is no order from the central government giving 
the right to local authorities to intervene if and when the pas-
toral is read in the parishes. 
All in all it appears that the curates presented little or no 
obstacles in fulfilling the requirements of the civil marriage 
reform. On March 1, 1882, Fernando Cruz, minister of government 
and justice, reported to the assembly in his annual report that 
the civil marriage reform tthas not presented up till now any 
difficulty in its execution • .,206 Apparently the apostolic admin-
istrator's advice to the clergy and faithful not to circumvent the 
civil marriage reform played an tmportant role in making the 
minister's report so optimistic. 
The initiative on the part of the president in pushing his 
civil marriage reform through the assembly shows that the real 
power after the formation of the constitution was still the presi-
dent. The assembly offered nothing novel to the reform program 
of the president since for all practical purposes the reform pro-
gram was completed when the assembly began its work. Periodic 
tmplementation of the reform through presidential decree or legis-
lation by the assembly was essentially the work of the president. 
The true value of the assembly rests on the fact that it had con-
stitutionalized the reform. 
206 MG, Varios Folletos, vol. 773, doc. Sl05-E .. 
CHAPTER IX 
CasrcLt1SION 
The Constitution of 1879 was officially inaugurated on 
March 1, 1880. Pour days later the assembly declared Barrios 
officially elected president. l 
Barrios, who served as constitutional president fran March 
of 1880 to April of 1885, continued his religious policy of the 
preceding years. Although there was no drastic change, the imple-
mentation of the reforms continued as in previous years. For in-
stance, beginning with the election in March of 1880 until the 
president's death in April of 1885, the writer was able to locate 
thirty-five letters of pastors who reported expropriation of 
Church property. As in previous reports the pastors held the 
local political authorities and in a few instances the Commission 
of Consolidation responsible for ordering the expropriations. 
There was only one ease where a pastor held Barrios directly re-
sponsible for issuing an order of expropriation.. !tWo pastors 
stated that the municipal authorities sought the approval of the 
president to expropriate. Since most pastors felt that the local 
10f the 36,627 votes cast Barrios received 36,552. 
Recopilaci6n de las ~es, II (1881). 554-555. 
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officials had taken ·the initiative to expropriate Church property, 
they frequently requested the apostolic administrator to intercede 
with the president so that the orders may be revoked. There is no 
evidence that the apostolic administrator was successful in answer 
ing the requests. 2 The motives of local officials in ordering 
expropriations are frequently unclear. The pastors periodically 
offer the motives of anticlericalism and personal aggrandizement. 
Ano·Gh.e:t disruptive feature in the Church and state relations 
during the 1880-1885 period was an anticlerical and antireligious 
press. El Guatem.alteco, !l Horizonta, La Prensa and !l Bien 
2Por reports on expropriation see AC, tomo 1880, docs. 202, 
253, and 262, vol. XV, docs. 2635 and 2653, tomo 1881, docs. 12, 
58, 165 and 267, vol. XV, docs. 2693, 2743 and 2762; tome 1882, 
docs. 144, 152 and 219, vol. XVI, docs. March 5, 1882, April 10, 
1882, April 26, 1882, May 19, 1882, June 12, 1882, June 29, 1882 
and August 11, 1882, tamo 1883, docs. 24, 53, 157, 218 and 221: 
01. XVI, doc. OctOber 17, 1883, tome 1884, doc. 95, vol. XVI, 
oc. June 16, 18847 tomo 1885 f docs. 1 and 44: vol. XVI f docs .. 
anuary 3, 1885, Pebruary 25, 1885 and March 16, 1885. (Documents 
in Volume XVI are Unnumbered.) A different story developed as a 
result of a survey conducted in the latter half of 1885 by the 
iocesan vicars. The survey was requested by the apostolic admin-
istrator to ascertain h~ much Church property Barrios expropriat 
o give to private persons. Of the twenty vicars who reported, 
we1ve held Barrios directly or indirectly responsible for expro-
riating Church property and giving it to private individuals. 
e reports also inclUded Church property expropriated by local 
litieal officials and property that came under the expropriation 
ecrses of the l870·s. AC, tomo 1885, docs. 235, 249, 255, 258, 
60, 261, 266, 267, 270, 272, 281,. 284, 299, 294, 304, 308, 312,. 
14, 327 and 331. '!'he survey was occasioned by President Manual 
• . Bat'illas· decree, which sought to legalize all property 
onated by Barrios to private individuals. Viviano GueJ:S:8, ed. # 
~ __ e_s Emitidas E2£ e1 Gobie£Qo Democratico de la Repgp1ica de 
uat ala ~~~ iiamEle~ .aelona! Constituyente ~ k!9Islitiv~, 
, Guatemala,. 1880), 552. 
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pUblica devoted considerable space to attacking clergymen and 
religious doctrines. 3 ~Guatemalteco, the official newspaper, 
still was accusing the exiled archbishop in Havana, Cuba, of 
attempting to overthrow the Liberal reqtme in Guatemala. 4 !l 
Horizonte was undoubtedly the most outspoken of all newspapers in 
, 
its attack on the clergy, so much so that Padre Raull requested 
the president on October 1, 1883, to intervene and halt its anti-
clerical attacks. S There still was no Catholic press to defend 
the clergy and Catholic doctrine, but the fact that Padre Raull 
purchased a printing press in 1880 suggests that he had such a 
publication in mind. The apostolic administrator did not grant 
permission for the publication of a Catholic newspaper until after 
the death of Barrios. The first issue of the newspaper, called 
!! Pensamiento Catolico, came off the press on May 14, 1885. 
Padre Raull insisted that the newspaper may not indulge in polemi-
cal tracts but must seek the diffusion of religious knowledge. 6 
An example of antireligious attacks was the order of a jefe 
pgl!tico prohibiting religious processions in the streets. 
3All of these publications were printed in the capital with 
the exception of !! Bien pUblico, which was printed in Quezal-
tenango. 
4E~ Guatemalteco, August 11, 1880, pp. 2-4. 
SAC, tome 1883, doc. 184. The editor of El Horizonte was 
G. CarriOn M. de la Rosa, a native of Spain, whO Padre Raull 
claimed was exiled from his native land because of anarchial be-
liefs. 
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According to the pastor of Zacapa, Who reported the case an 
March 5, 1880, the iefe pgl!tico justified his conduct by noting 
that the constitution of 1879 protects religious practices only 
in churches. The pastor argued that this consti tutional provision 
in no way prohibited religious services in public places. 7 The 
president settled the doubt ~o years later When he decreed that 
religious processions outside of churches were prohibited.8 Padre 
Juan B. Vives, pastor of soloma, experienced similar difficulties. 
In his letter of April 15, 1880, he reported that the local 
political officials prohibited all public demonstrations of 
religion t even demanding the removal of crosses in the public 
plaza. 'l'his order the priest stated was revoked when the people 
took their case to Barrios. 9 Another priest by the name of Padre 
PStiro . '\. !..leras reported on November 24 of the same year that an 
article written by a man noted for his hatred of the clergy was 
being· circulated which contained libelous accusations. 'l'he priest 
clatmed that the article was circulated after the priest refused 
to baptize the natural son of the author of the article because 
the name chosen for the child was not Christian .. 10 
7~., tomo 1880, doc. 48. 
8Layes Emitidas, POf el Gobierno I!,emocratico S§lla ReWblica 
~ Guatemala, III (1883 ,:228-229. 
9 AC, tomo 1880, doc. 78. 
10 Ibid., doc. 295. 
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Another example of an attack on clergymen was the speech 
given on December 31, 1881, by Antonio Barrios, natural son of 
the president, on the occasion of his graduation from the In-
stituto Nacional. The youth publicly acknowledged his illegiti-
macy and praised his natural father who recognized his illegiti-
mate offspring and provided them with an education. This the 
young speaker claimed was not the case of the clergymen and 
aristocracy, who disowned their natural offspring_ Furthermore 
he attacked the vow of virginity, arguing that "those who do not 
obey the law of love and nature have to be outside the law and 
aspirations of humanity.Hll 
The most extreme case of anticlericalism was the formation 
of an anticlerical league of freethinkers in 1882, which called 
itself fiLa RedenciOn. tJ The main purpose of the league was the 
preservation of the stxuggle against the clergy, 'Wh.om it consid-
ered lithe most irreconcilable enemy of society and the sacrosanct 
rights of man. q12 Article 2 of the league·s statutes published 
in 18S3 declared: "Recognizing that clericalism has been a most 
11 . , . 
Discurso Pronunciado Ja9.£ el Joven Don Antonio Barrios, 
Alumno ;Q}terno del Instituto Nac!9D.al.. .§.n el Ylt!iP !n~ Mra 
Optar .!l. qradl .m Ciancias X Leqas, Sostenl'do s el SaJ.9!l qeneraJ:, 9.!. Actos !l..!L!. II de DigI_re 9!! l8al (Guatemala. 1881) pp. 3-8. 
l2Liga Anti-Clerical SA Libre-Pensedores: It.&!. Redenci6nn 
(Guatemala, 1883), pp. 3-4. La. Redencion was a branCh of the 
anticlerical league established in Spain. Guzman, p. 95. 
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pCMerful force which up to today has sought to group diverse ele-
ments and social interests against the worker and freethinkers and 
recognizing the cler~J as the social enemy and principal obstacle 
of all progress, the anticlerical league ~poses upon itself the 
mission of combating without ceasing and with all energy the 
superstitious ideas of whatever nature as well as their hypocriti-
cal propagators. H13 
Since there is no available membership list of the league, 
there is no way of telling if any of the leading political au-
thorities were members of the organization. All that can be as-
certained is that G.. carriOn Martinez de la Rosa was the founder 
and president of the league. 14 Guzman claimed that the anti-
clericalism of Carrion Martinez de 1a Rosa was not based on con-
viction but on convenience since anticlerical remarks pleased the 
Barrios administration. Guzman noted that Martin Barrundia.. a 
cabinet member of Barrios, was a close friend of the president 
of the league, but there is no evidence that Barrundia ever joined 
the league. IS 
13 Ibid., p. 8.. For similar comments on the league see El 
Horizonte, December 17, 1882, p. 2. 
l4Liga Anti-Clerical de Libre-Pensadores: "!:e Redencion," 
p .. 16, Guzman, p. 95. -
l5auzman, p. 96. Examples of anticlerical broadsides in-
spired or written by members of La RedenciOn can be found in 
Brblioteca Nacional, Guatemala, Folletos de la C01eceian de 
!jilberto Valenzuela. vol. II, ItAl Clero, "Sep'tEmi6er 30, 18S3, and 
Criminal Atentado," April 15, 1884. 
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Within a year's time Padre RaUll found it necessary to raise 
a voice of protest against the anticlerical league. In his pas-
toral of August 6, 1883, he directed his criticisms in a general 
way at anticlerical publications and expressed alar,m over the 
formation of the anticlerical league. He clatmed that the prin-
ciples and tendencies of the league were directly opposed to 
order, peace and religious liberty. Be was convinced that the 
league did not enjoy the support of the civil government since the 
league opposed not only Catholic dogma but also the fundamental 
law of the land and the best interests of the Guatemalan 
people. l6 Undoubtedly the apostolic administrator viewed the con-
duct of the league as the work of a very small minority and this 
probably was also his reaction to the previously mentioned cases 
of property expropriation and the hostile conduct of certain local 
political officials. In short these incidents did not deter him 
fram continuing his policy of reconciliation. 
Padre Raull t s willingness to s.'!pport the president' s railroad 
project in 1883 has already been noted. Neither did the apostolic 
administrator refuse to give his Wholehearted endorsement of the 
president's proclamation of a Central American union on Febru-
ary 28 f 1885. A special pastoral was issued asking the clergy and 
16Pastoral del M. I. Sr. Gobernador del Arzg'!?ispago :fresb. 
J'Uan ~.autIsta iiajll i Bertran sObr, nEl Ferrocarril al NorteU 
tGuatemala, 1883. The major portl.on of the pastoral is con-
cerned with seeking support fram the clergy and faithful for the 
president's railroad project. 
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faithful to support the union. 17 In the pastoral the apostolic 
administrator cited the remark of Monsignor Palloti of the 
Vatican who assured the Guatemalan president in the name of the 
Holy See that " ••• the Catholic Church was not hostile to him, 
that the Holy See is disposed to give htm all the influence of 
moral support which the Church can offer, not only in Guatemala 
but in all of Central America so that the union may be realized, 
[and] that this is the future of those countries and the only one 
that will give positive guarantees to the Church ... 18 " 
'!'he greatest opposition to Barrios' plan came from the gov-
ernments of El Salvador, Nicaragua and Costa Rica. '!'his opposi-
tt,ion led to the outbreak of hostilities in the closing days of 
~rch of 1885. In spite of this opposition Padre Ra~ll on April 2 
issued a second pastoral in which he urged the clergy and faithful 
to give obedience to the civil authorities during the difficult 
times .. l9 
17The pastoral is cited in "Homenaje a los AusustOs Manes de 
~arrios El Grande, It .&!. qacetB:" XIII (July 19, 1935), 329-330. For 
pther references to clerical support for the proposed union see 
lbid., p. 329: ~ UniOn ~ Centro-Afneric~ (Guatemala), March 12, 
11885, p. 35. 
18uHomenaja a los Augustos Manes de Barrios El Oranda," 
p. 330. 
19Biblioteca Nacional, Guatemala, Folletos de ColecciOn de 
1ilberto Valen!Bell,I vol. II, "Nos el Presb!teroJuan Bautista 
ttallll y Bertran, Administrator Aposto~ico de Arzobispado de 
luatemala y Electo por su Santidad Leon XIII para la Silla Metro-
t;>olitana. Q 
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Whenever the opportune occasion arose hoth the apostolic ad-
ministrator and the clergy offered expressions of good will and 
support to the government. For instance in 1880 Padre Raull in-
structed the pastors to open their parish archives so that the 
civil officials could obtain vital statistics. 20 In October of 
1882 a special clerical commission was nominated to go to 
Amatitlan to welcome the president baclt from his trip abroad. 21 
On the occasion of an unsuccessful assassination attempt on the 
president·s life on April 13, 1884, the apostolic administrator 
expressed grave regret over the incident and assured the presi-
dent that Christianity can never approve such a cr~inal act and 
diSObedience to civil authority.22 
In his efforts to maintain h~onious relations with the gov-
ernment Padre Raull appears to have encountered little difficulty 
from the clergymen. In his letter of resignation directed to 
Pope Leo XIII on February 1, 1881, Padre Raull hints that he still 
faced opposition from certain clergymen in seeking harmonious 
relations with the civil authorities. 23 The fact that there was 
almost a unantmous decision among the clergymen urging the pope 
.20AC, toano 1880, docs. 12 and 12O. 
21Ibid• , tomo 1882, doc. 274. 
22!E.!a. , tomo 1884, doc. 11. 
23Ibid• , tomo 
-
1881, doc. 29. 
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not to accept the resignation is strong evidence that clerical 
opposition to the apostolic adminis'crator' s policy was not wide-
spread. 24 Furthermore after the death of exiled Archbishop Pinol 
in 1881, the clergy gave their overwheLming support to have Padre 
Raull as their next archbishop.2S 
Padre Raull's conciliation policy may have influenced certain 
decisions of President Barrios during the constitutional period. 
On a limited number of occasions the president showed himself 
willing to make concessions to the Church. It is not always clear 
whether this was done for political or religious motives. For in-
stance on June 12, 1880, the president revoked a civil order which 
required pastors at the end of each month to bring their baptismal 
reoords to political authorities in charge of civil registers. 
The order was revoked after the apostolic administrator complained 
that this would be placing an undue burden on the pastors and re-
quested that the civil authorities should came to the parish house 
to make a copy of the baptismal records. 26 
Another concession of Barrios to the clergy was made on 
June 10, 1881, when the president granted the franking privilege 
24Ibid • 
-
2SXbid., doc. 140 and tome 1883, doc. 238. Pope Leo XXII 
designated Padre Raull as archbishop-elect in 1885 but the priest's 
death on July 31 of the same year prevented him frQU being in-
stalled as archbishop. For a brief biographical sketch of the 
apostolic administrator see o!az, Barrios Ante ~ Posteridad, 
p. 660. 
26 AC, tomo 1880, doc. 120. 
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for all clerical postal dispatches. 27 
The most important concession of Barrios to the clergy con-
cerned the question of clerical military service. The new Lib-
eral government in January of 1872 had already exempted the 
clergy from military sexvice but on January 30, 1883, the presi-
dent issued a regulation which listed thirteen categories of 
military exemptions. Citizens Who did not fall into these cate-
gories could not be exempted unless they paid an exemption fee of 
fifty pesos I known as the "contribution of blood. I. The regulation 
provided for no clerical exemptions. 28 Apparently Padre Rau1l 
issued no protest to the regulation since on Pebruary 13 two pas-
tors reported that a jefe 2911tico had ordered them to pay the 
military exemption fee. This they refused to do until they had 
heard from the apostolic administrator. 29 The records remain 
silent as to what the religious authorities advised in the matter. 
Barrios' regulation tmmediately raised the question whether the 
clerical exemption of 1872 was still in force. The assembly took 
up the question on March 14 when the Delegate Javier Ruta Aqueche 
27 AC, tomo 1881, doc. 130. 
28Leyes Emitidas E2£ e1 GObie~o Democratico de la Re~lica 
~ Gua1;ma1a ~ E.2£ .a AsambIea Bacional Legisla1;i'Va; III (18S3), 
99. Since same of the categories exempted students and teachers 
from military service, this meant that seminarians and priests 
teaching in seminaries could qualify for this exemption. 
29 AC, tamo 1882, doc. 58. 
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moved that there should be no clerical exemptions from military 
service unless the "contribution of blood" was paid. Aqueche 
argued that priests like other citizens are equal and therefore 
like any other citizen must aid the defense of their country. 
Padre klgel Arroyo, who opposed the motion" claimed that clerical 
military service violated religious freedom sinoe it deprived the 
people of their pastors. 30 The question was not resolved until 
April 13 when the assembly voted in favor of military servioe for 
the clergy and the "oontribution of blood" if a clergyman desired 
a military exemption. 3l The assemhly·s bill did not reoeive the 
approval of the president.. The aot.ion of the president. was highly 
praised by Padre Raull in his pastoral of 1883. The religious 
leader lauded the president. for proteoting liberty and maint.aining 
harmonious relat.ions between t.he Church and the stat.e" No reason 
was given as to why the president refused to support. the assembly 
in this matter. 32 
30Diario de las Sesiones de la Asamblea Legislativa de Guate-
mala (Guatemala, 1883), Sesslon-otrMaroh 147 1883, pp. 1-2, Ses-
sion of April 9, 1883, pp. 1-4 and Session of April 13, 1883, 
pp. 1-6. one delegate by the name of Negrete favored clerioal 
exemption contending that olergymen in military servioe tend t.o 
inoite insurreotions and desert.ions among the troops. Ibid., 
Session of April 11, 1883, pp. 3-5. 
3lIbid., Session of April 13, 1883, p. 7. 
32past.oral del !:I. I. Sr. Gobemador del Arzobiseado prea1a. 
~uan BautIsta RaID .t. Bertran sobre un. Ferrooarril, al Norte" 
(Guatemala, 1883). The mmutes of the assembly oontaIn no refer-
enoe to the president's rejeotion of clerioal military servioe. 
IAfter the debates on military servioe for the olergy, the assembly 
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There also is a case on record Where the president was will-
ing to call upon a nun to establish a school for girls in Quezal-
tenango. On November 15, 1883, Sister Mar!a Luisa Villagran, 
for,merly a member of a suppressed convent in Quezaltenango, wrote 
to the ~postolic administrator that Barrios in a visit to the city 
had urgently requested her to establish a school for girls. The 
nun was not certain if the president made the request for the 
sake of furthering popular education or if it was done in favor of 
her mother. Since she still was a religioos, she was unwillinq to 
undertake the project withoot the apostolic administrator's ap-
proval. 33 Padre Raull replied that he was in complete agreement 
with the project. 34 
The climax to the fosterinq of better Church and state rela-
tions came in December of 1883 when Barrios made it known that he 
desired a concordat with the Holy See to solve the exiRting dif-
ferences between the Church and the state and calm 'the m1nds of 
debated and approved divorce. There is no evidence that Barrios 
approved or disapproved the vote of the assembly. The delegate 
~rrutia, arguing against the divorce p~oposal, claimed that the 
administration was opposed to divorce. Diario de las S!siones de 
~ 1\!amblea J.eqislativa de G!latGJ!!.la, Session ·orAprll 16, 1983-;-
pp. 1-8 and Session of April 18, 1883, pp. 2-11. 
33AC, tomo 1883, doc. 208. It is not clear what the nun 
~ant by stating that Barrios may have urged her to start the 
school for the sake of her mother. Since she indicated that her 
tmother was of an advanced age, she may have meant that the presi-
dent wished to provide a means of support. 
34lbid• 
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the faithful, who possessed ecclesiastical property. The two 
Guatemalans selected for the task were Padre Angel Arroyo and his 
brother, Padre Antonio. 35 The concordat signed on July 2, 1884, 
in Rome provided for free communication between the Holy See and 
the Guatemalan Church, freedom of action for the local ordinary, 
re-establishment of a diocesan seminary and complete freedom of 
administration of this seminary and others, recognition by the 
state of ecclesiastical degrees, state subsidy of the diocesan 
seminary, re-establishment of parish quotas for the seminary, com-
plete freedom of the Holy See to appoint a metropolitan prelate, 
freedom in the selection of members to the ecclesiastical cabildo, 
military exemptions for the clergy, compensation by the state for 
expropriated Church property and the Church's recognition of the 
new owners of ecclesiastical property on the condition that the 
state acknowledges that these expropriations are opposed to canon 
law and promises not to repeat these acts. 36 Two days later two 
additions were made to the concordat which stated that the presi-
dent of Guatemala would not interfere with the collection of 
tithes or other offerings .of the faithful and that the Holy See 
committed itself to consult the Guatemalan governme~t in the 
35Ibid., doc. 222. 
36Rodr[guez Cerna, pp. 256-257. Cardinal Jacobini was the 
negotiator for tlle Vatican. 
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appointment of an arChbishop and members ~o the ecclesiastical 
cabildo. 37 
The consideration of the concordat in the assembly did not 
come up until May 20, 1885, a little over a month after the war 
for the Central American Union in which Ba.r::ios was killed.. Un-
doubtedly Barrios' proclamation of a Central American Union and 
the subsequent outbreak of hostilities were partially responsible 
for this delay. The delegates in favor of the concordat argued 
that the concordat would still allow a certain amount of state 
control over the Church, would raise the value of confiscated 
religious property, recognize the principle of private property 
since the Church would be compensated for her loses and Barrios 
had approved the concordat before it was signed in Rome. The op-
ponents clatmed that the concordat violated Liberal principles, 
presented a threat of clerical domination, was unconstitutional, 
rebuked the Liberal laws Which confiscated Church property, 
Barrios was opposed to the concordat and the concordat was unneces 
sary since there was no longer danger of clerical damination .. 38 
The assembly took no vote on the concordat but in its session of 
Hay 25 favored a postponement of debate on the concordat. 39 
37Ibid., pp. 257-258. 
38Diario de las Sesiones del Sexto Ano constitucional de la 
AsambleC\ Lejisiit'IVi" deGUatemfIi (Guatemaia, 1885), Session-of 
May 20, 1885, pp. 1-4 ana SeSS10n of May 22, 1885, pp. 1-9. 
39Ibid., Session of May 25, 1885, pp. 1-2. In investigating 
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In the controversy over the concordat there appears to be 
much confusion over the president's position and motives. One 
delegate in the assembly debates claimed Barrios approved the 
concordat whereas another member argued that he opposed it. 
padre Raull in a letter of May 25 remarked tllat Barrios not only 
approved the sending of a commission to Rane to negotiate a con-
cordat but also he and his cabinet approved the final draft. 
Furthermore, according to the apostolic administrator, Barrios had 
promised to support the concordat 'When it came up in the assembly 
but he was prevented in doing so because of his untimely death on 
April 2, 1885. Padre Raull held the assembly responsible for 
failing to further the good relations between the Church and 
state.40 
The apostolic administrator never discussed any of the mo-
tives of the president in seeking closer ties with the Church. 
Presumably tile president desired bett~r relations with the Church, 
but it is significant that he did this while he was deeply in-
volved in working for a Central American union. It is the opinion 
of Miguel C. Alvarado; an admirer of Barrios" that the president 
desired a concordat in order to Obtain clerical endorsement for 
subsequent. sessions the writer was unable to find any further 
discussion of the concordat. 
40 AC, tome 1885, doc. 84. 
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his unionist plans. 41 A similar opinion was voiced by Manuel 
Valladares, a critic of the Barrios administration. 42 Barrios' 
desire for popular acceptance of unionism in Central America ap-
pears closely related with his support of a concordat and an im-
provement of Church state relations. No definitive judgment can 
be passed on the president t s motives due to his death in the 
, c." i . f ,', ,'Ii .' 
/' ~': ' 1, ~ 
struggle for unionism. /.,"" 
In summarizing the findings on the Church and state question 
from 1871 to 1885 it bears repeating that the revolution in 1871 
was at best a political one but the removal of the moderate 
Garc!a Granados from the executive chair in 1873 signaled a new 
revolution. Garc!a Granados was no match for Barrios and his sup-
porters. Although Barrios and his followers found it expedient to 
delay the enactment'of a democratic constitution, they considered 
the religious reforms as prerequisites to all other reforms. For 
the Liberals the Church was the enetq.y of democracy i education and 
economic progress. Thus by 1876 the Liberals under the leadership 
of Barrios had inaugurated a religious reform that must have sur-
passed the expectations of many who supported the overthrow of the 
Conservative Vicente Cerna. 
41Alvarado, p. 39. According to Alvarado, the plan never 
materialized since the Salvadorean clergy refused to support 
unionism.. 
42valladares, pp. 319-320. 
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'!'he religious reform movement of the 1870' s had few novel 
aspects since much of it had been unsuccessfully attempted in the 
1830's by President Mariano Galvez. '!'he success and permanence 
of the Barrios revolution was aided by the rampant anticlericalism 
of the 1870's and 1880's, Which propagandized the need for reli-
gious reform and weakened clerical prestige. Guatemala inherited 
many of her anticlerical aspirations from the days of the En-
lightenment but the freedom and widespread use of the press under 
Barrios gave the anticlericals an influential voice in these re-
forms. The illiteracy of the masses did not provide for a wide 
reading pUblic, but the anticlericals' publications had their 
influence in intellectual and political circles. These writings 
could easily have inspired local political authorities in their 
antagonism against the clergy and caused them to inaugurate re-
forms not officially approved by the central government. '!'here is 
no evidence that the antagonism against the clergy in the local 
communities was part of an over-all plot of the central government 
'!'his is borne out by the fact that the apostolic administrator 
held the local political authorities responsible for these acts 
and frequently sought the support of the central authorities in 
restraining the anticlerical conduct of the jefe E91!ticos. On 
the other hand there are cases on record where pastors held the 
president directly responsible for the anticlerical and antireli-
gious orders. Neither can it be denied that Barrios found it 
advantageous to carry out his religious program in an anticlerical 
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atmosphere. Although the appointments of jefes e9l:!ticos were 
made by 'the chief executive, l~ited communication did not always 
make for centralized control. While Barrios instituted the sys-
tem of jefes Eol:!ticos, there is no evidence that he was always 
effective in controlling them. The system of centralized adminis-
tration became more effective in the post-Barrios period through 
improved communications. Barrios set the stage for centralization 
of power but the fruits of the system were not always evident be-
yond the confines of the capital. 
Another significant factor in the success of the Revolution 
of 1871 was the desire for economic progress. The Liberals were 
greatly concerned over the retarded state of the economy when com-
pared to other countries in the world particularly the United 
States. Rightly or wrongly it was argued that the Church had a 
stranglehold on the ~conomy of the country. Therefore expropria-
tion of ecclesiastical property became inevitable in the achieve-
ment of economic progress. Parish and monastic property would 
have to be placed in more productive hands. Convents and monas-
teries could be more profitably used as schools, where students 
under the influence of Positivism could be formed into productive 
citizens. These reforms not only weaken~ the Church economically 
but as Mecham remarks in the case of secularization of cemeteries 
deprived " ••• the Church of a powerful means of exercising 
control over the populace.,,43 
43Mecham. P.. 379 
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Although the United States served as a model for economic 
progress, she could not always serve as a model in the religious 
matters because of a different historical heritage. Although the 
Liberals admired the principle of separation of Church and state, 
they frequently feared that this would make the Church more power-
ful. In this dilemma the Liberals found a better model in the 
Mexican reforms of Vatent!n GOmez Farias and Benito Juarez. Re-
gardless of the model the Liberals aspired to separate the Church 
and state. Their reforms were not intended to destroy the Church 
but to weaken the Church as a political and economic institution. 
Foreign investments and Protestant immigration were seen as aids 
in weakening the position of the Church. 
Fundamental to all of the Liberal reforms was the concept of 
sovereignity. The government is the expression of the voice of 
the people and with this in mind the Liberals found it difficult 
to admit a third power in the management of secular affairs. 
~en the apostolic administrator opposed governmental policies, 
Barrios reminded him that his administration was elected and given 
all the necessary powers by the people. The doctrine of sover-
eignity found its ultimate expression in the constitution of 1879, 
~hich served as a popular stamp of approval of the Liberal pro-
gram. 
This investigation permits no doubt that the most significant 
legacy of the Liberal reform was a general weakening of the Church 
as a political, economic and social institution. Whether there 
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was a corresponding weakening in the religious fervor of the 
people is obviously a more difficult task to prove. Same pastors 
felt that in spite of the Liberal program the people continued to 
be fervent Catholics. On the other hand the drastic reduction in 
the number of clergy, lack of religious instruction and anti-
clerical literature must have seriously challenged the religious 
beliefs of the people. Much that the Church was able to salvage 
during the revolutionary period is greatly due to the indefatiga-
ble efforts of Padre Raull. Without his spirit of compromise and 
resignation a more violent persecution of the Church could have 
taken place as happened in Mexico in the 1920's. The task for the 
apostolic administrator could have been made considerably easier 
had there been a similar spirit in the Liberal and clerical ranks. 
The Liberal legacy of a weaker Church has been offset in 
recent times by the growth of a more independent Church in Guate-
~ala. The Liberals of the 1870's aspired to separate the Church 
and state. This goal has come closer to realization in present 
day Church and state relations than at any time previous in the 
history of Guatemala. This does not imply that the Church has 
recovered fully from her ordeals of the nineteenth century but it 
does point to the fact that she now enjoys advantages, which she 
~id not enjoy When she was closely allied with a political power. 
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